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Abstract
This thesis was motivated by a case study involving the formalisation of arguments

that simplify the verification of tree-oriented multicast protocols. As well as covering
the case study itself, it discusses our solution to problems we encountered concerning
expressivity and automation.

The expressivity problems related to the need for theory interpretation. We found
the existing Locale and axiomatic type class mechanisms provided by the Isabelle the-
orem prover we were using to be inadequate. This led us to develop a new prototype
implementation of theory interpretation. To support this implementation, we devel-
oped a novel system of proof terms for the HOL logic that we also describe in this
thesis.

We found existing automation to perform poorly, which led us to experiment with
additional kinds of automation. We describe our approach, focusing on features that
make automation suitable for interactive use.

Our presentation of the case study starts with our formalisation of an abstract the-
ory of distributed systems, covering state transition systems, forward and backward
simulation relations, and related properties of LTL (linear temporal logic). We then
summarise proofs of simulation relations holding for particular abstract multicast pro-
tocols.

We discuss the mechanisation styles we experimented with in the case study. We
also discuss the methodology behind our proofs. We cover aspects such as how to dis-
cover and construct proofs, and how to explore the space of proofs, how to make good
definitions and lemmas, how to increase modularity, reuse, stability and malleability of
proofs, and reduce maintenance of proofs, and the gap between intuitively understood
proofs and their formalisation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The work described in this thesis sprang from a case study, to mechanise a current
paper [EM03] in the field of distributed algorithms. When we attempted to mechanise
the paper, we encountered several problems, and the majority of this thesis describes
the steps we took to solve these problems.

One of the problems we encountered was that we often wished to develop a theory
abstractly and later reuse it in a concrete setting. Reusing an abstract theory in a con-
crete setting is often referred to as “theory interpretation”. The process of developing
abstract theories and reusing them in concrete settings is found throughout mathemat-
ics. For example, group theory is developed abstractly, and the results used for any
desired concrete group, such as Z. Unfortunately the theorem provers we were using
did not provide sufficient support for theory interpretation. We therefore developed
our own tools. These tools were based on proof term transformation. Unfortunately
the proof terms on which we founded our tools did not adequately support the trans-
formations we wished to make. This led us to develop a new foundation of proof terms
for HOL. In addition to supporting theory interpretation adequately, these proof terms
have several other interesting properties, so that the proof terms themselves are a con-
tribution of this thesis. We describe our work on theory interpretation and proof terms
in Part II.

Another problem we encountered was the poor performance of automation on the
typical goals we met during our case study. In fact, many of the problems were generic
problems concerning first order automation in an interactive setting. We describe our
approach to automation, focusing particularly on automation suitable for interactive
use, in Part III.

We describe some aspects of the case study in Part IV. This illustrates the problems

3



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

we tackled in other parts with concrete examples. Furthermore, the case study is of
independent interest. We begin by presenting our theory of simulation relations, which
includes the main theoretical results on which [EM03] relies, and its mechanisation in
Isabelle/HOL. The remainder of the case study is sufficiently large that it is not possible
to discuss it at the same level of detail. We therefore discuss the results abstractly, and
focus on aspects of the mechanisation process itself, using the case study to illustrate
the points we make. For example, we devote considerable space to a discussion of the
methodology behind the mechanisation of our case study.

Finally, in Part V, we draw some conclusions and look to the future.

1.1 Mechanised Higher Order Logic

This thesis is largely self-contained. However, it assumes a working knowledge of
at least one of the major HOL systems, including knowledge of the primitive rules.
Our work is conducted in Isabelle/HOL and HOL Light, with most engineering carried
out in HOL Light. For this reason, we refer the reader to the documentation [Har]
accompanying HOL Light, which contains a good introduction to higher order logic,
as well as specific details of the HOL Light system, which will aid the understanding
of later parts of this thesis. More extensive information concerning higher order logic,
and standard tactics, can be found in the documentation of the HOL system [Varc].

1.2 Syntax, Terminology, Conventions

1.2.1 Mathematics

We blur the distinction between constants such as φ (used during mathematical expo-
sition), phi (appearing in excerpted code) and phi (appearing in mechanised script) at
various points. We also expect that the reader match up mathematical notation, such
as M↑, with the corresponding notation used in mechanical proofs, such as Mup.

As is standard in HOL, we do not distinguish between sets and predicates. For
example, P x is syntactically identified with x ∈ P. We also use currying extensively,
implicitly identifying relations R(x,y) and curried boolean valued functions of two
variables, R x y. The ambiguity here should be resolved by the context and typing. We
often combine these two syntax features so that, for example, if R is a relation on pairs,
R x should usually be understood as those y such that R(x,y).
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1.2.2 Logic, HOL

We frequently refer to FOL, HOL and so on, sometimes intending the logical system,
sometimes intending the implementation of the logical system in a theorem prover. We
hope no confusion arises.

When we refer to metalogic, we usually mean the non-mechanical logic in which
we can reason about the logical system under investigation. Isabelle/HOL also has a
metalogic. When we wish to distinguish this metalogic, we use the phrase “Isabelle’s
metalogic”.

The word “theory” is used in its standard sense, as the smallest set containing a set
of basic axioms, and closed under the rules of inference. This set is in general infinite,
so we also use “theory” in the context of mechanised HOL, to mean the finite set of
theorems that are actually stated in a proof script.

The word “context” is used informally to refer to the set of axioms, type constructor
declarations and constant declarations that are used in a proof script. When processing
a proof script, the system maintains and updates these sets in an imperative manner.

We use “parameter” to refer to variables introduced in ∃L,∀R steps, in order to
stress the parametricity of the associated proof. In this, we follow authors such as
Pfenning [Pfe00]. Other authors might use “free variable” or “eigenvariable”, however
we feel there are drawbacks with both of these. “Free variable” should be used in
contrast to “bound variable”, which has nothing to do with derivations per se. The
word “eigenvariable”, although expressing more or less the same thing as “parameter”,
sounds forbidding, and carries with it too much mathematical baggage.

1.2.3 Citations

When we discuss large bodies of work, we frequently cite recent texts that cover as
much of the work as possible, rather than the original sources. Often, we have used
these texts ourselves to understand the material. Modern presentation, unified termi-
nology, syntax and typesetting can speed the act of understanding. Citations of original
sources can usually be found in a “related work” section.

1.3 Isabelle/HOL Syntax

We work in Isabelle/HOL, a variant of classical, simply typed, higher order logic.
Isabelle/HOL has a metalogic. The symbol =⇒ stands for the implication of this
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metalogic. Nothing substantial is lost by considering this synonymous with the object
level implication −→. Note that object level binding constructs do not extend across
Isabelle’s metalogical connectives. Nested metalogical implication A =⇒ B =⇒ C
can be written [[ A; B ]] =⇒ C. The symbol ≡ stands for the equality of the metalogic.
Again, nothing substantial is lost by considering this synonymous with the object level
equality =. Type aliases are syntactic shorthand for the underlying type, and have
no logical meaning. On the other hand, new types may be introduced axiomatically,
or defined in relation to an already existing type. The type N of natural numbers is
written nat. Type constructors are functions mapping type lists to types. Application
of a type constructor is typically written postfix. For example, the type of sets over
an underlying type ′a is ′a set. Application of a function f to an argument a is written
simply f a. The function which takes an argument x and produces a result f x is denoted
by λx. f x. The function which is exactly the same as f, except that x is mapped to
y, is written f (x := y). The type of a function with domain ′a and codomain ′b is ′a
⇒ ′b. ML style datatypes are present, as is definition by primitive and wellfounded
recursion. Lists are a particularly important datatype. The type of lists over a base
type ′a is formed by applying the list type constructor, viz. ′a list. The empty list is
written [], whilst the list xs with an additional x on the front is written x # xs. The list
containing 1,2,3 is written [1, 2, 3]. The functions to take the head, hd, and tail, tl, of
a list are as usual, such that hd (x # xs) = x and tl (x # xs) = xs. The concatenation of
two lists is written xs @ ys. The function set takes an ′a list to an ′a set in the obvious
way. The type of pairs over base types ′a, ′b is written ′a × ′b, and has the standard
projections fst, snd. Datatypes are accompanied by destructors in the form of case
statements. For example, the case distinction on natural numbers may be written case
x of 0 ⇒ baseCase | Suc n ⇒ stepCase n. This has the eta-contracted form natcase
baseCase stepCase.

1.4 Chapter Dependencies

In Fig. 1.1 we give the dependencies between parts and chapters. An arrow from
Chap. B to Chap. A indicates that A is logically prior to B. An arrow from Part B to
Part A indicates that Part A is logically prior to Part B, in the sense that each chapter in
Part B has some dependence on a chapter in Part A. However, dependencies between
parts are not particularly strong. The chapter on the case study, Chap. 11, contains
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several examples that further illustrate points made in other parts. However, it should
be possible to understand these other parts independently.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

The axiomatic method consists of asserting axioms, and deriving theorems based on
those axioms using the rules of logic. This method has been astonishingly successful,
and is the organising principle behind much of modern, and not so modern, mathemat-
ics.

Some areas of mathematics are self-contained. On the other hand, the great drive
to abstraction present in modern mathematics, supported by the axiomatic method, has
led to many areas, such as abstract algebra, where results are intended to be transfered
to more concrete settings. Even within a particular branch of abstract algebra one finds
that theorems need to be reused. For example, in abstract group theory one would like
to transfer group theorems to the group of automorphisms of an underlying group.

If we wish to reuse abstract theorems derived in the axiomatic style, we must have
a way to incorporate them into other contexts. The role of theory interpretation is to
support this theorem reuse.

In the following sections, we describe theory interpretation in greater detail.
We start, in Chap. 3, with a brief examination of parametricity in predicate logic,

followed by a description of the axiomatic method and theory interpretation. We then
draw out the connection between these concepts.

We go on to discuss, in Chap. 4, how HOL implementations fail to support the
axiomatic method. We focus particularly on Isabelle/HOL because it has the most fea-
tures aimed at supporting theorem reuse. Indeed, these features are restricted instances
of theory interpretation, and so we can judge them using theory interpretation as a
standard. In the same vein, we also discuss several hypothetical implementations of
theory interpretation.

We then illustrate, in Chap. 5, a particular implementation of theory interpretation,

11
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based on proof term transformation. Although plausible, the proof term foundation is
not readily amenable to analysis, in contrast to other implementations of proof terms.
To rectify this failing we introduce, in Chap. 6, an alternative system of proof terms.
This system has several interesting features, and many applications that are not possible
in other systems.

In each major section, we draw conclusions and survey related work. Finally, we
briefly conclude, in Chap. 7, with an assessment of what has been achieved.



Chapter 3

Theory Interpretation

3.1 Introduction

The great advances in logic and the foundations of mathematics that took place during
the last century can give the impression that there are no major obstacles left to formal-
isation (and subsequent mechanisation). We have our chosen logic (usually FOL), our
chosen axioms (usually ZF), and all that is left to do is transcribe mathematical argu-
ments at a suitable level of detail. However, the experience of mechanising large proofs
is mostly unpleasant, and certainly arduous. Theoretically the problem is solved by fix-
ing a logical system and a sufficiently strong set of axioms. Practically, mechanisation
will remain specialised for many years yet, simply because it is so time consuming.

Where do the difficulties lie? One area that theorem provers struggle in is ex-
pressivity. Although FOL is admirably expressive in some ways, yet it is lacking in
others. For example, in informal mathematics we may prove theorems for a group pre-
sented additively, and expect to reuse the results for a group presented multiplicatively.
We justify this approach by arguing that we could have proved the theorems for the
multiplicative group, rather than the additive group. However, this is a metalogical
justification: there is no rule within FOL that allows us to take a group theorem pre-
sented additively and syntactically translate that theorem so that it applies to a group
presented multiplicatively. This has serious implications for mechanisation: one can-
not assert the axioms for an additive group, carry out an abstract development, and then
expect to reuse the results for a multiplicative group. In short, mechanisers encounter
problems with expressivity. We desire to use operations that are commonly found in
the mathematical vernacular, but are absent in the chosen logic.

In the following sections we discuss aspects of expressivity. Particularly we are

13
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interested in the notion of theory interpretation, a counterpart to the axiomatic method,
which permits theorems proved axiomatically to be reused in a different context. For
example, theory interpretation for FOL allows results concerning groups presented
additively to be reused for groups presented multiplicatively.

We start by examining notions of parametricity in FOL. Parametricity is the notion
underlying quantification. At the level of theories, it underlies theory interpretation.
There are parallels between what happens at the logical level with the ∀ quantifier, and
what happens at the theory level with theory interpretation. Therefore we investigate
notions of parametricity in FOL which informs our discussion of theory interpretation.

We then discuss the axiomatic method. The axiomatic method is important because
it is pervasive in the development of abstract mathematics. We give examples of the
use of the axiomatic method.

We often wish to reuse axiomatic results for structures which satisfy the axioms.
Theory interpretation allows this reuse. Thus, theory interpretation is a counterpart to
the axiomatic method. We then discuss theory interpretation proper.

Theory interpretation allows one to reuse abstract results in a concrete setting. The
reuse of theorems in a different setting parallels the use of the ∀ quantifier in FOL.
Dual to ∀ is ∃. Therefore we expect to find a notion dual to theory interpretation. We
isolate this notion, and call it theory abstraction. We then discuss theory abstraction,
which is seen to share many features with theory interpretation.

Finally, we briefly consider several options for implementing theory interpretation,
and discuss several other notions relating to expressivity in mathematics.

In the following sections we use a standard sequent formalisation of first order
predicate logic to illustrate our points. We choose sequent style rather than natural
deduction style because (multiple conclusion) sequent style captures the symmetries
of classical logic to a greater degree than natural deduction style.

3.2 Parametricity in First Order Logic

Parametricity, generalisation, instantiation and reuse are common notions at almost
every logical level. The origins of these notions can be found in first order logic. We
study how these arise. In later sections, this knowledge informs our discussion of
the axiomatic method, which is a form of parametric theory development, and theory
interpretation, which is a form of theory instantiation.

In as much as the terms of propositional logic are founded on propositional vari-
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ables, propositional logic has some claims to encode mechanisms for dealing with
generality. The first innovation of the predicate calculus is that one allows partial-
propositions (predicates) P to apply to (be predicated on) individuals in the domain of
discourse, represented by terms t. Proofs of ` P t that are uniform in a given term t
are parametric in that term. Another innovation of the predicate calculus is the notion
of a parameter, or free variable. If we introduce a parameter a, then we can obtain
a proof of ` P a. This parametric proof can then be used for any particular term t
by (metalogically!) substituting t for a throughout the proof. A further innovation of
predicate calculus is the introduction of quantification, which allows (the conclusion
of) a parametric proof to be parcelled up as a syntactic construct within the logic itself.
For example, from a parametric proof of ` [a/x]P we can apply ∀R to obtain a proof
of ` ∀x.P. Having parcelled up the parametric proof as a syntactic construct within
the logic, we are of course free to reuse it for particular terms. For example, from
an assumption ∀x.P we can obtain assumptions P s,P t, . . . using ∀L, without repro-
ducing the proof for each term s, t, . . .. This reuse can greatly abbreviate proofs. In
this way, first order logic contains inbuilt mechanisms for dealing with parametricity,
generalisation (∀R), instantiation (∀L) and reuse.

In the example of the previous paragraph, in sequent form, we cut on ∀x.P, prove
the left hand branch with ∀R followed by a parametric proof of [a/x]P, and on the right
hand branch are free to reuse the cut formula (multiple times) with ∀L. The resulting
proof tree looks as follows.

Γ ` ∆, [a/x]P
∀R

Γ ` ∆,∀x.P

[t/x]P,∀x.P,Γ ` ∆
∀L

∀x.P,Γ ` ∆
Cut

Γ ` ∆

Dual to the ∀ quantifier is the ∃ quantifier, and the proof above may be dualized to
get the following.

Γ ` ∆,∃x.P, [t/x]P
∃R

Γ ` ∆,∃x.P

[a/x]P,Γ ` ∆
∃L

∃x.P,Γ ` ∆
Cut

Γ ` ∆

Cutting on an existential is typically used when one has a term t such that ` [t/x]P.
t may be syntactically complicated, whereas the remainder of the proof is parametric
for any parameter a such that [a/x]P. In this case, we use t as an existential witness
to prove the left branch, and on the right branch we proceed with ∃L. In this way
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we abstract from the complexities of the term t1. We also ensure that the right hand
branch is parametric on the existentially obtained parameter, rather than dependent on
the explicit term t, thereby increasing modularity. In this way, first order logic contains
inbuilt mechanisms for abstraction and modularity.

Of course, the duality of ∀,∃ suggests that these features are two sides of the same
coin.

3.3 The Axiomatic Method

The axiomatic method consists of declaring axioms, and reasoning solely from these
axioms using the rules of logic. It originates with the Greeks, and Euclid’s Elements
[EucBC] is an early example that epitomises this style of mathematics. The axiomatic
method has been used to great effect in modern mathematics. For example, by clarify-
ing what assumptions a proof rests on, the axiomatic method allows sometimes unex-
pected generalisations to be made. It is the principle organising force behind much of
modern mathematics.

One of the benefits of the axiomatic method is that it serves to abstract results from
their context. One such example is the development of the abstract first order theory
of one group.

Example 3.3.1. (Group Theory) We work in a first order theory with a fixed signature
Σ, including a binary function of composition ◦ (written infix), a unary function i, and
a constant e. The axioms of a group are as follows.

∀xyz.(x◦ y)◦ z = x◦ (y◦ z)
∀x.e◦ x = x∧ x◦ e = x

∀x.x◦ (i x) = e∧ (i x)◦ x = e

One can reason from these axioms in the usual way. For instance, the following
chain of reasoning shows that for any given element x, e is the only element such that
e◦ x = x. For assume that e′ ◦ x = x. Then we argue as follows.

1Indeed, one can make much stronger claims for the use of existentially obtained witnesses. For
instance, classically one may have ` ∃x.P, and yet for no term t do we have ` [t/x]P. This is the case,
for example, when proving the Drinker’s problem, ` ∃x.P x→∀x.P x, in a first order signature with no
constants or functions.
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e = x◦ (i x)

= e′ ◦ x◦ (i x)

= e′ ◦ e

= e′

In symbols we have ` e′ ◦ x = x→ e′ = e.

We often wish to reuse theorems, proved for an abstract group, for a particular
concrete group.

Example 3.3.2. (Reuse and the Axiomatic Method) Consider the integers Z with the
binary operation +, the unary operation−, and the constant 0. This structure satisfies
the group axioms, suitably translated.

∀xyz.(x+ y)+ z = x+(y+ z)
∀x.0+ x = x∧ x+0 = x

∀x.x+(−x) = 0∧ (−x)+ x = 0
We can reuse abstract group theorems, suitably translated, for the concrete group

(Z,+,−,0). In particular, we can assert the uniqueness of the identity, ` 0′+x = x→
0′ = 0 without having to actually translate the abstract proof into the concrete setting.

The justification for reusing theorems in a first order setting such as the above is
metalogical: we argue that we could have conducted the abstract proofs in the concrete
setting. Although this justification is permissible in informal mathematics, when we
come to mechanise theorems on a computer, we run up against the problem that this
justification may not be expressible within the logic itself. For example, in FOL, we
may be forced to actually carry out the abstract proof in the concrete setting. This
reduces the effectiveness of the axiomatic method.

Before we consider these problems further, we examine the notion of theory in-
terpretation, which is the name given to the type of reuse embodied in the example
above.

3.4 Theory Interpretation

In this section, we discuss the notion of theory interpretation. We give a definition of
simple theory interpretation, then extend this to theory interpretation as it is described
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in e.g. [FGT93], [Joh87].
Theory interpretation is a simple way to reuse theorems proved in an abstract theory

in a concrete theory. It is used extensively in mathematics, and is a counterpart to the
axiomatic method. The idea is to declare some axioms in the abstract theory, to carry
out proofs of theorems using those axioms, then to transfer the theorems to the concrete
theory by ensuring that the concrete theory satisfies the abstract axioms. This involves
discharging the axioms with theorems of the concrete theory.

Let us be more formal about what we mean when we talk about theory interpreta-
tion. We assume understood the notions of first order language, first order signature
and first order theory. They are described in most introductory texts on logic, for ex-
ample [Joh87].

Definition 3.4.1. (Simple Theory Interpretation) Fix two first order theories S,T with
the same language. We say that there is a simple theory interpretation between S and
T iff the axioms of S are theorems of T .

We may visualise this as shown in Fig. 3.1. The point of this definition is the
following.

Theorem 3.4.2. (Soundness of Simple Theory Interpretation) If there is a simple theory
interpretation between S and T , then any theorem of S is a theorem of T .

Proof. Take a proof of ` P in S. Wherever an axiom of S is used, substitute the corre-
sponding theorem of T . The resulting proof is a valid proof of ` P in T .

Simple theory interpretation allows reuse providing the languages of the two the-
ories match. To accommodate examples such as Ex. 3.3.2, we need to relax this
requirement and allow some syntactic mapping between the two theories.

Definition 3.4.3. (Theory Interpretation) Fix two first order theories S,T with lan-
guages K,L respectively. Let φ be a mapping from K to L. We say that φ is a theory
interpretation iff the following hold 2 3.

2We have simplified the presentation given in [Far94] by not relativising quantifiers. Relativisation is
often used. For instance, if one is working in PA, and wishes to interpret a formula f = ∀x.P in ZF, then
one relativises the quantifier so that Φ( f ) = ∀x ∈ N.Φ(P), where N is some ZF predicate that identifies
the ordinals up to ω. This approach is somewhat messy, and results in several extra conditions when
verifying that a theory interpretation is sound. In mechanised mathematics, we often have an explicit
subtyping predicate present anyway, so that we simply map this predicate as usual. In this case, our
original formula would be f = ∀x ∈ N.P and our mapping would be Φ( f ) = ∀x ∈ Φ(N).Φ(P).

3We have also simplified the presentation by requiring that constants are mapped to constants, rather
than closed terms. This is no great restriction. If we wish to map a constant to a closed term, we can
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Figure 3.1: Simple Theory Interpretation
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1. Variables xi are mapped to themselves.

2. Functions f with arity n are mapped to functions φ f with the same arity.

3. Relations R with arity n are mapped to relations φ R with the same arity.

We can then extend φ inductively to terms and formulae in the obvious way.

Indeed, φ induces a translation of proofs in S to preproofs in T . These preproofs
in T are not (yet) proofs because they depend on the axioms of S, suitably mapped by
φ. If we can discharge these dependencies with theorems of T , then our translated and
discharged proof is a wellformed proof in T .

Theorem 3.4.4. (Soundness of Theory Interpretation) If φ is a theory interpretation
between S and T , and moreover the image of every axiom of S under φ is a theorem of
T , then the image of every theorem of S is a theorem of T .

Proof. Again, we proceed by structural induction on the proof of the theorem.

The justification for theory interpretation is similar to that employed when moving
from a proof about an arbitrary parameter a to a proof about a specific term t: since the
axioms of the abstract structure hold in the concrete structure, the proof of the abstract
theorem could just as well have been carried out in the concrete setting. Intuitively,
when we prove a theorem in the abstract theory S, we are proving (modulo syntax) a
theorem that is valid in all theories T , providing the axioms of S can be discharged by
theorems in T . Seen another way, the theorems proved in the context of the axioms
for groups hold for all concrete groups (modulo syntax). Use of such theorems corre-
sponds to instantiating these theorems on a particular concrete group. The process of
generalisation and instantiation that characterises the ∀ quantifier is here expressed at
the level of theories, rather than at the logical level, but whereas generalisation and in-
stantiation at the logical level have corresponding rules within FOL, viz. ∀R,∀L, there
is no rule within FOL that corresponds to theory interpretation.
simply define a new constant in our target theory as the term in question, and map the constant to this
new constant. Although we only deal with first order theory interpretation, the situation is similar in
higher order logic. In this case, axioms may contain type variables, and their interpretation will also
typically contain type variables in order for theory interpretation to succeed. If free type variables cause
the abstract axiom to be unsound, then theory interpretation will fail. For example the definitional axiom

`C = if ∀ x y :: α.x = y then 1 else 2
may be allowed in abstract theories, but any theory interpretation will not be able to satisfy the trans-

lated axiom. In this case, it is reasonable to restrict the abstract theory to exclude such pathological
axioms, in line with what is permitted in the underlying HOL system.
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3.5 Theory Abstraction

Theory interpretation parallels the use of the ∀ quantifier in FOL. Since ∃ is dual to ∀,
we expect to find a notion dual to theory interpretation. We isolate this notion, which
we call theory abstraction.

Let us be precise about how theory interpretation parallels the use of the ∀ quan-
tifier. We work in HOL. We assume is-group is defined so that is-group (C,◦, i,e) is
equivalent to the conjunction of the following clauses4.

∀x ∈C.i x ∈C∧∀xy ∈C.x◦ y ∈C∧ e ∈C
∀xyz ∈C.(x◦ y)◦ z = x◦ (y◦ z)
∀x ∈C.e◦ x = x∧ x◦ e = x

∀x ∈C.x◦ (i x) = e∧ (i x)◦ x = e

Then theorems ` A in abstract group theory may be equivalently stated as follows.

` is-group (C,◦, i,e)→ A

For example, consider the uniqueness of the identity. This would be stated as

` ∀C ◦ i e.is-group (C,◦, i,e)→∀e′ ∈C.∀x ∈C.e′ ◦ x = x→ e′ = e

or equivalently

` ∀g.let (C,◦, i,e) = g in is-group (C,◦, i,e)→∀e′ ∈C.∀x ∈C.e′ ◦ x = x→ e′ = e

Let us abbreviate the above by ` ∀g.G. At a given point in a proof, we may need
to use this result for a particular concrete group g′. We cut on the statement above,
prove the left hand branch for a parameter g, then on the right hand branch we have the
assumption ∀g.G, which we instantiate at g′.

Γ ` ∆,G
∀R

Γ ` ∆,∀g.G

[g′/g]G,Γ ` ∆
∀L

∀g.G,Γ ` ∆
Cut

Γ ` ∆
In this setting, theory interpretation is simply the instantiation of higher order quan-

tifiers.
4Compared with the previous presentation of the group axioms, we have introduced an explicit

carrier C for the group elements.
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Let us consider the dual case. Here, our formulae ∃g.G will typically be of the
form

∃g.is-group g∧ . . .

Then the dual of the above proof is

Γ ` ∆, [g′/g]G
∃R

Γ ` ∆,∃g.G

G,Γ ` ∆
∃L

∃g.G,Γ ` ∆
Cut

Γ ` ∆

In this case, we may know that ` [g′/g]G, but in order to abstract from the complex-
ities of the particular term g′, we cut on ∃g.G, prove the left hand branch separately,
and then existentially eliminate on the right hand branch.

Now, in the case of the ∀ quantifier, the left hand branch of the Cut corresponds
to use of the axiomatic method, whilst the right hand branch corresponds to theory
interpretation, where we reuse the abstract result in a concrete setting.

In the case of the ∃ quantifier, the left hand branch corresponds to discharging an
axiomatic obligation, whilst the right hand branch corresponds to assuming an axiom
during a theory development.

Generally, people are concerned with the axiomatic method, i.e. the left hand
branch of the ∀ case. When reusing axiomatic results, one must typically discharge
obligations such as is-group g′, but in informal mathematics, where it is obvious that
the obligations are satisfied, this is often left implicit. Similarly, when developing the-
ories, one often simply states axioms that one requires, and develops the theory from
these. This corresponds to the right hand branch of the ∃ case. It usually goes unsaid
that these axioms are satisfiable, but in order to ensure soundness, one should also
carry out the proof for the left hand branch.

The point is that even if one must prove both branches, the statement of the high
level axioms one wants to use in the right hand branch can modularise the proof, by
removing the details of the proof of these axioms which occurs on the left hand branch.
In this way, axiomatic definitions serve as a logical firewall between development of a
theory, and use of a theory.

We are now in a position to dualize the definition of theory interpretation and ob-
tain the definition of theory abstraction. Let us first examine the definition of theory
abstraction in a first order setting.
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Definition 3.5.1. (Simple Theory Abstraction) Fix two first order theories S,T with the
same language. We say that there is a simple theory abstraction from T to S iff the
theorems of T are axioms of S.

This definition is logically the same as that for simple theory interpretation. The
key difference in simple theory abstraction is that there is no intent to interpret the
results of S in many different target theories T . Rather, the soundness of S, is related
to that of T . The point of this definition is the following.

Theorem 3.5.2. (Soundness of Simple Theory Abstraction) If there is a simple theory
abstraction from T to S, then any theorem proved in theory S is provable in theory T .

Proof. The definitions parallel those for simple theory interpretation.

The way this is used in mathematics is that one posits axioms in S, and develops
a theory based on these axioms. This allows the theory to be abstract and elegant.
However, to ensure soundness one should prove the axioms conservatively in T , which
is assumed to be sound to begin with.

As an example of how theory abstraction can increase modularity, consider the
development of a theory in HOL which involves the construction of a type τ. If we
develop definitionally, we may find that τ = α×β for two concrete types α,β. Theories
which extend this theory are exposed to the fact that τ is the cross product of two types.
This can affect mechanisation. For instance, automation may be instructed to always
perform case splitting on elements of product types. However, we may wish to treat
τ as an abstract type. The role of theory abstraction is precisely to hide details of the
implementation of support theories on which the main theory depends.

One can extend the notion of simple theory abstraction to the general case, in-
corporating a notion of syntactic mapping. The definitions parallel those for theory
interpretation. The syntax mapping is now from T to S, not from S to T as was the
case for theory interpretation. The notion appears to be less used, compared to theory
interpretation, because one is less interested in knowing that there are several sound
theories T in which the axioms of S may be proved. Rather, for soundness, one suf-
fices, and often the soundness of a set of axioms is taken for granted.

There are other reasons that theory abstraction is not found in its full generality.
Whilst not deep, the problems involved are significant. Let us try to give a flavour of
the problems. Typically theory interpretation is used to transfer results from small, self
contained theories S to the target theory T which is usually developed definitionally.
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The syntax mapping is effectively applied throughout the theory S. The axioms serve to
limit the scope of the syntax mapping. For theory abstraction, we ideally wish to apply
the syntax mapping to theory T , to make the theorems of T syntactically match the
axioms of S. However, T is in general a very large theory, developed definitionally, i.e.
including all its parent theories. In this case, it may be impossible to syntactically map
T without mapping the libraries of the theorem prover (those that deal with booleans,
numbers, etc.) on which T depends. This is not desirable, since no-one wants the
syntax of things such as numbers altered once they are in place. In practice, there
are two ways to avoid this situation. The simplest is to implement a “poor man’s”
version of theory abstraction, based on manipulating proof script file dependencies.
We separate out the constant, type, and axiom declarations into a separate file, and
have S depend on this during development. When we wish to substitute the concrete
theory T for the abstract declarations, we make S depend on T instead. To accomplish
the syntax mapping, we define the constants in S, which were so far only declared, as
their counterparts in T . This only allows one implementation T to be used to discharge
the axioms of S, but this is usually what is required to demonstrate soundness. This
is the approach taken in [Rid05], where an abstract set of constants representing first
order formulae, on which a sizeable development is based, are then defined as their
de Bruijn equivalents. The great downside to this approach is that it may not always
be possible (e.g. an abstract type τ which is implemented as a concrete type in T
may cause proof scripts in S which work with the abstract type, to fail), and that one
is manipulating proof scripts, with poorly defined semantics, instead of proof terms,
which are comparatively well understood. The alternative is to abandon the syntax
mapping from T to S, and instead to perform a syntax map from S to T . This is in
effect theory interpretation. The difference is that there was never any intent to reuse S
(by performing more than one theory interpretation). Although we lose the syntax of
theory S, we retain the benefits of abstract development: concrete details of T do not
infect S until the interpretation takes place, which is usually at the end of the theory
development.

The idea of having an axiomatic theory S be justified by several conservatively
developed theories T , as found in theory abstraction, is just as interesting as the idea
of reusing a theory several times, as found in theory interpretation. For example, one
could imagine a theory of lambda terms developed axiomatically that was sufficiently
abstract that the axioms could be satisfied by an implementation of lambda terms based
on De Bruijn indices, and by an implementation based on named variables. Indeed, the
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hallmark of an abstract development would be exactly that such a thing were possible.
Although the problems outlined above mean that having two copies of a theory S jus-
tified by two different implementations of the axioms as theories T1,T2 is hard within
the same theorem prover instance, it is easier to ensure that proofs in S do not depend
on details that might be introduced by Ti. In this way, one can textually substitute T2

for T1 and have the whole development (S based on Ti) be accepted by the theorem
prover without changes to the proof scripts. In this way, theory abstraction leads to
portability of theories between different implementations of the theories they depend
on. However, this form of textual substitution is much more prone to failure than the-
ory abstraction, because one is attempting to manipulate proof scripts, with undefined
semantics, instead of proof terms, which are well understood.

What are the possible applications of theory abstraction? The applications of theory
interpretation are well known, whilst the applications of theory abstraction are less well
known. We briefly survey some possible applications.

As the name suggests, theory abstraction allows one to abstract from the specific
details of the implementation of a theory. For example, there are many concrete for-
malisations of trees. However, once the theorems which characterise trees have been
established, one would ideally like to forget about the concrete implementation and
reason abstractly. HOL implementations provide a type definition mechanism which
allows a certain amount of abstraction to occur. However, this is a rather heavyweight
mechanism, and this tends to restrict its use. If one does not use the type definition
mechanism, one finds that contingent details about the particular implementation of
trees are allowed to infect later proofs. This is particularly troublesome when transfer-
ring proof scripts from one system to another, where the systems do not share the same
implementations of trees. The proof scripts tend to be too dependent on the details of
the particular implementation of trees, so that porting them can be a lot of work.

These problems are not restricted solely to the development of trees. Many theo-
ries can be developed concretely in different ways, and ideally users of these theories
should be hidden from the differences. For example, the theory of the reals can be de-
veloped based on Cauchy sequences, Dedekind cuts [Har94], Eudoxus reals [Art04],
or even more exotic constructions [Art00]. Theory abstraction permits details of these
constructions to be hidden from users, without forcing the creation of a new type.

A variation on the above which we believe will be extremely useful is to use the-
ory abstraction to enforce modularity in later theories. For example, we work in a
context with two trees T1,T2. These trees are both concretely represented at the same
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type. Abstractly, however, we wish to enforce a distinction between these trees at the
level of types. We can take the abstract tree theory and instantiate it at two different
types. This means, for example, that for a given node n2 ∈ nodes T2, the type system
prevents us writing expressions such as n2 ∈ nodes T1, whereas concretely this would
be permissible. Indeed, we could even specialise the tree theory to the particular trees
T1,T2, allowing us to write n2 ∈ nodes2. The enforced distinction at the level of types
also opens the way to greater automatic parameter inference. For instance, instead of
specialising the tree theory to T1,T2, we may simply write n2 ∈ nodes leaving the
parameter to be established based on type information.

We have already alluded to a possible use of theory abstraction, when mechanising
results about systems involving binding, such as first order logic. De Bruijn indices are
often employed, since they identify terms which are α-equivalent. However, mecha-
nisers frequently allow details of the De Bruijn representation to infect the rest of the
proof. Thus, one finds major lemmas stated using functions defined specifically over
a De Bruijn representation. This lack of modularity, and corresponding ugliness in
proof, has led to an unfair discrediting of the De Bruijn representation. However, all
concrete representations of, say, first order terms, are essentially isomorphic, so that
proofs should never make essential use of properties of any particular representation,
and certainly should not mention constructs that are specific to a particular represen-
tation in the statements of main lemmas. Thus, it is perfectly possible to produce
extremely elegant proofs where the details of the representation of terms with bind-
ing is completely hidden. Our formalisation [Rid05] of Craig’s Interpolation Theorem
demonstrates this approach. The theory of terms is defined axiomatically, taking care
so as not to prejudice the implementation, and later satisfiability is shown by exhibiting
a De Bruijn representation which satisfies the axioms. The axiomatic approach ensures
the main proof is free of any De Bruijn specific constructs. Thus, we are free to substi-
tute an implementation based on named variables if we prefer, or even to have multiple
copies of the theory, based on multiple implementations of terms, present at the same
time. We stress that it is not a lucky accident that we could mechanise these results in
this style- the observations above apply to any mechanisation involving binding.

Theory abstraction is also useful for transferring theories between different theo-
rem provers. If the dependencies of a theory on the particulars of its concrete devel-
opment, and the subtheories on which it depends, are minimised, then it may be more
easily transfered between systems.
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3.6 Mechanisation

Theory interpretation is the natural form of reuse associated with the axiomatic method.
Theory interpretation is widely used throughout mathematics, so that we expect to see
it implemented in mechanical theorem proving systems. There are at least 3 different
ways one could implement theory interpretation.

• Axiomatic Assertion The simplest approach is to axiomatically assert the in-
terpreted theorems in the concrete theory. For example, this is the approach
taken by the IMPS theorem prover [FGT93]. This has many advantages, against
which the main disadvantage is that one no longer has guarantees afforded by
the LCF approach to theorem proving. As uses of theory interpretation become
more complex, it is likely that it would be difficult to ensure soundness of the
implementation. For systems based on first order logic, without proof terms, this
seems to be the only approach. Of course, one can mechanise the process of
axiomatically asserting the interpreted theorems, but this code necessarily forms
part of the trusted kernel.

• Proof Term Transformation

Proof terms, or proof objects, are concrete representations of proofs. The exact
form that a proof term takes can be extremely varied. For example, a numbered
list of sequents, with some indication of which sequents follow from previous
ones, is popular with some authors [BJ89]. More sophisticated representations
of proofs, such as those found in constructive type theory [Bar92], attempt to
reflect aspects of the logical system within the proof term itself. For example,
the eigenvariable status of introduced parameters is represented using a lambda
binding in the proof term.

An alternative implementation of theory interpretation, if one has access to proof
terms, is to carry out the transformations suggested by the proofs of soundness.
For example, this is the approach taken by the PhoX theorem prover [Raf]. This
also has advantages. The transformations are metalogical, so that the machinery
can be completely orthogonal to the rest of the prover. This makes for small
implementations. Soundness is assured, since we have proof terms for the inter-
preted theorems. Moreover, proof term transformation supports admissible but
non-derivable rules smoothly. Disadvantages are that we require our prover to
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support proof terms, and that large proofs may require significant time to trans-
form. On the other hand, compressed proof terms for the complete libraries of
the HOL4 theorem prover constitute around 13MB of data. Objects of this size
are routinely manipulated on current machines.

• Internalisation A third possibility is to move to a logic which is expressive
enough to support theory interpretation directly. To accommodate the syntactic
translation involved in theory interpretation, the system must support function
and relation parameters that can be instantiated. HOL supports not only higher
order parameters, but higher order quantification, and can thus support theory
interpretation directly. For example, this is essentially the approach of Isabelle’s
Locales [Kam99]. In first order theorem provers, one finds that higher order
parameterisation and instantiation are sometimes added to the logic just so that
some form of theory interpretation can be supported. For example, this is the
case with the ACL2 theorem prover [KM].

We have already illustrated how HOL can support theory interpretation directly,
in Sect. 3.5. There we illustrated how theorems ` A in abstract group theory may be
internalised as ` is-group (C,◦, i,e)→ A in HOL. The general approach is similar. We
internalise every axiom as the condition of an implication in the theorem. We avoid
constants and work instead with parameters. Let us be absolutely explicit about the
translations we make.

• Instead of declaring fixed constant types, we work with type variables.

• Instead of declaring constants c = . . . we work with a parameter c, and an addi-
tional assumption c = . . ..

• Instead of asserting axioms, we work with implicational theorems, where the
condition is a conjunction of the axioms.

This approach also has its advantages. Working within the logic means that an
implementation can be extremely flexible. We also preserve the LCF approach, if
employed by the underlying prover. The performance is high, since we are simply ap-
plying a few rules of the underlying logic. The preservation of the LCF approach, and
the simplicity of the implementation, mean that this approach scales easily. However,
there are some disadvantages. We are simulating metalogical notions inside the logic:
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constants, for instance, are now parameters. Since most packages in HOL implementa-
tions are highly sensitive to whether a term is a constant or a parameter, one can expect
that these packages are not usable in conjunction with this approach, without extensive
modification. The other problem is that current HOL implementations do not allow all
uses of axioms to be internalised within the logic via an additional assumption.

To illustrate the problem, consider the following.

Example 3.6.1. (Derivation From an Axiom Not Equivalent to Derivation From an
Assumption) We work in a first order theory. We assert an axiom ` P x containing a
free variable x. From this we can derive P y.

` P x

` ∀x.P x

P y ` P y

∀x.P x ` P y

` P y
However, we certainly do not expect to derive the internalised form

` P x→ P y

Fortunately first order logic is a closed system, in the sense that for any axiom
containing free variables, there is an equivalent closed axiom without free variables.
For example, instead of an axiom P x we can use ∀x.P x. The same holds true for
HOL of course, at least as far as individual variables are concerned. However, HOL
also supports the notion of type variables, yet crucially lacks type quantification. This
means that internalisation can fail if an axiom contains free type variables.

Example 3.6.2. (Failure of Internalisation in HOL) We define a new constant I by
conservatively extending the system with an axiom.

` ∀x :: α.(I :: α⇒ α)x = x

Note that α is a type parameter that may be instantiated, but not quantified over (since
HOL does not allow type quantification). We can then prove the following theorem.

` ∀x :: β.(II)x = x

We reason that

(I :: (β⇒ β)⇒ (β⇒ β)) (I :: β⇒ β) = (I :: β⇒ β)

by using the axiom type instantiated as

` ∀x :: β⇒ β.(I :: (β⇒ β)⇒ (β⇒ β))x = x
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and taking I for x. So (II)x = Ix by substitutivity of equals. Then Ix = x by instantiating
the axiom as

` ∀x :: β.(I :: β⇒ β)x = x

The result follows by transitivity of equality.
Note that I occurs with two types in this example, namely (β⇒ β)⇒ (β⇒ β) and

β⇒ β.
When we come to internalise such a theorem, we proceed as follows.

∀x.(I :: β⇒ β)x = x,∀x.(I :: (β⇒ β)⇒ (β⇒ β))x = x ` ∀x :: β.(II)x = x

In order to simulate the effect of the axiom within the system, we must have two addi-
tional assumptions corresponding to each instance of the axiom. In general, for every
type at which the axiom is used we must include a separate assumption.

Although it is possible to work around this defect, implementations will be uneven.
For instance, if internalised lemmas do not have the same assumption lists, instantiating
uniformly, which is the principle operation of theory interpretation, can prove problem-
atic. Finally, admissible but non-derivable rules cannot be handled by internalisation,
whereas some admissible rules can be handled with proof term transformation.

In summary, there are 3 clear approaches to implementing theory interpretation.
We discuss these further in Chap. 4.

3.7 Related Work

Theory interpretation is found in many texts on mathematical logic [Sho67] [End72]
[Joh87]. It is typically used to transfer results from a source theory to a target theory,
as we have described here. As a corollary, one can show decidability of the source
given decidability of the target, or similarly to show consistency of the source, given
consistency of the target. These techniques are used by logicians to relate the strength
of logical systems. In computer science, interpretations are a rigorous tool for verifying
that one system is a refinement of another [Far94].

The descriptions of theory interpretation in the mathematical literature focus on
the first order case, which is expected since first order logic is the foundation of the
most common logical systems used to formalise mathematics. However, theory inter-
pretation can be extended without complication to higher order logics. For example,
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a version of theory interpretation for a variant of simple type theory is described in
[Far94].

Versions of theory interpretation can be found in various guises in other formal
systems. The specification community often adopts similar mechanisms to allow spec-
ifications to be reused [LW02]. The General Logics of Meseguer [Mes89] give a formal
account of one approach. The Common Algebraic Specification Language has simi-
lar features, and a good overview is [BST04]. Program languages, such as Standard
ML, and Clear have features such as signatures and functors, which are the program-
ming counterpart to theory interpretation. Combined specification and programming
languages naturally also have similar features. Examples are EHDM, Maude, OBJ,
ExtendedML, and SPECWARE. However, our focus here is on theory interpretation in
first and higher order logic.

In the previous sections we also briefly indicate how theory interpretation is im-
plemented in some mechanised systems. We examine implementations of theory in-
terpretation in HOL theorem provers in greater detail Chap. 4. We discuss a particular
implementation in HOL Light, in Chap. 5.

3.8 Conclusion

Effective mechanisation depends on being able to express arguments adequately. There
are many constructs of the mathematical vernacular which are not directly translatable
into FOL or HOL, often because they rely on metalogical notions. We identified the
problem of theorem reuse, and established a link between the axiomatic method and
theory interpretation. We then described the notion of theory abstraction, which is seen
to be the dual of theory interpretation. Theory abstraction is just as important as theory
interpretation. We discussed several options for mechanising theory interpretation.

We avoided giving large mathematical examples, for two reasons. We believe that
once theory interpretation has been described, the reader should grasp how to apply
it in various situations. For example, the Jordan–Hölder theorem deals with two se-
quences of groups G1CG2C . . .CGm and H1CH2C . . .Hn = Gm and the correspond-
ing sets of quotient groups Gi+1/Gi and H j+1/H j. In formalisation, Gi would be pa-
rameters (free variables), and the theorem would be proved for arbitrary sequences of
these parameters (perhaps represented by a function G from {1 . . .m} to the underlying
carrier of the groups Gi). During a proof, existing theorems about groups would be in-
stantiated on the particular groups Gi, even though these are syntactically parameters
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at that point in the proof. Thus, in typical use there is a lot of matching up of parame-
ters from general group theorems with particular parameters in play during the proof.
The other reason we did not illustrate theory interpretation with large mathematical
examples is that this has already been done, again for group theory, by Kammuller in
his PhD [Kam99].

This work is intended to provide background information on theory interpretation,
which is required to understand later chapters based on this notion. However, we feel
the following are a few contributions.

• The identification of theory interpretation as the partner of the axiomatic method
has not been made explicit previously.

• We feel our presentation of theory interpretation via higher order generalisation
and instantiation clarifies previous presentations.

• Most presentations of theory interpretation are in terms of semantics preserva-
tion. Our presentation is at the syntactic proof-theoretic level, and this enables
us to identify the notion of theory abstraction, and relate this to theory interpreta-
tion. As far as we are aware, the exact connection between theory interpretation
and theory abstraction has not been previously spelled out.

The work on theory abstraction arose when we ported a development from Is-
abelle/HOL to HOL Light. In order to transfer the large number of theories, and in
some instances substitute equivalent theories from HOL Light, it was necessary to first
know, then minimise, the dependencies between theories. This motivated theory ab-
straction and axiomatic development, which we gradually came to consider the coun-
terpart to theory interpretation. The use of these techniques makes for a very modular
and robust development.



Chapter 4

Theory Interpretation in HOL Theorem
Provers

4.1 Introduction

In the following sections, we examine features of HOL theorem provers designed to
support increased expressivity, modularity, and theorem reuse. All these features are
restricted instances of theory interpretation, so we judge them using theory interpreta-
tion as a standard.

We are interested in HOL based theorem provers, and in particular, we focus pri-
marily on Isabelle/HOL. Isabelle/HOL is suitable because, compared to the other main
implementations of HOL, it provides the most comprehensive support for theorem
reuse. Indeed, the motivation for the development of Isabelle’s Locales and axiomatic
type classes was precisely to support this task.

In the following sections we discuss mechanisms that resemble theory interpreta-
tion, and their implementation. We are thus interested in two main points.

• To what extent the mechanism captures the generality of theory interpretation.

• Consequences of different implementation choices.

The aim will be to assess whether a given mechanism permits full theory interpre-
tation, and if not, whether this failure is intrinsic to the approach, or can be remedied
through alternative implementation. We discuss both existing implementations, and
putative alternatives that may not currently be implemented.

33
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The purpose of this work is to establish that current HOL implementations do not
provide an adequate implementation of theory interpretation. This justifies an imple-
mentation of theory interpretation, see Chap. 5. Even though HOL implementations
are deficient in the area of theory interpretation, this has not prevented substantial
bodies of mathematics from being mechanised. Partly this is due to the nature of the
mathematics which has been mechanised (self-contained, abstract results, not requiring
theory interpretation in their development), and partly due to the possibility of using
the internalisation approach to bypass deficiciencies in the existing implementations of
theory interpretation. This work also stands on its own as a comparison of the current
features of Isabelle aimed at modular development. This should be useful for anyone
contemplating developing Isabelle theories in a particular style.

4.2 Theory Interpretation, Step By Step

In Sect. 3.4, we described theory interpretation from a metalogical standpoint. We
briefly review this description from a procedural standpoint, that is, with an eye to the
steps typically required by implementations. The steps are as follows.

• Declaration of new type constants and type constructors, term constants, and
axioms in the source theory. This constitutes the context of the source theory.

• Proof of theorems within this context.

• Abstraction over this context to a general theorem in the base theory.

• Instantiation of this general theorem in the target theory. In general this step
requires syntax mapping.

The steps of abstraction and instantiation may be combined, as in Sect. 3.4.

4.3 Running Example

In the following sections we illustrate each approach with a small example. The exam-
ple is a simple theorem in group theory. It depends on the following definitions.

We define the notion of a group, via a polymorphic constant. We first define the
type of groups.
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types ′a group = ( ′a set ∗ ( ′a⇒ ′a⇒ ′a) ∗ ( ′a⇒ ′a) ∗ ′a)

Then a group is defined as a tuple of carrier C, composition f , inverse i and identity
e.

constdefs is-group :: ′a group⇒ bool
is-group G ≡ let (C, f , i, e) = G in
(e ∈ C ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. i x ∈ C) ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. f x y ∈ C))

∧ (∀ x ∈ C. f x e = x ∧ f e x = x)
∧ (∀ x ∈ C. f x (i x) = e ∧ f (i x) x = e)
∧ (∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. ∀ z ∈ C. f x (f y z) = f (f x y) z)

A typical lemma involving these definitions would be the uniqueness of the identity
element.

lemma unique-e: is-group (C,f ,i,e) =⇒ e ′∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ f e ′ x = x =⇒ e ′= e

4.4 Conservative Extension

We usually build up context in the source theory, prior to proving theorems. HOL
implementations usually handle this by conservative extension.

Definition 4.4.1. (Conservative Extension) An axiom or constant declaration is a con-
servative extension of a theory iff the provability of any sentence in the language of the
original theory is unaffected.

For instance, if we define a constant c to be equal to a closed term t, then we extend
the system by asserting an axiom of the form ` c = t. For this to be sound requires
a metalogical check that the constant to be defined, in this case c, is fresh wrt. the
constants already defined. If so, the extension is conservative, because the constant c
could be eliminated from future proofs, and equivalent proofs concerning t conducted
in the base system. Axioms and type declarations are handled in a similar way.

The following example illustrates how we can use the standard features of Is-
abelle/HOL to develop group theory in this way. This development is conservative,
if is-group is satisfiable (which it is).
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Example 4.4.2. We build up a workable environment by declaring an arbitrary but
fixed type for the elements of the carrier, and an arbitrary but fixed set of group con-
stants at this type. We then axiomatically assert that these do indeed form a group.

typedecl g

consts C :: g set
consts f :: g⇒ g⇒ g (- · -)
consts i :: g⇒ g
consts e :: g

constdefs G :: g group
G ≡ (C,f ,i,e)

axioms is-group: is-group G

We then bind the group axioms to theorem names, in order that we can access them
individually.

lemma C: e ∈ C ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. i x ∈ C) ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. x · y ∈ C)

and e: ∀ x ∈ C. (x · e = x) ∧ (e · x = x)
and i: ∀ x ∈ C. (x · (i x) = e) ∧ ((i x) · x = e)
and f : ∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. ∀ z ∈ C. x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z
using is-group by(auto simp add: is-group-def Let-def G-def )

This is an adequate environment in which to prove standard theorems.

lemma e ′∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ e ′ · x = x =⇒ e ′= e
proof −
assume e ′: e ′∈ C
assume x: x ∈ C
assume eq: e ′ · x = x
from x have e = x · i x by (simp only: i)
also have ... = (e ′ · x) · i x by (simp only: eq)

also have ... = e ′ · (x · i x) by (simp only: e ′ x C f )
also have ... = e ′ · e by (simp only: x C i)
also have ... = e ′ by (simp only: e ′ e)
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finally show ?thesis ..
qed

We see that conservative extension permits the adequate build up of context. The
ability to build up a context means that lemmas, definitions and proofs are short to
phrase.

The next step of theory interpretation requires us to abstract over the context and
obtain a general lemma, for instance, with an additional assumption is-group (C, f , i,e),
yet there is no mechanism within HOL for retracting context and obtaining a general
statement of this form. If we try to develop group theory in this manner, we must
reprove lemmas for each concrete group considered. Conservative extension does not
address abstract theory development and reuse.

4.5 Axiomatic Assertion

One approach to implementing theory interpretation is to axiomatically assert any the-
orems one needs. For example, this is the approach taken in the IMPS theorem prover
[FGT93].

Example 4.5.1. (Axiomatic Assertion) We assume that the uniqueness of the identity
has been proved for an abstract group (perhaps as outlined in the previous section).
We wish to use this theorem for the concrete group of the integers Z, with the group
operation +, inverse −, identity 0. We first establish that the integers constitute a
group.

lemma is-group-Z: is-group (UNIV, λ x y. x + y, λ x. 0 − x, 0::int)
by(auto simp add: is-group-def Let-def )

Then to reuse the theorem for the integers, we simply axiomatically assert it, suit-
ably translated.

axioms e-unique: e ′∈ UNIV =⇒ x ∈ UNIV =⇒ e ′+ x = x =⇒ e ′= 0

Clearly such an approach will be extremely powerful. However, it is at odds with
HOL methodology. HOL follows the LCF approach [M+75] to theorem proving.
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Roughly speaking, the LCF approach uses features of the implementation language
(typically SML or its derivatives) to ensure that theorems are only created via some
small number of functions representing primitive inferences of the logical system. All
theorems are then guaranteed to correspond to a deduction using the primitive infer-
ences, which relates the soundness of theorems with possibly extremely large deriva-
tions, to the soundness of the underlying primitive inferences. The downside of ax-
iomatic assertion is that we do not preserve the LCF approach. For this reason, it
seems likely that as the complexity of the theory interpretations increase, the possibil-
ity of error, potentially resulting in inconsistency, greatly increases. Thus, axiomatic
assertion should probably not be used as the foundation for a module system, purely on
the pragmatic grounds that such an implementation, with all the attendant complexities
of modules, will probably be inconsistent.

4.6 Axiomatic Type Classes and Polymorphic Constants

We have argued that axiomatic assertion in its raw form is unsuitable as a basis for the-
ory interpretation. However, more refined variants can be made to work well, without
compromising soundness.

Isabelle supports the notion of axiomatic type classes [Wen97], similar to those
found in Haskell. Polymorphic constants can be declared for a parametric type be-
longing to a particular type class. Axioms can be asserted for the parametric type.
Lemmas proved for an axiomatic type class contain free type variables which may be
instantiated for any concrete type in the type class, providing a form of reuse.

Example 4.6.1. In the context of the is-group definition, we can assert the following:

consts C :: ′g set
consts f :: ′g⇒ ′g⇒ ′g
consts i :: ′g⇒ ′g
consts e :: ′g

axclass group < type
is-group: is-group (C,f ,i,e)

defaultsort group
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lemma closed[simplified Let-def ]: let C = C::( ′g::group) set in
e ∈ C ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. i x ∈ C) ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. f x y ∈ C)

and e[simplified Let-def ]: let C = C::( ′g::group) set in
∀ x ∈ C. f x e = x ∧ f e x = x
and i[simplified Let-def ]: let C = C::( ′g::group) set in
∀ x ∈ C. f x (i x) = e ∧ f (i x) x = e
and assoc[simplified Let-def ]: let C = C::( ′g::group) set in
∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. ∀ z ∈ C. f x (f y z) = f (f x y) z
using is-group by(auto simp add: is-group-def Let-def )

Note that this development is similar to that of conservative extension. We fix some
polymorphic constants, and define an axiomatic type class, group. For every type in
this type class, the constants C, f , i,e at that type satisfy the axiom is-group (C, f , i,e).
We then derive the familiar group axioms as lemmas, valid at every type in the type
class1. This is a suitable environment in which to prove lemmas.

lemma unique-e: (e ′:: ′g::group) ∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ f e ′ x = x =⇒ e = e ′

proof −
assume e ′: e ′∈ C
assume x: x ∈ C
assume eq: f e ′ x = x
from x have e = f x (i x) by (simp only: i)
also have ... = f (f e ′ x) (i x) by (simp only: eq)

also have ... = f e ′ (f x (i x)) by (simp only: e ′ x closed assoc)
also have ... = f e ′ e by (simp only: x closed i)
also have ... = e ′ by (simp only: e ′ e)
finally show ?thesis .

qed

These lemmas are valid for every type in the type class. For example, we can make
use of these lemmas at type Z by defining the polymorphic constants at that type, and
discharging the axiomatic type class obligation by proving that (Z,+,−,0) satisfies
the group axioms. We are then free to use lemmas proved for the axiomatic type class
for the specific type Z.

1The ugly let abbreviation forces correct types to be derived for the group constants.
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defs
C-Z-def : (C::int set) ≡ UNIV
f-Z-def : (f ::int⇒int⇒int) x y ≡ x + y
i-Z-def : (i::int⇒int) x ≡ (0 − x)
e-Z-def : (e::int) ≡ 0

lemmas Z-defs = C-Z-def f-Z-def i-Z-def e-Z-def

instance int :: group
proof
show is-group (C, f , i, e::int)

by(auto simp add: Z-defs is-group-def Let-def )
qed

lemma (e ′::int) ∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ f e ′ x = x =⇒ e = e ′

by (rule unique-e)

Axiomatic type classes utilise fixed constants, declared for types belonging to a
given type class. Axioms involving the constants are asserted for a type parameter
belonging to the type class, and lemmas are proved for this type parameter. These
lemmas are available for any type in the type class. To make use of them at a concrete
type, one must show that the type is an instance of the type class, which involves
proving that the axioms of the type class hold for the specific type. Note that this
discharging of axiomatic obligations by proving the corresponding theorems in the
concrete setting, is characteristic of theory interpretation.

There is no syntactic mapping. The fixed constants C, f , i,e defined for the type
parameter ′g have the same names as the constants one uses at a specific type. For a
single theory interpretation to a given target theory, this is not a great drawback, since
although the fixed constants have been declared, they have not been defined at concrete
types, and this definition can stand in for the syntax mapping. Reuse of theorems is
possible because the type parameter can be instantiated at different types providing
they belong to the same type class (and this is why simple theory interpretation is
not interesting for FOL, but is interesting for HOL). These theorems are syntactically
the same at all types, but the definitions of the fixed constants at these types may be
substantially different.

Axiomatic type classes correspond very closely to the notion of simple theory in-
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terpretation, see Sect. 3.4. With reference to the difference between simple theory
interpretation and general theory interpretation, we see that we are missing a mapping
between the syntax of the abstract theory and the concrete theory: for axiomatic type
classes, the syntax of the abstract theory must be identical to the syntax of the concrete
theory. The absence of a syntax mapping can be partially circumvented by defining the
constants in the target theory.

However, although we can use a definition rather than a syntax mapping, we can
only do so once. In particular, we cannot in general construct two parallel theory
interpretations from a source theory to a target theory. For many theories this may
not be a problem. For instance, the recent reorganisation of Isabelle’s number theories
[Pau04] shows that in this area axiomatic type classes are ideally suited. The reason
for this is that the different number systems (N,Z, . . . ) correspond to different types
(so that we can get reuse), and that the common operations +,−,∗ . . . and relations
≤, . . . only have one interpretation at each of these types. Of course, in general this
is not the case. For example, multisets support many different partial orders ≤, yet
the machinery of axiomatic type classes allows the theorems of an axiomatic partial
order ≤ to be used for only one of these particular partial orders. If one desires these
theorems for the other multiset partial orders, one must reprove them for each order,
just as one must reprove theorems when using conservative extension. For another
example, if we develop groups as previously described, then we may only have one
group at each type.

Axiomatic type classes handle context reasonably well, since axioms are bona fide
axioms, rather than being carried along in the assumptions of every lemma. Definitions
are bona fide definitions: since the polymorphic constants are genuine constants, rather
than, say, parameters, we are free to use definitional packages, such as primrec to
make definitions which refer to these constants. Axiomatic type classes currently deal
with one type parameter only, so that parameterisation involving multiple types is not
possible. For instance, the bijective homomorphisms between two groups at different
types, considered as a group, would be hard to deal with because we have two type
variables rather than one.

Against this, axiomatic type classes receive substantial support from the Isabelle/HOL
type system. The decidable type system of HOL is one of its main advantages, and so
the integration of axiomatic type classes with the type system itself makes for a very
smooth handling of simple theory interpretation. For example, axiomatic type classes
effectively support automatic instantiation of a simpset, developed for an axiomatic
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type class, for a concrete type which is a member of that type class. For another exam-
ple, in the last line of the excerpt above, the lemma is solved using a single application
of rule, and the system takes care of instantiating the abstract type ′g at type int. How-
ever, as a general form of theory interpretation, axiomatic type classes are limited by
the fact that they do not incorporate any notion of syntactic mapping.

In summary, axiomatic type classes handle axioms and definitions smoothly, and
allow significant context to be accumulated. However, they do not implement a gen-
eral theory interpretation mechanism because they do not support syntactic mapping.
Moreover, axiomatic type classes do not permit much freedom in the handling of types.

4.7 Locales

Locales are a form of modularity and reuse introduced by Kammuller [Kam99]. They
are a particular implementation of the internalisation approach. We defer a general
discussion of the internalisation approach till the next section, and here consider the
specific features of Locales.

Locales provide a mechanism whereby one can fix constants, and assume various
axioms relating these constants. In reality, these fixed constants are parameters, and
the axioms are implicit assumptions of every goal.

Example 4.7.1. We declare a Locale, and fix some constants. We also assert axioms
with the assumes declaration.

locale group =

fixes C and f (- · -) and i and e and G
assumes G-def : G = (C,f ,i,e)
and is-group-G: is-group G

In this context, we can establish the group axioms individually, which allows us to
refer to them easily in later proofs.

lemma (in group)

C: e ∈ C ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. i x ∈ C) ∧ (∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. x · y ∈ C)

and e: ∀ x ∈ C. x · e = x ∧ e · x = x
and i: ∀ x ∈ C. (x · (i x) = e) ∧ ((i x) · x = e)
and f : ∀ x ∈ C. ∀ y ∈ C. ∀ z ∈ C. (x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z)
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using is-group-G
by(auto simp add: is-group-def Let-def G-def )

In this context, we can prove a simple theorem.

lemma (in group) e-unique: shows e ′∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ e ′ · x = x =⇒ e ′= e
proof −
assume e ′: e ′∈ C
assume x: x ∈ C
assume eq: e ′ · x = x
from x have e = x · i x by (simp only: i)
also have ... = (e ′ · x) · i x by (simp only: eq)

also have ... = e ′ · (x · i x) by (simp only: e ′ x C f )
also have ... = e ′ · e by (simp only: x C i)
also have ... = e ′ by (simp only: e ′ e)
finally show ?thesis ..

qed

The advantage of using a Locale is that we can export the theorem from the context,
and get an equivalent theorem at top level.

lemma e-unique: is-group (C, f , i, e) =⇒ e ′∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ f e ′ x = x =⇒ e ′= e
by(rule group.e-unique[simplified group-def , of (C,f ,i,e) C f i e - x], auto)

To reuse this theorem at a concrete type, such as Z, we must discharge the obliga-
tion by showing that (Z,+,−,0) satisfies the group axioms.

lemma is-group-Z: is-group (UNIV, λ x y. x + y, λ x. 0 − x, 0::int)
by(auto simp add: is-group-def Let-def )

We can then instantiate the theorem using the standard parameter instantiation of
HOL.

lemma e-unique-Z: e ′∈ UNIV =⇒ x ∈ UNIV =⇒ e ′+ x = x =⇒ e ′= (0::int)
by(rule e-unique[OF is-group-Z])

Note that the instantiation of a Locale (actually an instantiation of a theorem from
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a Locale) is carried out manually: there is no automatic mechanism to support a fixed
instantiation of a Locale, rather, theorems must be instantiated individually.

In common with other approaches via internalisation, Locales fail to cope ade-
quately with polymorphic constants. We discuss this further in Ex. 3.6.2. For example,
one cannot define is-group within a Locale and expect it to be polymorphic: whereas
an axiomatic definition can be instantiated at any type, a definition within a Locale is
in reality an assumption, and the type parameter is fixed.

Although Locales fail to support polymorphic constants adequately, they fare ex-
tremely well in most other categories.

The current implementation of Locales in Isabelle/HOL suffers from several prob-
lems. The use of parameters to simulate new constants, and the handling of axioms
via assumptions, is at odds with the way HOL context is traditionally established, by
asserting axioms and defining new constants. This means that many packages which
depend on contingencies of the traditional approach, such as definitional and datatype
packages and automation packages such as the simplifier, will not operate as expected
when invoked in a Locale. For example, the primrec definitional package demands
that definitions do not contain free variables, which is at odds with the Locale approach
to handling constant definitions via parameters. For another example, simplification is
extremely sensitive, when applying a rewrite such as c = . . ., to whether c is a constant
or free variable, and the occurrences of free variables in the RHS of the rewrite. Within
a Locale, where constants are simulated by variables, one expects that the behaviour
of these packages will be different to their behaviour outside. Since there is nothing
theoretically difficult about modifying these packages, this is purely an engineering
issue. However, it is a serious issue since a lot of the power of a HOL implementation
is derived from the extensive support provided by the packages. Moreover, the engi-
neering challenge of modifying the packages of a large HOL implementation can be
significant.

When using theory interpretation in the IMPS system [FGT93], it was found that
significant programmatic control was necessary in order to transfer lemmas between
different contexts. The current philosophy of Isabelle is to move away from program-
matic control. To this end, the programmatic interface to Locales is not usable except
by experts. This means that for the average user, using Locales effectively is currently
difficult. For example, Locales currently do not support Locale instantiation (that is,
the Locale equivalent of theory interpretation, whereby results are exported from a
Locale and, after syntax mapping, become available in another theory), and without
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programmatic access to the Locales package, Locale instantiation must be simulated
manually, which can be a daunting task. Again, this is largely an engineering issue.

A related point is that Locales are currently implemented using the type inference
mechanism of Isabelle, which is similar to Hindley-Milner style ML typing. However,
this can cause problems when one wants to extend a Locale, because types are assigned
“most general” types, which may not be what is desired. Ideally one should be able
to fix types in a Locale, and constrain Locale constants to have one of these types.
Unfortunately, Locales do not currently support such a feature. A similar problem
arises when one wishes to combine two Locales: it is currently impossible to assert
that two types in different Locales are identical, or to impose more sophisticated con-
straints between them. For example, one might require a Locale that inherits from
two unrelated parent Locales, where two a priori distinct type variables, one in each
parent Locale, are identified in the child Locale. This use of type constraints arises in
advanced module systems for programming languages.

4.8 Internalisation

HOL is a very expressive logic, allowing function and relation parameters which may
be quantified over and instantiated. As a result, theory interpretation can be simulated
in the following way. Instead of fixing constants, we prove lemmas about parame-
ters. Instead of fixing types, we prove theorems containing type variables. Instead
of asserting axioms, we augment lemmas with assumptions. We call this approach
internalisation, because actions that were previously outside the logical system, such
as declaring axioms when making new constant definitions, are simulated within the
system. Locales are a particular implementation of the internalisation approach, see
Sect. 4.7.

Example 4.8.1. We prove the following general form of the uniqueness of the identity.

lemma e-unique: is-group (C,f ,i,e) =⇒ e ′∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ f e ′ x = x =⇒ e ′= e

Compared with conservative extension, the fixed constants C, f , i,e have been re-
placed with parameters, the fixed type has been replaced with a type parameter, and
the axiom has been made an explicit assumption in the statement of the lemma.

To reuse this theorem at a concrete type, such as Z, we must discharge the obliga-
tion by showing that (Z,+,−,0) satisfies the group axioms.
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lemma is-group-Z: is-group (UNIV, λ x y. x + y, λ x. 0 − x, 0::int)
by(auto simp add: is-group-def Let-def )

We can then instantiate the theorem using the standard parameter instantiation of
HOL.

lemma e-unique-Z: e ′∈ UNIV =⇒ x ∈ UNIV =⇒ e ′+ x = x =⇒ e ′= (0::int)
by(rule e-unique[OF is-group-Z])

There is a theoretical problem with this approach. Derivability from an axiom is
not the same as derivability with an additional assumption, if free variables appear in
the axiom. Since HOL has no type quantification, one cannot adequately internalise
axioms with type variables as additional assumptions. For this reason, this approach
cannot adequately support polymorphic constants. We discuss this further in Ex. 3.6.2.

This approach works by completely avoiding the usual build up of context that ac-
companies conservative extension. However, implementations, such as Locales, aim
to mimic the build up of context. Although this is only partially implemented in Lo-
cales, because definitional packages such as the primrec definition package are not
supported within a Locale, there is nothing theoretically preventing an implementation
of internalisation permitting all the usual context extensions to be mimicked in various
ways. For this reason, we believe that internalisation can adequately support context.

Logically, nothing unusual is happening, so that this approach does not affect the
rest of the prover, i.e. it is orthogonal. Clearly we preserve the LCF approach of
the underlying prover, in a strong sense: we are proving valid theorems which have
valid proofs attached. However, existing packages, which strongly distinguish be-
tween constants and parameters, will not interact well with this approach. We noted
this already for Locales, Sect. 4.7. For instance, in Isabelle simplification may refuse
to replace a defined parameter with its definition, apparently on the basis that no pa-
rameter should be rewritten. Similarly, definitional packages typically make checks on
the occurrences of free variables in definitions. Such checks will inevitably fail if one
is using parameters rather than constants and simulating definitions via assumptions.
Therefore, additional context mechanisms, or reimplementations of existing context
mechanisms, such as the definitional package, and the primrec package, are required.
Since the approach operates within the logic, without requiring further machinery, the
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approach can be implemented with relatively small overhead. Furthermore, the flex-
ibility of the HOL logic itself means that this approach is suitable as a foundation of
a module system, pace our previous comments concerning polymorphic constants. To
support polymorphic constants as part of a module system, type quantification should
ideally be added to HOL. Additionally, programmatic support is necessary to make this
approach feasible. Handling large amounts of context, internalised within the sequent,
requires machinery to automatically instantiate lemmas, rename parameters uniformly,
and other similar activities.

4.9 Proof Term Transformation

The two main approaches to theory interpretation are internalisation and proof term
transformation. Whereas internalisation relies on higher order features of the logic,
proof term transformation is a metalogical approach. Given a proof term valid in an
abstract context, we transform the proof term so that it represents a valid proof in a
concrete context. This is the approach taken by the PhoX theorem prover [Raf].

Example 4.9.1. We build on the conservative extension example, Ex. 4.4.2. In that
example, our last step was to prove a theorem in the context of some constant and type
declarations.

lemma e ′∈ C =⇒ x ∈ C =⇒ e ′ · x = x =⇒ e ′= e
proof −
assume e ′: e ′∈ C
assume x: x ∈ C
assume eq: e ′ · x = x
from x have e = x · i x by (simp only: i)
also have ... = (e ′ · x) · i x by (simp only: eq)

also have ... = e ′ · (x · i x) by (simp only: e ′ x C f )
also have ... = e ′ · e by (simp only: x C i)
also have ... = e ′ by (simp only: e ′ e)
finally show ?thesis ..

qed

Unfortunately, we were unable to use this theorem in a different context. However,
if our theorem prover supports proof terms, we can rectify this failing. The following
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pseudocode indicates how this can be achieved, assuming thm is bound to the above
lemma.

let pf = proof_of thm;;

let term_subst = fun t -> match t with

| ‘C‘ -> ‘UNIV:int set‘

| ‘f‘ -> ‘+:int->int->int‘

| ‘i‘ -> ‘-:int->int‘

| ‘e‘ -> ‘0:int‘

| ‘e’:g‘ -> ‘e’:int‘

| ‘x:g‘ -> ‘x:int‘

| _ -> t;;

let pf1 = apply_term_subst term_subst pf;;

let axiom_subst = fun ax -> match ax with

‘is-group (UNIV:int set,+,-,0)‘ -> ASSUME ‘is-group (UNIV:int set,+,-,0)‘

| _ -> ax;;

let pf2 = apply_axiom_subst axiom_subst pf1;;

let type_subst = fun ty -> match ty with

| ‘:g‘ -> ‘:int‘

| _ -> ty;;

let pf3 = apply_type_subst type_subst pf2;;

let thm3 = thm_of pf3;;

let is-group-int = MESON [is-group-def] ‘is-group (UNIV, +, -, 0:int)‘;;

let thm4 = PROVE_HYP is-group-int thm3;;

(* val thm4 : thm =

|- e’ IN UNIV ==> x IN UNIV ==> e’ + x = x ==> e’ = 0 *)
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We obtain the proof term pf of our previous theorem, and transform it to pf1

by applying a term substitution. This substitution changes occurrences of constants
C,f,i,e and parameters e’,x to related constants and parameters for the group of
the integers.

The proof term still contains nodes which assert axiomatically that the set of inte-
gers, UNIV is a group. We wish to discharge these later so we change these nodes to
assumptions instead, by applying a substitution axiom_subst to the proof term.

Although we have already substituted terms at type :g for their equivalents, there
remain other occurrences of type :g in the proof term, for instance, when instantiating
library lemmas. We form pf3 by substituting type :int for :g. We also obtain the
corresponding theorem thm3.

Finally, we prove a theorem is-group (UNIV, +, -, 0:int) asserting that the
integers do indeed form a group, perhaps using a general purpose prover such as
MESON. We use this theorem to discharge the hypothesis of thm3, finally obtaining our
desired thm4, an equivalent of the original theorem, but applying to the type of the
integers rather than the fixed constant type :g. In this way, we have theorem reuse,
and a form of theory interpretation.

We illustrate this approach further in Chap. 6.
Internalisation has problems with polymorphic constants, because axioms contain-

ing free variables cannot be adequately internalised. With proof term transformation,
there is no internalisation, and the axioms are preserved. For this reason, proof term
transformation can deal adequately with polymorphic constants. As with conserva-
tive extension, one is free to use all the usual tools, such as definitional packages and
datatype packages, to establish context. However, one can abstract from this context
to get general theorems suitable for instantiation in other settings2.

Transforming proof terms is a metalogical operation, and so orthogonal to the rest
of the theorem prover. Since we provide proof terms for the concrete theorems, the
LCF approach is preserved. Packages are also unaffected, because within the logic
nothing unusual is happening.

As a module foundation, this approach may not be suitable. Module systems are
usually built on top of a logic, and expressions of the module system ultimately com-
pile down into raw expressions in the underlying logic. If a module system were built
on proof term transformation, expressions of the module system would instead compile

2For polymorphic constants, one cannot always obtain a general theorem, but must combine the
abstraction and instantiation steps.
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down to sequences of proof term transformations. With complex module expressions,
one expects complex sequences of transformations. This can lead to efficiency prob-
lems. Similarly, with large proof terms, proof term transformation can be expensive.
Against this, during development one can resort to axiomatic assertion, and only when
a final guarantee of soundness is required one can invoke proof term transformation.
Moreover, it seems likely that careful engineering, for example, by evaluating proof
transformations lazily, can ameliorate these performance problems.

If the theorem prover has adequate proof terms, an implementation can be built
with little overhead: the metalogical approach means that the code of the theorem
prover is largely untouched. However, the proof term transformation functions must
be written, and the difficulty of this depends to a large degree on the exact nature of the
proof term foundation. The PhoX theorem prover implements this approach, but does
not allow explicit programmatic support for theory interpretation. This seems to be at
odds with the findings of the IMPS group, that explicit programmatic control was nec-
essary. At any rate, allowing programmatic control is straightforward. If the user has
programmatic access to proof terms, the proof terms must be robust against malformed
transformations, or at least, there should be some restriction on the programmatic in-
terface that prevents the construction of proof terms which are not representations of
proofs. For this reason, the proof terms should incorporate proper notions of binding.
We discuss these issues further in Chap. 6.

4.10 Related Work

This work has attempted to survey current approaches to providing modularity in HOL
theorem provers. A similar survey can be found in the PhD of Kammuller [Kam99].
The main differences are that we focus on modularity using theory interpretation as our
standard, and we stress the difficulties with each approach from a logical standpoint.

We discussed the modularity features of Isabelle/HOL. Kammuller’s PhD [Kam99]
discusses his work on Locales, and usefully references earlier work by Paulson, Wind-
ley [Win92] et al. We also discussed axiomatic type classes, developed by Nipkow,
Snelting, Prehofer and Wenzel [NP95] [Wen97].
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4.11 Conclusion

Theory interpretation supports mechanisation by allowing theorems to be proved ab-
stractly and later reused in a concrete setting. We surveyed some features of Isabelle
which partially support theory interpretation. We started by examining conservative
extension, in order to illustrate the failings of traditional HOL development. Conser-
vative extension is one end of a spectrum of approaches to theory interpretation. At
the other end, axiomatic assertion is a technique whose power is bought at too great a
cost, in that consistency problems are ever present. We then examined axiomatic type
classes, which is a unique feature of the Isabelle implementation of HOL. Although
falling short of full theory interpretation, axiomatic type classes benefit substantially
from the support afforded by the Isabelle type system, and in some situations are ex-
tremely useful. There are two main approaches to theory interpretation, through in-
ternalisation and through proof term transformation. We next examined Locales, an
approach via internalisation. Although the current implementation suffers from some
deficiencies, we believe that these are mostly engineering rather than theoretical prob-
lems. We then addressed internalisation generally, and argued that it met many of our
requirements for an implementation of theory interpretation. We noted that lack of
type quantification in HOL implementations means that the internalisation approach
does not adequately support polymorphic constants. Proof term transformation also
meets many of our requirements, save for some concerns over performance. However,
we feel that these too are largely an engineering concern.

In conclusion, mechanisms to support theory interpretation are currently not present
in their full generality in standard HOL implementations such as Isabelle/HOL. We be-
lieve that theory interpretation is necessary for effective mechanisation, and are forced
to conclude that HOL implementations currently lack features that are necessary for
effective mechanisation.

We seek to address these failings by providing an implementation of theory inter-
pretation, see Chap. 5.





Chapter 5

Theory Interpretation by Proof Term
Transformation

5.1 Introduction

In Sect. 3.4, we define theory interpretation, and describe how it supports theorem
proving by allowing abstract theory developments to be reused in concrete settings.
In Chap. 4 we also judge features of HOL theorem provers that aim at theory in-
terpretation, and found them deficient in various regards. There are several possible
approaches to implementing theory interpretation. For example, one can internalise
context using higher order logic, or one can manipulate proof terms directly. We now
present an implementation of theory interpretation via proof term transformation.

Logical context in HOL consists of constant declarations, type declarations, and
axioms. Lemmas proved within the scope of a context cannot be moved outside that
scope in current HOL implementations. If we wish to implement theory interpretation,
we must deal with these aspects of context. Specifically, we aim to transform a lemma
about arbitrary but fixed constants into a lemma about parameters. A lemma whose
terms are of arbitrary but fixed types will be transformed into a lemma whose terms
are typed with type variables. A lemma which depends on an axiom will have this
dependence made explicit by discharging the axiom as an additional assumption in the
statement of the lemma. These transformations will be accomplished by manipulating
the proof term of the lemma. In the following sections we describe these manipula-
tions. The resulting lemmas are general. If we instantiate them on particular constants
of a particular type, and show that these constants satisfy the suitably translated ax-
ioms, we have accomplished theory interpretation. We illustrate theory interpretation
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with an example. We further illustrate the related notion of theory abstraction.
Arbitrary but fixed constants are transformed into parameters. How should we

handle definitions? We discuss two options, both of which have their merits. Finally
we draw some conclusions, and detail further work that needs to be done.

The novelty of this work is chiefly that we provide an implementation of proof term
transformation for a traditional HOL system. We discuss further contributions of this
work in the conclusion, Sect. 5.11.

This work was carried out in the HOL Light theorem prover [Har]. HOL Light is a
small and elegant implementation of HOL. As such, it makes an ideal vehicle in which
to prototype modifications and additions to HOL implementations. Fortunately, there
is an existing implementation of proof terms for HOL Light by Steven Obua. How-
ever, this is very much a partial implementation. For example, there is no function to
construct a theorem from a proof term. We implemented this, and related, functional-
ity. We then had to experiment with the proof term structure to assess whether it was
possible to support proof term transformation. We then implemented various functions
to transform the proof terms. The resulting code allows significant control over proof
terms. Several complicated transformations can be expressed. By combining several
transformations, it is possible to implement theory interpretation.

5.2 HOL Light Syntax

HOL Light is implemented in OCaml [Ler04], so the code excerpts that follow are
written in OCaml. HOL Light is a mechanisation of the HOL logic, and within HOL
Light, HOL has its own syntax. HOL terms appear in OCaml between single quotes
‘...‘. The syntax of the HOL object language is fairly standard across HOL imple-
mentations. This language is documented in several places, such as [Har]. However, it
should be straightforward to read the ASCII representation of HOL formulae appearing
in this chapter. For example an ASCII HOL formula such as

! x y. ? z. P x /\ Q y \/ R z ==> ˜ (a = b \/ x IN M UNION N)

would be rendered in traditional mathematical notation as

∀x y.∃z.P x∧Q y∨R z→¬(a = b∨ x ∈M∪N)

HOL is a typed language, and in HOL Light, types are rendered with a preceding
:. For example, boolean type is :bool. Function types are written using the -> type
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constructor.
Some of the OCaml functions provided by HOL Light may be less familiar than

the relatively standard HOL ASCII syntax.

• INSTANTIATE_ALL ([],Y,Z) applies a term substitution Y and a type substi-
tution Z to a theorem. The substitutions are represented as lists of pairs (x,y)
sending y to x.

• PROVE_HYP h t produces a theorem that is like theorem t, save that any as-
sumptions which match theorem h have been removed.

• g ‘P‘ establishes a new goal P.

• new_axiom ("P") declares a new axiom.

• new_constant ("X", ‘:alpha‘) declares a new constant X at type :alpha.

• new_definition ‘c = d‘ declares an axiom stating that constant c is equal to
term d.

• new_type("X",n) declares a new type X of arity n.

• subst takes a list of pairs (x,y) and constructs a substitution on terms sending
y to x.

• thm_frees returns the free term variables that appear in a theorem.

• top_thm() returns the theorem most recently proved interactively.

• type_of returns the type of a term.

• tysubst takes a list of pairs (x,y) and constructs a substitution on types sending
y to x.

In addition to these standard HOL Light functions, the following are used when
manipulating proof terms.

• proof_of takes a theorem and returns the proof term of that theorem.

• theorem_of takes a proof term and returns the theorem of that proof term, by
playing the primitive rules through the logical kernel of HOL Light. The kernel
does not have to be modified to allow this reconstruction. Thus, soundness is
assured.
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• subst_proof stm sty sdef sax is a function from proof terms to proof terms,
parametrised by several arguments. stm is a substitution from terms to terms,
sty is a function from types to types, sdef is a function which is applied to a
proof term representing a definition and returns an alternative proof term, and
sax is similar function which is applied to a proof term representing an axiom.
subst_proof stm sty sdef sax applies these four transformations through-
out the proof term, using a bottom up structural induction.

Finally, <...snip...> is used to mark excerpted material, typically routine tactic
proofs.

5.3 Existing Implementation of Proof Terms

This work builds on an implementation of proof terms in HOL Light. This imple-
mentation is essentially the implementation that is included in the current1 HOL Light
distribution.

This implementation is the work of Steven Obua, based on an implementation of
proof terms for HOL4 by Sebastian Skalberg. A talk2 describing this work was given
at the Types 2004 conference. The work by Sebastian Skalberg is based in turn on
earlier work by Mike Gordon and others. A good reference for this earlier work is
[Won96], which includes full information on the datatype for proof terms.

A fragment of the proof term datatype as found in HOL Light is as follows.

type proof =

Proof of (proof_info * proof_content * (unit -> unit))

and proof_content =

Prefl of term

| Pinstt of proof * ((hol_type,hol_type) libsubst)

| Psubst of proof list * term * proof

| Pabs of proof * term

| Pdisch of proof * term

| Pmp of proof * proof

| Phyp of term

| Paxm of string * term

1HOL Light version 2.20, 20 May 2006
2see http://types2004.lri.fr/SLIDES/skalberg.pdf
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| Pdef of string * string * term

| <...snip...>

A proof is a Proof, which is essentially a proof_content. The additional compo-
nents of a Proof deal with engineering details, for example, ensuring efficient sharing
of duplicated subproofs when writing to disk.

The proof_content records the primitive rules that make up a proof, with addi-
tional information to fully determine the rule at each stage. For example, a proof of
` t = t using the primitive HOL Light rule of reflexivity would be represented as the
proof term Prefl t.

The representation is extremely primitive in that no attempt has been made to cap-
ture structural properties of proofs in the datatype. For example, when a new variable
or parameter is introduced in a ∀I step, it is an eigenvariable of the proof, and should
therefore be permitted to alpha-vary throughout the proof. Such properties are absent
from the above representation. In some ways this is a defect, however, the simplicity
of such a representation makes for correspondingly simple proof checkers, since the
details of alpha variance and other structural properties of proofs do not need to be
taken into account. A proof checker for such proof terms can be implemented as a
simple bottom up structurally inductive traversal through the proof term.

5.4 Extension of the Existing Implementation

The existing implementation omits two functions which are vital to proof term trans-
formation. One is theorem_of, which reconstructs a theorem from a proof term. Sim-
ilarly to the proof checker, this can be implemented as a bottom up structural recursion
through the proof term, which simply replays each step of the proof using the primitive
rules of the HOL Light system.

The other function we require is subst_proof. Again this is a structural bottom up
traversal of the proof term. The substitution functions are applied at each node. For ex-
ample, to apply a term substitution stm to a proof Prefl t, we form Prefl (stm t).
Note that there is no guarantee that the resulting proof term will be correctly formed.
For example, our substitution may introduce free variables that cause ∀I steps which
previously succeeded to fail.
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5.5 Basic Proof Term Transformations

In this section, we introduce the notion of proof term transformation, and give exam-
ples of how we can transform theorems by manipulating the associated proof terms.
We show how we can transform theorems by

1. Changing (arbitrary) fixed constants to parameters.

2. Changing (arbitrary) fixed types to type variables.

3. Discharging axioms by prefixing theorems with the corresponding assumption.

This is sufficient to handle all our requirements as far as context is concerned. In
the following section, we show how these 3 transformations suffice to effect theory
interpretation.

During a theory development, we might choose to fix some arbitrary constants,
carry out a proof, and then appeal to the fact that the argument was not dependent on
the definitions of the constants, to claim that the argument held for any constants we
might have chosen.

To justify our claim, we could replay the argument every time we needed it for a
particular set of constants. However, what is really desired is a statement within the
logic that the theorem held for all constants we could imagine. Higher order logic is
capable of expressing such a claim. If we could examine the proof, it is conceivable
we could manipulate it in such a way that we could construct such a theorem. This is
exactly what we do.

Example 5.5.1. In this example, we indicate how theorems proved for fixed, but ar-
bitrary, constants may be transformed into theorems proved for parameters. These
parameters may be quantified by ∀ so that we have a statement within the logic that
the theorem holds for all possible values.

new_constant ("C", ‘:bool‘);;

new_constant ("D", ‘:bool‘);;

g ‘C /\ D ==> C‘;;

<...snip...>

let t1 = top_thm();;

let p1 = proof_of t1;;
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let p1’ =

let stm = (subst [(‘A:bool‘,‘C‘);(‘B:bool‘,‘D‘)]) in

subst_proof stm I I I p1;;

let t1’ = theorem_of p1’;; (* val t1’ : thm = |- A /\ B ==> A *)

thm_frees t1’;; (* val it : term list = [‘B‘; ‘A‘] *)

Suppose we fix some arbitrary constants, C and D, of type bool, in HOL Light. We
can now prove a basic theorem in the standard way. And, with proof objects enabled,
we can access the proof of this theorem. Now C and D are constants, but they are
arbitrary constants. Thus, metalogically we are justified in assuming this theorem
holds for arbitrary C and D. We seek to express this within the logic: we desire a
theorem of the form ` A∧B→ A for A and B parameters, rather than fixed constants.
How can we accomplish this within the LCF style framework of HOL Light? We use a
function subst_proof to traverse the proof, modifying certain parts.

The first argument of subst_proof is a function to apply to all terms occurring
in a proof term. Our term substitution function stm simply changes occurrences of
C (a fixed constant) within the proof to A (a parameter), and occurrences of D to B.
The proof term also includes instantiations of previous rules, typically instantiating
them at C or D. For this reason, we modify all substitutions within the proof term
as well (this happens within the subst_proof function). The result is a proof term
for the theorem ` A∧ B → A, and we can then reconstruct the theorem using our
reconstruction function theorem_of. The free variables (parameters) of this theorem
are A and B, as expected.

This example is not, in itself, wildly exciting. However, it illustrates how meta-
logical intuitions can be translated and expressed at the level of the implementation of
the logical system (although not within the logic itself of course), and introduces the
notion of proof term transformation.

This example dealt with individual variables. In a similar way, the next example
illustrates how lemmas containing fixed but arbitrary types can be transformed into
lemmas containing type variables.

Example 5.5.2. In this example, we fix a type, and prove a theorem at this type. Since
the theorem is independent of the type, we can transform the proof term so that the
theorem holds for a type variable rather than the fixed type. The transformed theorem
may be used at any particular type by instantiating the type variable.
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new_type ("msg",0);;

g ‘((x:msg) = y) ==> (y = x)‘;;

<...snip...>

let t6 = top_thm();;

let p6 = proof_of t6;;

let p6’ =

let sty = (tysubst [‘:A‘,‘:msg‘]) in

subst_proof I sty I I p6;;

let t6’ = theorem_of p6’;;

(* val t6’ : thm = |- (x = y) ==> (y = x) *)

thm_frees t6’;; (* val it : term list = [‘y‘; ‘x‘] *)

map type_of it;; (* val it : hol_type list = [‘:A‘; ‘:A‘] *)

We declare a type msg, and prove a trivial theorem at this type. We construct a
type substitution, sty, which substitutes a type variable A for occurrences of the type
msg. We give sty as the second argument to our function subst_proof. We construct
the theorem corresponding to the resulting proof term. This theorem is valid for a type
variable A, and thus for all types.

Finally, the third aspect of context that arises during a theory development is that
due to axioms. If we assert axioms in the global context, and go on to prove theorems,
these theorems depend on the axioms. In order to reuse these theorems, we must be
able to discharge the axioms as assumptions. The next example illustrates discharging
an axiom so that it is an assumption of a theorem.

Example 5.5.3. In this example, we prove a theorem in the context of an axiom. We
change all occurrences of the axiom within the proof term into a corresponding as-
sumption. The resulting theorem does not depend on the axiom, but has an additional
assumption.

let disjoint_def = new_definition ‘disjoint mc = (

let (M_up:’msg->bool, M_down:’msg->bool, Bottom:’msg) = mc in

let M = M_up UNION M_down UNION {Bottom} in

((M_up INTER M_down = {}) /\ ˜ (Bottom IN M_up) /\ ˜ (Bottom IN M_down)))‘;;

new_type ("msg",0);;
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new_constant ("Mup", ‘:msg->bool‘);;

new_constant ("Mdown", ‘:msg->bool‘);;

new_constant ("Bottom", ‘:msg‘);;

let disjoint = new_axiom (‘disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)‘);;

g ‘i IN Mup ==> ˜ (i IN Mdown)‘;;

<...snip...>

let t8 = top_thm();;

let p8 = proof_of t8;;

let p8’ =

let sax = (fun (Paxm (axname,tm)) ->

if tm = ‘disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)‘

then Phyp ‘disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)‘

else Paxm (axname,tm)) in

subst_proof I I I sax p8;;

let t8’ = theorem_of p8’;;

(* val t8’ : thm =

disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom) |- i IN Mup ==> ˜(i IN Mdown) *)

We define a predicate disjoint3, and declare a new type msg. We fix 3 con-
stants at this type, and assert an axiom relating them. In this context, we prove a
simple theorem. We make a substitution sax which changes any axiom of the form
disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom) within a proof term into an assumption (a hypothe-
sis), and we apply this substitution to the proof term for our previous theorem. When
we reconstruct the theorem, it no longer depends on the axiom, but instead has an
additional assumption present in the hypotheses.

These 3 transformations are the core of any systematic approach to manipulating
proof terms. Even these simple examples allow us considerably more freedom when
mechanising arguments.

The following example demonstrates how we can combine these transformations.

Example 5.5.4. In Ex. 5.5.3 we saw how to discharge an axiom so that it was an
assumption of a theorem. We continue this example as follows.

3This definition is drawn from our case study, see Part IV.
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let p8’’ =

let stm = (subst [(‘mup:msg->bool‘,‘Mup‘);

(‘mdown:msg->bool‘,‘Mdown‘);

(‘bottom:msg‘,‘Bottom‘)]) in

subst_proof stm I I I p8’;;

let t8’’ = theorem_of p8’’;;

(* val t8’’ : thm =

disjoint (mup,mdown,bottom) |- i IN mup ==> ˜(i IN mdown) *)

let p8’’’ =

let sty = (tysubst [‘:A‘,‘:msg‘]) in

subst_proof I sty I I p8’’;;

let t8’’’ = theorem_of p8’’’;;

(* val t8’’’ : thm =

disjoint (mup,mdown,bottom) |- i IN mup ==> ˜(i IN mdown) *)

thm_frees t8’’’;;

(* val it : term list = [‘bottom‘; ‘mup‘; ‘i‘; ‘mdown‘] *)

map type_of (thm_frees t8’’’);;

(* val it : hol_type list = [‘:A‘; ‘:A->bool‘; ‘:A‘; ‘:A->bool‘] *)

As before, we map constants to parameters. Following that, we map the fixed type
msg to an arbitrary type variable A. The resulting theorem states within the logic a
result true for any particular type, and any choice of constants to instantiate for the
parameters mup,mdown,bottom.

The importance of this is that we can fix constants, fix types, and declare axioms.
Within this context, we can prove theorems as usual. We are then free to discharge
these elements of context, so that we get a theorem within the logic, stated in full gen-
erality. This general theorem can be instantiated in a different context, accomplishing
reuse. In fact, all the elements are in place to effect theory interpretation.

In summary, we can use proof term manipulation to effect transformations on theo-
rems. Although the end results of the transformations are expressible within the logic,
the transformations themselves are not, because the notions they deal with – constant
declaration, type declaration, axiom declaration – are metalogical. Generalising ar-
bitrary constants to parameters, types to type variables, and discharging axioms as
assumptions, are basic manipulations that form the foundation of an implementation
of theory interpretation, discussed in the next section.
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5.6 Theory Interpretation

The previous section described 3 transformations on proof terms. These transforma-
tions dealt with constant, type and axiom declarations. The notion of context in sys-
tems such as HOL consists of constant, type and axiom declarations. Thus, these 3
transformations are all that is required to reflect the extralogical notions of context
within the logic. Using them, we are able to obtain a general theorem from a theo-
rem proved in a context by abstracting the context in which the theorem was proved.
Of course, a general theorem is what we really require for theory interpretation: the
remaining operation is to instantiate the theorem at a particular type, with particular
values for the parameters, and to discharge assumptions due to axioms with theorems
of the underlying theory.

We give an example drawn from basic mathematics.

Example 5.6.1. In this example, we deal with the theory of partial orders. As a result
of the proof term transformations we developed, we are free to mechanise this in what-
ever style we please. Following the axiomatic method, we choose to develop a theory
founded on fixed constants and axioms.

new_type ("pord",0);;

new_constant ("le", ‘:pord->pord->bool‘);;

let refl = new_axiom (‘! x. le x x‘);;

let antisym = new_axiom (‘! x y. (le x y /\ le y x) ==> (x = y)‘);;

let trans = new_axiom (‘! x y z. (le x y /\ le y z) ==> (le x z)‘);;

g ‘le x y /\ le y z /\ le z w ==> le x w‘;;

<...snip...>

let t7 = top_thm();;

let p7 = proof_of t7;;

let p7’ =

let stm = (subst [(‘le’:pord->pord->bool‘,‘le:pord->pord->bool‘)]) in

let sax = (fun (Paxm (axname,tm)) ->

if tm = ‘! (x:pord) (y:pord) z. (le’ x y /\ le’ y z) ==> (le’ x z)‘

then Phyp ‘! (x:pord) (y:pord) z. (le’ x y /\ le’ y z) ==> (le’ x z)‘

else Paxm (axname,tm)) in

subst_proof stm I I sax p7;;

let t7’ = theorem_of p7’;;
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(* val t7’ : thm = !x y z. le’ x y /\ le’ y z ==> le’ x z

|- le’ x y /\ le’ y z /\ le’ z w ==> le’ x w *)

let p7’’ =

let sty = (tysubst [‘:A‘,‘:pord‘]) in

subst_proof I sty I I p7’;;

let t7’’ = theorem_of p7’’;;

(* val t7’’ : thm = !x y z. le’ x y /\ le’ y z ==> le’ x z

|- le’ x y /\ le’ y z /\ le’ z w ==> le’ x w *)

map type_of (thm_frees t7’’);;

(* val it : hol_type list = [‘:A‘; ‘:A‘; ‘:A->(A->bool)‘; ‘:A‘; ‘:A‘] *)

We start off by fixing a type for our partial order, together with a constant le
representing the ≤ relation of the partial order. We declare the 3 axioms of partial
orders and go on to prove a trivial theorem. We abstract from the definition of le by
substituting a parameter le’, and discharge the axiom as an assumption. Notice that
because the proof depends on one axiom only, we only have to worry about discharging
this particular axiom. For a general theorem proved in the context above, we would
compose 3 axiom substitutions, one for each of the 3 axioms we wish to discharge.
Finally we discharge the type declaration so that we have a theorem valid at all types,
and for all parameters le’.

At the end of the example above, we have a general theorem, which it is now
possible to instantiate.

Example 5.6.2. We decide to instantiate the theorem from the previous example at type
num. We will map le’ to <=.

g ‘! (x:num) (y:num) (z:num). x <= y /\ y <= z ==> x <= z‘;;

e (ARITH_TAC);;

let hyp = top_thm();;

let u = INSTANTIATE_ALL ([],[],[‘:num‘,‘:A‘]) t7’’;;

let v =

INSTANTIATE_ALL ([],[‘(<=):num->num->bool‘,‘le’:num->num->bool‘],[]) u;;

let w = PROVE_HYP hyp v;;

(* val w : thm = |- x <= y /\ y <= z /\ z <= w ==> x <= w *)

First we prove that the assumption corresponding to the discharged axiom holds
in num. Then we instantiate the type of the theorem at type num, then the term le’ is
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instantiated on the <= relation for the type num. Finally, we discharge our assumption
so that we have the equivalent of the abstract theorem at the concrete type.

This generalisation and instantiation is exactly what is needed for theory interpreta-
tion. We could now develop more involved examples, such as group theory. Following
the axiomatic method, we would fix constants and declare axioms, then develop the
theory on this abstract foundation. However, whereas before we could not reuse the-
orems so proved, we now have the machinery to produce an abstract version of the
theorems, which we can then instantiate on any particular concrete instance.

The theorems proved within a context are transformed into general versions. The
general versions of the theorems are theorems that are valid for all concrete instances.
In this way, we see that theorems proved within an axiomatic context are (modulo
syntax) valid for all concrete instances. The proofs conducted within context as above
are parametric proofs (i.e. they stand in for ∀ quantification at the level of theories),
and their instantiation parallels the ∀E rule.

5.7 Theory Abstraction

Theory abstraction is dual to theory interpretation. Theory interpretation allows ab-
stract results to be reused in concrete settings. Theory abstraction allows one to de-
velop a theory using abstract stubs that describe other theories on which the theory
depends. The aim is to be in a position to substitute any particular concrete implemen-
tation of the stub theory. Indeed, the possibility arises of having two instances of an
entire theory, based on two different implementations of the same stub, within the same
logical process. Another possibility is to have two different stubs satisfied by the same
implementation. For example, one could declare two groups at different types, so that
in the main theory the type system distinguishes them. At the end of the development,
the stubs could be discharged with a single concrete group, such as Z.

Realistic examples of theory abstraction can obscure the points we wish to make, so
that for pedagogical reasons, we prefer to concentrate on a smaller, simpler, example.

Example 5.7.1. We are working in our main theory, but realise the need for a support
theory.

The specification of the support theory is that it should consist of two constant types
α,β and two functions between them, f ,g such that g( f (x)) = x. Given this, we wish
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to prove in the main theory that ∃y. f (g(y)) = y. Notice that the types, and indeed the
definitions, of f ,g are unspecified, but that they will affect the main theory.

Rather than develop the support theory definitionally, which will cause the main
theory to be dependent on contingent details of our support theory, we declare an
axiomatic interface, or stub, which we will later discharge with a particular imple-
mentation.

new_type ("alpha",0);;

new_type ("beta",0);;

new_constant ("f", ‘:alpha->beta‘);;

new_constant ("g", ‘:beta->alpha‘);;

let fixpt = new_axiom (‘? (x:alpha). g (f x) = x‘);;

g ‘? y. f (g y) = y‘;;

<...snip...>

let t = top_thm();;

let p = proof_of t;;

We axiomatically assert the specification of the support theory. We start off by fixing
two types and constants for the functions between them, and declaring an axiom fixpt

relating them. In the main theory, we prove the required theorem. The advantage of
doing this, for fixed but arbitrary types α,β and constants f ,g with an axiom relating
them, is that irrelevant details of a particular implementation of the support theory do
not affect our main development.

Later, we wish to substitute a concrete implementation of the support theory so
that, for instance, we discharge the dependence on the asserted axiom by showing that
there is some definitional theory which has the axiom as a theorem. In general the
concrete theory will be less abstract than the axiomatic stub.

g ‘? (x:num). PRE (SUC x) = x‘;;

<...snip...>

let hyp = top_thm();;

let q =

let sax = (fun (Paxm (axname,tm)) ->

if tm = ‘? (x:alpha). g (f x) = x‘

then Phyp ‘? (x:alpha). g (f x) = x‘
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else Paxm (axname,tm)) in

subst_proof I I I sax p;;

let r =

let stm = (subst [(‘f’:alpha->beta‘,‘f‘);

(‘g’:beta->alpha‘,‘g‘)]) in

subst_proof stm I I I q;;

let s =

let sty = (tysubst [‘:num‘,‘:alpha‘;‘:num‘,‘:beta‘]) in

subst_proof I sty I I r;;

let u =

let stm = (subst [(‘SUC‘,‘f’:num->num‘);

(‘PRE‘,‘g’:num->num‘)]) in

subst_proof stm I I I s;;

let v = theorem_of u;;

(* val v : thm = ?x. PRE (SUC x) = x |- ?y. SUC (PRE y) = y *)

let w = PROVE_HYP hyp v;;

(* val w : thm = |- ?y. SUC (PRE y) = y *)

Our concrete implementation of the support theory causes the types alpha and
beta of the specification to be identified with num, and the functions f and g to be iden-
tified with SUC and PRE. We start by proving that this concrete implementation of the
support theory implements the abstract interface (under the appropriate syntax map-
ping), by proving the equivalent of the fixpt axiom. We now seek to discharge the de-
pendence, of the theorem p from our main theory, on the axiom ? (x:alpha). g (f x) = x.
We discharge the axiom as an assumption, then generalise the constants f and g to pa-
rameters f’ and g’. We substitute the type num for the types of the original theorem,
alpha and beta, then refine the parameters f’ and g’ to SUC and PRE. We construct
the corresponding theorem, and finally discharge the hypothesis with our previously
proved lemma.

The resulting theorem w is a more concrete instance of the original theorem p,
where types have been identified and constants refined. It is an instance of the theorem
proved in the main theory. However, whereas that theorem depended on the axiomatic
specification of the support theory, this theorem does not involve the fixpt axiom in
its proof.
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Note that a particular advantage of developing in this way is that abstractly, the
types of f and g rule out ill-formed terms such as f ( f x), which is not the case if
we had developed the support theory definitionally. Another advantage is that by re-
maining abstract we restrict the automation to the essential details of the problem. A
concrete development would have exposed automation to SUC and PRE, which might
cause it to invoke unnecessary procedures, for example, a linear arithmetic prover,
when attempting to solve a goal.

In the above example, the theorem in the main theory is conservatively valid4

(modulo syntax and type considerations) providing there is some implementation of
the support theory, i.e. the theorem in the main theory is valid providing there exists
an implementation of the support theory. In this way, the use of theory abstraction
parallels, at the theory level, the use of ∃ quantified assumptions at the logical level.

In Chap. 3 we describe theory abstraction and note that there are problems with
theory abstraction in its general form. We outlined two ways that these problems can be
bypassed. This example illustrates one of the approaches, whereby the syntax mapping
“goes the wrong way” from the main theory S to the implementation theory T . Ideally
the syntax of S should remain unchanged, and the axioms be discharged with syntax
mapped theorems from T , however, this never arises in practice because the whole
theory T , which is usually developed definitionally, would have to be mapped, and
this would potentially involve altering the syntax of core libraries T depends on, such
as the natural number theory. Because the syntax mapping goes the wrong way, this
example is also an example of theory interpretation. However, the difference is that
there was never a desire to reuse the main theory S, rather, the desire was to show
that there was some implementation of the support theory T . Abstractly, S has an
axiom of the form ∃ α β.∃ f g . . ., and in this context we prove ∃α β.∃ g f . . .. Of
course, HOL lacks type quantification, so our theorem contains α,β as parameters, as
does our axiom. When we discharge the axiom by exhibiting concrete witnesses for
α,β, these witnesses change the form of our final theorem, that is, the syntax of our
theory S has been mapped to that of T . However, this step usually occurs at the end
of theory development, so that the benefits of remaining abstract are not lost, only the
final theorem is less abstract than it should be.

4That is, not dependent on the axiom.
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5.8 Local Definitions

One of the 3 main theorem transformations is to discharge a fixed (but arbitrary) con-
stant as a parameter. In terms of the context, this corresponds to fixing a constant and
later discharging it as a parameter. However, fixing a constant is only half a definition:
one usually states what the constant is defined as.

Much of mathematics is abstract. For instance, one fixes the constants and opera-
tions of a group, rather than defining what the group operation is. Because the group
theory considered is abstract, it is easy to instantiate it in particular contexts. However,
as one moves away from simple examples, one does encounter situations where one
needs to define abstract entities in terms of other abstract entities: given an abstract
group, one can define the group of automorphisms, say, or the centre of the group.

Example 5.8.1. We recall an example from our case study, see Part IV.

Let M be a (possibly infinite) set of messages. We assume that M contains
an ‘empty’ message, denoted by ⊥. We assume that M = M↑∪M↓∪⊥
where M↑ and M↓ are sets of upward and downward messages such that
M↑∩M↓= /0.

So far, we typically fixed constants M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥, but neglected to mention M. How
should we deal with M? Our solution is straightforward.

let disjoint_def = new_definition ‘disjoint mc = (

let (M_up:’msg->bool, M_down:’msg->bool, Bottom:’msg) = mc in

let M = M_up UNION M_down UNION {Bottom} in

((M_up INTER M_down = {})

/\ ˜ (Bottom IN M_up)

/\ ˜ (Bottom IN M_down)))‘;;

new_type ("msg",0);;

new_constant ("Mup", ‘:msg->bool‘);;

new_constant ("Mdown", ‘:msg->bool‘);;

new_constant ("Bottom", ‘:msg‘);;

let disjoint = new_axiom (‘disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)‘);;

let m_def = new_definition (‘M = Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}‘);;

g ‘i IN Mup ==> i IN M‘;;
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<...snip...>

let t3 = top_thm();;

let p3 = proof_of t3;;

let p3’ =

let stm = (subst [(‘Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}‘,‘M‘)]) in

let sdef = fun (Pdef(s1,s2,tm)) ->

if s2 = "M"

then Prefl ‘Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}‘

else (Pdef(s1,s2,tm)) in

subst_proof stm I sdef I p3;;

theorem_of p3’;;

(* val it : thm = |- i IN Mup ==> i IN Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom} *)

The difference from previous examples is the presence of m_def. We prove a the-
orem in the context of this definition. We then wish to export the theorem outside the
context of the definition. Mup, Mdown and Bottom all become parameters of course,
but what should we do with M? One option, illustrated here, is to simply substitute the
definition of M everywhere in the proof. The term substitution stm replaces M with its
definition. The proof term also contains branches which justify the definition of M. We
substitute these with an instance of reflection. The general theorem is slightly ugly,
since the definition of M has been unfolded, but still perfectly valid. The advantage
of this approach is that for local definitions, i.e. definitions whose definiendum does
not appear in the theorem one wants to export, this ugliness is hidden. For instance,
continuing the example above, we may prove a theorem that implicitly depends on M.
However, we can export it without being exposed to the definition of M itself in the
exported theorem.

g ‘i IN Mup ==> ? N. i IN N /\ Mdown SUBSET N‘;;

e (IMPI_TAC);;

e (EXI_TAC ‘M‘);;

<...snip...>

let t = top_thm();;

let p = proof_of t;;

let p’ =

let stm = (subst [(‘Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}‘,‘M‘)]) in

let sdef = fun (Pdef(s1,s2,tm)) ->
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if s2 = "M"

then Prefl ‘Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}‘

else (Pdef(s1,s2,tm)) in

subst_proof stm I sdef I p;;

theorem_of p’;;

(* val it : thm = |- i IN Mup ==> (?N. i IN N /\ Mdown SUBSET N) *)

let u =

let sax = (fun (Paxm (axname,tm)) ->

if tm = ‘disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)‘

then Phyp ‘disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)‘

else Paxm (axname,tm)) in

subst_proof I I I sax p’;;

let v =

let stm = (subst [(‘mup:msg->bool‘,‘Mup‘);

(‘mdown:msg->bool‘,‘Mdown‘);

(‘bottom:msg‘,‘Bottom‘)]) in

subst_proof stm I I I u;;

let w =

let sty = (tysubst [‘:A‘,‘:msg‘]) in

subst_proof I sty I I v;;

theorem_of w;;

(* val it : thm = |- i IN mup ==> (?N. i IN N /\ mdown SUBSET N) *)

The resulting proof of the exported theorem contains terms of the form
mup UNION mdown UNION {bottom} of course, but the statement of the theorem does
not. The complexity created by eliminating a definition is hidden by the phrasing of the
theorem.

The realisation that one needs an effective way of handling local definitions is
made by Kammüller in his thesis [Kam99]. If one has flexible tools to hide local
definitions, one begins to pay more attention to the medium scale structuring of a
theory. For instance, often the statement of a theorem can be changed from ` P t to
` ∃x.P x, and the definitions employed in t can be hidden within a particular theory,
rather than infecting the global namespace. Dually, definitions that are global, because
they appear in a statement in some other theory say, must be defined in a general way.
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For instance, the definition of disjoint in the examples above is made outside any
context, and is valid for terms of any type. This is necessary if we plan to reuse the
theorems at different types: if disjoint was only valid for the fixed type msg, we
would encounter an error when we tried to export the theorem from its context.

This way of handling local definitions is slightly less general than it need be. For
instance, instead of eliminating the definition of M, we can substitute a new parameter
which stands in for M.

Example 5.8.2. The previous example showed how we can make a theorem, proved
within the scope of a definition, valid outside the scope of the definition by eliminating
the definition and substituting the definiens. Alternatively, one could substitute a pa-
rameter for the definiendum. In this case, one needs to add an assumption, stating that
the parameter is equal to the definiens of the definiendum being eliminated.

let disjoint_def = new_definition ‘disjoint mc = (

let (M_up:’msg->bool, M_down:’msg->bool, Bottom:’msg) = mc in

((M_up INTER M_down = {})

/\ ˜ (Bottom IN M_up)

/\ ˜ (Bottom IN M_down)))‘;;

new_type ("msg",0);;

new_constant ("Mup", ‘:msg->bool‘);;

new_constant ("Mdown", ‘:msg->bool‘);;

new_constant ("Bottom", ‘:msg‘);;

let disjoint = new_axiom (‘disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)‘);;

let m_def = new_definition (‘M = Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}‘);;

g ‘i IN Mup ==> i IN M /\ ˜ (i IN Mdown)‘;;

<...snip...>

let t5 = top_thm();;

let p5 = proof_of t5;;

let p5’ =

let stm = (subst [(‘m:msg->bool‘,‘M‘)]) in

let sdef =

fun (Pdef(s1,s2,tm)) ->

if s2 = "M" then Phyp ‘(m:msg->bool) = Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}‘
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else (Pdef(s1,s2,tm)) in

subst_proof stm I sdef I p5;;

theorem_of p5’;;

(* val it : thm = m = Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}

|- i IN Mup ==> i IN m /\ ˜(i IN Mdown) *)

Here we proceed much as in previous examples. The transformation we apply to
the proof term is to change all occurrences of the defined constant M into the parameter
m. Of course, the proof term contains branches which encode the defining theorem of
M. We use the definitional substitution, sdef, to substitute these definitional branches
with another branch that assumes as a hypothesis

(m:msg->bool) = Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}

The resulting theorem no longer refers to M. We could obtain the same effect as
the previous example by instantiating m at Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}, and
discharging the assumption

Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom} = Mup UNION Mdown UNION {Bottom}

with an instance of reflection.
A more interesting scenario arises when we come to use this theorem in a concrete

setting. After generalising the statement, we syntactically map mup, mdown, bottom
into the corresponding entities in the concrete theory. It is also likely that there will
be a term which corresponds to M. Providing this term is defined appropriately, we can
instantiate m at this term, and the theorem will retain its structure. Of course, the same
effect may be achieved by proceeding as in the previous example, and including the
definition of the term corresponding to m in the instantiation. However, if there are
many concrete terms involved in the mapping, this approach is superior.

5.9 Assessment

The implementation of proof term manipulation was very straightforward. The ex-
pressive power gained is great with respect to the effort expended. The freedom in
structuring theories that is provided by theory interpretation makes theorem proving a
substantially easier task. Lemmas are concise because they are proved within the scope
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of axioms, rather than asserting the corresponding assumptions. (local) Definitions are
much shorter, since they can implicitly depend on previously declared constants in
context, rather than having to explicitly depend on parameters.

In terms of efficiency, the proof terms involved are very large, and the manipula-
tions can take time. On the other hand, it is easy to simulate theory interpretation by
simply doing the syntactic mapping axiomatically. Only when the theory development
is completed, and one requires an assurance of LCF style soundness, does one have to
invoke the machinery described above.

5.10 Related Work

In Sect. 3.4 we discussed different forms of theory interpretation which arise in the
mathematical and computer science literature. Many theorem provers, such as PVS
[OSRSC99], Isabelle [Kam99] and IMPS [FGT93], now support theory interpretation,
at least in some form. In Chap. 4 we discussed some features of HOL implementations,
especially Isabelle/HOL, that aim at theory interpretation.

The focus of this work has been on providing an implementation of theory inter-
pretation for a HOL theorem prover, based on proof term transformation. A similar
approach is found in the PhoX theorem prover [Raf]. Since we completed this work,
details of a similar approach in Isabelle/HOL [JL04] have been published. In addi-
tion to HOL based implementations, proof term transformation has been successfully
applied in Coq [Mag03].

There are other approaches to implementing theory interpretation, such as ax-
iomatic assertion. IMPS [FGT93] and PVS [OSRSC99] implement full theory inter-
pretation, using axiomatic assertion, so that the implementation of theory interpretation
forms part of the trusted kernel.

The full blown module system of Coq [Varb] is probably the most advanced ex-
ample of a module system, and it supports theory interpretation. It essentially follows
the internalisation approach, in that module level constructs are ultimately reduced to
equivalents in the underlying Coq logic. Implementations of dependent type theory,
such as Coq, tend to support internalisation much more successfully than HOL im-
plementations. However, there is no underlying technical reason why this should be
the case, rather, the developers have concentrated on providing support in this area. A
good example of internalisation is Coq’s notion of sections [Varb].
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5.11 Conclusion

We showed how proof term manipulation can be used to produce general theorems
from concrete instances. Specifically we showed how notions such as definitions, type
declarations and axioms, which are part of the context, could be internalised within the
statement of a lemma. One immediate application is to theory interpretation, which
we demonstrated by developing a simple abstract theory of partial orders and instanti-
ating it on N,≤. The techniques could be applied to any abstract development. Unlike
similar mechanisms, such as Locales, the implementation through the manipulation
of proof terms is invisible to theorem proving packages. For instance, we are free
to use the primrec package inside a context to make primitive recursive definitions.
Theory interpretation is pervasive in mathematics, and the implementation described
above opens the door to manageable large scale development of mathematics. Another
application is to theory abstraction. The implementation does not involve modifica-
tions to the logical kernel of the theorem prover, so that soundness in the LCF sense is
guaranteed.

Theory interpretation has been around for a long time, and it was clear that it could
be implemented via proof term transformation. For example, PhoX [Raf] already im-
plements theory interpretation by proof term transformation. The contribution of this
chapter is to provide an implementation for a traditional HOL system. Moreover, the
concision of the implementation is itself a contribution, since the implementation is
immediately comprehensible, extensible and so on. The implementation of theory ab-
straction via proof term transformation appears to be novel.

There are many possible extensions. Proof terms in HOL Light currently come in
two forms, basic and extended. Extended proof terms support derived rules directly,
allowing smaller proof terms. In implementation terms, we only handle basic proof
terms. For efficiency reasons, we should extend the proof term transformations to
cover extended proof terms.

This work is still very much a prototype. For instance, we justify the transfor-
mations by pointing to the theorem resulting. However, some invalid transformations
cause theorem reconstruction to fail. A theoretical understanding of which manipula-
tions are allowed is desirable. This would allow us to be confident about the imple-
mentation of the subst_proof function, and would provide a theoretical underpinning
to more exotic proof term manipulations. We address these issues in Chap. 6.

Theoretically there is a slight mismatch in the manipulation of types. When we fix a
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type, we later discharge it as a type variable. This is a type that is implicitly ∀ quantified
at the outermost level. However, in some situations we desire type quantification not
at the outermost level. This requires type quantification. The work of Tom Melham
[T.F92] in this area is relevant.

Theory interpretation is probably the most used mechanism for structuring math-
ematics. William Farmer, the author of the IMPS system [FGT93] which supports
theory interpretation, claims5 that theory interpretation is the technique used in struc-
turing mathematics: he has not come across any others. However, we do not doubt
that other techniques are also present in the mathematical vernacular. Presumably, if
these are not justifiable within the logic, then they are justifiable metalogically. At one
extreme, this may be by reasoning directly about the intended interpretation. However,
we hope that most of these techniques can be implemented using the proof term trans-
formations outlined above. These transformations are implemented in the language
used to construct the proof terms themselves, which is already a metalogical notion6.

For example, the notion of internalising, or reflecting, a system within itself, clearly
requires metalogical help. One can imagine a scenario where we work within set
theory, but suddenly need to prove a metatheorem. In this case, we might find ourselves
operating at the wrong universe level. Ideally we would like to press a button and
have our whole development internalised within the system, so that we can prove our
metatheorem (perhaps by structural induction over the terms of our previous theory).
Having proved the metatheorem, we would like to step back to our original theory and
continue, safe in the knowledge that we have preserved consistency.

For another example, even theorems such as the ∈-induction theorem ([Joh87],
p.61 – 62) are metatheorems. Coding up metalogical procedures to reprove such results
each time they are required is unpalatable, whereas proof term manipulation can offer
a uniform way to proceed.

The point is simply that there are almost certainly more notions used in the mathe-
matical vernacular that are not directly expressible as transformations within the logic
itself. The expressive power gained by theory interpretation leads one to hope that
similarly expressive notions already exist in the mathematical literature. Only further
work will uncover these, but theory interpretation is surely the first place to start.

Structuring theories with theory abstraction makes explicit the dependencies of one

5Personal communication.
6These observations may not apply to logics, such as the constructive type theory underlying Coq

[Varb], where the notion of proof is internal to the logic, so that proof term transformation is no longer
metalogical.
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theory on another. Specific theories could then be moved easily from one system to
another, utilising the support theories of each system. This in fact was one of the
motivations for developing theory abstraction in the first place: to enable our case
study to be developed dually under HOL Light and Isabelle. However, work needs to
be done to clarify what the issues are with such multi-system development.

So far, we have only talked about logical context. Other notions of context, such
as simpsets and lemma names, are not logical. However, these must also be dealt with
appropriately. For instance, when one works in an abstract theory, one builds up a set
of simp rules. When operating in the concrete theory, one presumably requires the
concrete versions of the simpset to be made available to the simplifier. Work needs
to be done to isolate the issues here. Then again, even the syntax mapping is non-
trivial. If the abstract theory contains many names, it can be tiresome to import these
all into a concrete theory. For instance, if our concrete theory consists of two groups
(we wish to reason about the homomorphisms between them say), then we must have
two interpretations, one for each group. If we choose schematic names for our groups,
we might hope for the syntactic mapping to be accomplished automatically. Indeed,
this is the case in the PhoX [Raf] theorem prover.

Another aspect that relates to syntax is the question of which definitions are local
and which definitions are global. For instance, imagine a function edge t n that takes
a tree t, and a node n, and gives the edge leading from n to the root of t. The defi-
nition is usually used in the scope of some tree, so that we prefer to see expressions
like edge n, rather than giving the explicit tree parameter, edge t n. However, if we
must state a global property concerning two trees, which requires the use of edge, we
must give the tree parameter explicitly. Some support for automatically transforming
definitions between a local version and a global version is desirable. Note also that
theory abstraction allows us to keep the types of the nodes of the two trees separate,
whereas they might be identified in a standard conservative development. If the types
are distinct, we can differentiate which tree is intended in an application of edge n by
the type of the node n. Thus, theory abstraction opens the door to wider use of such
methods.

This work describes proof term transformation. In particular, we discuss proof
term transformation aimed at supporting theory interpretation. The PhoX system [Raf]
implements theory interpretation in a similar way. Our contribution is to provide an
implementation for one of the traditional HOL implementations. Another contribution
is that our implementation is extremely small and so easy to comprehend. Proof term
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transformation in Coq occurs in [Mag03], in the context of transporting theorems from
one representation of the natural numbers to another. Since we completed this work, a
paper [JL04] has appeared which describes a similar approach, for the Isabelle system.
Our work differs considerably from this other work because of the theorem proving
system involved, and the proof term foundation.



Chapter 6

Sequent Style Proof Terms for HOL

6.1 Introduction

In previous sections we have described an approach to theory interpretation based on
proof term transformation, and implemented this approach in the HOL Light theorem
prover. One of the problems with this implementation was that it was built on a foun-
dation of proof terms that does not support binding, so that developing a robust theory
of proof term transformation for this system appears difficult. One of the main motiva-
tions behind the work we present in the following sections is to develop a foundation
of proof terms for HOL that permits reasoning about proof term transformation. How-
ever, the work stands largely on its own, and so we do not tie our presentation to the
implementation of theory interpretation unnecessarily.

To ensure soundness, systems in the LCF tradition have a type thm of theorems,
whose constructors are tightly controlled. This isolates sources of inconsistency to
the constructors of thm, and the routines they depend on. A thm is divorced from
its proof, and so does not encapsulate evidence for its own correctness. On the other
hand, proof terms are representations of proofs, and so do provide evidence for their
own correctness. With proof terms one no longer has to rely on the correctness of the
theorem prover which created the proof term, but can check the proof term using an
independent proof checker, which is important in many applications.

Although this is the primary use of proof terms, there are many other applications.

• Transferring proofs from one system to another. For example, a first order the-
orem prover can produce a proof term which could be transfered to a system
based on HOL. There is currently interest [MP04] in linking HOL based sys-
tems to fully automatic first order theorem provers, such as Vampire [VR]. Our

79
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system of proof terms could be of use in this area, because as well as supporting
HOL proofs, it also supports first order proofs adequately.

• In tactic based systems, a sequent style proof term can be transformed into a tac-
tic, which can be replayed against the original goal. This creates a thm object. If
the proof term has been produced externally, this process serves as a simple in-
dependent proofcheck of the proof term. We have implemented a transformation
from a proof term to a tactic for our system of proof terms.

• Proof terms can be used as a basis for transforming proofs. For example, Cut
elimination is an important transformation that may be supported by some sys-
tems of proof terms. Our system supports a version of Cut elimination.

• A particularly important class of transformations are those that seek to optimise
proof terms in some way. Proof terms may be optimised, for example, to remove
redundancy, to reduce their size, or to increase the speed with which they can be
checked. Our system supports these kinds of transformations. In particular, we
have implemented proof term optimisation using higher order rewriting.

• Proof terms can be stored to disk, creating a permanent record of a proof. Cur-
rently we transform a proof term to a tactic script, which we write to disk. In
addition, we can print out an ASCII representation of the proof term which can
also be stored.

• Proof terms can be used as a basis for presentation of proofs. We have writ-
ten filters that transform a proof term into a LATEX proof tree, or alternatively
a MathML web page. Many further filters could be imagined. For example, a
proof term could be transformed into a natural language representation of the
proof.

In the following sections we describe a system of proof terms for HOL. This sys-
tem has been implemented in HOL Light, although the system itself is applicable to all
HOL implementations. The main innovation compared with previous systems of proof
terms [Won95] [BN00] is that we present proof terms for a sequent system (L-style)
rather than a natural deduction system (N-style). As a consequence, there are many
applications that our system of proof terms support, that are either difficult or impos-
sible to support in other systems. For instance, most proofs in HOL implementations
are conducted using tactics. The tactic level presents an L-style interface to the HOL
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system. L-style proof terms directly capture proofs in an L-style logical system, and
so can have a close correspondence to proofs at the tactic level. As an example of this
correspondence, with our L-style system we can take a proof term and create a tactic
that we can replay against the original goal using the tactic level machinery of the HOL
implementation. Compare this with an N-style proof, where there is no direct relation
to the L-style system that the tactic level presents, so that it is difficult to transform a
proof term into a corresponding tactic.

The main contributions of this work are to describe a system of L-style proof terms,
and to outline the ways in which this system can support many diverse applications. For
example, one application is an implementation of proof term optimisation by higher
order rewriting. As far as we are aware, this application is novel.

An overview of this chapter is as follows. A main requirement for our proof terms is
that they be L-style proof terms. However, the rules of existing HOL implementations
are given as N-style rules. Therefore we give a standard N-style presentation of HOL,
our L-style presentation, and relate the two. We then describe our basic system of
proof terms. In order to support standard sequent presentations of first order logic, we
then introduce a system of derived proof terms, which we justify in terms of the basic
system. We mention some applications of our system and discuss the implementation
in HOL Light [Har]. We discuss related work by comparing the features of our system
with those of the other two main systems of proof terms for HOL. Finally we conclude
and consider future work.

6.2 Logical System

We give the original N-style rules of HOL Light with explicit assumptions, Fig. 6.1,
and our L-style rules for comparison, Fig. 6.2. Terms are the typed terms of HOL,
considered modulo α-conversion. Contexts Γ are sets of boolean typed terms. Our
modified rules are L-style, but because of their origin in an N-style system, we retain
N-style naming conventions (intro and elim vs. left and right).

Although the two systems are superficially similar, one should keep in mind the
differences between N-style systems, and L-style systems. The individual rules are
also subtly different in places. The relation between these two systems is given in the
following.

Theorem 6.2.1. (Admissibility of INST TYPE in NHOL) If Γ`C is derivable in NHOL,
then it is derivable without the INST TYPE rule.
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Proof. By structural induction over the derivation, from leaf to root. Essentially,
INST TYPE allows us to replace parametric types with concrete types. If we simply
replay a proof with the parametric types replaced everywhere with the concrete types,
we have a proof of the same sequent without using INST TYPE.

Theorem 6.2.2. (Admissibility of INST in LHOL) INST is admissible in LHOL, in the
sense that if Γ ` C in LHOL, and σ is a substitution of terms for free variables, then
σΓ ` σC in LHOL.

Proof. By structural induction over the derivation, from leaf to root. Essentially this
is because we have included full β-conversion in system LHOL, so that the rules of
LHOL are closed under substitution of terms for free variables.

The previous theorem is essentially the property “Term substitution” in Thm. 6.3.1.
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ASSUME
p ` p

REFL
` t = t

Γ ` s = t ∆ ` t = u
TRANS

Γ∪∆ ` s = u

Γ ` p = q ∆ ` p
EQ MP

Γ∪∆ ` q

Γ ` p ∆ ` q
DAR

(Γ−{q})∪ (∆−{p}) ` p = q

Γ ` f = g ∆ ` u = v
MKCOMB

Γ∪∆ ` f u = gv

Γ ` s = t
ABS

Γ ` λx.s = λx.t

BETA
` (λx.t)x = t

Γ[xi] ` P[xi]
INST

Γ[ti] ` P[ti]

Γ[αi] ` P[αi]
INST TYPE

Γ[γi] ` P[γi]

ABS: x does not appear free in Γ

Figure 6.1: NHOL: HOL N-style Rules [Har]

REFL
Γ ` t = t

Γ ` s = t Γ ` t = u
TRANS

Γ ` s = u

Γ ` u = v
APP EQ

Γ ` su = sv

BETA
Γ ` (λx.t)s = [s/x]t

Γ ` f = g
FN EQ E

Γ ` f u = gu

Γ ` s = t
FN EQ I

Γ ` λx.s = λx.t

ASSUME
p,Γ ` p

Γ ` p = q Γ ` p
BOOL EQ E

Γ ` q

q,Γ ` p p,Γ ` q
BOOL EQ I

Γ ` p = q

FN EQ I: x does not appear free in Γ

Figure 6.2: LHOL: HOL L-style Rules
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SequentStyle
ProofTerm

s
forHO

L

REFL
Γ ` t = tC refl t

Γ ` s = tCd Γ ` t = uC e
TRANS

Γ ` s = uC trans d e

Γ ` u = vCd
APP EQ

Γ ` su = svCapp eq d s

BETA
Γ ` (λx.t)s = [s/x]tCbeta s (λx.t)

Γ ` f = gCd
FN EQ E

Γ ` f u = guC fn eq e d u

Γ ` s = tCd
FN EQ I

Γ ` λx.s = λx.tC fn eq i (λx.d)

ASSUME
h : p,Γ ` pCassume (h : p)

Γ ` p = qCd Γ ` pC e
BOOL EQ E

Γ ` qCbool eq e d e

h1 : q,Γ ` pCd h2 : p,Γ ` qC e
BOOL EQ I

Γ ` p = qCbool eq i (λh1 : q.d) (λh2 : p.e)

FN EQ I: x does not appear free in Γ

Figure 6.3: LHOL+: HOL L-style Rules, With Proof Terms
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Theorem 6.2.3. (Relation Between NHOL and LHOL) Γ `C is derivable in NHOL iff
Γ `C is derivable in LHOL.

Proof. (→) we eliminate uses of INST TYPE from the NHOL derivation, then use the
admissibility of INST in LHOL. The rule MKCOMB in NHOL is simulated by the two
rules FN EQ E and APP EQ in LHOL. We require some basic properties of the system
LHOL, such as weakening, which are presented in Sect. 6.3 rather than previously
because they also involve proof terms. (←) trivial. For BETA use INST.

6.3 Proof Terms

In Fig. 6.3 we present LHOL with proof term annotations, system LHOL+. Terms in
context Γ are now labelled, with labels being distinct.

Theorem 6.3.1. (Basic Properties)

• (Weakening) If Γ `CCd then h : A,Γ `CCd where h is a new label.

• (Strengthening) If h : A,Γ`CCd, and h does not appear free in d, then Γ`CCd.

• (Contraction or Hypothesis Substitution) If h1 : A,h2 : A,Γ ` CC d then h1 :
A,Γ `CC [h1/h2]d.

• (Term Substitution) If Γ`CCd and σ is a substitution of terms for free variables,
then σΓ ` σCCσd.

Proof. By structural induction over the derivation of the judgements.

Definition 6.3.2. (Wellformed) A proof term d is wellformed iff there is some Γ and
some C such that Γ `CCd.

Given a wellformed proof term d, it is easy to construct a corresponding theorem
Γ `C such that Γ `CCd. Given weakening and strengthening, we should not expect
such a theorem to be unique. However, C is unique, and there exists a minimum Γ,
such that, if Γ′ `CCd then Γ⊆ Γ′.

Theorem 6.3.3. (Theorem Reconstruction) Given a wellformed proof term d, there
exists a minimum context Γ, and a unique boolean typed term C, such that Γ `CCd.

Proof. Structural induction over the proof term, from leaf to root. We sketch two cases.
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• trans d e: By wellformedness, there exists Γ′,s,u such that Γ′ ` s = uCtrans d e.
So there exists t such that Γ′ ` s = tC d and Γ′ ` t = uC e. By the induction
hypothesis, we have Γd ⊆ Γ′, Γd ` s = tCd and Γe ⊆ Γ′, Γe ` t = uCe. Γ′ con-
tains uniquely labelled hypotheses, so Γd ,Γe⊆ Γ′ also contains uniquely labelled
hypotheses and is a wellformed context. Then Γd ,Γe and s = u are witnesses.

• bool eq i (λh1 : q.d) (λh2 : p.e): use induction hypothesis twice to get Γd ` pCd
and also Γe ` qCe. Form contexts Γ′d = Γd−{h1},Γ′e = Γe−{h2}. Then Γ′d ,Γ

′
e

and p = q are witnesses.

We note that we currently reconstruct theorems in a two stage process, by first
transforming a proof term into a tactic, then replaying the tactic against the original
goal, see Sect. 6.5.

6.4 Derived Rules

We give an example to illustrate how the standard logical rules may be derived, and
their derivations suitably abbreviated by introducing derived proof term constructors.
We are going to derive the Cut rule.

h : A,Γ `C Γ ` A
Cut

Γ `C
We introduce a constant T = ((λx.x) = (λx.x)) to stand for truth, which has the

following derived rules.
TRUEI

` T C truei
Γ `CCd

EQ T I
Γ `C = T C eq T i d

Γ `C = T Cd
EQ T E

Γ `CC eq T e d

With this in place, we construct the following derivation.
·
·
·

C
h1 : A,Γ `CC c

·
·
·

A
h2 : C,Γ ` ACa

Γ `C = ACbool eq i (λh1.c) (λh2.a)

·
·
·

A
Γ ` ACa

Γ ` A = T C eq T i a

Γ `C = T C trans (bool eq i (λh1.c) (λh2.a)) (eq T i a)

Γ `CC eq T e (trans (bool eq i (λh1.c) (λh2.a)) (eq T i a))

This justifies the introduction of the derived proof term constructor cut.
h : A,Γ `CC c Γ ` ACa

Cut
Γ `CC cut a (λh : A.c)
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Similarly we can derive all the standard left and right logical rules of a single
conclusion classical1 sequent system. We give these derived rules, with their associated
derived proof terms, in Fig. 6.4. When making use of a derived rule, we can utilise
these derived proof term constructors to abbreviate the derivation. Tactics use these
underlying derived rules, so that these abbreviations are utilised throughout the system.

6.5 Applications

Standard, Extensible, L-style Proof Terms for HOL

The novelty of our system lies mainly in the fact that it is an L-style system. L-style
proof terms have advantages over N-style proof terms in that they are in bijection with
L-style derivations conducted at the tactic level of HOL implementations.

We have used this correspondence to create functions which transform a proof
term into a tactic, which can be replayed against the original goal at the tactic level.
This function is a simple structural pass over the proof term. Thus, given a proof
term, we obtain a tactic, and having played the tactic back against the original goal,
we obtain a thm. This allows us to reconstruct a theorem from a proof term without
having to explicitly code a reconstruction function. Of course, we have to code the
function to convert the proof term into the tactic, but the process of actually executing
the proof steps is left to the tactic level. In this way we save much work. The process of
reconstructing a thm object also serves as a simple proof checker for our proof terms.

In a similar way, we have implemented a function that turns a proof term into a
tactic script, such that executing the tactic script against the original goal proves that
goal. This script may be included in other tactic scripts. Alternatively one can save the
script to disk, giving a simple mechanism for storing proofs. One application is to reify
a successful automatic proof search as a tactic script. The tactic script can be used to
avoid a potentially lengthy proof search when rerunning the development in future.

In addition, we have sequent style proof procedures which produce proof terms
in our derived system that directly correspond to the steps the procedures take dur-
ing proof search. Fully automatic first order theorem provers, such as resolution and
tableaux provers, could also produce proof terms in the derived system2. Using our

1Actually, rule ¬¬ is only derivable if we add a classical rule to our system so far.
2Actually, classical first order theorem provers will typically produce proofs in a multiple conclusion

sequent system such as G3c [ST96], but the translation from G3c to our system is straightforward: one
typically considers multiple conclusions as negated hypotheses.
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implementation, we can easily import these proof terms into our system.
We have also created functions which transform a proof term into a sequent level

proof, rendered in LATEX as a tree, or as a linear sequence.
These applications would be difficult with N-style proof terms, simply because

there is usually no bijection between N-style proof terms, and derivations in L-style
systems.

Mechanised Subsystem for First Order Logic

Pfenning mechanises proofs of Cut elimination in Elf in [Pfe00]. To accomplish this,
he first encodes first order sequent derivations as proof terms in LF. This system of
sequent style FOL proof terms matches our derived system. For our derived system,
Pfenning therefore provides a ready made formal framework in which to reason about
metatheoretic properties of our proof terms.

Non-structural Transformation: Theory Interpretation

A proof term is a tree of nodes, where each node represents an instance of a rule. By
a non-structural transformation we mean a transformation that does not alter the shape
of the tree, although it may alter the contents of the nodes.

Various recent papers [MB00] [JL04] transform proof terms, typically in order to
reuse proofs in different settings. In fact, these techniques are all instances of theory
interpretation [Far94] [Joh87].

We give a sketch of theory interpretation. The basic idea is to develop a theory
axiomatically, and then transfer the results to other theories which satisfy the axioms.
In this way, theory interpretation represents a primitive module system, allowing ax-
iomatic development and reuse of theorems so proved in different contexts. For in-
stance, one might develop a theory of groups by fixing constants to stand for the car-
rier of the group, and the group operations, and asserting the group axioms. Later, one
realises that one needs the theorems to be instantiated for the group of automorphisms
of an underlying group. This should be possible, since the automorphisms satisfy the
group axioms. Ordinarily in HOL this reuse would not be possible because one had
committed to an overly concrete development: the theorems hold for fixed constants
and cannot be arbitrarily instantiated in different contexts. Theory interpretation of-
fers a way to develop theories axiomatically, and to transfer results between different
theories.
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Theory interpretation can be implemented in a safe way by transforming proof
terms, so that they are valid in different contexts. Theory interpretation can be founded
on 3 non-structural transformations:

• Discharging axioms as assumptions.

• Changing arbitrary constants to parameters.

• Changing arbitrary fixed types to type variables.

For instance, if a proof term contains nodes that represent instances of axioms, we
might wish to change these nodes into nodes that represent instances of assumptions.
Instead of a proof of B using an axiom A, we now have a proof of A→ B with no
dependence on the axiom. These are non-structural transformations, because the shape
of the proof is unchanged.

Based on these transformations, we have implemented theory interpretation con-
servatively in HOL Light. This allows us in some ways to surpass the modularity
features found in competing systems, e.g. axiomatic classes and Locales in Isabelle.
However, the downside is that proof term transformation can be expensive, and the
tools are not yet ready for the non-expert user. We describe theory interpretation, and
an earlier version of this work, in greater detail in Chap. 5.

Structural Transformation

Structural transformations are those proof term transformations that potentially alter
the shape of the proof. Cut elimination is an example of a structural transformation.
The mechanised proof of Cut elimination by Pfenning [Pfe00] can be directly trans-
fered to our system3, to give an algorithm that actually carries out Cut elimination. Cut
elimination is a relatively complex structural transformation, so that we hope that our
system will accommodate any further transformations that are dreamt up.

In this section, we describe another application of structural transformation, that
appears to be a new contribution: an approach to optimising proof terms, based on
higher order rewriting.

Most interactive provers employ automation to make large proofs tractable. A
simple form of automation is proof search. Two main systems of proof search are
resolution and tableaux. Both these systems make use of the notion of a safe rule. A

3At least, for the intuitionistic fragment.
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safe rule is one whose application preserves provability. Thus, safe rules can typically
be applied in an eager fashion. For instance, in a tableaux system, the rule ∨L is usually
a safe rule, whilst in an intuitionistic system, → L is usually unsafe. ∨L produces
two subgoals from a given goal. Thus, facing a goal

Wn
i=1 Ai,Γ ` C, repeated eager

application of ∨L results in n subgoals. If the Ai are not used in the subproofs, all we
have succeeded in doing is creating n times more work for ourselves. We observe that if
h : Ai,Γ`CCd, and h does not appear in d (i.e. assumption Ai was not used in the proof
of the sequent) then Γ`CCd by strengthening. Then

Wn
i=0 Ai,Γ`CCd by weakening.

In this way, a proof of a subgoal can be lifted up to a proof of the main goal. Of course,
automatic theorem provers could observe that the proof of the subgoal did not depend
on the assumption, and lift the subproof up themselves. However, this rarely happens.
Instead, the prover independently proves each of the subgoals. This behaviour can
result in large proof terms. In fact, there is an unbounded amount of redundancy as
the previous example illustrates (just increase n). For many applications, small proof
terms are preferred. We now make the observation that the lifting of the subproof can
be accomplished by rewriting the proof term, and that the condition that h not appear
in the subproof d can be nicely captured by higher order rewriting.

orl (λh.d)  d

Note that we are now using the convention that λh.d h represents the dependence
of d on the bound variable h. So λh.d represents that d has no dependence on h, i.e. h
appears nowhere in the term d.

Our implementation of proof terms is built on top of the implementation of typed
lambda terms in HOL Light. For example, our proof term constructors are represented
as constants at an appropriate type. This has no logical meaning, it is simply that when
looking around for an implementation of lambda terms on which to base our proof
terms, we chose the system closest to hand.

With this in mind, we can represent the rewrite rule in HOL Light as follows:

let orl_prune1 = mk_thm([],‘(orl (\a. P) Q h) = P‘);;

Note that this rule expresses the lifting up of a subproof, not the removal of a
duplicated subproof since P and Q may represent very different proofs. We can rewrite
a proof term pft using this rule to extract a new proof term.

let (_,pft’) = dest_eq(concl (REWRITE_CONV [orl_prune1] pft));;
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Since the number of redundant steps performed by automatic provers is in gen-
eral unlimited, this optimisation can produce significant reductions in proof size, and
consequent speed ups in proof replay. Other obvious optimising rewrites are:

let orl_prune1 = mk_thm([],‘(orl (\a. P) Q h) = P‘);;

let orl_prune2 = mk_thm([],‘(orl P (\b. Q) h) = Q‘);;

let andl1_prune = mk_thm([],‘(andl1 (\a. P) h) = P‘);;

let andl2_prune = mk_thm([],‘(andl2 (\b. P) h) = P‘);;

let impl_prune = mk_thm([],‘(impl d1 (\a. d2) h) = d2‘);;

We have implemented this approach to rewriting proof terms in HOL Light. In
fact, because our implementation of proof terms is itself built on top of the term library
of HOL Light, we can use the unmodified HOL Light rewriter to rewrite the terms
directly, which saves us having to reimplement higher order matching and related rou-
tines.

This approach has some connections with program optimisation. We also note that
already Nipkow investigated rewriting equational proofs in [Nip90]. Berghofer extends
this work to Isabelle proof terms in [Ber03].

Compact Proof Terms

Our system of derived proof terms is a standard L-style calculus for FOL. Automatic
theorem provers usually operate in L-style systems. Thus, one can expect that the size
of proof terms in the derived system, produced by automatic tactics for FOL goals, is
dependent only on the size of the FOL L-style derivation.

As an example, consider an intuitionistic proof of the following variant of Pierce’s
law ((((A→B)→A)→A)→⊥)→⊥. There is an intuitionistic proof of this theorem,
in our derived system, with 11 nodes. Using our derived system with modified basic
tactics, and a simple intuitionistic prover supplied with the HOL Light distribution, a
proof term with size 11 is produced, as expected.

We also note that the structural transformations described previously allow proofs
to be considerably compressed. It is important to emphasise that whereas other com-
pression schemes tend to work using standard compression algorithms tuned for proof
terms, or perhaps by omitting annotations on a proof term when such can later be
derived, our approach to compression alters the structure of the proof itself. We ex-
pect that such a high level scheme can take advantage of knowledge of the domain to
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a greater extent than other approaches, so that higher compression rates may be ob-
tained. Whether or not this is practically the case requires extensive assessment on
real world proofs, although as we have noted above, even moving to a representation
of proof terms that directly supports the standard logical steps can result in very small
proof terms.

6.6 Related Work

We compare our system with other existing implementations, whose features we tabu-
late in Fig. 6.5. In the figure, the column headed “HOL4” refers to the implementation
of proof terms based on work originating in Cambridge [vW94] [Won95]. Some ver-
sions of HOL Light also use this system. Particularly, this is the system on which the
examples of Ch. 5 are based. The column headed “Isabelle” refers to the implementa-
tion of proof terms for Isabelle by Berghofer [BN00] [Ber03]. to the system presented
here. feature corresponding to each row in the table.

N-style/L-style

There are many ways to present logical systems. The 3 main ones are Hilbert style,
Natural Deduction style (N-style), and Gentzen sequent style (L-style). These have
different advantages, but L-style systems are most utilised for proof search. We pro-
vide proof terms for a single conclusion L-style implementation of HOL. Most current
implementations of proof terms are N-style proof terms. Given the Curry-Howard
isomorphism this is perhaps understandable: for a certain system of N-style intuition-
istic logic, proofs are in bijection with typed lambda calculus terms, which can serve
directly as a proof term. On the other hand, Cut corresponds in N-style systems to
substitution of a proof tree for multiple assumptions in another proof tree. This du-
plication leads to very large proof trees, so that implementations of proof terms must
employ subproof sharing. L-style systems support Cut directly, and so do not have
to employ subproof sharing, leading to simple implementations. Further, most proofs
are conducted (both interactively and automatically) in sequent style systems, and the
tactics correspond directly to sequent style steps. At the end of a proof in N-style sys-
tems, the instructions for the sequent proof are used to produce the N-style proof term.
However, this indirect link, between the system in which the proof is constructed, and
the system in which the proof is represented, can lead to substantial proof term expan-
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sion. Further, if many sequent proofs correspond to a single natural deduction proof,
it is impossible to reconstruct the original sequent proof from a natural deduction rep-
resentation. On the other hand, L-style proof terms can be in bijection with the tactic
steps that were invoked to construct the proof. This leads to a very direct relation-
ship between the proofs the user constructs at the tactic level, and their representation
as a proof term. A related consideration is whether to support single conclusion, or
multiple conclusion, sequents. In this we have been constrained by implementation
considerations and requirements of compatibility with other libraries and tools, see
Sect. 6.7. However, single conclusion sequent systems do not support classical logic
well. It would not be difficult to adapt the approach here to a multiple conclusion
sequent calculus.

Standard

We aim to support the rules of first order predicate logic in a standard sequent pre-
sentation as derived rules in our system. Most current implementations of proof terms
record the proof at a very low logical level, typically right at the level of the primitive
rules of the system itself. On the other hand, when presenting a proof as a tree, one
would like to see the standard N or L-style rules displayed. The primitive rules of HOL
are not immediately related to the standard presentations of first order predicate logic.
HOL is based on the notions of equality and functions, so this is to be expected. The
standard logical rules are derived early on, and one typically adds corresponding de-
rived proof term constructors which abbreviate the proof terms for the standard rules.
We aim to have all the standard logical rules as derived rules, and the derived proofs
represented by derived proof terms, see Sect. 6.4.

Extensible

In Sect. 6.4 we give derived proof terms which extend the system and serve to abbre-
viate common derivations. This indicates that the system can be readily extended. In
addition, we have implemented derived proof term constructors for high level opera-
tions such as rewriting. Some theorems, such as proving ` m+n = p for large m,n, p
in HOL, may have very large proofs, and this is often used as an argument in favour of
incorporating β-reduction into the proof terms. However, an alternative is to add addi-
tional proof term constructors for these specific operations. Although the other systems
support extension in some respects, the ease with which this can be accomplished in
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our system is a contribution.

Mechanised

By this we mean that, not only has the system been implemented as a piece of code,
but that the system itself has been mechanised inside a theorem prover, and one is ca-
pable of mechanised reasoning about aspects such as proof transformation. The HOL4
system has been mechanised, but since it does not support structural transformations
adequately, this is largely irrelevant to this point. As far as we know, the Isabelle sys-
tem has not been mechanised, although certainly this is an option. On the other hand,
if one views the Isabelle implementation as a subsystem of pure type systems, then
mechanisations do exist [MP99]. Whilst our system has not been mechanised, a cer-
tain subsystem of derived rules and proof terms for first order logic has [Pfe00], and
proofs about Cut elimination for this system have been carried out. Our subsystem
inherits this result, at least for the intuitionistic fragment.

Binding, Reduction and LF Embedding

Existing implementations of proof terms in HOL4 (and HOL Light), which merely
record the invocation of the primitive rules, do not need to support binding structures.
On the other hand, transforming these proofs can prove difficult because one does not
have guarantees about variable capture and so on. There are several alternatives that
might be considered.

The Curry-Howard isomorphism suggests that proof terms should naturally incor-
porate some binding notions. Constructive type theory, and pure type systems, utilise
lambda terms (more or less) directly as proof terms. Indeed, constructive type theory
can be viewed as an integrated environment for handling theorems and proofs. In this
setting, proofs are first class objects, and are represented by terms in the logic itself.
This has implications for the implementation of proof terms for HOL based systems.

. . . with the advent of “pure type systems” and the λ-cube, it became clear
what proof terms for λHOL look like in principle. [BN00]

The implementation of proof terms in Isabelle follows this line. This approach is
extremely elegant and has much to recommend it. These systems also take advan-
tage of the Curry-Howard isomorphism further by demanding that β-reduction of the
proof term correspond to proof normalisation. This can be useful. However, if one
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wishes to reason about proof terms in the same system, this has the disadvantage that
β-equivalent proofs are considered identical.

. . . one cannot distinguish between proofs that are cut-free and proofs that
are not. This is because lambda terms that are β-equal (proofs that are
equal via cut-elimination) are identified. . . If one is looking for these kind
of applications, it is much more promising to use the ‘coding’ of a logic in
a relatively weak framework like Automath or LF. [Geu94]

Coding a logic in this way leads to an embedding of proofs in a lambda calculus
like language. A fine example of this approach is Pfenning’s encoding of sequent
calculi in Elf [Pfe00]. Pfenning then mechanises proofs of Cut elimination for these
systems in an extremely elegant and natural way.

We do aim to provide formalised support for reasoning about our proof terms, in
a way that distinguishes proofs that are structurally different, even if β-convertible.
Partly for this reason, we follow the ‘coding’ approach.

Non-structural and Structural Transformation, Cut Elimination

One of the motivations for this work was the need to be able to transform proofs in
order to support an implementation of theory interpretation, see Sect. 6.5. An imple-
mentation of theory interpretation via proof term transformation can be founded on 3
non-structural transformations.

On the other hand, some transformations do alter the shape of the proof. For in-
stance, in Sect. 6.5 we describe a process of rewriting a proof term with higher order
rewrite rules, which reduces the proof size. Another example is Cut elimination.

It is possible to develop a theory of non-structural transformation for all 3 systems
of proof terms considered here. This theory gives guarantees about the transformation,
allowing one to make complicated sequences of transformations on big proofs with
confidence that a correctly formed proof term will result, and moreover that it will be
a correct proof of the desired theorem.

When trying to extend these results to structural transformation one needs strong
guarantees about variable binding and capture. This rules out the HOL4 implementa-
tion, which does not record binding information. However, both the Isabelle system,
and our own, are capable of supporting a theory of structural proof term transforma-
tion.

Our system of derived proof terms supports Cut elimination. The Isabelle system
is an N-style system, so there is no notion of Cut elimination. This should not be seen
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as a deficiency.

6.7 Implementation

We have implemented our system of proof terms for HOL in the HOL Light theorem
prover. HOL Light is based on an N-style notion of proof, Fig. 6.1. To accommodate
L-style proof terms, we derived an L-style presentation of HOL, Fig. 6.2. We then
rebuilt HOL Light on top of these rules, whilst adding the system of proof terms in
Fig. 6.3 underneath. The rules are presented as context sharing, which makes them
suitable for backwards proof. However, HOL Light makes extensive use of derived
rules, which are created in a forward fashion. Context free forms of the rules, suitable
for forward reasoning, are admissible providing the contexts are compatible. We can
accommodate derived rules easily by ensuring that contexts resulting from the merging
of two proofs are compatible, which is largely a process of renaming hypothesis labels
in contexts. We aim to make our system backwards compatible with the existing HOL
Light libraries. This has largely been achieved, with substantial parts of HOL Light
running unmodified with the new kernel. This is largely due to the extremely compe-
tent engineering of HOL Light in the first place, and the systematic use of abstraction
layers. Although we could leave the basic HOL Light tactics mostly untouched, one
of the motivations was to ensure a direct correspondence between the tactic proofs the
user constructs at the sequent level, and their representation as proof terms. To this end,
we modify the basic tactics so that there is a one-to-one correspondence between appli-
cation of a tactic (such as cut_tac), and the corresponding (primitive or derived) rule.
These changes are inherited by more advanced tactics. For instance, the intuitionistic
tableaux prover tactic that accompanies HOL Light produces proof terms that directly
correspond to the execution of the tactic at the sequent level.

The admissibility of INST in Thm. 6.2.2 allows one to omit INST from the primitive
rules of LHOL, making the system more amenable to formalisation. However, a real
implementation along these lines would be too inefficient, whilst rewriting the kernel
to avoid uses of INST in favour of an LHOL alternative is considerable work. For these
reasons, we implement INST as an admissible proof term.

Γ `CCd
INST

[t/x]Γ ` [t/x]CC inst t (λx.d)

INST TYPE may be treated similarly, but with the additional complication that we
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must incorporate a binder ranging over types. We hope to release a public version of
our system in the near future.

6.8 Conclusion

The proof terms described in the previous sections fulfil all our requirements as far
as proof terms are concerned. The advantage of L-style proof terms is that many ap-
plications which are not possible in an N-style system, are easy or trivial here. The
contributions of this work are:

• We have presented a clean formalisation of the HOL rules, in sequent style.

• We related these rules to an already existing formalisation of HOL, proving
equivalent derivability.

• We presented proof terms for our sequent system.

• We introduced a system of “derived” high level logical rules, with corresponding
proof terms, which we combined smoothly with the basic HOL rules and proof
terms: both systems live together as part of the same datatype of proof terms.
The derived system is a standard logical system, so that metalevel arguments
about this system, and transformations such as Cut elimination, can be supported
directly.

• We described how we have used higher order matching and rewriting to alter
proof terms, for instance, to compress them by removing redundant steps. We
believe this application is novel.

• We briefly described other applications, such as an application to theory inter-
pretation, and surveyed related work.
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Ax
h : A,Γ ` ACaxiom h

Γ ` ACd h : A,Γ `CC e
Cut

Γ `CC cut d (λh : A.e)

⊥L
h :⊥,Γ `CC falselC h

>R
Γ `>C truer

h1 : Ai,h : A0∧A1,Γ `CCd
∧Li

h : A0∧A1,Γ `CCandli (λh1 : Ai.d) h

Γ ` ACd Γ ` BC e
∧R

Γ ` A∧BCandr d e

h1 : A,Γ `CCd h1 : B,Γ `CC e
∨L

h : A∨B,Γ `CCorl (λh1 : A.d) (λh1 : B.e) h

Γ ` AiCd
∨Ri

Γ ` A0∨A1CorrA1−i
i d

h : A→ B,Γ ` ACd h1 : B,h : A→ B,Γ `CC e
→ L

h : A→ B,Γ `CC impl d (λh1 : B.e) h

h : A,Γ ` BCd
→ R

Γ ` A→ BC impr (λh : A.d)

h : ¬A,Γ ` ACd
¬L

h : ¬A,Γ `CCnotl d h

h : A,Γ ` ⊥Cd
¬R

Γ ` ¬ACnotr (λh : A.d)

h1 : [t/x]A,h : ∀x.A,Γ `CCd
∀L

h : ∀x.A,Γ `CC foralll t (λh1 : [t/x]A.d) h

Γ ` [a/x]ACd
∀Ra

Γ ` ∀x.AC forallr (λa.d)

h1 : [a/x]A,Γ `CCd
∃La

h : ∃x.A,Γ `CC existsl (λa.λh1 : [a/x]A.d) h

Γ ` [t/x]ACd
∃R

Γ ` ∃x.AC existsr t d

h : ¬A,Γ `⊥Cd
¬¬

Γ ` ACnegneg (λh : ¬A.d)

∀Ra,∃La: a obeys standard eigenvariable condition
∧Li,∨Ri: i ∈ {0,1}

Figure 6.4: Proof Terms For A Single-Conclusion Classical System
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HOL4 Isabelle LHOL+
N-style/L-style N-style N-style L-style

Standard N Y Y
Extensible Y? Y? Y

Mechanised Y? Y (related system) Y (derived system)
Binding N Y Y

Reduction N Y N
LF style embedding N N Y

Non-structural Y Y Y
Structural N Y Y

Cut elimination N N Y

Figure 6.5: Comparison of Implementations of HOL Proof Terms





Chapter 7

Conclusion

In previous chapters we have discussed the notion of theory interpretation, and an
implementation of theory interpretation by proof term transformation. We began by
motivating theory interpretation, and justified an implementation by pointing out the
deficiencies of current features of a HOL implementation that aim at more or less the
same thing. We then gave an implementation of theory interpretation based on proof
term transformation. In order to develop a robust theory to justify this approach, we
then had to replace the existing foundation of proof terms with a version of our own.

We feel that our system of proof terms has many good properties, and we hope that
it becomes widely used. Although the initial motivation was to support theory inter-
pretation by proof term transformation, we feel that our proof terms will be beneficial
in several other areas. For example, there is much work currently in transforming and
presenting proofs, and in transferring proofs between systems, and we believe our sys-
tem can support much of this work. Our system is extremely small and elegant, and
supports standard sequent presentations of logical systems. It also comes equipped
with significant tools, such as an implementation of higher order rewriting, courtesy of
the infrastructure of HOL Light, and a ready made mechanised formalisation for the
intuitionistic fragment of the derived rules, courtesy of Frank Pfenning [Pfe00]. For
these reasons, we believe it would make an excellent vehicle for further investigations
into proof term transformation.

We touched on the issue of type quantification. We noted in Chap. 4 that the
lack of type quantification has an unfortunate effect on the expressivity of the HOL
logic. In particular, HOL is not a closed system, in the sense that an axiom with free
type variables cannot be expressed as an equivalent assumption. This is the cause of
deficiencies in the internalisation approach to theory interpretation. Adding type quan-
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tification to HOL would alleviate these problems, and allow a full implementation of
theory interpretation by internalisation. Type quantification also significantly increases
the expressivity of HOL.

Adding type quantification to HOL also has a beneficial impact on our implementa-
tion of proof terms, because our proof terms are embedded in the HOL term language.
Currently, if we wish to use a theorem which contains type variables, by instantiating
those type variables at a particular type, then we must substitute type variables through-
out the associated proof term. This is too inefficient. By adding type quantification to
the language of proof terms, type instantiation becomes a simple ∀E step at the level
of types. This would make our implementation much more efficient.

Therefore, for reasons relating to expressivity, and also for proof term implemen-
tation reasons1 we are currently adding type quantification to HOL Light.

1But of course, these two are the closely linked!
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Chapter 8

Automation

8.1 Introduction

Automation is often essential to make mechanisation feasible. In some situations,
mechanisation is feasible without automation. Indeed, in highly abstract mathemati-
cal areas, a lot of mechanised reasoning consists of the user spelling out complicated
arguments which are far beyond those which can currently be tackled by automation.
An example is Altenkirch’s mechanisation of strong normalisation proofs in LEGO
[Alt93]. In this setting, automation, if present, is directed at easily solvable, tightly
defined subproblems, such as term rewriting. Against this, many proofs are too tedious
to be tackled without automation. For example, many verification style proofs depend
critically on automation to handle the routine, but lengthy, reasoning involved.

In the following sections we describe the automation that we developed during a
recent case study. Our case study is a large verification style proof, where the reasoning
is relatively restricted, but the sheer level of detail means that automation is necessary
to make the problem tractable. Moreover, we are interested not only in mechanising
our case study, but also in producing automation that will make similar proofs easier
in the future. We focus on the problems that typically arise in the case studies we have
been involved with. We start by outlining the functionality we require of the automated
engine. We then describe the techniques we applied, and how they were integrated.
None of the techniques we discuss go outside the domain of first order reasoning with
equality. We evaluate the resulting engine qualitatively in terms of our requirements,
and quantitatively with respect to a sizable case study, and then conclude.

Is it reasonable to expect to make new contributions in an area such as automa-
tion, which is already considered mature? Naturally we do not expect to solve the
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problem of automated reasoning once and for all! Many person years have been spent
developing fully automatic systems such as Vampire [VR] and Otter [McC]. It would
indeed be foolish to imagine that we could compete with such systems. However, the
requirements of interactive proof are different from those of fully automatic proof, so
that different approaches are appropriate. We intend to show how relatively simple ap-
proaches, that have been largely ignored till now, can be competitive in an interactive
setting.

The work is novel for several reasons. One novelty is that we provide automa-
tion suitable for interactive proof. Although other approaches have sought to address
this problem [McA89] [Sym98], we feel that we improve on previous work in several
areas. For example, [Sym98] is exemplary in many respects, but contributes no new
techniques as far as automation is concerned. Rather, the contribution is an examina-
tion of the relevance of existing automation techniques to declarative proof. We feel
our work is an improvement because we investigate new techniques, such as proof
search based on term enumeration. For another example, [McA89] describes a novel
technique. However, the work lacks a theoretical justification. Approaches which lack
a theoretical justification may fare well in particular areas, but their behaviour is sel-
dom easily characterised, and they often fail to make the leap to widespread use. We
attempt to justify our work theoretically, although we fall short of claiming a full first
order completeness result.

The difficulty of first order reasoning is how to choose instantiations of quantifiers.
Our novel approach is based on simple term enumeration. For each quantified formula,
we keep track of which terms from a fixed term enumeration have already been used
to instantiate the quantifier. The next instantiation is simply the first term in the enu-
meration that has not already been used1. For fully automatic proof, such an approach
is not competitive with systems based on unification, and this explains why it has not
been investigated seriously as the basis for an automatic theorem prover. The reason it
is successful in interactive use is due to the differences between interactive and fully
automatic proof: the criteria we use to evaluate our method are different, and so too is
the nature of the problems we tackle.

To handle equality reasoning, we employ completion. Although completion is an
established technique, our work is perhaps novel because we use completion routinely
in a large case study, whereas completion is usually restricted to textbook examples.
We believe completion is an important tool for interactive theorem proving.

1This is the idea behind several completeness proofs for FOL, see for example [RM05]
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The integration of completion with our analytic proof search is also novel. It ap-
pears to be difficult to integrate equality reasoning with existing analytic proof search
methods, such as tableaux, because of the presence of metavariables which are subject
to unification. Handling quantifier instantiation by term enumeration has several ad-
vantages over unification based approaches. In particular, the absence of metavariables
permits a straightforward integration of equality reasoning into the main proof search.
Such a combination has not previously arisen for analytic proof methods. Although
our current handling of equality by completion is incomplete, in Sect. 8.9 we suggest
how it could be replaced by an alternative method, to form a powerful and complete
analytic automatic theorem prover, suitable for interactive use.

8.2 Dictionary

We define some terms that we use later. These definitions are more or less standard.

• Analytic: a proof method that generates new clauses by breaking down existing
clauses, based on the structure of the logical connectives. Sequent systems are
the prime example, at least for the propositional connectives.

• Synthetic: a proof method that generates new clauses from a given clause set,
without destroying the previous clauses. Resolution and the inverse method are
the prime examples.

• Local: a proof method where each step affects only the clauses used in the step.
Resolution is a local method.

• Global: a proof method where a step may affect clauses elsewhere. For example,
tableaux that employ unification close branches by applying a closing substitu-
tion to the whole search tree, not only the clauses at the end of a branch.

• Tableaux: another word for sequent style systems. Typically tableaux are not
presented as sequent style systems, which partly explains the different termi-
nology. Tableaux also refers to specific sequent style systems that incorporate
unification to choose closing branch substitutions.

• Rewriting: replacing a term by an equal term. Often used to refer to pattern
based rewriting, where rewrite rules of the form l = r give rise to a pattern l,
which is then matched against a term t generating an instantiation σ such that
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σ t = σ l. σ t is then rewritten to σ r. Technically the word sometimes refers to
rewriting with a notion of rewrite order [BN98].

• Simplification: loosely used to refer to rewriting aimed at making a term or
formula simpler. We typically use simplification to refer to rewriting with a
confluent and terminating set of rewrites. Technically the word sometimes refers
to rewriting with a notion of simplification order [BN98]. Informally, the word
can also refer to a rewriter extended with arbitrary procedures which may, for
example, provide rewrite rules on demand depending on the context.

• simpset: a set of rewrites. Sometimes refers to a set of rewrites extended, for
example, with procedures which solve conditions on conditional rewrites. Our
use of simpset refers to a set of rewrites.

• Pure: a logical signature with no function symbols is pure.

8.3 Existing Automation

In order to give context to what follows, we briefly survey the field from a theoretical
standpoint.

The simplest logical problems are propositional problems. Such problems are of
course decidable. In Fig. 8.1 we give the propositional fragment of a sequent system.
This fragment represents a non-deterministic and strongly normalising algorithm that
terminates on every propositional problem, either establishing that the formula is prov-
able, or indicating one or more non-satisfying assignments to the propositional vari-
ables. There are many other approaches to deciding propositional problems. For exam-
ple, the Davis-Putnam or DP procedure [DP60], the variant DPLL developed by Davis,
Logemann and Loveland [DLL62], Stalmarck’s algorithm [SS90] and approaches via
binary decision diagrams are often covered in introductory automated reasoning texts.
Recently there has been much work on propositional problems phrased as “boolean
satisfiability” (SAT) problems. SAT solvers have been successfully applied in many
areas, and systems compete in an annual competition2. SAT solving is a large research
area in its own right.

First order problems, which involve quantifier reasoning, are more difficult than
propositional problems. These problems are in general semi-recursive, although there

2See http://www.satcompetition.org/.
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Figure 8.1: Propositional Sequent System

are classes, such as the pure monadic fragment, that are decidable. The pure dyadic
fragment with only one dyadic relation is undecidable [BJ89]. By systematically enu-
merating ground instances of quantified formulae, complete algorithms for first order
logic, such as Gilmore’s procedure [Gil60] are obtained. Similarly, some completeness
proofs [RM05] contain an algorithm for searching for proofs based on term enumera-
tion. These enumeration based approaches are not widely used because the selection
of instantiations is rather dumb, taking no account of the deep structure of the problem
partially revealed by clause form. A more efficient approach is to select instantiations
using first order unification [BS01]. Typical approaches are the resolution method
[BG01], tableaux incorporating unification [H0̈1] and the inverse method [DV01].

First order equality reasoning involves reasoning in a system of equations, ex-
pressed as outermost ∀ quantified equations in first order logic. The question of
whether two terms are equivalent modulo some first order equational theory is in gen-
eral undecidable. Full first order logic can be embedded into equational logic [McK75],
and equational reasoning can be axiomatised in first order logic, so that equational rea-
soning is just as difficult as full first order reasoning. Congruence closure [BN98]
establishes whether an equality is true or false within a fixed term universe. It is ap-
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plied to ground equations, and to the term universe formed from subterms appearing
in these equations. The equality problem in such a setting is decidable, and congru-
ence closure is an efficient implementation of such a decision procedure. Rewriting
[BN98] is the process of replacing a term with an equal term. Simplification is a form
of rewriting where a term is replaced with another that is simpler in some sense. The
notion of what is simple can be complex. For example, cancelling terms from either
side of an equality may be a simplification. The notion of simple can also vary. For
example, distributing multiplication over addition may make a formula simpler in one
sense, whilst it increases the number of terms, making it less simple in another sense.
A canonical set of rewrite rules for a given set of equations is a set of rewrites that is
equivalent to the original set of rules, is terminating and is confluent. Given a canon-
ical set of rewrites, any equational problem can be decided by reducing each side of
the equation with the set of rewrites and comparing normal forms. One of the interests
in treating equality reasoning differently to first order proof is that many sets of com-
monly occurring equalities have an equivalent set of canonical rewrites. Completion
is a process that takes a set of equalities and attempts to produce a canonical set of
rewrites. Completion may fail, or may not terminate. Further approaches to equal-
ity reasoning tend to address specific theories involving particularly common equality
rules, such as associativity and commutativity.

Combining equality reasoning and first order theorem proving in an efficient man-
ner is clearly desirable. Currently, serious implementations have occurred only for res-
olution based systems. They typically employ a form of unfailing completion [BG01],
which is interleaved with the resolution based search. A less efficient alternative,
that also applies to tableaux based systems, is to axiomatise equality. This is the
approach taken in Harrison’s implementation of a model elimination prover in HOL
Light [Har96a] for example.

Beyond first order logic lies the domain of the natural numbers. Decision proce-
dures exist for problems phrased in the language of linear arithmetic, but the combina-
tion of addition and multiplication yields incompleteness.

Other theories are more or less complex. In decidable theories, a general approach
to constructing a decision procedure is to focus on quantifier elimination. Even if
a theory is not decidable, there are often interesting subclasses of problems that are
tractable. Another approach to undecidability is to employ heuristics which can often
deal with those problems that are commonly met.
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8.4 Requirements

We wish to develop automation suitable for use in interactive proof. What exactly
do we mean by interactive proof? For us, interactive proof is a series of iterations,
in which a human and a machine interact to try and establish a proof. The proof is
not established beforehand, but is determined by the interaction with the machine: the
process of proof involves interaction. This should be contrasted with a form of inter-
active proof where an argument is established in almost full detail on paper and only
then transcribed mechanically. Interaction for such proofs is restricted, for example,
to the machine notifying the user of flaws in the reasoning. However, there may be no
essential difference between these activities, other than the extent to which interaction
occurs. This is similar to the distinction between batch processing and interactive pro-
cessing. In both the user interacts with the machine, but the extent of these interactions
leads to qualitatively different experiences.

What do we require of our automation? The following requirements are intended to
be general principles for developing automation for interactive use, rather than manda-
tory features that such automation should support. We draw heavily on a similar anal-
ysis in [Sym98]. Let us distinguish between automation for fully automatic use, and
automation for interactive use, the requirements for each being considerably different.

Perhaps unexpectedly, failure of the automated proof engine is the norm,
is the sense that when interactively developing complex proofs we spend
most of our time on obligations that are “almost” provable. Thus we would
like the prover to give us excellent feedback as to why obligations could
not be discharged. [Sym98]

This quote emphasises an important difference between automatic and interactive
proof. In automatic proof, one typically knows that the goal is provable, or at least,
suspects very strongly, and is prepared to wait a considerable amount of time before
terminating a proof search. Indeed, automatic provers are judged on how many prov-
able goals they can actually prove. In interactive proof, “we spend most of our time
on obligations that are almost provable”. This is one of the main differences between
interactive and automatic proof.

If we spend most of the time trying to prove goals that are simply not provable,
then completeness of the proof search becomes less important.

Anyway, the user will interrupt the prover after a minute or so: complete-
ness is hardly relevant to interactive tools. [Pau99]
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This is not to say that it loses importance altogether: if a system lacks complete-
ness, then it will fail to prove some provable goals. It is vitally important to know
what sort of goals one is giving up on, in order that one can understand what it means
when a prover fails to prove a goal. Such knowledge is also useful when combining
systems: in order to understand the behaviour of the system as a whole one should first
understand the behaviour of the parts.

What properties might be preferred, in an interactive setting, over completeness?
For us, the most important aspect of automation is simplicity. By this we do not mean
implementation or algorithmic simplicity (how many lines did it take to implement the
system? etc.), but conceptual simplicity. If we can characterise easily the domain and
results of some automatic tactic, we would consider that tactic simple. For instance,
rewriting with a set of rewrite rules3 is used ubiquitously in interactive theorem prov-
ing. If the set of rewrite rules is not confluent, then to understand what will happen
when invoking the rewriter, one has to understand the order in which the rules will
be applied. This is often an extremely complex thing to understand, bound up with
contingent details of how the rewriter is implemented. Proofs which depend on these
properties are extremely fragile. For example, permutations of the assumptions of a
goal may lead to rewrites being applied in a different order, possibly resulting in an
existing proof breaking if the set of rewrites is not confluent. Conceptual simplicity
for a rewriter is closely bound up with confluence and termination of the set of rewrite
rules. Conceptual simplicity is important if a user is to understand the system. If a
system is conceptually simple, it will hopefully be simple to use. The requirement
for conceptual simplicity is closely bound up with having a good theoretical under-
standing of the system. Conceptual simplicity is also bound up with predictability. It
is important that the user has a good understanding of the behaviour of automation
before it is invoked. Typically this means that the automation is easily theoretically
characterised. Certainly an understanding based on the code that actually implements
the automation is too dependent on contingent implementation details. Note that hav-
ing a good theoretical understanding does not preclude heuristic based approaches. For
instance, we may employ heuristic steps in a first order proof search, and the system
as a whole will be conceptually simple if we employ backtracking over the application
of our heuristic steps. What we do not entertain are systems which are based solely on
ad hoc combinations of poorly understood, heuristically motivated tactics.

3We refer to the standard notion of exhaustive rewriting with a fixed set of oriented first order rewrite
rules, as described in [BN98].
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In an interactive setting, we usually expect automation to fail to prove most goals,
because the goal is either non-trivial (e.g. proofs involve induction) or simply because
the goal is not provable in the first place. In order to make progress, we must under-
stand why a proof attempt fails: the prover must provide feedback. Resolution based
systems can provide feedback, but they are destructive (in the sense that the goal is
converted into a normal form before the proof attempt starts, destroying the original
logical structure), so that the feedback can be difficult to understand (the point where
the proof fails may look very different to the original goal). One approach is to trans-
late a failing resolution proof back into a form that the user understands. In effect, we
have several systems: the sequent style system in which the user conducts the proof,
the resolution system, and the system in which a failing resolution proof is presented
to the user. Whether or not this approach is feasible is open to question: in presenting a
failed proof to the user, we may obscure why the proof failed in the first place. Another
possibility is to return a counterexample. However, by the undecidability of first order
logic, counterexamples are not always available. Moreover, counterexamples can be
more complicated to comprehend than a failing proof trace. We believe a better ap-
proach is to conduct the proof in a way that is as close as possible to how a human
might conduct the proof. We require the proof system to be natural in some sense. In
this case, if a proof attempt fails, the failing branch can often be returned directly to
the user for inspection.

Feedback is related to visibility. By visibility we mean that a failing proof can be
displayed directly in the system in which the user conducts a proof (i.e. the system
of the tactic level). Additionally, an indication of why each step was taken, together
with the ability for the user to step through the proof at the tactic level, can greatly
increase insight into a failed proof attempt. In current HOL implementations, a user
often wishes to inspect a failed proof, but at best only a proof trace is available. If the
proof trace is in a different system (such as a resolution based system), this can cause
a conceptual mismatch: the user is focused on sequents, whereas the trace may be in a
different system altogether. The ability to display the trace at the tactic level removes
this conceptual mismatch. If there are many unproved branches, then a user might not
inspect them all, but might wish to step through the proof. Again, if the failed proof is
in a different system, this may not be possible. Even if the automatic proof is conducted
in the same system, it may be hard to step through the proof at the tactic level. For
instance, automatic methods, such as Harrison’s implementation of model elimination
[Har96a], often search for a proof in a tree making use of global information about
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nodes visited previously. If this global information is not present in the sequent the
user has access to, it will be difficult to step through the automatic proof by simply
invoking the automatic prover a step at a time: the automatic prover will not make the
same decisions it made when conducting the search using global information because
it only has access to the local sequent. The point is that a failing proof, presented
in small steps, in the user’s system, can help the user understand a failing proof. If
the steps cannot be broken down in this way, because they are conducted in a different
proof system, or rely on global aspects of a search, or other notions that are not explicit
in the user’s view of a proof, it will be more difficult to provide visibility into a failing
proof search.

Many methods currently employed by interactive theorem provers, such as Is-
abelle’s blast, leave the goal unchanged if they fail to prove it. Natural methods of
proof search expect to make at least some progress in all situations, so that they can
assist even if the goal is not provable. For instance, safe steps (such as ∧E in many
systems) should be performed, simplification steps applied and so on.

Automation should also be stable. In large proofs, one frequently mixes interactive
and automatic proof. If the goals returned by automation are apt to change radically
with slight variations in the goal, then the dependent interactive proofs can be rendered
useless, and must be rewritten. Since we place great value on the user’s time, this is
unacceptable. Indeed, for a machine to cause more work for the user, rather than less,
seems perverse. For these reasons, unsolvable subgoals returned by automation should
be stable under small changes to the original goal.

Another feature we would like is that automation be declarative. Current automa-
tion tends to be a rather ad hoc combination of different procedures. To understand the
combination one has to understand the interaction between the procedures. This un-
derstanding tends to be very procedural in nature, based on the actual execution steps
taken by each procedure. Our experience is that it is hard to comprehend such inter-
actions. Thus, we would like our automation to be declarative, in the sense that in a
given context there is a clear, simple, mathematical conception of what problems will
be solved by automation, rather than an understanding that is dependent on less well
understood interactions between procedures that themselves do not have well under-
stood characteristics.

If a proof can be found, then one begins to focus on aspects that make the proof
more maintainable, such as robustness. Efficiency can also be important. For automa-
tion to be appropriate in interactive theorem proving we may desire that the response
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time is relatively small, since otherwise the user will get bored and frustrated. Efficient
incomplete automation can be more useful than inefficient, perhaps even infeasible,
complete automation, especially when facing an unprovable goal. However, efficiency
is not a driving motivation behind our work. History has shown that an inefficient
implementation of a good idea can often be improved upon. On the other hand, we
certainly wish to avoid approaches that are theoretically always destined to be inef-
ficient. Thus, in the following, if we feel that efficiency problems can be solved by
careful engineering we mention this. Alternatively, if we feel that essential modifica-
tions of underlying procedures are necessary to provide reasonable performance, we
address these explicitly.

Completeness is also important, although not necessarily completeness in the full
first order sense. Rather there should be a clear notion of the class of problems to
which a given procedure applies, and the results the user can expect. At any rate, it is
vital to have some theoretical understanding of the behaviour of the system, if it is to
approach the goal of being conceptually simple.

Let us summarise these points:

• Automation should be conceptually simple: it should be theoretically well un-
derstood, and predictable in use.

• Automation should also provide feedback, so that the user can assess why a proof
attempt failed.

• An even stronger requirement is that automation be visible, in that one can di-
rectly inspect the execution of the automation e.g. by stepping though the proof
search at the tactic level.

• Automation should be natural, in order to minimise the conceptual gap between
the prover and the user. One way to achieve this would be for automation to
execute in standard logical systems that are close to, or identical with, the tactic
level at which the user conducts proofs.

• Often, there are many safe steps that the user would make to progress a proof.
Automation that simply returns “provable” or “not provable” is less useful than
automation that at least makes progress before returning.

• Automation should be stable, so that small changes to theories do not produce
large changes in subgoals returned by automation. This is important because
interactive proofs contain large sections of interleaved user/automation steps.
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• Automation should be understood declaratively.

• Automation should also be robust, in the sense that small changes do not affect
automatic provability.

• We would like automation to be efficient.

• Finally, we would like automation to be complete wrt. well defined classes of
problems.

In this section, we have drawn on the work of Syme [Sym98], who addresses the
requirements for automated reasoning for declarative proof. The quote at the beginning
of this section summarises his conclusions, which are essentially the same as ours. In
particular, he emphasises that automation should be robust, simple to understand and
use, and provide good feedback. Several of our requirements are strengthenings of
Syme’s. For instance, our requirements of visibility and naturality are strengthenings
of his requirement for feedback. Syme also requires that automation should produce
“equivalent results on some classes of equivalent problems”, which we have refined
into two requirements for stability and robustness. We also introduce a requirement
that the automation make progress if possible, even if unable to solve the goal outright.

8.5 Automation in Interactive Theorem Provers

How are automatic methods currently integrated with interactive theorem provers?
ACL2 [KM] is a theorem prover that is praised for its automation. The strategy is
to have many procedures organised roughly so that “better” procedures are called ear-
lier. For example, simplification would be among the first procedures called, whilst
a heuristically guided tactic that attempted to guess an induction statement might be
called last. The initial goal is put into a pool, and individual procedures attempt to
solve problems in the pool, possibly adding further problems, or modifying the ex-
isting ones. PVS is another theorem prover that is strong on automation. Here the
approach is to concentrate on well integrated decision procedures.

HOL implementations tend to employ fewer automation tactics. Isabelle/HOL is
representative of current HOL implementations as far as automation is concerned. The
main automatic techniques that are used are a unification based tableaux prover blast,
and the simplifier simp. Classical reasoning and simplification are combined in the
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single auto tactic. Isabelle also includes a model elimination procedure which is sim-
ilar in use to blast. Beyond first order logic and equality, the arith tactic implements
a decision procedure for linear arithmetic, and there is recent work on the implemen-
tation of a counterexample generator [PNW03]. In addition, there are various tactics
aimed at restricted theories such as linear orders. A problem with Isabelle’s automation
is that proof search is not well integrated with equality reasoning. Essentially this is
due to the fact that Isabelle uses a tableaux procedure incorporating unification, which
appears to be hard to integrate with equality reasoning. Another HOL implementa-
tion, HOL Light, includes a model elimination prover. Although roughly comparable
to Isabelle’s blast, the equality handling is complete. However, this is accomplished
by axiomatising equality and adding these axioms into a standard model elimination
prover without equality. Whether such an approach can prove problems that involve a
lot of equality reasoning remains to be seen: we expect that, because the properties of
equality are not taken specific advantage of, improvements can be made in this area.
Finally, the venerable HOL distribution [Varc] also provides substantial first order au-
tomation. Recently Hurd has investigated several different approaches to first order
automation, resulting in a first order theorem prover based on resolution called Metis
[Hur03], which is integrated as the tactic METIS_TAC in HOL.

Does current automation in interactive theorem provers meet our requirements?
The current methods of automated proof do not fully meet the requirements of the
previous section. As an example, consider Isabelle/HOL. simp is widely used, but is
not a complete first order proof method. However, the fact that it does meet many of the
requirements of the previous section explains why it is so popular in interactive proof.
The blast method performs well on simple problems of predicate logic and sets, but it
is hard to understand exactly what its properties are. It is based on a prover, leanTAP
[BP95], that is complete for first order logic. On the other hand, the following goal is
trivially provable in first order logic, but blast fails.

f (g a) = a ` ∃y.g( f y) = y

This is even more upsetting when one realises that the term g a, occurring in the
sequent itself, is a witness to the existential. To make matters worse, when expressed
in a typed logic such as HOL, g a is the only term occurring in the sequent of the cor-
rect type that could be used! The failure to prove this example is due to the incomplete
equality handling employed by blast. This failure to deal adequately with equational
logic is a general failing of tableaux style procedures incorporating unification. The
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blast procedure could be modified to augment every goal with equality axioms, in
which case this goal would probably be proved. However, the fact that this has not al-
ready occurred indicates that in general this approach gives unacceptable performance.
The auto method is almost never used in the middle of interactive proofs because it
is so unconstrained. Moreover, it is unstable, in that the subgoals it generates can be
wildly different under minor changes to the goal, which renders is unusable except in
tightly controlled areas. The arith tactic is widely used, but the problems that it deals
with represent a small fraction of the number of goals typically met in interactive theo-
rem proving. Although it is impressive in its intended domain, and meets many of our
requirements, it cannot be employed as a general first order theorem prover.

What other approaches are there to incorporating automation into interactive theo-
rem provers? Projects are underway [MP04] to link a modern resolution prover with
Isabelle. This is extremely valuable work: if one knows that a first order statement
is provable, then one should probably expect that the machine can provide a proof.
However, this will not necessarily rectify the failings of automation in an interactive
setting. Resolution based methods provide little support for interactive theorem prov-
ing, because the reduction to clause form means that the user has little visibility into
the proof search, and little understanding of why a particular lemma failed. The proof
search is a local forward synthetic search as opposed to a global backwards analytic
search typical of tableaux presentations and the tactic level of Isabelle. Thus, resolu-
tion is an unnatural system for the user. In general the feedback from such systems is
poor or at worst non-existent. Furthermore, whereas many steps should be considered
safe (apply a terminating and confluent set of rewrites, perform a ∧L step), because the
system is being used as a black box, either the goal is solved outright or, more usually,
not solved at all, and information that is contained in the system about which steps
can be safely applied is lost, leaving the user having to apply such steps manually. The
problem here is that the system fails to make progress on goals that it is unable to prove
outright.

Let us also make the following observation about first order theorem provers that
employ unification, such as resolution and tableaux. Unification solves two problems.
First, together with clausal form, it tells you how quantifier instantiations interact.
Secondly, it tells you what the appropriate terms for these instantiations should be.
Most problems in interactive theorem proving do not demand particularly intricate
interactions between quantifier instantiations, nor do they demand particularly deep
terms for these instantiations. Thus, in our view, the failure of automation in interactive
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theorem provers is not the failure to select appropriate quantifier instantiations.

8.6 Techniques

8.6.1 Introduction

In the following sections, we describe how we built up our automation. First, we are
trying to find proofs, so that we will need a proof search engine. Our proof search
engine is based on a standard sequent style analytic proof search, with quantifier in-
stantiation handled by term enumeration.

Next, in order that our automatic proofs appear natural to the user, we wish to
model, to a large extent, the way the proofs were done by hand. Apart from proof
search, the other main method employed during the hand proofs was simplification.
We describe how we augment the simplifier.

We then describe how we combine proof search and simplification into an inte-
grated tactic. The use of term enumeration to instantiate quantifiers has several inter-
esting consequences when combining proof search with other methods. For instance,
global dependencies between proof branches that occur in traditional unification based
tableaux approaches, are absent here. The absence of metavariables in our proof search
means that equational reasoning can be integrated smoothly.

Note that we restrict our automation to the domain of first order reasoning with
equality. Even though this domain is so well studied we feel we have new contributions
to make.

We also developed small amounts of automation for more exotic domains, such as
multisets. For example, in Isabelle/HOL we investigated instantiating an existing linear
arithmetic procedure for the theory of multisets. The simplifier was setup to call our
procedure whenever it encountered terms involving multisets, and the procedure then
provided the simplifier with multiset rewrite rules generated dynamically. This work
was straightforward, but the result was not complete for the part of the theory that we
dealt with. To improve on this would have required a deeper analysis of the particular
theorems that we wished to prove. We suspect that there are well characterised classes
of problems involving multisets that are decidable. Although there were several areas
such as this where we felt decision procedures might be found, the main results we
wished to prove did not lie in these areas, so we did not pursue these lines of enquiry
further.
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Finally we note that with good first order automation, one can often dispense with
tailor made tactics. For example, early on we investigated implementing a predicate
subtyping package, similar to that created by Hurd [Hur01]. However, as our work
progressed, we found that our first order proof search was sufficient to prove automati-
cally any predicate subtyping goals we encountered. Thus, the justification for dealing
solely with first order logic and equality reasoning is that this is where the great number
of problems lay. Having dealt with these, we had little use for domain specific automa-
tion. However, we would certainly not wish to downplay the role of domain specific
automation in general. Domain specific automation, such as a Presburger arithmetic
procedure, can greatly decrease mechanisation time. Rather, first order predicate logic
with equality is the more fundamental and ubiquitous theory, extensively used in our
case study, and we felt its automation could be improved. If the case study had required
domain specific automation, we would naturally have attempted to tackle this as well.

8.6.2 Theoretical Overview

In this section, we detail the main theoretical results behind our automation. The basic
idea of our approach is to attempt a proof of a sequent by using a standard system
of logical rules. In Fig. 8.2 we give the system G3c from [ST96]. This system is
particularly appropriate for automated reasoning because it deals adequately with the
propositional fragment of first order logic, as we discuss shortly.

An important fact about this system is that it is redundant: we don’t need the rule
Cut.

Theorem 8.6.1. (Admissibility of Cut for G3c) Cut is admissible for G3c.

Proof. See, for example, [ST96].

This theorem means that we can remove Cut without affecting provability. During
proof search, we can restrict attention to the other rules. Read backwards, each propo-
sitional rule analyses a propositional connective into its constituents: it decreases the
complexity of the sequent. The propositional rules constitute a decision procedure for
propositional logic. If we apply these rules repeatedly, then either we obtain a proof
by closing every branch with Init, or there is some branch which terminates (because
there are no more propositional connectives to analyse), but which cannot be closed
with Init. If this is the case, the terminal sequent provides a refuting model for the
original goal sequent.
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Γ ` ∆,A B,Γ ` ∆
→ L

A→ B,Γ ` ∆

A,Γ ` ∆,B
→ R

Γ ` ∆,A→ B

Γ ` ∆,A
¬L

¬A,Γ ` ∆

A,Γ ` ∆
¬R

Γ ` ∆,¬A

[t/x]A,∀x.A,Γ ` ∆
∀L

∀x.A,Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆, [a/x]A
∀R

Γ ` ∆,∀x.A

[a/x]A,Γ ` ∆
∃L

∃x.A,Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,∃x.A, [t/x]A
∃R

Γ ` ∆,∃x.A

Figure 8.2: Schwichtenberg’s G3c [ST96]
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So far, we have an efficient automatic proof method for propositional logic. Our
system is sound: anything we can prove will be true in all models. Moreover, it is
complete: a propositional goal that is true in all models will have a proof in this system.
Finally, it is terminating, so constitutes a decision procedure for propositional logic.
This is the best we can hope for.

We now wish to extend the system to deal with the quantifiers. The rules ∀R and ∃L
are safe in the sense that we can always apply them eagerly without affecting provabil-
ity. Thus our strategy is to apply all the propositional rules, and these two quantifier
rules, eagerly in a don’t-care-non-deterministic manner.

What do we do with the rules ∀L and ∃R? These are the tricky rules, since they
can be used with any term t, but we have, a priori, no way of choosing the term t.
Fortunately, when we choose an instantiation, the original quantified formula remains
in the sequent. This is good, because it means that if we have made a mistake in pick-
ing the term t, we can simply choose another term t ′ and instantiate again. On the
other hand, it is bad because the complexity of the sequent increases when we make
an instantiation. In effect, there is no obvious indication that we are making progress
in the proof. How then should we pick t? For example, suppose we have a first order
language which contains several constants and functions, c, f (x),g(x,y) say. Should
we choose t to be c, or f (c), or g(c,c), or perhaps more complicated combinations
such as g(c, f (c))? By the undecidability of first order logic, there is no computable
way to decide the set of terms which we should use to instantiate the quantifiers. How-
ever, suppose that instead of trying to pick the terms in some intelligent way, we just
instantiate the quantifier repeatedly, making sure that every term is chosen at some
stage.

Theorem 8.6.2. (Completeness of Term Enumeration) Given an enumeration e of all
terms from a first order signature, if we instantiate each quantifier appearing in a
sequent with terms drawn successively from the enumeration, then either we eventually
prove the initial goal sequent, or there is a model where the sequent is false.

Proof. This is the idea behind many completeness proofs. See, for example, [RM05].

Thus, the algorithm that searches for proofs in G3c by applying all the rules except
∀L,∃R eagerly, and which applies ∀L,∃R by choosing successively, for each quanti-
fier4, terms from a given enumeration of all terms, is a sound and complete theorem

4The algorithm must be fair, in the sense that every term is used at some stage to instantiate every
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prover for first order logic. This is the basis for our proof search algorithm.
How do we handle equality? Each branch of a proof can only be closed by the rule

Init. Suppose we face the following sequent at the end of some branch.

A s,Γ ` ∆,A t

We wish to close the branch with Init. Suppose Γ,∆ do not in some other way allow
Init to be applied. Then we cannot apply rule Init unless s = t. However, it may be that
wrt. the sequent we can prove5 that s = t. In this case, if we replace s with t, we get
the sequent

A t,Γ ` ∆,A t

and we can apply Init and close the branch. Now, wrt. A s,Γ ` ∆,A t, we can
prove various identities such as s = s′ say. So wrt. a given sequent, we can form the
equivalence class [s] of every term s6. Moreover, we can choose a unique representative
s∗ of each equivalence class [s]. Then we can replace each term s appearing in a sequent
with its canonical representative s∗. For example, our sequent is now

A s∗,Γ ` ∆,A t∗

Now, we can apply Init eagerly, and close branches at the earliest opportunity. Note
also that Init is the only rule which depends on the terms appearing in the sequent.
It is only when we wish to close a branch that we must worry about the canonical
representatives of terms.

Conjecture 8.6.3. (Completeness of Approach to Equality Handling) The scheme above,
where every term is replaced by its canonical representative, and proof search proceeds
as before, is complete for first order reasoning with equality.

To prove this conjecture, we believe it should be possible to adapt a standard com-
pleteness theorem, such as that in [RM05]. Originally we considered this result folk-
loric, indeed even obviously true, but we have been unable to find any reference for it.
We now believe that this is an original observation.

quantifier, and all propositional connectives are eventually completely analysed. Moreover, Init must be
applied eagerly.

5We are informal about the axioms we choose for equality reasoning. We have in mind Birkhoff’s
axiomatisation of equality [HarBA].

6This step is in general non-constructive, that is, we are not yet describing an algorithm.
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In terms of implementation, this scheme has one major flaw. It is in general un-
decidable whether s = t, so that it is undecidable whether s∗ = t∗, and we have no
decidable way of knowing whether we can apply Init or not.

Fortunately, we can get round this problem, if our theory is such that s = t is decid-
able. For the applications we are interested in, this is usually the case. For example,
we work in theories where the set of equalities can be represented by a confluent and
terminating rewrite system, so that equality of two terms is decidable by comparing
their normal forms.

The previous paragraphs describe the theoretical foundation for a complete first
order classical theorem prover which handles equality providing all equalities are de-
cidable. In what follows, we choose variations on this approach. For example, we
choose an intuitionistic system of proof search instead of the classical G3c. These
choices are made for reasons unrelated to classical completeness. For example, we
choose an intuitionistic system because we consider it more natural for the problems
we are interested in. Our primary interest is in automation for interactive use, and
in this setting we feel free to present a prover that is incomplete. We explicitly state
where each decision we make affects completeness, and summarise these results in
Sect. 8.8.2. Since we are prepared to sacrifice classical completeness, this implies that
we view some aspects as being more important than completeness. However, many of
our techniques have analogues for the classical system G3c, and moreover these ana-
logues often preserve completeness. If a technique, when applied to G3c, preserves
completeness we also state this explicitly.

8.6.3 Proof Search

In this section, we describe our basic system for proof search. This is a single conclu-
sion, intuitionistic system suitable for analytic proof search. To handle quantifiers, we
avoid unification in favour of term enumeration.

Two main systems of proof search are resolution and tableaux. For automation in
an interactive setting, resolution is too unnatural in its raw form.

. . . the resolution calculus – which in the original paper (Robinson 1965b)
was explicitly categorized as a machine-oriented principle – is remote
from the methods people typically use when proving theorems . . . [HarBA]

These systems will hopefully become more useful in interactive theorem proving
as their limitations, such as lack of comprehensible feedback, are addressed. At the
moment, there is still much work to be done.
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Init
A,Γ ` A

Γ ` A A,Γ `C
Cut

Γ `C

⊥L
⊥,Γ `C

>R
Γ ` >

A,B,Γ `C
∧L

A∧B,Γ `C
Γ ` A Γ ` B

∧R
Γ ` A∧B

A,Γ `C B,Γ `C
∨L

A∨B,Γ `C

Γ ` ∆,Ai
∨Ri

Γ ` ∆,A0∨A1

A→ B,Γ ` A B,Γ `C
→ L

A→ B,Γ `C
A,Γ ` B

→ R
Γ ` A→ B

¬A,Γ ` A
¬L

¬A,Γ `C
A,Γ ` ⊥

¬R
Γ ` ¬A

[t/x]A,∀x.A,Γ `C
∀L

∀x.A,Γ `C
Γ ` [a/x]A

∀R
Γ ` ∀x.A

[a/x]A,Γ `C
∃L

∃x.A,Γ `C
Γ ` [t/x]A

∃R
Γ ` ∃x.A

∨R: i ∈ 0,1
∀R,∃L: a not free in the conclusion

Figure 8.3: Schwichtenberg’s G3i [ST96]

Tableaux systems are more promising, because they search for proof in a more nat-
ural system: sequent systems on which they are based are usually familiar to the users
of theorem provers, where the tactic interface is often presented as a sequent system.
We therefore restrict our attention to tableaux based systems. Tableaux systems typi-
cally proceed by negating the goal and searching for a contradiction. We even consider
that this is too unnatural. We therefore focus on tableaux systems that execute directly
in standard logical systems, i.e. standard sequent systems.

Which sequent system should we choose? Most implementations of HOL are in-
ternally based on natural deduction. However, the interface presented to the user at
the tactic level is typically that of a single conclusion, classical sequent system. An
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intuitionistic version of this system, G3i [ST96], is given in Fig. 8.3. G3i can be made
classical with the addition of a rule such as ⊥c.

¬C,Γ ` ⊥
⊥c

Γ `C
Note that G3i enjoys Cut elimination so that we can omit the Cut rule when search-

ing for a derivation. An alternative is the system G3c, see Fig. 8.2. This is a multiple
conclusion system directly suited to classical proof.

What is the difference between classical and intuitionistic proof? The key differ-
ence between an intuitionistic system and a classical system, most clearly illustrated in
sequent presentations, is that intuitionistic systems typically have at most one formula
in the succedent of the sequent. The practical effect of this is that, in an intuitionis-
tic system, proofs of one subgoal are not allowed to interfere with proofs of another,
whilst for a classical system these proofs may be intertwined. For example, consider a
classical proof of ` (A→ B)∨A in the system in Fig. 8.2, G3c.

Init
A ` B,A

→ R
` A→ B,A

∨R
` (A→ B)∨A

This is a proof in a multiple conclusion sequent system. In this system, every
propositional step can be applied eagerly. The proof is short and direct: at each stage
there is no choice about which rule to apply. The important feature of classical proofs
is evident: we are allowed to maintain several goals, and moreover the proofs of these
goals can interact. Initially we attempt to prove A→ B, by assuming A and attempting
to prove B. However, at this point we switch focus and use the assumption to prove the
other goal. Interested readers might like to try to prove this goal using G3i extended
with ⊥c. They will find that the proof is much longer and less direct, compared with
the G3c version. Another example that is even more taxing is Peirce’s law, ` ((P→
Q)→ P)→ P. Again, the proof in G3c is direct, since any choice of rule leads quickly
to a proof. A good example of how quantifier proofs can interact is the proof of the
Drinker’s problem, ` ∃x.Px→∀x.Px. Whereas the proof of this in G3c is elegant, the
proof in G3i extended with ⊥c is clumsy and much longer.

These examples indicate that proof in G3i is in general substantially more complex
than proof in G3c. Whereas the propositional rules in G3c can be applied eagerly in a
don’t-care-non-deterministic manner, a single conclusion system such as G3i has non-
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invertible propositional rules, such as ∨Ri,→ L,¬L, which must be treated as unsafe
rules over which we must backtrack. Similarly, ∃R and the other quantifier rules are
safe in G3c, whereas in G3i ∃R introduces a don’t-know-non-deterministic choice over
which we must backtrack. These considerations mean that proof search in G3i will
typically involve considerable backtracking, whereas proof search in G3c need not
incorporate any backtracking at all. The situation is even worse when we extend G3i
to a classical system by adding the classical rule ⊥c.

Even though G3c is extremely elegant, and has many advantages over G3i+⊥c

for classical proof search, we nevertheless choose the intuitionistic G3i for our proof
search.

How do we justify the restriction to intuitionistic proof? A single conclusion sys-
tem has significant advantages in terms of implementation complexity, since we can
simply search at the level of HOL goals using more-or-less standard tactics. This also
has advantages in terms of naturality, since the user is already familiar with proof in
such a system, and feedback, since we can present failing branches directly to the user,
who does not have to translate the results from some alternative proof system. If we
are interested in classical proof, we must admit that our single conclusion system has
disadvantages. On the other hand, we believe that the large scale structure of proofs
is mostly intuitionistic. For example, we feel the intuitionistic understanding of im-
plication is closer to how that connective is used in informal mathematics: typically
we are focused on one goal, and our lemmas serve as intermediate points in the proof,
not as disguised disjunctive splits. Certainly for the domains we are interested in, all
proofs were essentially intuitionistic, with classical reasoning restricted to small areas
which could be dealt with by simplification or other constrained techniques. In terms
of backtracking, we leave application of ∃R to the user, since attempting to instanti-
ate ∃ quantifiers automatically causes too much backtracking in a single conclusion
system. Automation backtracks over ∨R steps, but these do not appear that frequently
in our proofs. When they do appear, it tends to be late in the proof search, so that
backtracking occurs relatively quickly.→ L steps are also backtracked over, whilst ¬L
steps do not occur very often in the proofs in our case study. In the case of→ L, we
also found that often the condition of the implication was simplified to > before any
unsafe rules had to be applied. Occasionally if we were working with a goal

A→ B,Γ `C

and Γ ` A, then we would factor out ` Γ→ A as a lemma, just so that the condition
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on the implication was solved by simplification. For these reasons, we restrict our-
selves to G3i, without a classical rule. However, we do not defend this decision that
strenuously, and it may be that a multiple conclusion system such as G3c would have
served us better. Implementing such a system would have involved considerably more
work however, and the novelty of our proof search is less to do with the exact logical
system, and more to do with the strategy for instantiating the quantifiers.

Having chosen a system of rules, we must decide on a strategy for applying these
rules. For the system in Fig. 8.3 one may prove the following:

Theorem 8.6.4. (Inversion Lemmas for G3i)

1. If Γ ` A∧B then Γ ` A and Γ ` B.

2. If Γ ` A→ B then Γ,A ` B.

3. If Γ ` ∀x.A then Γ ` [a/x]A for a new individual parameter a.

4. If Γ ` ¬A then A,Γ ` ⊥.

5. If A∧B,Γ `C then A,B,Γ `C.

6. If >,Γ `C then Γ `C.

7. If A∨B,Γ `C then A,Γ `C and B,Γ `C.

8. If ∃x.A,Γ `C then [a/x]A,Γ `C for a new individual parameter a.

9. If ∀x.A,Γ `C then [t/x]A,∀x.A,Γ `C for any term t.

Proof. See p.79 of [ST96].

These inversion lemmas describe the safe rules of G3i, that is, those rules that
may be applied without affecting provability. In our strategy for proof search, all safe
rules except ∀L can be applied eagerly, since the application of these rules is clearly
terminating.

The rule ∀L, although safe, cannot be eagerly applied, since repeatedly applying
∀L is not guaranteed to terminate, leading to an incomplete strategy. The other prob-
lem with the ∀L rule is that it is not immediately obvious how one should choose
the term t with which to instantiate the quantifier. Current tableaux systems intro-
duce metavariables, and delay instantiation till all branches of the proof can be closed
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by some suitable substitution[H0̈1]. For full first order proof, this is an efficient ap-
proach to the problem of instantiating quantifiers. However, in our experience, as we
noted previously, the failure of automatic proof in an interactive setting is not related
to the difficulty of instantiating quantifiers. For example, most proofs do not require
quantifiers to be instantiated with terms that do not already appear in the sequent.
Furthermore, the introduction of metavariables introduces complex dependencies be-
tween different branches, which can be hard for a user to comprehend. Moreover the
existence of many metavariables in a sequent can be confusing for the user. Finally,
although unification is a suitable technique for tackling problems in classical first or-
der logic, it does not extend uniformly to other domains. An alternative is simply to
enumerate terms when instantiating the quantifiers. Term enumeration in a typed set-
ting is much more efficient than term enumeration in an untyped setting. Moreover,
this approach is very simple for the user to understand. It also has advantages in that
there are no dependencies between proof branches, which can lead to implementation
advantages, since proof search on each branch can be conducted independently and in
parallel. Also, term enumeration is more generally applicable than unification, in the
sense that it extends smoothly to domains beyond classical first order logic. For exam-
ple, many logical systems have the property that proofs themselves can be enumerated.
Of course, there will in general be an infinite number of terms with which to instantiate
a quantifier. Based on the principle that we do not expect the system to guess clever
instantiations, we tame this source of non-termination by choosing to instantiate only
a restricted finite set of terms. In typical use, we instantiate quantifiers with terms of
depth no greater than 1 or 2.

Thus, our strategy for controlling quantifier instantiation is to work with a fixed
finite signature and enumerate terms to a certain depth. Since the signature is finite and
fixed, there are only a finite number of terms with a given depth, and this procedure
terminates. Whether or not a proof exists in such a system is now a decidable property.
Of course, not all proofs can be conducted utilising terms less than a certain depth, so
that this approach is incomplete. We regain completeness7 if we successively increase
the set of terms we use for instantiations, so that eventually every term is included. For
example, we may choose to successively raise the limit on the depth of terms.

In fact, we optimise this strategy by insisting that all terms that appear in the initial
goal sequent are used to instantiate quantifiers, regardless of their depth8. Moreover,

7Completeness wrt. intuitionistic provability that is. The same approach also holds for classical
systems.

8When dealing with problems which involve very deep terms we do not make this optimisation. For
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we choose these terms to appear first in our enumeration. For example, in our case
study many of the assumptions in a goal were subtyping assumptions, of the form

∀x ∈M.P x

and there were often several terms i,o1,o2 (of the same type as x) appearing in
the sequent which had to be used to instantiate the quantifier in order to complete the
proof9. Of course, some first order proofs require quantifiers to be instantiated with
terms that appear nowhere in the initial goal. However, empirically it appears that
most instantiations of quantifiers are not with such exotic terms, but with terms that
are already present in the sequent. Whilst it may be necessary to use every term to
instantiate a given quantifier in order to ensure completeness, it is often sufficient to
work with those terms appearing in the initial sequent. Another observation, that may
be particular to our case study but that we feel is more widespread, is that many of
our types did not have that many functions that could be used to construct terms of
that type. For instance, in our previous example, there were no term forming functions
beyond the constants i,o1,o2, so that, at least for that type, we were working in a finite
term universe anyway.

However, even this does not completely tame non-termination. For instance, given
the following sequent

∀x.∃y.P x y,Γ[c] `C

we would apply ∀L with c, then eagerly apply the ∃L rule, introducing another
parameter c′. Continuing in this way, we would introduce a further c′′, and so on.
If existential elimination and forall introduction introduce new parameters, effectively
extending the signature, there may be infinite terms below a certain depth. In order to
restrict ourselves to a finite number of terms, we therefore Skolemise such assumptions
before applying proof search. In this case, we introduce a new function symbol f and
replace the assumption ∀x.∃y.P x y with an assumption ∀x.P x ( f x). We feel that such
a modification of the original goal is not too unnatural. We could avoid this approach
by keeping track of the introduction of new parameters, but an implementation would

example, large numbers expressed in 0,Suc notation make this optimisation infeasible. Fortunately none
of the lemmas in our case study demanded reasoning with large numbers expressed in 0,Suc notation.

9i,o1,o2 are in fact messages, divided up into several sorts, such as up-messages and down-messages.
The subtyping assumptions were typically of the form “if x is an up-message, then x is not a down-
message”.
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1. Initialise proof search by augmenting the sequent with user specified
lemmas, and ensuring that all formulae in the sequent are Skolemised
appropriately. This need only be done when commencing a proof of a
new goal at the top level.

2. For each ∀ quantified formula in the antecedent of the sequent, instanti-
ate that quantifier with all terms below a given term depth d which have
not been used previously to instantiate that formula.

3. Repeatedly apply safe rules to all subgoals, and resulting subgoals.

4. Attempt to solve each remaining branch, one at a time, from left most
branch to right most branch, by performing backtracking proof search
over unsafe rules, and calling the algorithm recursively on the subgoals.

Figure 8.4: Proof Search Algorithm Informal Description

be considerably more complex. The advantage of Skolemisation is that we avoid intro-
ducing new parameters, and can keep our restriction on term depth whilst preserving
termination of our procedure.

Effective automation often draws on a large pool of previously proved lemmas.
Suppose we know that a previously proved lemma is necessary for the proof of a cer-
tain goal. How should we incorporate the lemma in our proof search? The obvious
approach is to include the lemma within the statement of the goal. For example, sup-
pose we wish to use a lemma ` A→ B during a proof of Γ `C. We can incorporate the
lemma within the statement of the original goal, so that our modified goal is then

A→ B,Γ `C

Currently we demand that the user state explicitly which lemmas should be con-
sidered when attempting to solve a given goal. However, results such as Craig’s Inter-
polation Theorem suggest ways that this might be automated, see Sect. 11.8.4.2.

We summarise our proof search algorithm in English, see Fig. 8.4, and in pseu-
docode, see Fig. 8.5. The pseudocode is based on a similar proof search algorithm
for intuitionistic logic distributed with HOL Light [Har]. Note that this version of the
algorithm is tailored for interactive use. In this case, all ∃R steps must be performed
by the user. In this setting, we are not interested in completeness, so the term depth d

remains fixed, rather than being successively increased. The set of lemmas to incor-
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let ITAUT_TAC d =

let rec TAC n =

if n <= 0 then failwith "ITAUT_TAC: Too deep" else

FORALLL_INSTANTIATE_TAC d ORELSE

INIT_TAC ORELSE

T_TAC ORELSE

F_TAC ORELSE

CONTR_TAC ORELSE (* derive a contradiction, optimised \neg L *)

(RIGHT_SAFE_TAC THEN TRY TAC n) ORELSE

(LEFT_SAFE_TAC THEN TRY TAC n) ORELSE (* not FORALLL *)

(DISJR1_TAC THEN TAC (n-1) THEN NO_TAC) ORELSE

(DISJR2_TAC THEN TAC (n-1) THEN NO_TAC) ORELSE

(IMPL_TAC (TAC (n-1) THEN NO_TAC))

in

fun fthl n ->

AUGMENT_TAC fthl THEN

SKOLEMISE_TAC THEN

TAC n;;

Figure 8.5: Proof Search Algorithm Pseudocode
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porate during proof search is passed as an argument fthl to the tactic, and these are
used to augment the initial sequent as described previously. The proof search depth n

is also passed as an argument to the tactic. An alternative is to successively increase
the depth, that is, to perform iterative deepening. Further,→ L is altered, in IMPL_TAC,
so that the implication is not retained in the major premise. Retaining the implication
causes excessive backtracking. However, this means that our procedure is not even
complete for propositional intuitionistic goals. Dyckhoff’s paper [Dyc92] addresses
this problem with→ L for intuitionistic proof search, and if we were interested in com-
pleteness we would adopt this approach. However, in our experience, it is extremely
rare that one needs to retain the implication in the major premise when applying→ L.
Note also that the implementation is not completely straightforward because for step 2
(FORALLL_INSTANTIATE_TAC), we must retain information about what instantiations
have already been used for a given formula. In fact, for this particular version of the
algorithm, either we have instantiated a ∀ quantified formula with all terms below a
given depth, or not. In this case, it suffices to tag each formula with a boolean. In re-
finements of this approach, rather than instantiating the quantifier with all terms below
depth d at the same time, we progressively instantiate the quantifier one term at a time,
for instance, with terms drawn from an enumeration of all terms. In this case, one must
record, for each ∀ quantified assumption, the particular instantiations already used.

8.6.4 Equality

8.6.4.1 Introduction

In the following sections we discuss our approach to equality. The approach is based
on rewriting and completion.

Equality can be axiomatised in first order logic. This means that given a complete
first order theorem prover, the prover can be extended to deal with equality simply by
adding the equality axioms. For example, this is the approach taken by Harrison for
his MESON_TAC first order prover in HOL Light [Har].

However, equality has many unique properties, which implies that better perfor-
mance can be gained by treating equality specially, rather than axiomatising its prop-
erties. Moreover, equality reasoning is pervasive, so that efficient handling of equality
reasoning is practically extremely important.

Apart from axiomatisation, there are many other approaches to equality reasoning.
Often these approaches seek to take advantage of the particular properties of equality.
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For example

• Traditional Rewriting Most interactive theorem provers support traditional rewrit-
ing, that is, exhaustive application of a set of rewrite rules by matching the LHS
of a rule to a subterm which is then rewritten to the suitably instantiated RHS of
the rule. This form of rewriting is described in [BN98].

• Congruence Closure We have already described the notion of congruence clo-
sure [BN98]. Congruence closure is effective in dealing with equality reasoning
in a system of ground equalities.

• Ordered Rewriting Ordered rewriting [BN98] is an approach to rewriting that
deals effectively with rules that are troublesome for traditional rewriting. In par-
ticular, the combination of associative and commutative rewrites can be handled
effectively using ordered rewriting.

• Higher Order Rewriting Traditional rewriting deals with first order terms. Higher
order rewriting [BN98] deals with higher order constructs, such as bound vari-
ables. For example, higher order rewriting can be used to miniscope quantifiers,
or rewrite under a quantifier.

• Rippling A more exotic approach to handling rewriting is rippling [BBHI05].
Rippling is normally used during inductive proofs where it serves to control and
constrain rewriting, allowing the solution of goals that would cause traditional
rewriting to fail.

Isabelle/HOL and HOL Light both support traditional, ordered, and higher order
rewriting. When conducting interactive mechanisations in Isabelle/HOL and HOL
Light, all equality reasoning was handled by traditional rewriting, and occasionally
ordered rewriting and higher order rewriting.

One of our requirements on automation was for naturality. When conducting hand
mechanisations, we felt that traditional rewriting was a very natural approach to han-
dling equality. Furthermore, it seemed to be largely sufficient to handle the equality
reasoning we encountered. Whilst we considered other approaches, our time was lim-
ited when developing this automation. Therefore we took the pragmatic approach that
we would build on the rewriting tools that were already available, and try and combine
them with proof search in a reasonable way.
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In the following sections we discuss our approach to rewriting. We start by de-
scribing rewriting in greater detail. We then discuss completion. Simplification is only
well behaved when using a confluent and terminating set of rewrite rules. Completion
is a process that takes a set of rewrites and may return with a confluent and terminating
set of rewrites equivalent to the original. We describe how we used completion. We
then discuss the use of dynamic completion. It is very natural to use assumptions of
the form ∀x . . .y.s = t as rewrites. However, even if our initial simpset is confluent
and terminating, using assumptions as additional rewrites can destroy this important
property. Thus, when adding assumptions to the set of rewrites during proof search,
we must perform some sort of completion to ensure that the set of rewrites is confluent
and terminating. Because completion is performed on the fly during proof search we
call this dynamic completion. We describe steps we took to develop dynamic comple-
tion.

8.6.4.2 Rewriting

What is rewriting? Rewriting is the process of transforming a term by replacing sub-
terms with equal subterms. For example, we might use the lemma f (a) = a to rewrite
Q f ( f (a)) to Q f (a) and then to Q a. In this section, we are informal about various
rewriting notions. For more information the reader may consult the excellent [BN98].

Our strategy is to apply simplification eagerly, after each step of the proof search,
using assumptions to simplify other assumptions and the conclusion. This basic ap-
proach is widely implemented in interactive theorem provers. For example, this is the
approach of Isabelle’s force tactic. We discuss the efficiency of this approach in Sect.
8.8.3.

The implementation of this strategy is not straightforward in HOL, since simplifi-
cation at boolean type can interact with proof search. In standard FOL, simplification
operates on terms at the type of individuals. In our setting, HOL, we apply simplifi-
cation at the types of individuals. We also apply simplification at boolean type, that
is, at the type of propositions. Proof search analyses formulae which are at boolean
type. Thus, simplification at boolean type can interact with proof search, which is not a
possibility in standard first order logic. For instance, we employ higher order rewrites
to miniscope quantifiers. It is not too difficult to argue that for the usual logical sim-
plifications this also preserves completeness of the proof search [Rid04b]. However,
some uses of boolean simplification go beyond the usual logical simplifications, and
the completeness of these simplifications combined with proof search can be difficult
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to justify theoretically, see Sect. 8.10.
Unrestrained boolean simplification destroys completeness of our proof search. For

example, assumptions resembling rewrites often arise during proof, and these may be
incorporated into the simpset. Given an assumption ∀x.P x, which is equivalent to
∀x.P x = >, and an assumption P t, one could simplify P t to >. We do not use
assumptions of this form as rewrites: our approach to quantifier instantiation is via
term enumeration, and using these simplifications would destroy the completeness of
this approach. For instance, facing the goal

∀x.A∧B,Γ ` [t/x](B∧A)

we would eventually instantiate the quantifier with a term t

[t/x](A∧B),∀x.A∧B,Γ ` [t/x](B∧A)

and if we were to simplify [t/x](A∧B) using ∀x.A∧B this would leave

>,∀x.A∧B,Γ ` [t/x](B∧A)

which makes the instantiation redundant. On the other hand, we do use simplifica-
tions of the form ∀x . . .y.s = t as rewrites, where s and t are not at boolean type. We
therefore employ a heuristic to decide which assumptions of the form ∀x . . .y.s = t to
use as rewrites. The heuristic is simply to use the assumption as a rewrite iff the type
of s, which is also the type of t, is not boolean. We do not have a good theoretical char-
acterisation of which rules should be used as rewrites. Such a characterisation would
be based on a theory of which rewrites at boolean type did not adversely affect proof
search. We do not have such a theory either, although such a theory is clearly desirable.
We have preliminary work in this direction in [Rid04b]. The point is that simplification
at boolean type interacts with proof search, and so it must be treated delicately.

How does this work in practice? The approach is much like traditional simplifica-
tion. Facing a sequent

Γ ` ∆

we harvest assumptions in Γ to use as rewrites, add them to our set of rewrites, and
then apply the rewrites to rewrite every term in the sequent.

Classically we could harvest rewrites from ∆, although in practice this seems useful
only for rewrites at boolean type. A formula in ∆ is negated before it is used as a
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rewrite. If the negated formula is of the form ∀x . . .y.s = t, then the original formula
must be of the form ∃x . . .y.s 6= t. Empirically such formulae appearing in ∆ are rare.

A variant of basic simplification is contextual simplification. For instance, to sim-
plify P→ Q, we can use P to simplify Q, and (classically) ¬Q to simplify P. This
enables complicated propositional formulae, such as Peirce’s law, to be solved by sim-
plification.

((P→ Q)→ P)→ P = ((⊥→ Q)→⊥)→ P

= (>→⊥)→ P

=⊥→ P

=>

This example illustrates how, using classical simplification, we may reintroduce
aspects of classical provability into intuitionistic proof search.

8.6.4.3 Completion

Rewriting is well behaved when the simpset is terminating and confluent. If the simpset
is not confluent, then to understand the behaviour of the simplifier one must understand
the order in which rewrites are applied. This is too much to expect of the user. If the
simpset is not confluent, rewriting is not conceptually simple. Conceptual simplicity
is one of our main requirements.

Termination is useful in an interactive setting: we do not want to have to worry
that the simplifier will fail to terminate when invoked. If we have both confluence and
termination, then each term has a unique normal form, and equality testing becomes
decidable. This is an extremely useful property of a simpset. Termination also allows
simplification to be integrated easily with the main proof search, since we can safely
call simplification and know that it will return, allowing proof search to proceed. We
discuss the integration of simplification and proof search in Sect. 8.7.

Completion is a process that takes a reduction ordering (a type of ordering used for
orienting rewrites in order to show termination), and a set of rewrites that is not ter-
minating and confluent, and in some cases produces a confluent and terminating set of
rewrites which is equivalent to the original. However, completion may fail altogether,
or may fail to terminate.
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In our case study we aim to work only with terminating and confluent sets of
rewrites, and completion is integral to our approach. We complete all rewrite sets
before using them. However, there are well known cases where completion fails. A
fortunate feature of our case study is that we only encounter rewrite sets where com-
pletion succeeds. However, our approach to equality reasoning via completion is not
generally applicable, because of the shortcomings of completion.

In this section, we discuss our use of completion. How does completion work? We
illustrate completion with the following example.

Example 8.6.5. Suppose we have two rules:

f ( f (x,y),z) = f (x, f (y,z)) (8.1)

f (i(w),w) = e (8.2)

Consider the term f ( f (i(w),w),z). This matches (8.1), and we can rewrite to
f (i(w), f (w,z)). However, there is also a subterm, f (i(w),w) that matches the left
hand side of (8.2). Rewriting with (8.2) gives the term f (e,z). Neither of the two
rewritten terms can be rewritten any further.

-1.000000

-1-1-1 f ( f (i(w),w),z)

-1 f (i(w), f (w,z)) -1 f (e,z)

Clearly the rules are not confluent. If we examine what is happening, we realise
that there is a substitution, namely [i(w)/x,w/y] we can apply to (8.1) to get an in-
stance of (8.1): f ( f (i(w),w),z) = f (i(w), f (w,z)). Now, the interesting thing about
this instance is that the left hand side can itself be rewritten by (8.2), and we can
deduce that f ( f (i(w),w),z) = f (e,z). By an application of transitivity, we can de-
duce that f (i(w), f (w,z)) = f (e,z). Suppose we orient this equality into a rewrite
rule f (i(w), f (w,z)) = f (e,z) (assuming this respects some reduction ordering). If we
add this rule to the two original rules we find that the set of three rules is confluent,
terminating, and clearly equivalent to the original two.

The above example contains the essence of completion. We consider pairs of
rewrite rules, l1 = r1 and l2 = r2 and attempt to find a substitution σ such that some
(non-variable) subterm of σ l1 (at position p say) unifies with σ l2. If this happens, we
construct the corresponding critical pair. The instance of the first rule is σ l1 = σ r1.
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With regard to the second rule, we have that (σ l1)|p = σ l2, and so we also have
σ l1 = (σ l1)[σ r2]p by rewriting with (8.2) at position p. The critical pair is then
(σ r1,(σ l1)[σ r2]p). Hopefully we can orient this rule wrt. a supplied reduction order-
ing, and add it to the set of rewrite rules. At this point, we repeat the process, stopping
if we ever reach a stable set of rewrite rules.

A full theoretical justification of completion, and several important improvements
to this basic algorithm, can be found in [BN98].

How is completion used? Typically one has a set of rewrites that one wants to
ensure is confluent and terminating. One constructs a reduction order, usually by hand.
The completion procedure is then called interactively, with the set of rewrites and the
order. It may fail outright, or fail to terminate, but if it succeeds, it returns a set of
rewrites which are confluent, terminating, and equivalent to the original set. In an LCF
setting, these rewrites are theorems that are fully justified in terms of the primitive
rules. We found that only a small number of critical pairs were returned each time we
ran completion. Usually these critical pairs were as expected, and the rewrites were
included into the simpset. Very occasionally a critical pair was returned that was not
expected. This tended to highlight an interesting interaction between our rewrites that
we had not expected. One option would be to add the critical pair to our rewrite set
as usual. However, completion tends to be quite sensitive to contingent features such
as the order of the input rewrites. If these contingent features change slightly then the
critical pair might change as well, and we might lose important information contained
in the critical pair. In this case we examined the critical pair, and explicitly wrote out a
variant of the critical pair as a lemma, which we then proceeded to prove interactively.
By examining the critical pair, we hoped to establish what the source of the unexpected
interaction was, to resolve the conflicting rewrites according to some intuition we had
about the domain, and then to factor out a lemma that would capture this interaction
in all subsequent uses of completion, even if contingent features caused completion to
behave differently. In this way we recorded unexpected interactions in a static way.

Completion is tricky to use in a fully automatic setting for several reasons. One
problem is that a completion procedure must be supplied with a reduction ordering.
It is in general undecidable whether a given set of rewrite rules has an associated re-
duction ordering. However, this problem is not too severe, since often one can get
by with standard orderings such as the lexicographic path ordering. The main manual
steps when employing completion were to construct the reduction order. Our initial
reduction order was based on ad hoc measures such as “the number of Cons func-
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tion applications appearing in the term”. Later we experimented with reduction orders
based on the lexicographic path order.

A lexicographic path order is defined as follows10.

Definition 8.6.6. (Lexicographic Path Order) Let Σ be a finite signature and > be
a strict order on Σ. The lexicographic path order >lpo on T (Σ,V ) induced by > is
defined as follows: s >lpo t iff

(LPO1) t ∈ Var(s) and s 6= t, or

(LPO2) s = f (s1, . . . ,sm), t = g(t1, . . . , tn), and

(LPO2a) there exists i,1≤ i≤ m, with si ≥lpo t, or

(LPO2b) f > g and s >lpo t j for all j,1≤ j ≤ n, or

(LPO2c) f = g,s >lpo t j for all j,1 ≤ j ≤ n, and there exists i,1≤ i ≤ m,
such that s1 = t1, . . . ,si−1 = ti−1 and si >lpo ti.

Lexicographic path orders are based on a strict order on Σ, the functions that can
appear in terms. We found that when completion failed to orient an equation s = t we
could often repair the failure by examining the head functions in s and t and deciding
on the relative “badness” of each. For example, Cons was often considered “bad”, and
so was treated as maximal when constructing >. We would then rerun completion
using >lpo. Typically the rewrites produced by completion would then be oriented so
that Cons terms were rewritten to terms not involving Cons. Thus, lexicographic path
orders seem well matched to intuitions mechanisers have about relative “badness” of
terms.

Empirically lexicographic orders seem to work well in many situations. They are
also well suited to interactive use because the complexities of constructing a general
reduction order are replaced by the need to construct a relatively simple strict order >

on function symbols. Our experience is that lexicographic path orders are sufficiently
powerful to handle many sets of rewrites that occur in practice.

We also note that whether termination of a finite term rewriting system can be
shown using some lexicographic path order is decidable. This implies that for those
rewrite systems for which termination can be shown using lexicographic path orderings
(which practically speaking we believe to be a large class), no user intervention is re-
quired at all when using completion. Unfortunately we did not have time to implement
this decision procedure, which we leave for further work.

10See [BN98] for notation and terminology.
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Although we found lexicographic path orders to be well suited to the rewrite sets
we encountered, generally one might expect to use a wide variety of reduction orders.
Choosing an appropriate reduction order could be done semi-automatically using sys-
tems such as AProVE [GTSKF04]. We leave the integration of such systems as future
work.

Another reason completion is tricky to use in an automatic setting is that comple-
tion is not guaranteed to terminate, or may terminate with failure. For this reason,
most resolution provers employ some form of unfailing completion. If the comple-
tion process failed, or did not terminate (that is, appeared not to terminate), then we
would inspect the rules that completion had uncovered, but decide for ourselves which
additional rules needed to be proved to ensure completion if possible. In fact, our
equalities constitute a sufficiently weak system that completion either succeeded, or
failed because of a failure to orient an equality. As we refined our termination order,
as described above, we found that completion always succeeded. We note that this is
because we are working in a system which involves relatively simple equalities. In
general situations, where the equality theory is reasonably complex, our approach to
equality reasoning will not be applicable, because completion will likely fail. For ex-
ample, it is not possible to orient an equality expressing commutativity, so completion
cannot be used for theories which contain such equalities.

Completion is extremely powerful. The standard example [BN98] of using comple-
tion on the axioms of group theory, to derive a set of terminating and confluent rewrite
rules that constitute a canonical rewrite system for this theory, shows that completion
is a powerful technique.

In our work, such power was never needed. We implemented basic completion in
HOL Light. Because our needs were limited, we did not implement the full Knuth
Bendix completion procedure [Hue81]11, although in different settings this would be
desirable. Our implementation has several novel aspects. For example, we permit
completion of conditional rewrites. Recently, a similar implementation of completion
has been added to HOL Light. The implementation is in some ways more complete
than ours, and so we do not detail our implementation further, but refer the interested
reader to recent distributions of the excellent and highly recommended HOL Light
[Har].

11This paper is cited because it gives the first correctness proof for a completion procedure.
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8.6.4.4 Dynamic Completion

Dynamic completion refers to the invocation of completion during proof search. Usu-
ally we complete our simpset before commencing a proof. However, it is often the case
that we wish to use assumptions as rewrites, see Sect. 8.6.4.2. Clearly, the assump-
tions are dynamic and change throughout the course of a proof. Although we may start
off with a confluent and terminating simpset, if we use assumptions as rewrites, it may
very well be that our base simpset, augmented with assumptions, is no longer confluent
and terminating. If we wish to preserve the properties that accompany a terminating
and confluent simpset, then we must perform some sort of completion on simpsets that
arise during the course of a proof. We call this dynamic completion.

Dynamic completion is required because of the interaction between proof search
and equality reasoning. This interaction occurs already in a first order setting, and is
unrelated to the issues of rewriting at boolean type that we discuss in Sect. 8.6.4.2.

Any of the standard examples for completion can be readily adapted to serve as an
example of the need for dynamic completion. For instance, suppose our sequent is

∀xyz. f ( f (x,y),z) = f (x, f (y,z)),Γ ` f (i(x), f (x,z)) = f (e,z)

and our base simpset contains only the rewrite

∀x. f (i(x),x) = e

then when we harvest rewrites from the sequent, we identify ∀xyz. f ( f (x,y),z) =

f (x, f (y,z)) as suitable. However, if we add this rewrite to our simpset, the simpset
is no longer confluent. For example, the term f ( f (i(x),x),z) can be rewritten to both
f (i(x), f (x,z)) and f (e,z), neither of which can be rewritten further. This has the prac-
tical consequence, in the example above, that the goal cannot be solved by invoking
rewriting with the augmented simpset.

During our case study there were several occasions when augmenting our basic
simpset with additional assumptions caused the resulting simpset to be non-confluent.
For example, we worked with messages i,o1,⊥. Typically we faced goals which ab-
stractly resembled the following

i = o1∨ i =⊥,Γ ` f o1 = c

whilst our simpset contained the rewrite f i = c. Proof search would naturally
perform the safe ∨R step, leaving a goal
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i = o1,Γ ` f o1 = c

We would then augment our simpset by using i = o1 as an additional rewrite. How-
ever, the simpset {i = o1, f i = c} is clearly not confluent, because the term f i can
be rewritten to f o1 and also to c. The practical effect of this is that even though we
should be able to prove the goal, we cannot do so simply by invoking simplification.

Our solution was to invoke completion when adding harvested rewrites to our basic
set of rewrites.

Continuing our previous example, when we add the assumption to the simpset we
invoke completion dynamically wrt. a suitable reduction order. Completion produces
the additional rewrite f o1 = c which is also added to the simpset. The augmented
simpset is now confluent. The practical effect is that the term f o1 is rewritten to c, and
the goal is proved.

This example is trivial, but underlines the failure of simple approaches to linking
proof search and rewriting. For example, this type of failure is exactly that found in
Isabelle’s popular force tactic. Most of the examples we encountered were of this
complexity. However, the point is that whatever assumptions we use as rewrites, pro-
viding completion succeeds, simplification will be confluent and terminating, and so
well behaved.

We conducted several experiments based on this approach, and found that effi-
ciency was a problem. In Sect. 8.4 we mentioned that we were not particularly inter-
ested in efficiency if we felt that the problems were of an engineering nature. Comple-
tion is in general a rather costly process, and so it was not clear that the problems with
using it dynamically could be overcome simply by careful engineering.

Could we circumvent these efficiency problems? In general, we feel that the an-
swer is no. However, it is extremely rare that one needs the full power of completion
dynamically. For example, even in our main theory, the equalities we were dealing
with were sufficiently simple that they could always be completed. During a proof, the
equalities that arise are even simpler. Our experience is that, practically speaking, it
never happens that, say, the equalities for groups arise during a proof. Rather, one is
working in the context of a group and has completed the equalities before embarking
on a lemma. Thus, dynamic simpsets rarely require full completion.

Our solution to the problem of efficiency when using dynamic completion is to
develop restricted versions of completion that are more efficient, and deploy them in
restricted contexts. When one looks at the kind of rules that are being used, typically
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they are of a very simple form. For instance, we often derive assumptions similar to
i = o1 ∨ i = ⊥, where i,o1,⊥ are ground, then proceed to do a disjunctive elimina-
tion. The resulting goals have assumptions i = o1 and i = ⊥ which we wish to use
as simplification rules. If all the dynamically arising simplification rules are ground,
completion is guaranteed to terminate, and one feels that there should be a way of
short-circuiting the completion procedure to get an equivalent procedure that perhaps
runs faster. Hopefully, if we can reduce completion to mere rewriting of one rule by
another, then one can hope that the rewriting procedures are relatively highly optimised
(certainly this is the case for Isabelle’s fantastically good simplifier, and HOL Light’s
simplifier is optimised also), and that the performance will be acceptable.

There are several papers covering completion with ground terms. We looked at
[GNP+93]. This algorithm takes a set of ground rewriting rules, and produces a re-
duced canonical rewriting system in polynomial time. Unfortunately, although the
procedure operates in polynomial time, it makes use of congruence closure. Con-
gruence closure is not implemented in HOL Light or Isabelle, and it is likely that an
unoptimised version would be relatively slow (that is, although the algorithm from
[GNP+93] is polynomial in time, there would be a high constant of proportionality).
Of course, during a proof one is making incremental changes to the set of equalities,
so one might hope to improve on this somewhat, but still there was a feeling that we
should be able to do better.

Looking at the assumptions we use as rewrites, it was clear that beyond being
ground, they were of an even simpler nature: no subterm of a left hand side was used
in any other rewrite rule (for instance, with assumption i = o1, i and o1 were constants
so that there were no proper subterms of the left hand side at all, and we never had
occasion that another assumption of the form i = d occurred at the same time). In
this instance, it sufficed to rewrite all the other simplification rules with this rule in
order to maintain confluence and termination. If we require dynamic completion where
these conditions are not satisfied, we would fall back on our (time limited) completion
procedure, but in our case study this rarely happens.

8.6.4.5 Conclusion

Rewriting is a central technique in interactive theorem proving. When we mechanised
our case study, we used rewriting extensively. It is very natural to want to reduce terms
to their canonical forms.

When developing our automation, we wanted to use rewriting largely because we
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aimed to mimic the way our proofs were originally mechanised. Initially we combined
proof search and rewriting in a very simple way, by applying rewriting during proof
search, and using assumptions as rewrites. This approach was only partially successful.

We analysed the failures of this simple approach. Of course, we had no reason
to expect the simple approach to succeed. It was clear that the failings of the simple
approach were due to the use of assumptions as rewrites, which could cause a simpset
to be non-confluent, leading to bad behaviour during rewriting, and the failure of the
proof search.

We therefore developed completion in HOL Light. Completion was useful to have
anyway, because we wanted to be sure that the simpsets we used were well behaved.
However, the real motivation was so that we could call completion dynamically during
proof search. If dynamic completion always succeeds, then we can have confidence
that the simpsets we use are well behaved. This in turn leads to good behaviour of the
combination of proof search and rewriting.

Although this approach worked well for our case study, it is not generally appli-
cable. Our approach depends crucially on completion. However, completion does not
work well in many equality theories. For example, commutativity cannot be oriented,
and so completion fails on theories involving commutativity.

The need to develop an approach that applies in general theories involving equality,
has forced us to consider alternatives. In Sect. 8.9 we suggest an alternative approach.
This alternative approach does not suffer from the problems which accompany com-
pletion.

8.7 Integration, Interface and Implementation

In this section we describe how the techniques outlined in the previous sections are
integrated into a single tactic, the interface between this tactic and the user, and how
the tactic was implemented.

Our automation consists of a tableau proof search, with quantifier instantiation to a
fixed term depth, with steps of the proof search interleaved with calls to the simplifier.
How should these be integrated? If simplification is terminating and confluent, then
we conjecture that the obvious strategy of applying simplification after every step of
proof search preserves completeness, see Sect. 8.6.2. This is the essential observation
behind the integration of these two techniques. Practically, we ensure that rewriting is
confluent and terminating by applying completion to the dynamically arising simpsets.
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let ITAUT_TAC d ord ss =

let rec TAC n =

if n <= 0 then failwith "ITAUT_TAC: Too deep" else

(COMPLETE_AND_SIMP_TAC ord ss THEN TRY TAC n) ORELSE

FORALLL_INSTANTIATE_TAC d ORELSE

INIT_TAC ORELSE

T_TAC ORELSE

F_TAC ORELSE

CONTR_TAC ORELSE (* derive a contradiction, optimised \neg L *)

(RIGHT_SAFE_TAC THEN TRY TAC n) ORELSE

(LEFT_SAFE_TAC THEN TRY TAC n) ORELSE (* not FORALLL *)

(DISJR1_TAC THEN TAC (n-1) THEN NO_TAC) ORELSE

(DISJR2_TAC THEN TAC (n-1) THEN NO_TAC) ORELSE

(IMPL_TAC (TAC (n-1) THEN NO_TAC))

in

fun fthl n ->

AUGMENT_TAC fthl THEN

SKOLEMISE_TAC THEN

TAC n;;

Figure 8.6: Proof Search and Equality Algorithm Pseudocode

Our automation now resembles the algorithm in Fig. 8.6.
The tactic provides an interface to the user. To use the procedure the user must

specify the following.

• A term depth d to be used by enumeration.

• A reduction order ord to be used during completion.

• A set of terminating and confluent rewrite rules ss12.

• A set of lemmas fthl that should be considered during the proof, and these are
simply incorporated into the goal statement as described previously.

12Although the initial simpset would be completed anyway, it is more efficient to complete the simpset
offline before proof search commences.
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Proof search proceeds, with safe rules and simplification applied eagerly, and with
backtracking over unsafe rules. If proof is unsuccessful, the failing branch is returned
to the user at the point where no safe rules, or simplification steps, can be applied.

A downside to our approach is that the sequent can get rather large, since we are
instantiating quantifiers with all (type-correct) terms below a certain depth. However,
in our case study, these instantiations are not too numerous (typically between 50 and
100). Moreover, they accumulate at the end of the assumption list, whilst the origi-
nal assumptions remain in their original positions. Since the user is usually fixed on
the original assumptions and the current goal, rather than the extra instantiations, the
instantiations do not interfere with the normal manner of proof. The extra instantia-
tions effectively embody the background knowledge about the current context, since
they are, to a first approximation, all facts that can be obtained by obvious reasoning
from the current context. Thus, only in case the user needs to check why a particular
instantiation has not been derived, are the instantiations examined. It would be trivial
to adapt the user interface so that these instantiations are not presented directly to the
user, but are viewable on demand. We leave this to further work.

These procedures were developed in the HOL Light theorem prover, which we
found to be an excellent vehicle for prototyping different approaches. We discuss the
advantages of HOL Light further in Sect. 11.7.3.

The implementation was fairly straightforward. For the proof search, we desired
to record the terms a quantified formula had been instantiated with together with that
formula. We rewrote the entire tactic mechanism to support a 3 part sequent, where
the third part of the sequent recorded this information. This was because we envisaged
many tactics recording global information about the proof, and we required this infor-
mation to be stored in the sequent, in order that tactics could be replayed step by step.
We have already described our implementation of completion in Sect. 8.6.4.5.

8.8 Assessment

In this section, we discuss how our proof procedure fairs in terms of the criteria out-
lined in Sect. 8.4. We then discuss the issue of completeness. We assess the efficiency
by locating our technique wrt. other theorem proving techniques such as resolution.
We then assess the practical use of the procedure by giving examples of its success,
and by describing the “feel” of the procedure.
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8.8.1 Assessment wrt. Requirements

Our prover was designed with the criteria of Sect. 8.4 in mind.

• We feel that it partially meets the requirement of simplicity.

Theoretically, the prover is certainly simple. We perform a standard intuitionistic
proof search, which is well understood. Term enumeration is also theoretically
very straightforward. Rewriting is theoretically well understood, providing the
simpset is confluent and terminating. We use completion to ensure this property.
This requires the additional complication of a reduction order. We feel that the
lexicographic path order, generated from an underlying order on function sym-
bols, is appropriate for many practical problems, and this is simple enough that
users can understand it without necessarily understanding the full details of com-
pletion. The combination of proof search and rewriting depends on Conjecture
8.6.3. Providing this conjecture holds, then the prover as a whole is theoretically
well understood.

However, the use of an intuitionistic proof search is a source of complexity.
Our standard intuitionistic proof search in a single conclusion sequent system is
simple in some respects. For example, a single conclusion system means the user
has only to consider a single formula in the succedent at any one time. However,
in other respects, this is quite complex. For example, whereas all the rules in
a multiple conclusion system such as G3c are safe, a single conclusion system
such as G3i introduces the notion of unsafe rules over which proof search must
backtrack. In retrospect, we would probably base future versions of this prover
on a multiple conclusion system such as G3c. This would involve considerable
modification to the core of HOL Light, which was one of the main reasons we
chose an intuitionistic proof search initially.

In our experience, the prover is predictable in use.

• The prover provides extensive feedback, since the proof search is visible. The
prover executes at the tactic level, so we can step through a failed proof attempt
by invoking the tactic a step at a time. Since the procedure is non-destructive
(in the sense that we search directly using the rules of a sequent system, rather
than converting to normal form), we have a high level of visibility into the proof
search. Proof branches are comprehensible, because the prover is taking very
natural steps.
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• The prover takes very natural steps, because it was designed to mimic how a
human would attempt to prove a given goal. Analysing logical formulae in the
sequent, and rewriting are very natural steps.

• The prover usually makes substantial progress. The tactic may return to the user
when the only step it could take is unsafe, and it could not prove the resulting
goals. In this case, the user progresses the proof by applying the unsafe step
manually, then typically invoking the prover again. The tactic may also return a
sequent to the user if it cannot make any further steps. In this case, it is usually
straightforward to see what the problem is. Typically either the sequent is not
provable, or a vital lemma that would allow progress is missing. The notion of
safe steps, which includes simplification, means that even if we fail to find a
proof, we return to the user having performed a considerable amount of work
i.e. we make progress.

• Simplicity leads to stability. One of the properties we would claim is that the
prover is monotonic, in that adding lemmas, simplification rules, or unsafe rules
does not cause the procedure to fail when before it had succeeded.

• Likewise the prover is robust in the face of minor changes to definitions.

• We would not claim that the procedure is efficient, although we feel this is largely
an engineering issue.

• We discuss completeness in Sect. 8.8.2.

8.8.2 Completeness

In this section, we describe ways in which our automation is incomplete. We consider
completeness of our automation in a first order setting. We distinguish two sorts of in-
completeness. One sort is the essential incompleteness arising from approaches such as
using completion to handle equalities. The other sort is due to heuristically motivated
choices, such as the choice of an intuitionistic system which is certainly classically in-
complete. If we placed a high priority on classical completeness we would obviously
choose a classical system. In the following, we categorise each form of incompleteness
as either essential, or heuristic.

Instantiation of quantifiers with depth limited terms introduces a heuristic incom-
pleteness. Provability in FOL is in general undecidable. We restrict quantifier in-
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stantiation to a depth limited subset of the term universe. Whether there is a proof
involving only depth restricted terms is now decidable, but we will inevitably fail to
find proofs that involve terms lying outside our restricted subset. This is a source of
incompleteness. However, in a fully automatic setting, we may successively increase
the term depth and in this way regain completeness at a cost to decidability. In this
way term enumeration is not essentially incomplete. Our approach in an interactive
setting, whereby we restrict to a depth limited set of terms, is therefore heuristically
incomplete.

We chose an intuitionistic system over a classical system, so our system will fail
to prove some classical goals. Moreover, we alter the→ L rule, so that our prover will
fail to prove some intuitionistically provable propositional goals. These are sources of
heuristic incompleteness. If we were interested in intuitionistic completeness then we
would use the system in [Dyc92], and if we were interested in classical completeness,
we would use the system sketched in Sect. 8.6.2, so these are not essential limitations
of our approach.

Our approach to equational reasoning also suffers from incompleteness. FOL can
be embedded in equational reasoning [McK75], so that one expects that equality rea-
soning manifests similar problems to general proof search. Our approach is to restrict
ourselves to terminating and confluent sets of rewrite rules. Since completion may fail,
or may not terminate, this is an essential source of incompleteness. Moreover, we em-
ploy completion dynamically, which can similarly fail, although in practice this was
not a problem. However, completion is largely handled interactively by the user. If the
user ensures that the set of rewrite rules is confluent and terminating, and if dynamic
completion during proof search always succeeds, then our equality handling will be
complete, provided Conjecture 8.6.3 is true.

In summary, the incompleteness of our proof search is heuristic, and could be over-
come by changing to a multiple conclusion system such as G3c, and successively in-
creasing the depth of terms considered in our term enumeration. The other source of
incompleteness is an essential incompleteness caused by using completion. In Sect.
8.9 we suggest an alternative approach to equality reasoning which does not have this
drawback.
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8.8.3 Efficiency

In this section we discuss the efficiency of our procedure. We examine the theoretical
efficiency, by contrasting the performance with current unification based procedures,
and then examine other sources of inefficiency.

How does term enumeration compare to unification based approaches? The cur-
rent success of automatic first order provers rests largely on unification. We do not use
unification. Therefore, we expect that our automation will not be competitive with cur-
rent fully automatic theorem provers. In terms of proof search, our procedure will be
broadly similar to pre-unification procedures, such as Gilmore’s procedure [Gil60], in
terms of performance. In [HarBA], Harrison investigates the performance of tableaux
with unification v. enumeration based approaches, and demonstrates that for some
problems, using unification dramatically improves performance. On the other hand, it
is interesting to note that for many of his test problems13 the performance of enumera-
tion is comparable with unification based approaches, and in some cases enumeration
outperforms unification. Intuitively there are several reasons why term enumeration
might be expected to perform better than unification. For example, unification can of-
ten produce redundant clauses that are subsumed by existing clauses. Efficient imple-
mentations of resolution spend considerable time removing these redundant clauses.
Term enumeration can avoid some of this redundancy, since a quantifier will never
be instantiated with the same term twice. Against this, resolution takes advantage of
the deep structure of the problem revealed by clausal form. Our term enumeration
approach takes no advantage of this information.

What kinds of problems are more suited to unification based approaches? These are
problems where an enumeration approach is bound to instantiate many quantifiers, but
where there is actually a very short proof involving relatively few quantifier instantia-
tions, and moreover where these instantiations can be found efficiently by unification.
For instance, the following goal14 is drawn from a decidable fragment of FOL.

` (∀xyz.P x y→ P y z→ P x z)
→ (∀xyz.Q x y→ Q y z→Q x z)
→ (∀xy.P x y→ P y x)
→ (∀xy.P x y∨Q x y)
→ (∀xy.P x y)∨ (∀xy.Q x y)

13Pelletier’s famous problem set, see [Pel86].
14The famous Loś formula, see [Rud87].
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Indeed, the truth or falsity of such a goal can be evaluated in a model with just
four elements15. However, even though such a goal is decidable, some modern unifi-
cation based provers, such as Isabelle’s blast, struggle. Our automation will take an
extremely long time, because of the number of quantifiers, and the fact that we do not
take advantage of the deep structure of the problem that is revealed by clausal form
and unification. For example, applying the safe classical steps, we find that we have
10 ∀ quantifiers in the antecedent of the sequent, and that we have introduced 4 pa-
rameters, which we can use to instantiate the quantifiers. The clauses are independent,
and this leads to a total of 2.43 + 2.42 = 2.42.5 = 160 possible instantiations we can
make. This results in 160 instantiated clauses. In addition, each instantiated formula
must be broken down using the tableaux rules. Each clause when analysed causes at
least one branch in the proof. The resulting proof search takes too much time for our
unoptimised implementation. In defence, such goals are rarely met in interactive the-
orem proving in anything other than an abstract form, such as that above. If they are
met, the user is of course free to call a resolution prover interactively to solve them.
Furthermore, it is certainly possible that modifications to our approach may prove ef-
fective in tackling these difficulties. For instance, in the above example, by carefully
maxiscoping the ∀ quantifiers, one can reduce the number of instantiations required
considerably, and thereby make the proof search more tractable.

Does the number of instantiations cause problems for the automation? With our
automation, there will clearly be quantifier instantiations that are unused in the rest of
the proof. By the undecidability of first order logic, this is inevitable for any first order
theorem prover. However, for a given problem we only make a finite number of instan-
tiations. Moreover, in practice, we have found that the number of these instantiations
is manageable. This relies crucially on the fact that we are operating in a system where
terms are typed, so that this typing avoids many unnecessary instantiations that would
occur if the problem were expressed solely in first order logic. Our approach also relies
on the empirically observable fact that most problems in interactive theorem proving
do not require deep term instantiations.

In addition to basic proof search, we pay special attention to equality reasoning.
Our approach to equality rests on completion, and so is suitable only in case various
conditions are satisfied. However, if these conditions hold, this approach to equality is
probably as efficient as exists elsewhere. Modern resolution provers employ unfailing
completion, which will presumably behave not more efficiently than completion in

15This observation is a standard adaptation of a completeness result for first order logic.
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case a complete set of rewrites exists.
Does dynamic completion cause simplification to be too inefficient? We believe

that in general this may be a problem. However, we note that the type of equalities that
arise dynamically do not vary greatly from one step to the next, and moreover these
equalities are often of a very simple type. This means that we do not have to employ
full completion at every stage. Instead, we can resort to specialisations of completion,
and fall back on full completion if necessary. In practice, we found that we very rarely
had to use full completion dynamically.

How efficient is the current implementation? We had a short period of about 6
months part time to develop this automation. For a large part of this time, we experi-
mented with different approaches to automation, rather than honing the efficiency of an
implementation. Apart from the intrinsic limitation of the term enumeration approach,
we do not see any stumbling blocks to an efficient implementation. Indeed, we believe
the efficiency of an alternative approach to equality can be very high, see Sect. 8.9.

8.8.4 In Practice

Many of the motivations for our automation were based on observations of practical
problems to do with existing automation. We summarise the behaviour of our automa-
tion when applied to real world case studies.

Our prover is very easy to use, because it is conceptually simple. One typically
moves from one theorem to the next, and invokes the prover with the simpset and the
set of previous lemmas to use, often unchanged from the previous theorem. If a proof
is not found, we see the failing branch. This branch is usually readily comprehensible,
because the logical structure is preserved (no conversion to clause form). Moreover,
the additional instantiations do not cause problems because there are usually not that
many of them, and they accumulate at the end of the assumption list, leaving the user
to concentrate on the original assumptions and the goal. Almost always (in our case
study, always) one needs to add a non-trivial lemma, possibly in the form of a rewrite.
If the lemma is not already proved one must break out and prove it. Having added
the necessary rule, the process is repeated, usually with success. Generally, we do
not tailor the sets of simplification rules and lemmas to each theorem: these rules
are utilised depending on the context, and it is always a good idea to use them if
available, by their very nature. Against this, too many rules can cause the performance
to degrade, but generally one is working in a given theory, where the number of lemmas
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is relatively restricted.
Occasionally one must instantiate a quantifier with a clever term, but these are

naturally difficult steps. The other difficulties are related to the various forms of in-
completeness. For example, occasionally one does need to reason classically. Another
example is that one has to manually construct a termination order for completion. An-
other example is that sometimes completion does not succeed, in which case, either the
relevant rewrite has to be changed, or more usually one resorts to applying rewriting
manually. However, in our case study, completion always succeeds. Moreover, the
other difficulties are due to heuristic choices that we made, and in doing so we are
explicitly stating that we prefer, say, a single conclusion system rather than classical
completeness.

Our automation is expressed as the repeated application of a single tactic. If we
wish to trace the execution of our automation, we can apply the single tactic step by
step. The ability for the user to step through the proof at the tactic level is very useful,
and provides great visibility if something is not working correctly. Let us contrast
this with a resolution based prover. In this case, the resolution prover conducts the
proof in a system which is not the tactic system that is presented to the user. It is
possible to view these resolution steps in the tactic system by setting up a translation
between the resolution system, and the sequent system embodied by the tactic level16.
In this case, each resolution step corresponds to a very unnatural sequent step. This
means that one cannot easily understand why various steps were taken in the resolution
proof. Furthermore, the resolution prover may make steps which are dependent on
global information that is maintained dynamically during the resolution proof. For
example, the extent to which clause splitting is preferred over further resolution steps
may be represented by a fraction, indicating the ratio of splitting steps to instantiation
steps. When the individual steps of such a proof are viewed in the sequent system, the
information that was used to make each step may not be present in the sequent. This
again means that it can be difficult to understand a translated resolution proof, simply
because there is no way to easily express at the sequent level all the information that
was present during the resolution proof. In summary, our automation proceeds by
repeated application of a single step tactic operating at the tactic level, whereas this
is typically not the case for a resolution proof produced by modern resolution based
provers. Even for very simple resolution proofs, the translation of the proof into a
proof in a sequent system will be very unnatural.

16Implicit in [Avr93].
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Theorem Name
Tactic
Lines

Automated
Tactic Lines

Automated
Time/s

theorem3 nes Mup 3 28 1 66
theorem3 nes Mup 12 1 24
theorem3 nes Mup’ n/a 1 305

Figure 8.7: Impact of Automation

How did our automation fare on problems from our case study? In our case study
we carried out many proofs. One of the main lemmas consisted of over 250 lines
of interactive proof script. These proof scripts were not transcriptions of the original
proofs, but were specifically constructed in the system of Fig. 8.3, so that automation
could feasibly reproduce them. Our automation was able to solve each of the lemmas.
We give statistics for a section of the proof concerning a lemma theorem 3 nes Mup,
which is representative of the other lemmas. This lemma in turn consists of a sub-
lemma, theorem 3 nes Mup 3. Appendix C contains our original handwritten tactic
scripts. Although we do not expect the reader to follow the details, we hope to give
some impression of the difficulty of the lemmas, which require extensive use of pre-
existing lemmas, simplification (simp), and existing Isabelle automation (force). In
the table in Fig. 8.7, we record the theorem name, the lines of tactic script without our
automation, the lines with our automation, and the time taken for the automatic tac-
tic to execute. The sublemma theorem 3 nes Mup 3 was fed to the automation when
proving theorem 3 nes Mup. We also record what happened when this sublemma was
omitted, and the main lemma attempted without this assistance, theorem 3 nes Mup’.
This involved the prover reproving the sublemma during the proof of the main lemma.
In this case, a proof was also found, although this took over 5 minutes. However,
we believe this was due to inefficient implementation of the prover, and we intend to
reimplement it in future work. These lemmas are representative of the effect of the
automation on the other lemmas in the case study. Moreover, we have applied such
techniques in other case studies, with similar success.

Even though the efficiency is poor, coordinating these proof procedures so that such
lemmas could be proved is a major achievement. The fact that we are able to do so in
a general way provides evidence that the procedure has good theoretical properties.

We refrain from listing pages and pages of similar results for several reasons.
Firstly, having done the hand proofs, it was clear that our automation would repro-
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duce them. The reason is that we have taken great care to ensure that the proofs our
automation can produce are easily characterised. Thus, simply by looking at the hand
proofs, we had a good idea whether or not automation would reproduce them. In-
deed, porting the entire development to HOL Light, and applying the automation to
solve some of the lemmas was largely unnecessary because we already suspected that
the automation would succeed. Still, the figures that we do provide give assurance that
this is indeed the case. Secondly, rather than continue to port the hand generated mech-
anisation from Isabelle to HOL Light in order to provide evidence that the automation
was successful, which as we have argued was largely unnecessary, we preferred to fo-
cus on searching out new areas to develop our automation, using the rest of the case
study as source material. Thirdly, and we are most keen to emphasise this point, we
are not selling our automation on the number of goals it can prove anyway. To make
this point convincing, we should also provide evidence that the automation behaves
well during interactive proof, for example, that failed proofs did indeed suggest non-
trivial lemmas. The reason that we have not done so is that such evidence is hard to
quantify. Also, when we started this automation, it seemed that the most convincing
statistics would be those in Fig. 8.7, so that we did not record the information about
failed proofs. In fact we now believe it is misleading to emphasise these figures, as
we have explained above. Moreover, even though we expected the automation to yield
great benefits when we commenced further case studies, we were time limited, and so
had to concentrate on other areas of the dissertation.

How much did each individual technique contribute? The automation that we de-
veloped forms a consistent whole, and assessing the contribution of each individual
technique in isolation is not appropriate. Perhaps one could imagine using the first
order prover without equality reasoning. However, all of the lemmas in our case study
involved some form of equality reasoning, so that at least wrt. the case study it makes
no sense to assess the performance of the proof search on its own. Similarly, if we
handle equality through rewriting, we must ensure that the rewrite rules are conflu-
ent and terminating. In this case, one expects that if the rules are non-confluent or
non-terminating, the automation will fail. In this case, it makes no sense to consider
whether automation could solve a goal if it had a non-confluent or non-terminating set
of rewrites. Moreover, since we developed our case study based on this requirement,
we have no statistics concerning which lemmas could be proven without completion.
Almost all the problems of our case study involve using equalities that arise during
proof search as rewrites. In this case, we are compelled to use dynamic completion if
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we expect that these goals are solved, for the same reasons that we use completion in
the first case. Even so, we can give a rough indication of the extent to which each fea-
ture is used. Proof search and simplification are used for every lemma. Completion is
used whenever the simpset is extended. Dynamic completion is invoked during proof
search, when the set of rewrites is augmented. However, as far as dynamic completion
is concerned, some of the lemmas would be proved without this feature. However, this
is simply a question of the kind of dynamic rewrites that arise. In general, dynamic
completion must be employed if we want our automation to have good characteristics.
If we omit dynamic completion then the failure of our automation will not necessarily
be due to the need for a non-trivial lemma. Rather, the failure could be due to a failure
of confluence when rewriting with rewrites harvested from the sequent.

How does our automation compare to other first order provers? We certainly do not
claim that any of the lemmas that are solved by our automation would not be solved
by a current resolution based prover. Indeed, we would make exactly the opposite
claim: all our (first order) lemmas could be solved by current resolution based provers.
What then has been gained? Our lemmas can all be solved by current resolution based
provers because our development includes all the other sublemmas on which a given
lemma depends. However, at the start of our mechanisation this was not the case,
since the sublemmas had not been discovered. Employing resolution at the start of
our mechanisation would not yield much information with which to refine the proof,
as we have argued previously. The point of our automation lies almost entirely in the
fact that it is suitable for interactive proof, in that a failed proof provides information
with which to refine the proof. For example, if a lemma cannot be proved outright,
our automation furnishes a sequent which is immediately comprehensible, and which
cannot be proved. If the failure of the automation is not due to any of the usual in-
completenesses, such as the need for a deep term in a quantifier instantiation, then one
finds that the sequent suggests another lemma that must be proved beforehand. This is
exactly what one would expect, because completeness of first order logic means that
if a goal cannot be solved it must be due to the need for a non-trivial (i.e. not first
order provable) lemma. Although our procedure is not complete for classical logic, it
is complete for the lemmas that arose during our case study, therefore the failure to
prove a sequent is a real failure of first order automation, and it must be the case that
an additional non-trivial lemma is required. These non-trivial lemmas typically take
the form of lemmas requiring induction, so that they are properly outside the province
of first order reasoning. The corollary of the above is that once all the required lemmas
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are in place, the automation should succeed in proving a given lemma. Indeed, this is
the case.

To what extent is the automation generally applicable, and not dependent on the
specific characteristics of the case study? This question is largely answered by consid-
ering the types of incompleteness introduced by our automation. If a general problem
does not rely on reasoning that involves these areas, our automation should be appli-
cable. The (practical) failure of our automation on the Loś problem indicates that one
should certainly not consider our approach to be a replacement for standard provers
which incorporate unification. Moreover, if the problem requires terms of depth greater
than are feasibly handled with term enumeration, our approach is unsuitable. Further-
more, our automation is geared towards intuitionistic provability, and is incomplete
even for the propositional fragment. Even with equality, if one is interested solely in
proving a given statement that is known to be provable, resolution based approaches
are preferable. Our automation also relies on the fact that the rewrite rules can be han-
dled via completion. This is the main drawback which prevents our approach being
more generally applicable. In Sect. 8.9 we discuss an alternative which does not have
this drawback.

8.9 Alternatives

In this section, we review the choices we took when developing this automation, and
discuss to what extent our choices were forced upon us, or whether there were rea-
sonable alternatives that could form variants of our approach, or embody different
approaches altogether. We also discuss a particularly promising alternative to equality
reasoning which avoids completion.

Our general approach, to conduct an analytic proof search in a sequent system, has
an obvious alternative in the form of resolution. We motivated our choice based on
the requirements of interactive proof search. Next, we chose a single conclusion intu-
itionistic system over a multiple conclusion classical system. Our contention was that
the goals that we met were all solvable intuitionistically, so at least on our case study
this choice is immaterial. If we were producing a fully automatic system for classi-
cal logic we would of course choose a multiple conclusion system such as G3c. Our
next choice was to use term enumeration to choose instantiations of quantifiers. An
alternative is unification. Our choice was motivated by the requirements of interactive
proof. Unification is probably a better way of choosing witnesses in non-interactive
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proof. However, for analytic methods, it seems hard to combine equality reasoning
with unification based proof search. Thus, if one is not interested in interactive proof,
nor in equality reasoning, unification is the better choice. However, we believe our ap-
proach may have advantages even on technical grounds, if one is interested in equality
reasoning in an analytic system. We chose to handle equality reasoning by rewriting.
Again, this was motivated by our experiences during the case study. In fact, we have
come to consider an alternative approach superior. We describe this approach later in
this section. Given that we are using rewriting, it seems inevitable that we must use
completion if we want to have good behaviour. If we wish to use equalities that arise
during proof search to augment our set of rewrites, it seems inevitable that we must
use dynamic completion. The point is not that these techniques make our rewriting
more efficient, or that they solve a larger class of problems (although they do). Rather,
without completion, and dynamic completion, it is almost impossible to characterise
which goals we should expect to be proved. Consequently, experiments to compare the
performance with and without completion are pointless: to be theoretically tractable,
rewriting seems to mandate the use of completion.

If we are aiming for a fully automatic, complete, first order theorem prover, the
reliance on completion is certainly a weak point. The automation we developed was
motivated by the problems we met during our case study. However, the fact that we
were always able to complete our simpset must be counted a lucky accident. In general
we can expect completion to fail e.g. for rules expressing commutativity, so that the
requirement for testing equality of two terms via a canonical set of rewrites appears
too strong. There are ways of handling problematic situations, such as rules for com-
mutativity, e.g. by ordered rewriting, but we would like to take this opportunity to
consider an alternative general approach to equality handling.

In the following we sketch an alternative to completion. This alternative approach
is based on reasoning within a restricted term universe.

In general, whether s = t given a set of equalities E is undecidable. Suppose we fix
a finite set of terms Ufin which is a subset of our term universe U . Then the question of
whether s = t by equality reasoning solely involving terms from Ufin is decidable.

This restricted form of equality reasoning is an approximation to real equality rea-
soning. Let us write s =V t to mean that s = t by equality reasoning using only terms
from V . As a special case, s =U t is simply s = t. Then s =Ufin t implies that s =U t.
However, it may be that s =U t only via some u ∈U −Ufin. Then we cannot deduce
s =Ufin t. In this case, =Ufin ⊆ =U . This means that =Ufin is an approximation to =U . It
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is a finer approximation, because it distinguishes more terms.
A particular implementation of this approach is to choose our finite term universe

Ufin to be all terms below some term depth d. For instance, suppose we prove an
equality s = t by a transitivity chain s = u = v = x = y = t. One can picture such a
proof as shown in Fig. 8.8. If we restrict the depth of terms we consider to d or less,
the picture might resemble Fig. 8.9. In such a situation, the equalities s =Ufin u =Ufin v
will be derived. However, it is not possible to deduce v =Ufin t because x and y are no
longer part of our finite term universe Ufin.

Even though our equality reasoning is restricted, we have gained decidability. In
particular, we can form the equivalence classes of =Ufin , and moreover choose canoni-
cal representatives of each equivalence class.

We can now pursue the approach in Conjecture 8.6.3, by working not with full
equality =U , but with our approximation =Ufin . Such reasoning is sound, because
=Ufin⊆=U . Unfortunately, such reasoning is incomplete. However, during proof search,
we may successively enlarge our finite term universe Ufin so that every term is eventu-
ally included. This regains completeness.

The advantage of this approach over other methods of dealing with equality is
related to the advantages of our approach to quantifier instantiation using all terms
below a given depth: although the proof of an equality may involve arbitrarily large
terms, in practice many of these proofs involve only relatively small terms.

There are many other advantages of this approach. For example, rather than apply-
ing general simplification to put terms into normal form, we can replace each term by
its canonical representative directly, without the repeated traversal of the term typical
in implementations of rewriting. This form of rewriting is extremely efficient.

Another advantage of this approach is that it is simple for the user to understand,
and moreover dovetails well with our approach to proof search. The focus on a single
measure of complexity, term depth, over both procedures, is a unifying step. More-
over, the disadvantages and incompleteness of the approach via completion are absent
here. Further, many other techniques, such as equational unification, although in gen-
eral expensive to implement, become trivial modifications of the congruence closure
algorithm, when restricting to a finite subset Ufin of the set of terms. This is important
because one of the ways to extend the automation we presented in previous sections is
by adding features of this sort.

This alternative to equality reasoning could be implemented by modifying an ex-
isting congruence closure algorithm. Congruence closure has several similarities to
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Figure 8.9: Equality Proof by Transitivity, with Depth Restriction
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our approach, such as working within a finite term universe. These similarities mean
that our alternative could be based on a modification of congruence closure, where the
term universe remains finite, but the equalities considered may be non-ground. Unfor-
tunately, we have not had time to implement this alternative, which we leave for future
work.

8.10 Further Work

In previous sections we have noted opportunities for further work. In this section we
collect these together and discuss which seem to be the most promising.

We chose G3i as the basis for our proof search. It would be nice to compare this
with proof search in G3c. This would involve implementing HOL as a multiple con-
clusion system. However, this would then enable a straightforward implementation of
proof search in G3c.

From a user point of view, it would be useful to display the automatically gener-
ated quantifier instantiations separately from the main sequent, so that the user’s view
of the problem is not obscured by the additional instantiations. We have in mind a
multi-window display, where one window shows the main goal and assumptions, and
the other window displays the instantiations, grouped by subtheory, or some other cri-
terion.

We feel our handling of equality needs closer theoretical scrutiny. In this chapter,
we have really been concerned with first order proof search in a setting with many
types of individuals. We disallowed interaction between the type of booleans, and the
type of propositions. However, this distinction is artificial in HOL, where the type of
booleans is the type of propositions. This leads to interesting questions regarding the
interaction between equality reasoning and proof search. For instance, it is natural to
simplify

(if > then s else t) = s

but it seems that the interaction between boolean simplification and proof search,
in its full generality, is extremely subtle. For example, consider the following

f >=> ` f (((P→Q)→ P)→ P)

This sequent is provable in HOL, but to make progress, we have to do some log-
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ical reasoning under the function symbol f , whereas standard sequent systems are
restricted to analysing formulae based on the top level connective. With the congru-
ence axioms for equality, we can at least lift the formula ((P→ Q)→ P)→ P to top
level and proceed to prove it as usual, but how does this interfere with proof search?
The problem is the delicate interaction between proof search, which is operating on
boolean terms, and simplification, which in a higher order setting may also operate on
boolean terms. We note that in first order logic, even in many typed first order logic
with a boolean type, this problem does not arise because propositions are distinct from
individuals.

Another opportunity for further work is to prove Conjecture 8.6.3. We feel this
should be straightforward, although we admit that we have not attempted such a proof
currently.

We feel that the alternative approach to equality reasoning, discussed in Sect. 8.9,
is very promising, and an implementation of this is desirable.

Even so, we would retain completion because we find it to be generally useful in
interactive proof. In this case, the manual step of constructing a termination order
could be replaced by integrating a semi-automatic termination prover such as AProVE
[GTSKF04] with HOL.

Beyond first order reasoning with equality, we feel the main difficulty with interac-
tive theorem proving is the proof of inductive goals. For example, when our automation
fails, it is usually at the point that we need to state a lemma and prove it by induction.
Generally the statement of these inductive goals seems to be difficult. However, we be-
lieve that, much as first order reasoning in practice is relatively straightforward, so too
some inductive reasoning can be handled with brute force methods and relatively little
sophistication. There is extensive previous work in this area, see for example [Bun01]
[Com01]. However, the completeness of such methods, wrt. Herbrand semantics,
seems unclear.

We also believe that it would be satisfactory to reduce interactive theorem proving
to the point where the only task required of the user is to state inductive theorems. In
this case, the best way to proceed, once effective first order automation is in place, is to
make the interaction loop between the user and the machine as tight as possible, which
is primarily a user interface and engineering task. User interfaces for theorem provers,
such as Proof General [Asp00], are integral to the theorem proving process. We hope
to work in this area in the near future.
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8.11 Conclusion

We have presented the automation we developed to tackle a large case study. The
automation is tailored to interactive use, and is based on the integration of a proof
search engine and simplification, relying essentially on completion. The dependence
on completion means our approach is not generally applicable. We also suggested an
alternative approach which furnishes a complete theorem prover for first order logic
and equality.

The contributions of this work are to address the failings of current automation in
an interactive setting, in terms of basic proof search, and its integration with simplifica-
tion. Our techniques do not step outside the realm of first order logic with equality, but
even in this very restricted domain, we encountered numerous problems. On the other
hand, having solved these problems, we had little need for domain specific automation.
We do not deny that in areas like linear arithmetic, such procedures are necessary for
effective automation. However, our experience suggests that simplification and proof
search are a very effective combination. This may be an instance of the phenomenon
in logic that “a little goes a long way”.

Let us note some particular contributions.

• Our approach to automation via term enumeration is novel. Although the basis
for several completeness proofs of first order logic [RM05], this approach has
been overlooked as the basis for automation for interactive use. We feel that this
approach can be very useful in interactive theorem proving.

• Our analysis of the features required of automation in an interactive setting is
largely drawn from [Sym98]. However, we have also contributed some novel
observations about what the requirements should be.

• Conjecture 8.6.3 is important because it expresses what we believe is the correct
way to approach equality reasoning when providing automation for interactive
proof. This conjecture, as far as we know, has not been stated before.

• Our approach to equality reasoning, via completion, is not novel. However, we
believe our integration of completion with proof search has some merit. For
example, we have described the novel notion of dynamic completion.

• The integration of analytic proof search with equality reasoning is novel. How-
ever, this is tempered by the fact that equality handling via completion is incom-
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plete.

• The alternative approach to equality reasoning sketched in Sect. 8.9 is novel.
Moreover, the suggestion of how to combine this with proof search to produce a
complete theorem prover for first order logic with equality is also novel.

There is much related work. Automatic theorem proving is already a vast field, and
we cannot hope to survey it thoroughly in a reasonable space. However, in Sect. 8.3
we gave an overview of the field from a theoretical perspective, whilst in Sect. 8.5 we
surveyed the automation in current interactive theorem provers.

Our primary source of information on automated theorem proving was the two vol-
umes of the comprehensive and excellent Handbook of Automated Reasoning [RV01].
Our work is aimed at addressing the needs of automation in an interactive setting. Rel-
evant here is the PhD of Syme [Sym98] who addresses the needs of automation in a
declarative setting. Much of his conclusions apply in an interactive setting. Our anal-
ysis of the problems of automation in an interactive setting draws greatly on his work,
as well as on a similar analysis by Harrison in [Har96b]. The theoretical inspiration
for our approach to proof search is the basis of many completeness proofs, see for ex-
ample [RM05]. The approach to equality reasoning via completion was based on the
description of completion in [BN98]. Our implementation of completion was based on
the algorithms presented there, modified to produce theorem objects in the LCF setting
of HOL Light.

Recently our attention has been drawn to the work of McAllester on Ontic, particu-
larly the automation used, as described in [Che92]. The techniques described there are
motivated by the desire to automate “obvious” steps, and these steps roughly consist of
forward chaining of lemmas with a “focus set” of terms which details which instantia-
tions are allowed. Additionally congruence closure is used to handle equality. Clearly
there are parallels with our work. Surprisingly no attempt is made, at least in [Che92],
to justify the approach theoretically. Thus, one major difference between that strand of
work and ours is that we have been careful to justify our work theoretically. Another
difference is that we have expressly sought to deal with the combination of rewriting
and proof search, whilst still maintaining completeness. However, the fact that em-
pirically successful automation has been developed elsewhere, that parallels to some
degree the methods we developed here, supports our contention that these techniques
are practically useful in interactive theorem proving.

Finally, the implementation would not have been possible without the extremely
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well engineered foundation of Harrison’s HOL Light [Har], which we recommend to
all interested in prototyping new additions to HOL.
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Chapter 9

Introduction

The following chapters describe our case study. The case study is a mechanisation of
a recent paper [EM03] in distributed algorithms.

What are the reasons for discussing the case study? The other parts of the thesis
arose directly from problems encountered during the case study. By discussing the case
study we illustrate these problems in their original context. This provides motivation
for the other parts, whilst also fleshing out the abstract approach taken elsewhere with
some concrete examples.

The case study is also interesting in its own right. Much of the theory we mecha-
nised was of our own devising, and the mechanisations themselves have several inter-
esting features. For example, we attempted to apply what we know from proof theory
to the development of the mechanised proofs, and we feel this has been very successful.

What parts of the case study do we discuss? Unfortunately, the case study as a
whole is too big to discuss in depth. However, it is appropriate to include at least some
of the mechanised material. The paper relies on the notion of state transition systems,
and a theory of simulation relations, which are a way of relating the behaviour of
two state transition systems. To understand the paper, and our case study, one must
understand this theory. Chapter 10 describes the notion of simulation relations, and
establishes several results required in the rest of the case study. It then describes the
mechanisation of this material in Isabelle/HOL. These mechanised results consist of
little more than 100 lines of tactic script, and are a highly polished part of the case
study. In this sense, this part of the mechanisation is not representative of the rest of
the mechanisation: it is more a mathematical development than a system verification.
However, we must discuss the theory of simulation relations before we discuss the
case study itself. Moreover, we feel our formalisation of the theory is interesting and
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novel. Furthermore, the mechanisation has several interesting aspects. For instance,
we develop a notion of path formation via finite approximants, and we also state several
complex induction statements that we need to establish the theoretical results. Finally,
the theory of simulation relations is self contained, making it suitable for presentation,
whilst also containing several general results, which may be reused elsewhere. We
hope that this work will be reused by the broader theorem proving community.

Chapter 11 then gives an overview of the case study itself, building on the theory
described above: the results of [EM03] consist mainly of several verifications that
given relations are indeed simulation relations. We illustrate some of the challenges
that we faced, which motivate the other parts of this thesis. We also discuss several
other aspects of the case study which we feel embody interesting discussion points.
For example, we discuss the methodology behind the construction of the mechanised
proofs.



Chapter 10

Simulation Relations

10.1 Introduction

In the following sections, we describe state transition systems, and develop a theory of
simulation relations, then outline the mechanisation of this theory in Isabelle/HOL.

State transition systems are frequently used to model systems occurring in com-
puter science. In particular, they are often used to model distributed algorithms. For
example, the recent formalisation of TCP by Sewell et al. [BFN+05] is as a labelled
state transition system. Our primary interest in state transition systems is that we use
them to model distributed algorithms in our case study, see Chap. 11.

Simulation relations are often used in proofs about state transition systems. A good
introduction to the theory of simulation relations is [LV95]. Simulation relations allow
the behaviour of one system to be related to that of another, in such a way that proper-
ties are preserved. Frequently, one relates a concrete system to a more abstract system.
Having verified a property for the abstract system, the simulation relation guarantees
that the property also holds for the concrete system. The point of verifying the property
for the abstract system, rather than the concrete, is that the proofs are unburdened by
unnecessary detail, and so hopefully more tractable. For example, frequently the spec-
ification of a system is given in abstract form, and a concrete implementation is later
derived. If the abstract specification satisfies a given property, the simulation relation
then guarantees that so too does the concrete implementation. We treat a particular
form of forward simulation relation. Other forms of simulation relation also occur
in the literature [LV95]. We also briefly describe the notion of backward simulation
relation, another common form of simulation relation.

Why is this work interesting? This work is a part of a larger case study, to mech-
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anise a recent paper [EM03] in distributed algorithms. The paper relies on a theory
of simulation relations. Thus, if we wish to mechanise the paper, we must first de-
velop a mechanised theory of simulation relations. However, the theory of simulation
relations presented in the paper is not readily formalisable because it omits many de-
tails. Indeed, many other presentations fall short of being directly mechanisable. Our
formalisation, and subsequent mechanisation, of the theory of simulation relations is
interesting because it is explicit in all the details. Of course, some mechanisations are
better than others. Another interesting aspect of the mechanisation is its brevity: the
whole development requires a little over 100 lines of tactic script. We have worked
with various formalisations of simulation relations for an extended period of time, so
that what appears here is the result of several iterations of the formalisation process.
We hope that the theory is as smooth as possible. In particular, we present forward
and backward simulation relations in a uniform framework, so that even though the
proofs about these are essentially different in several places, the similarities are cap-
tured. Although some forms of simulation relation have been mechanised before, see
for example [M9̈8], we believe our version is particularly general, wholly elementary,
and the mechanisation of backward simulation relations novel, so that the mechanisa-
tion of these results is also of interest, for people wishing to develop similar proofs.
One of the reasons, perhaps, that a similar mechanisation has not been attempted be-
fore is the difficulty involved in formulating the correct inductive statements. Our
proofs concerning simulation relations involve complicated forms of induction which
we state explicitly. This is a contribution, in that future mechanisers will hopefully not
have to struggle to find these. It may also have pedagogic advantages. Further, several
subtheories are of independent interest. For example, the process of constructing a
function via its approximants is found throughout mathematics1. We hope that, as well
as reusing the main development, subdevelopments of this kind may also be reused.

Some of the contributions of this work are the following.

• We formalise the theory of simulation relations in sufficient detail that its mech-
anisation is straightforward.

• In particular, we pay careful attention to the induction schemes that are required
in the proofs. For example, to justify constructing infinite paths from finite ap-
proximants requires the delicate use of two subtle inductions. To the best of

1In set theory the approximants are usually called “attempts”.
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our knowledge these schemes have not been explicitly presented previously in
connection with simulation relations.

• We formalise the area in a modular fashion, so that backward simulation rela-
tions can be incorporated smoothly.

• We mechanise the theory in Isabelle/HOL, in a wholly elementary and direct
manner. This improves on previous approaches, such as that in [M9̈8], which
rely on unusual logics or involve extensive arithmetic reasoning with index map-
pings and similar constructs.

• Our mechanisation includes interesting subtheories, such as the previously men-
tioned theory of infinite path construction by finite path approximants.

• Our mechanisation is clean, elegant and reusable. We have paid attention to
many aspects of the mechanisation. For example, we modify definitions in order
to minimise the theory interface, which exposes the minimum of the underlying
theory. This makes the theory more comprehensible and more reusable. For
instance, the statement of our main theorem, Thm. 10.2.12, relates the notions of
simulation relation and simulates, and no auxiliary definitions are involved in the
statement of this theorem. This was not the case with previous mechanisations
we conducted which were more general, but where the statement of lemmas
involved some cumbersome side conditions.

Mathematical Notation

We identify finite sequences and lists. Sequences are functions with domain N. If f is
a sequence, we occasionally write fn instead of f n. If φ is a path property (that is, a
function from paths to bool), we write f |= φ to mean φ f , and say that f models, or
satisfies, φ.

10.2 Theory

10.2.1 Introduction

In the following sections, we develop a theory of simulation relations. Simulation re-
lations are often used in proofs about transition systems. Transition systems are mod-
elled in many ways (CCS, Pi calculus, labelled transition systems, unlabelled transition
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systems etc.), and the notion of simulation relation is tailored for each. We deal with
unlabelled state transition systems, for which we present a suitable notion of simula-
tion relation. However, most of the proofs are abstract and could easily be adapted to
other models, such as labelled transition systems.

What is a simulation relation? Fix two state transition systems, K,L. A simulation
relation is a relation between the states of K and the states of L, which gives rise to a
relation between the paths of K and the paths of L. A simple form of simulation relation
gives, for every transition of K, a corresponding transition of L. A generalisation of
this idea is to allow L to make several transitions in a row, provided the observable
behaviour matches. Fix a stuttering invariant property φ. We show that the existence
of a simulation relation between K and L implies that, for all p ∈ paths K, there exists
a corresponding q ∈ paths L such that p |= φ iff q |= φ. An immediate corollary is that
to verify that all p satisfy property φ, it suffices to verify that all q satisfy φ.

This section contains a standard mathematical development of transition systems
and simulation relations. Our contributions are chiefly the following.

• We formalise the results in this area.

• We generalise results in this area, beyond the statement of these results in [EM03].

• We make the results accessible by carefully choosing an appropriate level of
generality for each theorem.

• We modularise the development so that backward simulation relations are easily
seen to fit into a framework which includes the more usual forward simulation
relations.

• Our proofs are more concise and direct than those appearing in the literature. For
example, compared to the development in [M9̈8], we do not require the technical
machinery of domain theory. For another example, compared to [LT87], our
presentation is cleaner and more abstract.

10.2.2 State Transition Systems

Definition 10.2.1. (State Transition System, Kripke Structure) Given a set of states Σ,
a state transition system K is a pair (S,T ) consisting of a set of start states S ⊆ Σ,
and a set of transitions T ⊆ Σ×Σ. We define starts (S,T ) = S, trans (S,T ) = T . We
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informally write states K to mean Σ, although we have in mind a formal type theory
where Σ is a type. We also refer to state transition systems as Kripke structures.

State transition systems naturally give rise to paths. We model paths as sequences
of states, that is, as functions from N to the set of underlying states Σ.

Definition 10.2.2. (Path Fragment, Path) Given a state transition system K, a path
fragment p is a sequence of states of K such that for all n, (pn, pn+1) ∈ trans K. A path
fragment p is a path if p0 ∈ starts K. We define finite versions of these concepts in the
obvious way. We define paths K as the set of paths of K. We also define finpaths K to
be the set of finite path fragments of K.

10.2.3 Matching

Given two state transition systems, K,L, states s∈ states K,u∈ states L, we often work
not with equality of states s = u, but modulo a relation Match ⊆ states K× states L.
Match s u is intended to represent that s and u are observationally equivalent.

Definition 10.2.3. (Match) Given K,L,Match⊆ states K× states L, we say that s and
u match iff Match s u.

10.2.4 Stuttering Invariance and LTL

One can specify properties of state transition systems directly in terms of properties of
paths. Alternatively one can introduce a logic in which to express path properties. LTL
is a particularly simple logic of path properties.

Our results concern a subset of LTL not containing the X operator. Lamport argues
[Lam83] that temporal logic formulae used for specification of asynchronous systems
should be stuttering invariant. It is also the case that in general a simulation relation
between two state transition systems K and L preserves only stuttering invariant prop-
erties. X -free LTL formulae are stuttering invariant.

Definition 10.2.4. (Stuttering) A path q ∈ N⇒ states L is a stuttering of a path p ∈
N⇒ states K iff there is a strictly increasing mapping f ∈ N⇒ N, f 0 = 0, such that
for all i and for all j, f i≤ j < f (i+1), we have that pi = q j. More generally, we may
consider states modulo a Match relation, Match ⊆ states K× states L. Given Match,
then q is a stuttering of p iff there is a strictly increasing mapping f , f 0 = 0, such that
for all i and all j, f i≤ j < f (i+1), we have that Match pi q j.
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We illustrate stuttering in Fig. 10.1.

Definition 10.2.5. (Stuttering Invariant) Given K,L,Match, and φ a path property,
then φ is stuttering invariant iff for all p, and for all q such that q is a stuttering of p,
we have that p |= φ iff q |= φ.

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 10.2.6. (X-Free LTL Formulae are Stuttering Invariant) Given K,L,Match
and φ a X-free LTL formula, if for all atomic predicates p of φ, Match u v→ (p u↔
p v), then φ is stuttering invariant.

Proof. Essentially by induction over the term structure of the LTL formula.

We do not detail our LTL formalisation further because our results are independent
of the exact nature of the path properties involved. All we require is that the properties
be stuttering invariant wrt. Match. In the following, we write K |= φ to mean that for
all p ∈ paths K, p |= φ.

10.2.5 Simulates

We need the following definitions, which are illustrated in Fig. 10.1.

Definition 10.2.7. (Matches) Given K,L,Match,(s, t) ∈ trans K, and n,1≤ n, we say
the finite sequence u0, . . . ,un ∈ finpaths L matches (s, t) iff there exists j,0 < j ≤ n,
such that for all i < j,Match s ui and for all i≥ j,Match t ui2.

Definition 10.2.8. (Simulates) Given K,L,Match, p∈ paths K,q∈ paths L, we say that
q simulates p iff there is a strictly increasing function f ∈N⇒N, f 0 = 0, such that for
all i, if u0, . . . ,un is the finite path fragment of q lying between indices f i and f (i+1)

inclusive (i.e. n = f (i + 1)− f i), then u0, . . . ,un matches (pi, pi+1). We say that L
simulates K iff for all p ∈ paths K there exists q ∈ paths L such that q simulates p.

Then the following is an easy (but key) consequence of the definitions.

Theorem 10.2.9. (Simulates, Stuttering) q simulates p iff q is a stuttering of p.

Proof. Trivial.
2It is possible to relax the condition 1 ≤ n at the cost of greatly increased complexity in definitions

and statements of lemmas. The problem is that in Thm. 10.2.12 one may fail to construct an infinite
path. We formalised both versions, but present the simpler definitions in this work.
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This theorem means that stuttering invariant properties are also simulation invari-
ant.

Corollary 10.2.10. (Simulates) Given K,L,Match, if L simulates K and φ is a stutter-
ing invariant formula, then if L |= φ then K |= φ.

Proof. Definitions, logic.

This result is a key result, because it allows us to relate the behaviour (in terms of
stuttering invariant properties) of two state transition systems, provided we can demon-
strate that the paths of one simulate the paths of the other. We can show that a path of
one system can be simulated by a path of another by constructing a simulation relation
between the two systems.

10.2.6 Simulation Relations

Simulation relations are often used when proving properties of state transition systems.
A simulation relation relates the states of two systems.

Definition 10.2.11. (Simulation Relation) Given K,L,Match, a relation R⊆ states K×
states L is a simulation relation iff

• For all p0 ∈ starts K there exists q0 ∈ starts L such that R p0 q0.

• For all (s, t)∈ trans K, u∈R s, there exists v∈R t and u0, . . . ,un ∈ finpaths L,u0 =

u,un = v, which matches (s, t).

The purpose of simulation relations is that they allow us to relate the behaviour of
one system to that of another.

Theorem 10.2.12. (Simulation Relation, Simulates) Given K,L,Match and R a simu-
lation relation over K,L,Match, then L simulates K.

Proof. To show L simulates K we must show that for all p ∈ paths K there exists
q ∈ paths L such that q simulates p. Fix p. Then intuitively we use the simulation
relation to build a path q inductively, piece by piece.

Combining Thm. 10.2.12 and Cor. 10.2.10 we get the following corollary.

Corollary 10.2.13. (Simulation Relation, Stuttering Invariant) Given K,L,Match,R
and φ a stuttering invariant formula, then if L |= φ then K |= φ.
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Figure 10.1: Simulation Relations and Related Concepts
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Proof. Immediate.

Thus to verify K |= φ, it suffices to find a simulation relation between K and some
L, and then verify that L |= φ.

10.2.7 Backward Simulation Relations

The simulation relations discussed in previous sections are sometimes called forward
simulation relations. We mention briefly a variation of this concept called backward
simulation relations.

Definition 10.2.14. (Backward Simulation Relation) Given K,L,Match, a relation R⊆
states K× states L is a backward simulation relation iff

• For all p0 ∈ starts K, for all q0, if R p0 q0 then q0 ∈ starts L.

• For all (s, t)∈ trans K, v∈R t, there exists u∈R s and u0, . . . ,un ∈ finpaths L,u0 =

u,un = v which matches (s, t).

• For all s, R s is finite and non-empty.

The first two clauses parallel the first two clauses in the definition of (forward)
simulation relation, Def. 10.2.11. It is possible to prove the following equivalent of
Thm. 10.2.12.

Theorem 10.2.15. (Backward Simulation Relation, Simulates) Given K,L,Match, and
R a backward simulation relation, then L simulates K.

Proof. To show L simulates K we must show that for all p ∈ paths K there exists
q ∈ paths L such that q simulates p. Fix p. We construct a set of trees in the following
way. For each u such that R p0 u, u forms the root of a tree. Clearly there are only
finitely many trees, by definition of backward simulation relation. Then given a set
of trees that have children at level n, we inductively add children at level n + 1 in
the following way. For each v such that R pn+1 v, we add copies of v as children
of all u such that R pn u, and moreover such that there exists a finite path u0, . . . ,um

of L such that u0 = u,um = v, and which matches (pn, pn+1). Each tree is finitely
branching. Moreover, the backward simulation relation guarantees that all u such that
R pn u actually appear in some tree at depth n. This in turn guarantees that the finite
collection of trees contains an infinite number of nodes. So there must be some tree that
is infinite. By König’s lemma, this tree contains an infinite path. From this sequence,
we can construct q directly.
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10.3 Mechanisation

10.3.1 Introduction

In the following sections we outline a theory of simulation relations, mechanised in
Isabelle/HOL. We include all the main definitions, but do not attempt to reproduce the
mechanised proofs. One feature of the mechanisation is that the definitions involved
in the main theorems are small in number. This enables one to understand the main
theorems without having to wade through the auxiliary definitions. Another feature of
the mechanisation is that it is designed to be modular: proofs for backward simulation
relations, which are significantly different in some respects, can be incorporated easily
into the development here.

Our main contributions are:

• We mechanise the theory of simulation relations.

• We carefully select and isolate induction principles that are reusable and abstract,
and indicate at which points these are used. For instance, our formulation of the
axiom of dependent choice is precisely the abstract principle that is embodied in
using simulation relations to construct infinite paths. Such a principle is, to our
knowledge, not stated explicitly in any other work on simulation relations.

• We state precisely what theorems we prove, so that our development can be re-
produced by others. For instance, the statement of Thm. pre-exists-r in Sect.
10.3.7, and the surrounding development, are hard to state because they are pri-
marily motivated by syntactic considerations.

• We expend considerable effort to make the mechanisation as elegant as possible,
in order that the proofs be followed with ease, and the theory hopefully reused.
This work is the result of many iterations. The version presented here is a mere
300 lines, of which around 125 are actual proof script, whilst the rest are defi-
nitions and statements of theorems. Initial attempts were an order of magnitude
greater in size.

• We isolate reusable subtheories. For instance, the theory of approximation is
quite general, and will hopefully be reused elsewhere.

• We modularise the proofs, so that backward simulation relations can be treated
in a uniform way.
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• We modularise the proofs, so that the interfaces between subtheories are small.
Moreover, we aggressively minimise term complexity via the use of existentially
obtained witnesses (in statements of lemmas, and in proofs) and Isabelle’s Lo-
cale mechanism [Kam99].

• We make the mechanised definitions and lemma statements as close as possible
to the non-mechanised versions. This aids comprehension and readability, and
convinces of the faithfulness of the development.

10.3.2 Library Functions

We represent paths as functions with domain N.

types ′a path = nat⇒ ′a

We represent finite paths as lists. In order to represent a finite subpath of a path,
we introduce the following definition. The take p m n function returns a list of length
n from path p, starting at position m.

consts take :: ′a path⇒ nat⇒ nat⇒ ′a list
primrec
take p m 0 = []

take p m (Suc n) = (p (m+n)) # (take p m n)

In order to talk about positions in a finite path, we need a projection from a list, to
the element at position n in the list. The library function nth takes a list, and a number
n, and gives the element at position n in the list, counting from the head. We need a
function that does the same, except that it counts from the end of the list.

consts rev-nth :: ′a list⇒ nat⇒ ′a
primrec
rev-nth xs 0 = last xs
rev-nth xs (Suc n) = rev-nth (butlast xs) n
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10.3.3 The Axiom of Dependent Choice

The axiom of dependent choice allows us to form an infinite sequence by extending a
finite approximation in a suitable way. Let us first state the axiom of choice.

Theorem 10.3.1. (Axiom of Choice) For any collection S of non-empty sets, there exists
a function f defined on S with the property that, if s ∈ S, then f s ∈ s.

The axiom of dependent choice is similar, but (over ZF) strictly weaker. Recall that
a (binary) relation R on a set X is total iff for all x in X , there exists y in X such that
x R y.

Theorem 10.3.2. (Axiom of Dependent Choice, see e.g. [Joh87]) For all non-empty
sets X, and all total binary relations R on X, there is a sequence xn in X such that for
all n, xn R xn+1.

The axiom of dependent choice enables us to extend a partially constructed finite
sequence, with the property that for all n, xn R xn+1, to an infinite sequence that also
satisfies this property. Intuitively it seems reasonable to assert that we can form this
sequence whatever value we choose for x0. This leads to a variant of the axiom as
follows.

Theorem 10.3.3. For all non-empty sets X, all total binary relations R on X, and any
initial element x0 in X, there is a sequence xn in X such that for all n, xn R xn+1.

In fact, we can include a dependence on n.

Theorem 10.3.4. (Axiom of Dependent Choice) For all non-empty sets X, all total
binary relations R on (N×X)×X, and any initial element x0 in X, there is a sequence
xn in X such that for all n, (n,xn) R xn+1.

The equivalent is directly provable in HOL.

lemma dependentChoice:
∀ x0. (∀ n x. ∃ y. R n x y) −→ (∃ f ::nat⇒ ′b. f 0 = x0 ∧ (∀ n. R n (f n) (f (n+1))))

The witness to the existential may be explicitly defined, although in applications
we only require the previous theorem, and users are shielded from the complexity of
this definition.
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consts choice :: (nat⇒ ′a⇒ ′a⇒ bool)⇒ ′a⇒ (nat⇒ ′a)

primrec
choice R x0 0 = x0
choice R x0 (Suc n) = (let x = choice R x0 n in SOME y. R n x y)

10.3.4 A Theory of Approximation

We have a sequence fn of non-empty lists. We wish to form the infinite concatenation
of these lists. For any finite number of lists, we can form the finite concatenation, or
approximation, as follows.

consts approx :: (nat⇒ ′a list)⇒ nat⇒ ′a list
primrec
approx f 0 = f 0
approx f (Suc n) = f (n+1) @ approx f n

We can even define an indexing function that gives the index at which an original
list starts in the concatenation.

constdefs index :: (nat⇒ ′a list)⇒ nat⇒ nat
index f n ≡ case n of 0⇒ 0 | Suc n⇒ length (approx f n)

Note that so far, we are only forming the concatenation of the first n lists. We can
now extend the finite concatenation to an infinite concatenation as follows.

constdefs path :: (nat⇒ ′a list)⇒ nat⇒ ′a
path f m ≡ let i = index f in
let n = SOME n. i n ≤ m ∧ m < i (n+1) in
let delta = m − i n in
rev-nth (f n) delta

This indirectly constructs the smallest finite approximation that allows us to tell
what element will occur at a given position in the infinite concatenation. Given the list
fn, with length l, if we take l elements from the infinite concatenation, starting at a
point where fn occurs, we get back fn.
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lemma path-take: ∀ n. f n 6= [] =⇒ take (path f ) (index f n) (length (f n)) = f n

We can modularise the above development, hiding local definitions, by wrapping
up the main properties of the infinite concatenation, and the index mapping, as follows.

lemma approx: ∀ n. f n 6= [] =⇒ ∃ g i. i (0::nat) = 0 ∧ (∀ n. i n < i (n+1)) ∧

(∀ n. take g (i n) (i (n+1) − i n) = f n)

This admirably concise theorem is the only theorem we need to use in applications.
This theorem is used, in Sect. 10.3.7, to justify the existence of q, the simulating path.

10.3.5 State Transition Systems, Stuttering Invariance and LTL

We detail state transition systems in Sect. A and LTL in Sect. B. These sections contain
the basic definitions necessary to understand the rest of the mechanisation. We do not
detail the proof that X -free LTL formulae are stuttering invariant. The remainder of the
mechanisation only requires that path properties are stuttering invariant, and does not
depend on the exact nature of the path properties involved. For this reason, the proof
that X -free LTL formulae are stuttering invariant is not necessary to understand what
follows.

10.3.6 Simulates

We can define what it means to say that a path fragment us of L matches a transition
(s, t) of K. This definition closely resembles the informal counterpart.

constdefs matches :: ′a kripke-structure ⇒ ′b kripke-structure ⇒ ( ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ bool) ⇒ ( ′a ∗
′a)⇒ ′b list⇒ bool
matches K L Match st us ≡ let (s,t) = st in
(2 ≤ length us)
∧ (∀ n < length us. (rev-nth us n, rev-nth us (n+1)) ∈ trans L)

∧ (∃ j. 0 < j ∧ j ≤ length us − 1
∧ (∀ i. i < j −→ Match s (rev-nth us i))
∧ (∀ i. j ≤ i ∧ i ≤ length us − 1 −→ Match t (rev-nth us i)))

A path q simulates a path p iff consecutive points in p match finite subpaths of q.
Simulates can be defined as follows.
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constdefs simulates :: ′a kripke-structure⇒ ′b kripke-structure⇒ ( ′a⇒ ′b⇒ bool)⇒ ′a path
⇒ ′b path⇒ bool
simulates K L Match p q ≡ ∃ f . f 0 = 0 ∧ (∀ n. f n < f (n+1)

∧ (let delta = (f (n+1) − (f n)) + 1 in let us = take q (f n) delta in
matches K L Match (p n, p (n+1)) us))

10.3.7 Simulation Relations

We give the type of simulation relations.

types ( ′a, ′b) pre-simulation-relation = ′a⇒ ′b⇒ bool

A simulation relation is defined as follows.

constdefs is-simulation-relation :: ′a kripke-structure
⇒ ′b kripke-structure
⇒ ( ′a⇒ ′b⇒ bool)
⇒ ( ′a, ′b) pre-simulation-relation
⇒ bool
is-simulation-relation K L Match R ≡
(∀ p0 ∈ starts K. ∃ q0 ∈ starts L. R p0 q0)

∧ (∀ s t u. ∃ v. (s,t) ∈ trans K ∧ R s u −→ R t v ∧
(∃ us. 2 ≤ length us ∧ rev-nth us 0 = u ∧ matches K L Match (s,t) us ∧ rev-nth us (length

us − 1) = v))

And the main theorem we prove, Thm. 10.2.12, is as follows.

lemma simulationRelationSimulates: is-simulation-relation K L Match R
=⇒ p ∈ paths K
=⇒ ∃ q ∈ paths L. simulates K L Match p q

At this point, our mechanical development has a small interface, in terms of the def-
initions one needs to understand in order to utilise the theory. In the proof of the above
theorem, we introduce several auxiliary definitions which are not exported beyond the
proofs in which they partake.
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Figure 10.2: rpath

In order to prove Thm. 10.2.12 we first define the notion of an rpath, Fig. 10.2.

Definition 10.3.5. (rpath) Given K,L,Match,R, and p ∈ paths K, r is an rpath iff r0 is
in starts L and for all m, R pm rm and moreover there exists n, 1≤ n, and a finite path
fragment u0, . . . ,un such that u0 = rm,un = rm+1 and which matches (pm, pm+1).

Indeed, given K,L,Match,R and p, the existence of an rpath r is an almost im-
mediate application of dependent choice, Thm. 10.3.4. First we prove an auxiliary
lemma. This involves the appeal to dependent choice. We have included the first line
of the proof as well as the lemma statement, so that the user can hopefully reconstruct
the instance of dependent choice that is used. Note that in order to allow the depen-
dentChoice theorem to be applied, this lemma must be stated extremely carefully. This
is one of the complicated inductions we referred to previously. Part of the contribution
of this formalisation is to isolate the abstract principles, such as dependent choice, that
lie behind the constructions used in simulation relations.

lemma pre-exists-r: is-simulation-relation K L Match R
=⇒ r0 ∈ starts L ∧ R (p 0) r0
=⇒ p ∈ paths K
=⇒ ∃ r::nat⇒ ′b. r 0 = r0 ∧ (∀ n. R (p n) (r n) −→ R (p (n+1)) (r (n+1))

∧ (∃ us. 2≤ length us ∧ rev-nth us 0 = r n ∧ matches K L Match (p n, p (n+1)) us ∧ rev-nth
us (length us − 1) = r (n+1)))

apply(rule dependentChoice[rule-format])

With this, we can prove the main properties of r using induction.

lemma exists-r: is-simulation-relation K L Match R
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=⇒ p ∈ paths K
=⇒ ∃ r::nat⇒ ′b. r 0 ∈ starts L
∧ (∀ n. R (p n) (r n)

∧ (∃ us. 2≤ length us ∧ rev-nth us 0 = r n ∧ matches K L Match (p n, p (n+1)) us ∧ rev-nth
us (length us − 1) = r (n+1)))

In order to make the statement of following lemmas shorter, we introduce a Locale.
Note that r is not a path of L.

locale rLoc =

fixes K and L and Match and R and p :: nat⇒ ′a and r :: nat⇒ ′b
assumes p: p ∈ paths K
and R: is-simulation-relation K L Match R
and r: r 0 ∈ starts L
∧ (∀ n. R (p n) (r n)

∧ (∃ us. 2≤ length us ∧ rev-nth us 0 = r n ∧ matches K L Match (p n, p (n+1)) us ∧ rev-nth
us (length us − 1) = r (n+1)))

We now want to construct a path q, based on r, such that q simulates p. Using our
theory of approximation, we need to define a sequence fn of finite sequences which we
will concatenate to form the infinite sequence. We make the following definition.

constdefs qapprox :: ′a kripke-structure⇒ ′b kripke-structure⇒ ( ′a⇒ ′b⇒ bool)⇒ ′a path
⇒ ′b path⇒ nat⇒ ′b list

qapprox K L Match p r n ≡ SOME us. 2 ≤ length us ∧ rev-nth us 0 = r n ∧ matches K L
Match (p n, p (n+1)) us ∧ rev-nth us (length us − 1) = r (n+1)

If we join the finite sequences generated by qapprox K L Match p r we get un-
wanted duplicate states. Our actual sequence f of finite sequences is formed by com-
posing qapprox K L Match p r with the tl function. As before, we introduce a locale.

locale qLoc = rLoc +

fixes f and q :: nat⇒ ′b and i
assumes f-def : f = tl o qapprox K L Match p r
and i : i 0 = 0 ∧ (∀ n. i n < i (n+1))

and q: ∀ n. take q (i n) (i (n+1) − i n) = f n
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The main property of our simulating path q is straightforwardly derived using our
theory of approximation.

lemma (in qLoc) q: ∀ n. take q (i n) (i (n+1) − i n + 1) = qapprox K L Match p r n

Then the fact that q simulates p is direct.

lemma (in qLoc) simulates:simulates K L Match p q

Moreover, q is indeed a path of L.

lemma (in qLoc) qPathsL: q ∈ paths L

Such a q can serve as the witness to the main theorem concerning simulation rela-
tions.

lemma simulationRelationSimulates: is-simulation-relation K L Match R
=⇒ p ∈ paths K
=⇒ ∃ q ∈ paths L. simulates K L Match p q

10.3.8 Backward Simulation Relations

Backward simulation relations are mechanised as follows.

constdefs is-bsimulation-relation :: ′a kripke-structure
⇒ ′b kripke-structure
⇒ ( ′a⇒ ′b⇒ bool)
⇒ ( ′a, ′b) pre-simulation-relation
⇒ bool
is-bsimulation-relation K L Match R ≡
(∀ p0 ∈ starts K. ∀ r0. R p0 r0 −→ r0 ∈ starts L)

∧ (∀ s t v. (s,t) ∈ trans K ∧ R t v −→
(∃ us. let u = rev-nth us 0 in
2 ≤ length us ∧ R s u ∧ matches K L Match (s,t) us ∧ rev-nth us (length us − 1) = v))
∧ (∀ p. finite {r. R p r} ∧ {r. R p r} 6= {})
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Count
Non-blank lines 302
Tactic lines 125
Non-tactic lines 177
Constants 10
Constants exported 3
Theorems 20
Theorems exported 1

Figure 10.3: Statistics for the Mechanisation of Simulation Relations

The proofs relating to backward simulation relations require the additional ma-
chinery of König’s lemma, which we do not detail here. However, it is then possible
to show that there exists an rpath, r, for backward simulation relations. From here,
the proofs for the case of forward simulation relations can be reused. In this sense, the
introduction of the notion of an rpath is critical if one wants a modular proof develop-
ment.

10.4 Conclusion

We give some statistics concerning the mechanisation in Fig. 10.3. One interesting
point concerning this mechanisation is that the number of non-tactic lines is larger
than the number of tactic lines. In effect, the definitions and statements of lemmas
were longer than the proofs, even though the proofs were quite sophisticated. In this
sense, the mechanisation is not representative of other mechanisations which formed
part of our case study, see Chap. 11. However, we hope the mechanisation demon-
strates that correct choice of definitions and induction statements can lead to extremely
short and succinct mechanisations. Moreover, this can feed back into the mathematical
formalisation of theory.

Let us restate the contributions of this work.

• We formalise the results in this area. Although these results are already widely
known, we were unable to find a clear exposition of them. In particular, the
relation between simulates and stuttering, Thm. 10.2.9 is usually not stated, and
the definition of simulates, Def. 10.2.8, is often not given in its generality, which
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is required to prove Thm. 10.2.9.

• We generalise results in this area. Our definition of simulation relation, Def.
10.2.11, and simulates, Def. 10.2.8, are more general that those appearing else-
where in the literature. For example, they generalise the theory as it is presented
in [EM03].

• We make the results accessible by carefully choosing an appropriate level of
generality for each theorem. For instance, the definition of simulation relation
requires that finite path fragments have length 2 or more. We formalised vari-
ants which allow the finite path fragments to have length 1, but this resulted in
verbose lemma statements which hindered readability. There is therefore a trade
off to be made between generality and readability. One might consider proving
general, verbose lemmas, and specialising these to less general, succinct lem-
mas. However, then one has additional definitions and lemma statements that
in themselves hinder readability and user comprehension. These choices seem
delicate, and highly subjective.

• We modularise the development so that backward simulation relations are easily
seen to fit into a framework which includes the more usual forward simulation
relations. This modularity is seen in Sect. 10.3. Alternative approaches, such as
[M9̈8], do not generalise smoothly to incorporate backward simulation relations.

• Our proofs are more concise and direct than those appearing in the literature. For
instance, our proofs concerning backward simulation relations are cleaner than
those elsewhere.

• We mechanise a quite general theory of simulation relations.

• We carefully select and isolate induction principles that are reusable and abstract,
and indicate at which points these are used. For instance, our formulation of the
axiom of dependent choice is precisely the abstract principle that is embodied in
using simulation relations to construct infinite paths. Such a principle is, to our
knowledge, not stated explicitly in any other work on simulation relations.

• We state precisely what theorems we prove, so that our development can be
repeated by others. For instance, the statement of Thm. pre-exists-r in Sect.
10.3.7, and the surrounding development, are hard to state because they are pri-
marily motivated by syntactic considerations.
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• We expend considerable effort to make the mechanisations as elegant as pos-
sible, in order that the proofs be followed with ease, and the theory hopefully
reused. This work is the result of many iterations. The version presented here
is a mere 300 lines, of which around 125 are actual proof script, whilst the rest
are definitions and statements of theorems. Initial attempts were an order of
magnitude greater in size.

• We isolate reusable subtheories. For instance, the theory of approximation is
quite general, and will hopefully be reused elsewhere.

• We modularise the proofs, so that the interfaces between subtheories are small.
Moreover, we aggressively minimise term complexity via the use of existentially
obtained witnesses (in statements of lemmas, and in proofs) and Locales.

• We make the mechanised definitions and lemma statements as close as possible
to the non-mechanised versions. This aids comprehension and readability, and
convinces of the faithfulness of the development.

Let us now critically examine the process of mechanisation. The mechanisation
presented here is a typical example of a mathematical verification, in that the terms
are small, and the proofs are intricate, but on the whole relatively short. Successful
mechanisation of such material rests on isolating abstract principles and theories, stat-
ing theorems cleanly, using induction effectively, and making good use of the logical
system (in this case HOL).

The main barrier to mechanisation was the absence of formal expositions of the
material. Compared to a formal exposition, a mechanisation is even more detailed and
demanding. The main barrier here was to discover abstract and reusable principles,
such as the axiom of dependent choice, on which the proofs are based. Of course, a suf-
ficiently formal exposition would uncover these already, but we believe that intuition is
so strong that a formal exposition almost inevitably falls short of being directly mech-
anisable. In support of this viewpoint, no formalisation of simulation relations that we
are aware of explicitly mentions the axiom of dependent choice, which is clearly seen
to be the principle that underlies the use of simulation relations to construct infinite
paths.

Having mechanised the material concerning forward simulation relations, the in-
troduction of backward simulation relations forces a reorganisation of the material in
order that common subproofs and definitions be reused. The choice of definitions and
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lemmas can prove vital when attempting to modularise proofs. Here, the notion of
an rpath is seen to be extremely important, and allows many of the proofs concerning
forward simulation relations to be reused for the case of backward simulation relations.

For us, the most interesting aspect of the proofs is the extent to which they have
shrunk during successive remechanisations of the material. This is largely due to:

• Selecting definitions and lemmas that are general, but not over-general. Such
choices appear hard to mechanise, and indeed involve a degree of subjectivity.

• Isolating abstract principles, such as our variant of the axiom of dependent
choice.

• Developing isolated subtheories, such as the theory of approximation, whose
interface is relatively small, and serves to abbreviate previous proofs that carried
around complex terms.

We also feel that the development is now extremely elegant and succinct. For
example, other mechanisations have modelled sequences as functions with domain N

(see [M9̈8]) but have found that significant arithmetical reasoning was required, for
instance, when reasoning about index mappings. Our mechanisation is entirely free of
such low level reasoning.



Chapter 11

Towards the Mechanical Verification of
the PGM Protocol

11.1 Introduction

The following sections describe a case study, to mechanise a current paper [EM03] in
distributed algorithms.

The main purpose of the following sections is to present the case study, which we
believe is of some independent interest. Another reason for presenting the case study is
that the work in the rest of the thesis springs from problems met during the case study.
By presenting these problems we motivate this other work, whilst at the same time
grounding the other work in a realistic case study: the problems we seek to address
are not solely of abstract interest but are already encountered whilst mechanising fairly
standard mathematics.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First we must justify why we spent
considerable time and effort, amounting to approximately 2 person years, on this case
study. There are many reasons to embark on a case study, and we give our main mo-
tivations in Sect. 11.2. In order to give the reader a feel for the case study, without
burdening them with too much detail, we then give a very brief overview of the paper
in Sect. 11.3, and state the main results we wished to mechanise in Sect. 11.4. In
Sect. 11.5 we discuss the various mechanisations we carried out. We then discuss,
in Sect. 11.6 the particular problems involved in the mechanisation, which motivates
work in other parts of the thesis. We also analyse, in Sect. 11.7, the case study as a
whole, giving statistical details of the mechanisation, and discussing the various tools
and methods we employed. In Sect. 11.8, we also discuss the methodology we de-
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veloped whilst mechanising the case study. We feel that discussion of methodology is
extremely useful in the area of mechanical theorem proving, since a good methodology
can significantly reduce the effort required to conduct a mechanisation. Surprisingly
there is relatively little discussion of methodology elsewhere in the literature, and so
we aim to rectify this omission here. Finally, we summarise and look to the future.

We keep excerpts of mechanised material to a minimum, since most of the points
we wish to make are generic. Those excerpts that are included are intended to illustrate
these points, although the points should stand on their own. The reader is not expected
to follow the excerpts in any great detail.

11.2 Motivation

The main motivation for this case study was to assess to what extent current theorem
provers can assist the process of producing mathematics. We were particularly in-
terested in applying theorem provers to the large, but elementary, system verification
proofs often found in computer science. Thus, we hope to uncover where theorem
provers succeed and where they fail. We are most interested in the failings, since these
suggest areas where theorem provers can be improved. Thus our main motivations are
as follows.

• Demonstrate Practicality A case study can demonstrate the practicality of mech-
anisation in a particular area. Perhaps the main barrier to mechanisation is the
effort involved, and conducting a case study is a clear way to demonstrate feasi-
bility.

• Uncover Deficiencies On the other hand, a case study can uncover problems
with current theorem provers. Particularly, a case study can uncover areas where
theorem provers fail in practice. These deficiencies can hopefully be rectified,
leading to improvements in theorem provers. Although deficiencies of theorem
provers may be obvious from fairly small experiments, we felt that a large case
study would serve to uncover a wide range of different problems, with differing
severities. Before we commenced this work, we were particularly interested in
why theorem provers were so difficult to apply in many areas.

However, our case study is also of independent interest. We motivate the mechani-
sation itself, as follows.
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• Soundness Theorem proving primarily offers the promise of soundness, or free-
dom from error. In many areas, this is considered a good thing. In some areas,
such as safety critical systems, or in cases where large financial sums are at stake,
it is coming to be considered a necessary thing. For example, current research
is increasingly complicated, and human error is often not caught by referees.
Mechanisation can assist by ensuring soundness of individual results.

• Explicitness Mechanised work is explicit in all details, which has pedagogic
advantages. It also enables dependencies between theorems to be clearly seen.
This allows unexpected generalisations to be made.

• Maintainability Once an initial mechanisation exists, mechanical assistance can
aid maintenance of proofs, for instance, when definitions change. This allows
old proofs to be adapted to new situations, and in general the mechanisation
process should encourage reuse.

• Insight Because theorem proving forces the mechaniser to study theorems in
great detail, the process of mechanisation can produce extremely elegant proofs,
and suggest new definitions and algorithms. These improvements can make an
area mathematically more comprehensible, more modular, and more reusable.
In this way, there is an interplay between mechanisation and formalisation.

• Extendability A mechanised formal language offers a way to handle the great
complexity of modern mathematics, opening the way to libraries of mechanised
proofs. Automation offers the possibility of producing larger proofs than might
be possible otherwise. In these ways, mechanisation extends human abilities,
allowing us to tackle problems of increasing difficulty, having the same effect on
proving that calculators had on arithmetic.

These are general reasons to deploy theorem provers. They are all applicable to our
case study. The paper [EM03] was lengthy, and there were soundness concerns, since
the proofs were sufficiently complex that they were unlikely to have been examined in
detail by referees. Moreover, there were several versions of the proofs, and organising
the material had become arduous for the authors of the paper. Although the proofs
had been conducted by hand, there was a sense in which the difficulties involved,
such as ensuring that the details were all correct, were due to a human inability to be
sufficiently precise. In this way, the machine extends human ability, at least in the
relatively mundane task of keeping track of the details.
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Why this particular case study?

• Challenge Problem The case study was posed as a challenge problem by re-
searchers working in the field of distributed algorithms. The initial interest was
in verifying the proofs involved.

• Realistic, Non-trivial The paper is also particularly complex, involving reason-
ing about network topology, message loss, various mathematical structures such
as multisets, many inductively defined functions and relations, and several com-
plex transformations on sophisticated mathematical structures such as graphs.
This meant that the mechanisation of the paper would not succumb to simple
brute force attacks, but would be likely to exercise a wide variety of proof tech-
niques. In this sense, it is a realistic application of theorem proving to a non-
trivial, real world problem.

• Support Paper Writing It was also interesting to wonder whether theorem
provers could offer support when writing proofs initially.

• Relevance The case study is in the area of distributed algorithms. The advent of
the Internet has resulted in the area of distributed algorithms becoming highly
relevant. There is widespread interest in new protocols. In particular, this case
study deals with proofs concerning broadcast protocols. Such protocols are, for
instance, used to broadcast television over the Internet. A protocol to which the
results are directly applicable is the Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) pro-
tocol, a draft Internet standard which may be widely deployed. However, the
correctness of these protocols can often be extremely subtle, so that formalisa-
tion and mechanisation are appropriate.

11.3 The Paper Chosen to Mechanise

11.3.1 Introduction

The case study was to mechanise a paper [EM03] in distributed algorithms. The paper
deals specifically with multicast protocols, which are protocols where messages are
sent to multiple receivers. Examples of such protocols include those designed for
streaming media, such as television and radio, over the Internet. The results of the
paper are applicable particularly to the Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) protocol,
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a current draft Internet standard, and generally to other protocols which fall into one
of several classes defined in the paper.

The paper arose from recent work by the ADVANCE project [Vara], which aimed
at verifying communications protocols. The project involved 7 academic sites, based
in Europe and Israel, and 2 companies, Ericsson and Siemens, and lasted over 3 years.
This project encountered great problems attempting to model check even very small
instances1 of protocols such as the PGM protocol (involving only 2 nodes!). The paper
tackled some of the issues, but the proofs were highly detailed and complex. The
authors freely admit that it is unlikely the proofs were checked by referees, simply
because they are so complex. Theorem proving was the obvious way to verify the
correctness of these proofs.

Another advantage of choosing this paper was that the authors were on hand to
answer any queries that might arise during the mechanisation.

11.3.2 Multicast Protocols

Multicast protocols typically operate in a network with a tree topology2 where the
sender, located at the root of the tree, wishes to send messages to receivers, located
at the leaves. The non-root non-leaf nodes, called network element nodes or internal
nodes, are used to pass messages from the sender to the receivers, and back again from
the receivers to the sender. Such nodes are usually active, that is, they have information
about the current global state of the protocol, and attempt to optimise network traffic
based on this knowledge.

For example, the sender may maintain a sliding window of messages it is prepared
to retransmit, and all messages may be tagged with a unique identifier and the earliest
message that may be retransmitted. A receiver may detect that a message is missing
when it receives a message whose identifier is not as expected. He can then signal
this information to his parent internal node. The parent node may monitor several
receivers, batch resend requests, and finally decide to request a resend or not based on
whether, given his current view of the sender’s window, the sender would be likely to
retransmit.

Such protocols will be difficult to verify. The behaviour of the nodes can be highly
1An instance of a protocol is that protocol operating in a particular network instance, i.e. with a

given tree topology.
2Typically this network is an overlay network, where the underlying network topology is in fact arbi-

trary, whilst the overlay network consists of a subset of the network nodes used to distribute the multicast
messages. The mechanism used to establish the overlay network is outside the scope of [EM03].
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complex, with individual nodes deciding to send messages up and down the tree ei-
ther of their own accord based on messages seen previously, or in direct response to
a message just received. Indeed, nodes may behave non-deterministically. There are
also many obvious sources of infinity, which arise if one attempts to model the state
space directly. For example, the network topology can be an arbitrary tree, there can
be arbitrarily many internal nodes and receivers, the sliding window may be of arbi-
trary length, every node may maintain their own sliding window, messages may be
tagged with a unique identifier drawn from an infinite set, the set of messages in tran-
sit between two nodes can grow to arbitrary size, message loss is unconstrained, and
the protocol executes indefinitely. The ADVANCE project applied model checking to
the PGM protocol, but even with significant abstraction, were only able to model very
small instances. This provides evidence to justify our belief that modelling such a pro-
tocol is beyond the reach of current model checking approaches. Indeed, the invariants
used in the paper proof are so rich it is hard to see how any general model checking
approach could automatically discover them. Beyond this, we require to treat all in-
stances of the protocol, that is, for a given protocol we desire to treat that protocol
operating over any network with tree topology. It is not clear that model checking
could ever handle this level of generality. These problems mean that it will be hard to
apply anything other than theorem proving to the verification of these protocols.

11.3.3 The Aim of the Paper

One of the problems with verifying these protocols arises from the fact that they op-
erate over networks with arbitrary tree topology. As such, one cannot assume, for
instance, that there is a finite bound on the length of paths between the sender and the
receiver for all instances. The aim of the paper is to remove this problem by demon-
strating that it suffices to consider protocol instances whose topology is particularly
restricted, for example, so that there is only one internal node between each receiver
and the sender. To show this, the paper proves that the behaviour of a general instance
is much the same as the behaviour of a restricted instance. Thus, if we know the be-
haviours of all restricted instances, we will in effect know the behaviours of all general
instances. Since restricted instances are much simpler than general instances, we can
simplify the verification process by verifying only the restricted instances. In particu-
lar, the restricted instances are essentially simpler than the general instances because
they have small finite (2 or 3) height rather than arbitrary height: one source of infinity
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has been removed. This also paves the way to greater application of techniques such
as model checking. If we restrict all infinities then we obtain a finite state system that
can be exhaustively model checked. In our current situation, we can at least restrict to
model checking small instances, rather than arbitrary instances.

11.3.4 The Results of the Paper

What are the main results of the paper? The paper contains several results, but the ones
we focus on here concern two different classes of protocols, the forwarding protocols,
and the forwarding and generating protocols. Very roughly, a forwarding protocol is
one whose internal nodes can only pass messages on, or perhaps filter messages by
passing them on to a subset of neighbours. In particular, they cannot create messages
of their own. A forwarding and generating protocol is considerably more complex:
internal nodes may actively generate their own messages and send them up or down
the tree, as well as actively responding to messages received. The PGM protocol is a
protocol in the forwarding and generating class.

For a particular class of protocol, and for a protocol in that class, and for a general
instance of the protocol, a corresponding restricted instance of the same protocol is de-
fined, and a simulation relation from the general to the restricted instance is given. The
simulation relation guarantees that the behaviour of the restricted instance is equivalent
to that of the general instance. In this situation, it suffices to restrict verification of the
protocol to a small number of restricted instances.

The bulk of the proofs are the verification that the relations stated are indeed sim-
ulation relations. These proofs occupy many pages of dense argument. For instance,
the proof for forwarding protocols spans 2 pages, whilst that for the forwarding and
generating protocols spans nearly 6 pages. Whilst this may not sound considerable, it
is important to make clear that these proofs are considerably compressed and rely on
significant amounts of mathematical sophistication and intuition.

11.4 The Paper in Greater Detail

In the following sections we describe in slightly greater detail the model of protocols
introduced by the paper. We have tried to emphasise the types of model employed,
without getting into burdensome detail. For example, the basic model is that of state
transition systems, but we do not detail exactly how these were mechanised.
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The multicast protocols considered by the paper are assumed to operate over net-
works having a tree topology, and it is to trees that we turn first. The nodes in the tree
communicate by sending messages to channels they are connected to. A message sent
by a node to various channels, possibly in response to receiving another message, is an
event, and marks a transition of the system. The agent for a node dictates the behaviour
of the node. A protocol gives the agent for each node.

11.4.1 Trees

Broadcast protocols typically operate over networks which have a tree topology. This
tree topology may be a embedded in a network, such as the Internet, that has arbitrary
topology, so that the tree network is essentially an artifact of the protocol. In what fol-
lows, the topology is assumed fixed for the duration of the protocol run. For example,
there is no attempt to re-establish the network in the presence of failing nodes. A node
in the network corresponds to a vertex in the tree. A channel in the network corre-
sponds to an edge in the tree. The root corresponds to the sender in the protocol. The
leaves correspond to the receivers. Other nodes are called internal nodes, or network
elements.

We define a graph as a pair, whose first component is a set of vertices and whose
second is a set of (unordered) edges. Unordered edges correspond to bidirectional
channels, which is a reasonable assumption for protocols operating on top of the In-
ternet. Then we define paths, cycles and other variants. A tree is defined as an acyclic
graph. We then specialise trees to rooted trees, which consist of a tree and a distin-
guished root node. This orients the tree, with the root node conceptually at the top (an
Australian tree). Then the edges incident on a node consist of a unique edge leading
towards the root, and the other edges leading away from the root. The main theorem
required is that in an acyclic tree there is exactly one path between any two vertices.

11.4.2 Messages

The nodes in the protocol instance communicate by sending messages. Given the
topology of the network, and the restricted form of protocols under consideration, there
are three (disjoint) sorts of message:

• ⊥: the null message, representing “no message”. This is not a bona fide message,
and is treated differently to other messages.
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• M↑: those messages that may be sent upwards from nodes, towards the root.

• M↓: those messages that are sent downwards from nodes, away from the root.

The class of all messages is M = {⊥}∪M↑∪M↓. For forwarding and generating
protocols, another two classes Mgen ⊆ M,Mfil ⊆ M are introduced, to represent those
messages that may be generated by a node, and those messages that may be filtered.

11.4.3 Actions and Events

An event e is modelled as a tuple (n, i,c,o1,o2,C). Such an event takes place at a
node n in the network. A message i is removed from channel c and received by n. c
is expected to be incident on n, and i is assumed to be present in c. Then a message
o1 is sent upwards from n towards the sender (i.e. is added to the channel leading
upwards from the node towards the root), and a message o2 is sent downwards through
channels C (i.e. o2 is added to each channel in C). C is assumed to be a subset of
the set of channels leading downwards from n. Note that o2 is not necessarily added
to the contents of all downward channels. For example, for the forwarding protocols,
this allows filtering to take place. Given an event (n, i,c,o1,o2,C), an action is just
the triple (i,o1,o2). The message ⊥ is intended to represent the absence of a message.
Thus, an event (n,⊥,c,⊥,o2,C) indicates that no message was received by n, and that
no message was sent upwards from n.

11.4.4 State

The state of the network is given by the state of the nodes, and the state of the channels.
The state of a channel is represented as a multiset of the messages the channel contains.
Thus, system state can be represented as a pair of functions, one with domain the
nodes, and one with domain the channels. Message loss is modelled implicitly, so that
a message which is never removed from a channel is considered lost. This approach
to modelling message loss is acceptable because there is no requirement stating that
messages in a channel should eventually be received. The paper chooses to model the
state of the system as a derived notion, taking the sequence of events as primary. The
state of the system is therefore given by the sequence of events es that have taken place
in a protocol run. From this list of events, one can derive the contents of the channels.
However, the internal state of nodes is not directly accessible. Instead, properties must
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be phrased in terms of the sequence of events occurring at the node. We work with this
notion of state, which is thus a sequence of events es.

11.4.5 Agents

Given the representation of the external state es, the behaviour of a node n is then
defined as a function from the present state es to the set of possible events e which
might occur. Actually the definition is rather more complicated than this. For instance,
the behaviour of the node should be independent of events taking place in unrelated
parts of the network. For this reason, we filter out those events from es which do not
relate to the node n. However, this description captures the essential idea.

11.4.6 Protocols

A protocol is a function which, given a tree representing the topology of a network,
gives the agent for each node of in the tree. A protocol instance is then a pair of a
protocol and a tree describing the network topology of the instance. Typically one
restricts to homogeneous protocols, which are those protocols where the agents for
the receivers are identical, as are the agents for the network element nodes. Then a
protocol may be represented as (As,An,Ar). For any given tree network, As is the agent
for the sender, An is the agent for each network element, and Ar is the agent for each
receiver.

A protocol class is a set of protocols.

11.4.7 Main Results

The paper goes on to prove two main results. The first concerns protocols in the for-
warding class. The second concerns protocols in the forwarding and generating class.
The PGM protocol falls into the forwarding and generating class. However, the re-
sults are intended to be as general as possible, conceivably applying to other current or
future broadcast protocols.

11.4.7.1 Forwarding Protocols

The most a network element can do in a forwarding protocol is to pass on the message
it has received. In addition, it can also filter a message by not passing it on to some
channels.
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Definition 11.4.1. (Forwarding Protocol) A protocol is a forwarding protocol iff for
each event (n, i,c,o1,o2,C) occurring at a network element we have the following:

• If i =⊥, then (o1,o2) ∈ {(⊥,⊥),(⊥, i)}.

• If i ∈M↓, then (o1,o2) ∈ {(⊥,⊥),(⊥, i)}.

• If i ∈M↑, then (o1,o2) ∈ {(⊥,⊥),(i,⊥)}.

The main theorem concerning forwarding protocols is the following, which de-
pends on definition of simulation relations, see Chap. 10.

Theorem 11.4.2. (Existence of Simulation Relation for Forwarding Protocols) Let F
be a forwarding protocol. Let K be an instance of the protocol, with some network
topology. Then there exists another instance L of the protocol, and a relation Match,
such that the following hold.

• The network topology of L consists of the sender directly connected to a set of
receivers, and each receiver of K corresponds to a receiver of L.

• Match u v iff the senders of both instances have executed corresponding events
and corresponding receivers have likewise executed corresponding events.

• Given K,L,Match, there exists a simulation relation R from K to L respecting
Match.

Proof. A relation R between the states of K and L is given, and this is verified to be a
simulation relation.

With regard to the results in Chap. 10, we then have the following.

Corollary 11.4.3. Given F a forwarding protocol, and K an instance of F, there ex-
ists a restricted instance L as described in Thm. 11.4.2 such that, if φ is a stuttering
invariant path property3 then K |= φ iff L |= φ.

This corollary implies that in order to ascertain that a property φ holds for all pro-
tocol instances K, it suffices to verify that property for all restricted instances L.

3With certain other restrictions, such as being independent of the behaviour of the network element
nodes.
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11.4.7.2 Forwarding And Generating Protocols

The PGM protocol fails to be a forwarding protocol for many reasons. Primarily, it fails
because network element nodes can also generate messages, not simply pass them on
or filter them. Let Mgen ⊆M be the set of messages that can be generated by network
elements.

Definition 11.4.4. (Forwarding and Generating Protocol) A protocol is a forwarding
and generating protocol iff for each event (n, i,c,o1,o2,C) occurring at a network ele-
ment we have the following:

• If i ∈M↑ then o1 ∈ {i,⊥} and o2 ∈Mgen ∪{⊥}.

• If i ∈M↓ then o1 ∈Mgen∪{⊥} and o2 ∈ {i,⊥}.

• If i =⊥ then o1,o2 ∈Mgen ∪{⊥}.

This definition allows messages to be generated as ‘side-effects’ of forwarding
other messages, or spontaneously, i.e. without removing input.

The paper also places a further restriction on protocols, that they be simple. This is
a technical definition which we do not reproduce here. The main theorem concerning
forwarding and generating protocols is the following:

Theorem 11.4.5. (Existence of Simulation Relation for Forwarding and Generating
Protocols) Let F be a simple forwarding and generating protocol. Let K be an instance
of the protocol. Then there exists another instance L of the protocol, and a relation
Match, such that the following hold.

• The network topology of L consists of the sender connected to a set of receivers
via at most one network element, and each receiver of K corresponds to a re-
ceiver of L.

• Match u v iff the senders of both instances have executed corresponding events
and corresponding receivers have likewise executed corresponding events.

• Given K,L,Match, there exists a simulation relation R from K to L.

Proof. A relation R between the states of K and L is given, and this is verified to be a
simulation relation satisfying the above properties.
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Figure 11.1: Forwarding and Generating Protocols: a Tree and its Corresponding Flat-
tened Tree

Corollary 11.4.6. Given F a forwarding protocol, and K an instance of F, there ex-
ists a restricted instance L as described in Thm. 11.4.5 such that, if φ is a stuttering
invariant path property4 then K |= φ iff L |= φ.

We illustrate how the network topology of the general instance is related to that of
the specific instance in Fig. 11.1.

11.5 Mechanisations

In this section we discuss the various iterations we went through when mechanising
the paper.

We did not mechanise the results of the paper in one go. Although this was an
option, most of the motivation for this work was not directly dependent on a completed
mechanisation.

We therefore conducted a series of iterations of the mechanisation process, where
each iteration was intended to assess a particular approach to mechanisation. The
iterations can be described roughly as follows.

• Initial Our first attempt at mechanising the paper, conducted in Isabelle/HOL/Isar.
Mainly focused on making definitions and stating lemmas, although several
proofs concerning forwarding protocols were mechanised, and several of the
theoretical results were also covered.

4Again, with certain restrictions
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• Axiomatic Class An attempt to use Isabelle’s axiomatic classes to reduce the
syntactic clutter of definitions and proofs. Proofs conducted using Isar. Covers
all of the definitions and some of the proofs for forwarding protocols.

• Locale The same, using Isabelle’s Locales rather than axiomatic classes. Proofs
conducted using Isar.

• Tactic An iteration using none of the advanced features of Isabelle. Proofs con-
ducted using Isabelle tactics rather than Isar.

• Cut Free An attempt to produce only Cut free proofs using Isabelle’s tactics.
Complete proofs for forwarding protocols. Complete proofs for the theoretical
results.

• Automatic Proofs produced automatically in HOL Light.

• Forwarding and Generating Tactic style Cut free proofs in Isabelle covering a
large part of the results concerning forwarding and generating protocols.

In Fig. 11.2 we display approximate timelines for each iteration. This serves to
indicate the approximate effort involved in each iteration. In Sect. 11.7.4 we discuss
the statistics of the mechanisation, and the individual iterations, in much greater detail.

The Cut free proofs were the only full proofs for the forwarding protocols, although
the other attempts could have been completed with additional work. However, it is
unclear what the benefit of having several completed mechanisations would be, since
we often found that we could assess whether a particular feature was useful without
carrying out the entire mechanisation. On the other hand, we did feel that we should
complete at least one full mechanisation of the material, to demonstrate that we had
indeed tackled all the problems that the case study held.

The forwarding and generating proofs were never completed. This is because we
concentrated on providing tools and automation to alleviate problems we had already
encountered when mechanising the forwarding proofs. We felt that the proofs could
be completed with significant additional work, but with no additional insights into the
problems of mechanisation. However, the forwarding and generating mechanisation,
which was substantially harder than the forwarding mechanisation, brought home the
importance of automation for proofs involving induction. Thus, this iteration served
to validate our solutions to previous problems, whilst also serving to indicate where
further problems lay.
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11.5.1 Initial Iteration

This was our first attempt at mechanising a case study. We faced a significant body of
informal mathematics which we had to mechanise. Lacking insight into the material,
and any experience, we attempted to tackle the problem head on, working through the
definitions, lemmas and proofs as they appeared in the paper. Since the theoretical
results came first, we expended significant time on these. This was unfortunate, since
these results are mathematically sophisticated and were beyond our ability to mecha-
nise at that time.

The theoretical results were stated over concretely. For example, several results
mention X -free LTL formulae, whereas they in fact hold for all stuttering invariant
formulae. The results are also stated without proof, presumably since they are con-
sidered folkloric. We were also unable to trace several results, such as the theorem
that X -free LTL formulae are stuttering invariant, in the literature, again presumably
because these results are considered folkloric. For us this was dangerous. We had to
establish the proofs of the lemmas based solely on the statements of the lemmas and
our own intuition. Having no experience of developing a mathematical theory before,
this caused no end of problems. For this reason, we advocate the following:

Before mechanising abstract theoretical results, make sure you have a sufficiently
formal proof available. Also make sure that it is as abstract as possible, and not
contingent on the details of the setting where it is invoked. If such a proof does not
exist, persuade a friendly mathematician to provide one.

With experience, we began to have a good knowledge of what proofs we were
capable of reconstructing on our own, and how to structure mathematical material.
Eventually, we mechanised the theory in a very attractive manner, see Chap. 10. How-
ever, this involved altering many of the definitions and statements of lemmas from
those appearing in the paper, and requires considerable experience.

We also attempted to mechanise the definitions particular to the paper. Here there
was clearly a need to reorder the presentation of the material. For example, events are
introduced in Sect. 2.1 of the paper, but refer to concepts such as channels which
are identified with the edges of trees, introduced in Sect. 2.3. Another problem
was that many of the definitions do not play a role in the proofs that follow, so that
mechanising them only serves to obfuscate the development. Furthermore, some def-
initions seem to be duplicated unnecessarily. For instance, the notion of an event
e = (i,c,o1,o2,C) is superfluous since soon after the concept is defined, a network
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event e = (n, i,c,o1,o2,C) is introduced, and it is only the network event that need be
considered subsequently. Indeed, one should suspect that an event (i,c,o1,o2,C) will
not play a role because one cannot place reasonable conditions on the channels c,C,
whereas with a network event the dependency between c,C and n can be made explicit.
We give further details of these definitions in Sect. 11.8.9.

11.5.2 Axiomatic Class and Locale Iterations

This section covers two iterations of the mechanisation. During the initial mechanisa-
tion, we perceived several shortcomings in the expressivity of Isabelle/HOL. To this
end, we investigated whether two Isabelle specific features aimed at increasing expres-
sivity, axiomatic classes and Locales, could remedy these shortcomings.

We discuss axiomatic classes and Locales in detail in connection with theory inter-
pretation, see Chap. 4. To summarise, we concluded that axiomatic classes are useful
in restricted situations, where a syntax mapping is not required, and where a theory
constant has only one interpretation at a given type. Locales are more generally useful,
but have other deficiencies, such as their treatment of types, integration with packages,
and the way Locale inheritance is currently implemented.

These two iterations convinced us that neither axiomatic classes nor Locales were
sufficient for our needs. This led us to develop an implementation of theory interpre-
tation, described in Part II.

11.5.3 Tactic Iteration

There are two main proof styles used in Isabelle/HOL. One is the traditional tactic style
employed in most interactive theorem provers. The other is a declarative, or human-
readable, form of proof script, which aims to mimic mathematics found in standard text
books. The original system which employed such scripts is called Mizar [Try], whilst
the extension to Isabelle to support such a style is called Isar [Wen02]. We compare
tactics and Isar in depth in Sect. 11.7.2.

Our first three iterations employed Isar style for the proof scripts. This was a natural
choice for many reasons. For example, Isar is in many areas clearly superior to tactic
style.

However, we were persuaded to try a tactic style mechanisation. As a declarative
proof style, Isar necessarily demands much more explicit term quotation. This had be-
come an increasingly heavy burden as the proofs became more complex. We switched
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to tactic style because we felt that the syntactic weight of the previous Isar based itera-
tions would become too heavy when extending the mechanisations to cover the proofs
for forwarding and generating protocols.

The main surprise was that, compared to Isar based proofs, tactic style proofs can
be extremely powerful and flexible. This is surprising because Isar is advertised as
more flexible and powerful than tactics in terms of proof construction, and indeed, was
developed many years after tactics in order to improve on them. We feel that although
Isar proofs have many advantages, especially in proof presentation, tactic based proofs
also have many advantages. If one seeks to mechanise material as quickly as possible,
we feel tactic style proofs have the edge. Indeed, even though we came to tactics
relatively late, and are still very enthusiastic about Isar, for the last few years we have
primarily used the tactic interface when constructing proofs. We discuss these issues
further in Sect. 11.7.2.

11.5.4 Cut Free Iteration

One of the advantages of tactics over Isar is that they focus attention on syntactic
features of the goal. Whereas Isar encourages a relatively unconstrained style of proof,
with liberal stating of intermediate goals, tactics generally operate on formulae that are
already present in the sequent.

Although Isar style is less constrained than tactic style, we found that the additional
freedom was not beneficial. This is because freedom permits choice. Our experience
was that we often chose poorly when constructing a proof. For example, we might
state an intermediate goal that was slightly stronger than necessary, but which was
significantly harder to prove. We believe this is a hallmark of much informal mathe-
matics. Typically the mathematician has a particular model in mind, and can “see” that
certain facts are true in the model, and these facts in turn imply the goal they want to
prove. It is natural to state these facts, prove them separately, then use them to prove
the goal. This style of proof, where intermediate goals are stated and proved on the
way to the proof of a main goal, is encouraged by Isar. However, in formal mathe-
matics this approach can be harmful because, for example, the intermediate facts may
be overly strong, causing the entire proof to take significantly longer to construct than
might otherwise have been possible.

We wanted to restrict the number of choices made during proofs. By restricting
the choices, we could focus attention on those aspects of proof that were really prob-
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lematic, rather than those where problems had arisen because of poor choices made
elsewhere. However, placing restrictions on the way proofs are constructed may lead
to other problems. Any restricted proof could have been constructed in a system with-
out the restrictions. However, some non-restricted proofs may be impossible in the
restricted system. Even if, for every proof, there is an equivalent restricted proof, these
proofs may be undesirable in other ways. For example, restricted proofs may be sub-
stantially longer than non-restricted proofs, so that any benefits gained by restricting
the proof system are lost in the increase in the time it takes to construct a restricted
proof. However, we felt that it was worth investigating these issues further.

A certain kind of restricted proof has been studied for a long time by logicians.
Such proofs are called “Cut free” proofs, or “normal” proofs . In the context of auto-
mated reasoning, such proofs are sometimes called goal-directed proofs. However, the
term “goal-directed” is often used in different ways, so we avoid it here. The important
point about a Cut free proof is that every step is motivated by syntactic features of the
goal sequent. The consequences of this are many. For example, the subformula prop-
erty of Cut free proofs states that every formula appearing in a proof is a subformula
of the original goal. This has important implications for proof search.

We desired to use Cut free proofs, so that user involvement in constructing proofs
could be restricted solely to hard first order steps (quantifier instantiation) and higher
order steps, such as the statement of inductive lemmas. In fact, our experience was
that the quantifier instantiations in the problems we faced were trivial, so that user
involvement was largely restricted to higher order steps.

Another benefit of this approach was that Cut free proofs are the proofs that are
amenable to automation. Having constructed a Cut free proof by hand, it was emi-
nently plausible that some automatic tactic might reproduce such a proof. Moreover,
focusing on Cut free proofs meant that steps produced by the user driving the prover
interactively will naturally dovetail well with sections of the proof produced by au-
tomation.

In order to pursue this idea, we attempted a mechanisation solely using Cut free
rules, at least, for the first order parts of our proofs. Our experience was that such
proofs are extremely pleasant to work with, and have many good properties. For ex-
ample, lemmas required in such proofs are naturally in their weakest form. We discuss
Cut free proofs, and our methodology in general, in Sect. 11.8.

Cut free proof is the natural proof style in most tactic based systems, such as Coq
[Varb] and HOL [Varc]. These tactic systems present a sequent style interface to the
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user, and the default tactics strongly encourage construction of Cut free proofs. How-
ever, other tactics are available. Frequently a user will resort to tactic steps that rely
essentially on Cut. Our contribution is to take the idea of Cut free proofs seriously, and
to examine the consequences of this decision.

We mention here that there is considerable related work on Cut free proofs. The
original results of Gentzen [Sza69], appearing around 1935, are the foundation for
most approaches to automatic theorem proving. Unfortunately, this is often not made
clear in the literature. One consequence is that many (essentially equivalent) automatic
methods are presented with radically different completeness proofs. An exception to
this is [Avr93], where the author demonstrates how the famous resolution method of
Robinson [BG01] can be seen as a direct corollary of Cut elimination.

11.5.5 Automatic Iteration

During our initial mechanisations, it did not seem possible to deploy widespread au-
tomation, since the proofs depended on too many steps that were motivated princi-
pally by semantic considerations. However, the experience of the Cut free iteration
suggested that it was possible, in principle, for automation to reproduce the Cut free
proofs constructed by hand. We decided to code up some tactics to see whether this
could be made practical.

If one has expended significant effort mechanising results by hand, it is certainly
interesting if these results can be obtained by automatic means. However, this does not
yet imply that any great reduction in effort could take place in the future: one might
still have to mechanise the results by hand initially. Even though the results could
have been obtained by a fully automatic prover provided with all the relevant lemmas,
we felt that in order to reduce the effort involved in future mechanisations, we should
demonstrate that the initial hand proofs were unnecessary. This is not completely true,
because we are working in a setting that is significantly more complicated than FOL, so
that some user intervention is necessary, for instance, when it is realised that a lemma
involving induction is required. However, we desired that the automation should at
least handle all the first order reasoning smoothly, that a failure to prove a goal could
be immediately examined by the user so that they could suggest new lemmas, and that
if all the relevant lemmas were in place, the goal would actually be proved. These were
some of the requirements for our automatic prover.

Initial investigations with a colleague, Lucas Dixon, a local Isabelle expert, indi-
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cated that the development time for our tactics in Isabelle would be substantial. At this
point, we decided to move development to HOL Light, which allowed rapid prototyp-
ing of various approaches to automation. We discuss the differences between Isabelle
and HOL Light further in Sect. 11.7.3.

We had already fixed on the notion of Cut free proof for the first order part of our
proofs. In addition, our hand proofs required heavy use of the simplifier. We therefore
used several techniques from the rewriting world, such as completion, and produced
an integrated tactic based on Cut free proof search and rewriting. As expected, our
automatic prover reproduced the results we had mechanised by hand. This was not
surprising, because we had already produced hand proofs that we knew a machine was
capable of reproducing. The real contribution is to have developed automation that
allows interactive proof to be combined with automation. This means that the initial
hand proofs we had to construct are now unnecessary. The machine can construct all
the first order parts of a proof, leaving the user free to concentrate on higher order steps.
Whereas before we felt that automation was certainly helpful for isolated, relatively
restricted problems of FOL, we now feel that automation is an integral partner in the
proof process.

We discuss the automation we developed in detail, see Part III. In summary, we
felt that the automation we developed was a significant advance on the automation
that currently exists in Isabelle/HOL, at least for the goals we encountered during our
case study. Particularly, our automation is unique in being tailored to the demands
of interactive proof. However, in retrospect we feel that our handling of equality by
completion was over prescriptive, and would substitute this bit of our tactic by an
alternative.

11.5.6 Forwarding and Generating Iteration

There are two main results in the paper, one concerning forwarding protocols, and one
concerning forwarding and generating protocols. The previous sections have described
work related to the mechanisation of the results concerning forwarding protocols. The
results concerning forwarding and generating protocols are significantly more com-
plex.

We tackled the problems we met during the first iterations by developing theory
interpretation tools and automation, which significantly reduced the effort when con-
structing proofs. We also developed a methodology for conducting mechanisations,
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which similarly reduced the effort of mechanisation. We discuss this methodology
further, see Sect. 11.8.

We wanted to assess the techniques we had developed during the mechanisation
of the proofs for forwarding protocols on the proofs for forwarding and generating
protocols. We also wanted to uncover any further problems that might arise during the
mechanisation of these results.

While we were developing the automation in HOL Light, we were concurrently
attempting the proofs relating to the forwarding and generating protocols, by hand,
in Isabelle/HOL. None of the automation developed in HOL Light was ported to Is-
abelle/HOL. However, our hand proofs mimicked to a certain extent the steps that
would be taken by automation, so that we were able to discover any areas where the
automation might fail. Moreover, we employed the approach made possible by our
theory interpretation tools, although again we did not port these tools to Isabelle/HOL.
Furthermore, we stuck to the methodology we had developed previously.

Significant portions of these proofs have been mechanised. We found that our
methodology, and the approach made possible by theory interpretation, significantly
reduced the effort involved. We simulated the automation by hand, and found that it
was sufficient for the first order part of these proofs. However, compared to the proofs
for forwarding protocols, those for forwarding and generating protocols require many
more goals to be proved by induction. We found that higher order problems came
to dominate the mechanisation. We leave the automation of these higher order steps,
especially those that involve induction, to future work, see Sect. 8.10.

Having completed significant parts of these proofs, we feel that no further insights
would be gained by completing the mechanisation. Another reason these proofs were
not completed is that we were time constrained and so preferred to focus on developing
other aspects of our work.

11.6 The Challenges of the Case Study

In this section, we analyse some features of our case study that presented challenges to
mechanisation.
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11.6.1 Making Proofs Formal

A mechanisation is a formal proof, although formal non-mechanised proofs also exist.
Often mechanisation proceeds once a formal proof has been found. However, it is
expected that the formal proof falls somewhat short of detailing the proof in terms
of the primitive rules of a logical system. What is usually required is a proof that is
sufficiently formal that the mechanisation process is straightforward.

When do sufficiently formal proofs exist? Abstract mathematical results which
have been examined and refined by generations of mathematicians, are often of this
sort. Such results are mathematically mature. On the other hand, large paper proofs,
especially verification style proofs as opposed to abstract mathematical proofs, have
often not been examined rigorously, if they have been examined at all. One should
expect that these results are not mature, and fall short of the level of detail and correct-
ness required to mechanise them directly. Of course, this is one of the motivations for
mechanisation in the first place.

A significant amount of effort had been expended in the paper to present the results
formally. However, we found that the presentation lacked precision in several places,
and that these imprecisions led to problems during mechanisation. For example, the
dependencies between various definitions are often not stated in the paper, and this
information must be reconstructed by the mechaniser. This can cause problems. For
example, trees are introduced much later in the paper than the logical dependencies de-
mand, since many of the previous definitions are implicitly dependent on a given tree,
and this dependency must be made explicit during mechanisation. In informal math-
ematics, contextual arguments are often left implicit to enable the succinct expression
of theorems. However, care must be taken that this contextual information is actually
deducible at every point. In the paper, this was not the case. Similarly, some functions
in the paper were defined, but the result of the function could not be deduced from the
arguments. For example, the result of the function may depend on the contents of a
channel, whilst the arguments only allow to deduce what a particular node has sent to
and received from that channel. In this case, the argument of the function was made
explicit in the paper, but unfortunately it was incorrect. Again, this is a failure to make
clear the correct dependencies.

These problems led us to develop several approaches, both technical and heuristic,
when mechanising the material. For example, our solution to the problem of depen-
dencies is twofold. Firstly, with significant experience, a mechaniser can often tell
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what the dependencies between various definitions should be. For example, occasion-
ally type information can reveal missing dependencies, for instance, when there are
unconstrained type variables in definitions. Also, mechanisers are very aware of the
subtyping constraints at each definition, since these are usually made explicit. Thus, a
failure to make dependencies clear shows up as mismatches between these constraints
as an argument propagates through functions. Finally, mechanisers are often aware
of the decisions they make during a mechanisation, for instance, in choosing partic-
ular definitions. This implies an understanding of the alternatives that exist. These
alternatives, although structurally different, usually have the same dependencies, so
that knowledge of the alternatives helps inform the mechaniser when considering the
dependencies of the particular mechanisation path chosen. Secondly, if in doubt, one
should not seek to mechanise definitions all at once, but should rather keep the defi-
nitions fluid, perhaps even restricting definitions to constant declaration at given type
rather than actually giving a definition. Then mechanisation proceeds by a process of
refining these declarations. This is often how mechanisation proceeds anyway, but we
are arguing for recognition of the extent to which definitions change, and a correspond-
ing increased looseness in the mechanisation during initial prototyping. For example,
for the forwarding and generating iteration, we kept many of our constants undefined,
especially if the paper definitions were clearly difficult to mechanise. We then accu-
mulated lemmas about these constants. At the end of the mechanisation, we make the
development fully conservative by defining these constants so that the desired lemmas
were most easily proved. We feel this approach to rapid prototyping a mechanisation
has much to recommend it. Even if constants are defined, we often accumulate lemmas
during a mechanisation, and prove them at the end. This also reduces effort, since we
often find that a specific instance of a lemma is met prior to a more general version.
By deferring the proof of the specific instance, we recognise its redundancy, and save
work by only mechanising the general version.

Finally, we often encountered problems with proving statements by induction. We
feel that finding the right induction statement is a large part of the process of cre-
ative mathematics. Unfortunately, in informal mathematics, induction statements are
rarely formalised explicitly. This can lead to much head-scratching when attempting to
rediscover the statement during mechanisation. Therefore, we would like to see math-
ematicians make these induction statements explicit and formal. This has two aims.
First, it solves the immediate problem when attempting to mechanise the proof. Sec-
ond, the act of formalisation tends to encourage a greater drive to abstraction, perhaps
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resulting in higher level proof principles. Not only can these help the mechaniser, but
they can also improve the presentation of the original proof.

11.6.2 Making Proofs Mechanisable

Even if a formal proof exists, it may not be suitable for mechanisation. For example,
informal paper proofs are often conducted with a particular semantic model in mind.
The exact nature of the model is immaterial5, but certainly it differs from the logical
constructs one writes to describe the model. The proof then follows the semantic
particularities of that model, for example, in choice of case splits. A formal statement
of a theorem is a syntactic object, and to make mechanisation pleasant one requires that
the proof follow the syntactic details, since semantic considerations are not available
to the machine.

For example, the structure of the case splits that arise in the case study is quite
complex. The paper attempts to deal with this complexity by minimising the number of
case splits. To do this, several different cases are combined when there are similarities
in the proofs. However, this process of decomposing the proof into cases, and then
recombining the cases, leads to proofs that do not match the syntactic structure of the
goal.

A related consideration is that one is often working closely with the machine, which
is providing considerable automation to render the mechanisation feasible. In this case,
the proofs must often be substantially altered to make the best available use of the
automation. A large part of the effort involved in mechanising our case study was
due to rejigging the informal paper proofs to make it possible to automate them. This
occurred during the Cut free iteration, and is discussed further in Sect. 11.5.4.

11.6.3 Discovering Intuition

Intuition in informal mathematics is vitally important, since it often guides the con-
struction of a proof, whilst suppressing irrelevant detail. Proofs which depend on a
large amount of intuition pose problems for mechanisation.

The genesis of the paper proofs lay with some initial observations and intuitions,
which were successively refined to form the final proofs. The proofs appearing in
the paper are relatively formal and certainly syntactically complex, with little of the

5Commonly, it is tied up with visual notions.
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original intuitions remaining. In this sense, the proofs in the paper resemble a compiled
program, from which it is difficult to reconstruct the high level original.

Intuition is extremely important in mathematics because it largely accounts for our
ability to do mathematics in the first place. However, if this intuition is not captured in
the proofs, two related problems arise. First, others cannot read the proof and convince
themselves that it is correct. Although one might like to believe that verifying a proof
is a routine task, in our experience it involves a large amount of goodwill on the part
of the verifier. If the verifier lacks the intuition behind the proof, verification will
often be an arduous process. Second, intuition can work against formalisation, since it
suppresses detail. Thus, when attempting to formalise a proof on paper, intuition may
lead one wrongly to suppose that various asserted properties hold. Intuition can also
blind one to real gaps in a proof. This clearly has an adverse effect on proof quality.

A related issue is the problem of surveyability. When we examine the proof, we
may be able to verify the individual steps, and agree that they are correct, but the
essential content of the proof seems to have been lost in the process of formalisation.
Concerning the case study, we never felt that we held the details of the proof in our
head: for us, the proof was not surveyable, and if asked to reproduce it we would not
be able.

The criticism that a proof is not surveyable has been levelled against the computer
assisted proofs of the Four Colour Theorem. However, in that case nobody claimed
to be able to hold every one of the cases in their head, or that there was a surveyable
proof in the first case. Indeed, mathematicians still pursue a surveyable proof of the
Four Colour Theorem. In our case, the authors clearly did hold the proofs in their
heads in a form that was substantially different to the final result documented in the
paper.

The impact on the process of mechanisation was severe. Since we had only a partial
understanding of the proof, we were reduced to grappling with the proof as a syntactic
object. This object is extremely complex, and we had little semantic understanding
with which to reduce the proof and make it suitable for mechanisation. For example,
we had to discover problems as we progressed with the mechanisation, whereas with
a good overview and understanding, one can mentally focus in on those areas that one
expects will cause problems.

Our experience of mechanising other case studies suggests that this lack of intuition
and understanding is critically important, especially when the proof one is mechanis-
ing is not highly polished. With highly polished proofs, one can mechanise without
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comprehending, but even then the process is arduous. With unpolished proofs, one
needs to be free to alter the definitions, lemmas and proofs at will in order to achieve
a successful mechanisation. We never had that freedom, and consequently the proofs
were extremely labour intensive.

There are various possible approaches to this problem. Ideally one would like the
paper proof to capture the intuition and the refinement process. For example, one could
start with very simple models, and successively refine them, at each stage relating the
behaviour of the more complex model to that of the simpler. Of course, this leads to
much longer proofs, but ultimately these proofs should be easier to mechanise, whilst
also recording the process of proof, not only the end result. The current approach,
where authors present a finished proof like a magician pulls a rabbit from a hat, tends
to leave us mystified.

“Rabbit” is the technical term for the unmotivated and surprising turn in an
argument that eventually and miracously (sic) “does the job” but leaves the
reader with the gnawing question of how, the hell, the trick was invented.
[Dij89]

11.6.4 Large Case Splits

Another useful feature of some verification style proofs is that they can be decomposed
into several cases, which can all be tackled individually. If the cases can be made suf-
ficiently simple, then a mechanisation can often be straightforward, even if the number
of cases is large.

We encountered several problems in this area. We felt that a straightforward de-
composition into cases was undesirable because it appeared that there would be too
many cases. In this we followed the lead of the paper, which attempted to combine
similar cases where possible. In retrospect this was the wrong decision: although we
could indeed share some subproofs and capture some commonalities, the effort in-
volved in structuring the proofs so that these commonalities were captured was out of
all proportion to the benefit gained. As is so often the case, a brute force approach
would have served best.

However, in several cases it was not clear that the decomposition could be carried
out straightforwardly. Some of the cases depended on other cases, so that already the
cases were not independent but had to be tackled in a certain order. For example, we
often had to prove `A∧B, which we tackled by separately proving A and B as lemmas.
However, occasionally A was required to prove B, which created a dependency between
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the cases. For another example, one case may guarantee the existence of a term with a
certain property, which is subsequently required in another case, so that we found we
had to phrase the cases quite delicately, and, having proved the individual cases, there
was work to be done to stitch the cases back together.

The case splits in the paper were frequently semantically motivated, which also
caused problems. For example, the natural course for an analytic proof is to tackle top
level connectives and quantifiers, whereas the paper proof often chose case splits that
were buried deep in the term structure. Since we desired that our proofs be automated,
and since machines do not naturally case split in this way, we frequently had to restruc-
ture the proof to make it more suitable for automation. These choices of semantically
motivated case split are related to intuition, which we discussed previously in Sect.
11.6.3.

The individual cases were often far from simple, and the details of the proofs far
from clear. Even the simple cases were often far from trivial. Almost all cases were
tackled by hand initially, in order to locate the lemmas that were required.

11.6.5 Difficult Inductive Structures

What is an inductive structure? We have in mind the standard ML style datatypes,
such as lists and trees. However, trees do not have to be presented as datatypes: we
also consider that trees presented as graphs satisfying various restrictions (i.e. standard
graph-theoretic presentations, such as are found in e.g. [Bol79]) are also inductive
structures. We also consider objects such as paths (functions from N) as inductive
structures, whereas they would not ordinarily be considered datatypes in ML. The key
defining characteristic is that one proves facts about these structures using induction.

Verification style proofs can sometimes be handled relatively easily. For example,
if the structures used in the proof are relatively flat then one expects that inductive
proofs, which are generally where problems arise, are relatively few. In our case study,
there were several inductive structures that caused problems. For example, for the case
of forwarding and generating protocols, the general instance K of the protocol was
simulated by a restricted instance L, defined as follows.

Definition 11.6.1. (Flattening for Forwarding and Generating Protocols) Given a tree
K, the flattening of K is the (unique) tree L such that the following hold.

• For each network element n of K, there is a corresponding network element
appearing in L as a child of the root.
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• For each receiver r in K, and for each transitive (non-root) parent n of r in K,
there is a receiver r(n) appearing as a child of n in L. If p is the parent of r, then
r(p) may be written simply r.

We can picture such a definition through an example, Fig 11.1. Such a definition,
although intuitively clear, causes difficulties for mechanisation. The definition itself
is not immediately amenable to mechanisation, since we are using the graph theoretic
presentation of trees, so that, for instance, definition by primitive recursion over the
structure of the tree is not immediately available as a definitional principle. However,
more problematic than defining functions over these structures, is proving properties.
For example, the proofs use many properties of the restricted instance, which must all
be proven inductively, and which appear to be independent of each other, so that there
is no way to reduce the number of lemmas one must prove. For example, a typical
property required is that for each receiver r, and for two transitive (non-root) parents
n1,n2 of r in K, r(n1) and r(n2) do not lie on the same path from a receiver to the root
in L.

Another example of a difficult inductive structure is the sequence of events that
must occur in the restricted instance L to simulate the general instance K. If an event
e occurs at a receiver r in K, then we need a sequence of events er(n), . . . ,er(n′) to
occur in L, where each event er(n) occurs at receiver r(n) in L. Such a sequence is
defined by induction on the list n, . . . ,n′ of parents of r. Again, we must typically
prove properties by induction. However, each of the events is independent, because
events at one receiver do not affect the events at other receivers. By defining a list
(ordered sequence) of events, we are being over-concrete: the order does not matter.
This shows up in the fact that we must prove several auxiliary lemmas which state
roughly that any sequence, as above, can be reordered without affecting the contents
of the channels after all events have occurred.

Of course, if these two inductive structures are independent, one can hope to tackle
the problems separately. However, one then finds that the sequence of events e1, . . . ,em

in L has properties that are tied up with the properties of the restricted tree topology.
For example, one needs that every event occurring in the sequence is independent of
every other event, in the sense that the events can be arbitrarily reordered without
affecting the contents of the channels after all events have occurred. This property
depends on the nodes where the events occur, and their relative positions in the tree.

The following is a typical example of a lemma involving the sequence of events in
L, and properties of a tree t and its flattening tbar.
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lemma es ′′-4: n : res t =⇒

distinct lista
−→ (∀ z. z ∈ set lista −→ z ∈ nes t ∧ z ∈ set (parents t n))

−→ (∀ z. z ∈ set lista −→ ibar 6= Bottom −→
ibar :# channel-contents (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) tbar nhbar (ch-up tbar (fg-res ′ t z n)))

−→ (∀ b. b /∈ set lista ∧ b ∈ nes t ∧ b ∈ set (parents t n)

−→ channel-contents (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) tbar (es ′ ′ lista @ nhbar) (ch-up tbar (fg-res ′

t b n)) =

channel-contents (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) tbar nhbar (ch-up tbar (fg-res ′ t b n)))

Roughly, the sequence of events, es′′, is expressed as a function from a list lista of
parents of a given node n. The entire statement forms the induction hypothesis, with
the proof by structural induction on lista. Without understanding the meaning of each
clause, it is clear that this is a complicated induction hypothesis. The proof of this one
lemma alone consumes 48 tactic lines, and also depends on many previously proved
lemmas of a similar complexity.

The problems with inductive structures do not end there though. For example, the
paper contains the following definition, which dictates a condition on events that are
allowed to occur in simple protocols.

Definition 11.6.2. Let (ρ, f ) be an agent, tr be a trace of it, M ′ ⊆ M, and M′′ ⊆M↑.
Let Rem(tr,M′,M′′) be the set of all traces resulting from tr by removing arbitrarily
many actions of the form (i,o1,o2) such that either i ∈M′ or i = o2 =⊥ and o1 ∈M′′.
We say that M′ only enables M′′ in the agent (ρ, f ) if for every trace tr and every
tr′ ∈ Rem(tr,M′,M′′) the following conditions hold:

(1) If i ∈M′∩M↑ and (o1,o2) ∈ ρ(tr, i), then o1 ∈M′′∪{i,⊥} and o2 =⊥;
if i ∈M′∩M↓ and (o1,o2) ∈ ρ(tr, i), then o1 ∈M′′∪⊥ and o2 =⊥;

(2) if i ∈M′ \⊥, then ρ(tr, i)⊆ ρ(tr′, i); and
ρ(tr,⊥)\ρ(tr′,⊥)⊆ {(o,⊥) | o ∈M′′}.

This too is an inductive definition (we remove actions from a trace via a primitive
recursion on the list structure), which talks about arbitrary removals of actions from a
given trace. The mechanisation is reasonably straightforward.

consts rem-related :: ′a list⇒ ′a list⇒ ( ′a⇒ bool)⇒ bool
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primrec
rem-related [] yys P = (yys = [])

rem-related (x#xs) yys P = (case P x of
True⇒ ((rem-related xs yys P) | (case yys of []⇒ xs = [] | (y#ys)⇒ (x = y ∧ rem-related xs

ys P)))

| False⇒ (case yys of []⇒ False | (y#ys)⇒ x = y ∧ rem-related xs ys P) )

constdefs Rem :: ′msg⇒ ′msg action list⇒ ′msg set⇒ ′msg set⇒ ( ′msg action list) set
Rem Bottom tr M ′M ′′≡

{tr ′. let P = (λ (i,o1,o2). (i ∈M ′) ∨ (i = Bottom ∧ o2 = Bottom ∧ o1 ∈M ′′)) in
rem-related tr tr ′ P}

constdefs only-enables :: ′msg msg-consts⇒ ′msg agent⇒ ′msg set⇒ ′msg set⇒ bool
only-enables mc ag M ′M ′′≡

let (rho,f ) = ag in
let (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) = mc in
(∀ tr. ∀ tr ′∈ Rem Bottom tr M ′M ′′.

(∀ i o1 o2. i ∈M ′∩Mup ∧ (o1,o2) ∈ rho(tr,i) −→ (o1 ∈M ′′∪ {i,Bottom} ∧ o2 = Bottom))

∧ (∀ i o1 o2. i ∈ M ′ ∩ Mdown ∧ (o1,o2) ∈ rho(tr,i) −→ (o1 ∈ M ′′ ∪ {Bottom} ∧ o2 =

Bottom))

∧ (∀ i. (i ∈M ′− {Bottom} −→ rho(tr,i) ⊆ rho(tr ′,i)))
∧ (rho(tr,Bottom) − rho(tr ′,Bottom) ⊆ {(o1,Bottom). o1 ∈ M ′′}))

However, the definition is hard to intuitively comprehend, and proofs involving
Rem and only-enables are fiddly.

How did we tackle these problems? Although many inductive structures admit rep-
resentations as datatypes, often they can also be presented via their abstract axiomatic
properties. For example, we have already alluded to the multiple presentations of trees,
as inductive datatypes, and via abstract graph theoretic definitions. Our background as
a computer scientist led us to choose predominantly datatype representations during
the first phases of our mechanisation. However, we experienced several problems with
this approach. For example, trees were very clumsy to work with, because we fre-
quently required many different forms of induction over the tree, whereas the datatype
presentation provided us only one form of structural induction. We found that we were
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almost compelled to use the axiomatic mathematical characterisations of several in-
ductive structures in order to make progress. However, this is not universally true, and
as the definitions we have included in this section demonstrate, we still retain many
structures resembling concrete datatypes. It seems difficult to draw any hard and fast
conclusion concerning when to use each style. Explicit representation of the inductive
structure may be used to guide automation, so that concrete structures may assist mech-
anisation. On the other hand, our experience with trees suggests that when a structure
has many different characterisations, being over concrete can be a definite disadvan-
tage: different lemmas demand different ways of looking at a structure, whereas a
concrete datatype commits the user to one particular view.

11.6.6 Lack of Expressivity

We encountered many problems with the expressivity of current HOL implementa-
tions. In this section, we describe these problems in greater detail, with reference to
the case study. This serves to motivate our work on theory interpretation, see Part II.
We illustrate our points with definitions and lemmas excerpted from our mechanised
theory development. We stress that we do not expect the definitions and lemmas to be
understood in any great depth, since the points we wish to make typically concern their
form, not their content.

11.6.6.1 Conservative Extension

The presentation of the formal model in the paper starts with the following definitions.

Let M be a (possibly infinite) set of messages. We assume that M contains
an ‘empty’ message, denoted by ⊥. We assume that M = M↑∪M↓∪⊥
where M↑ and M↓ are sets of upward and downward messages such that
M↑∩M↓= /0.

How should we mechanise such definitions? The usual approach to definitions in
HOL is through conservative extension.

Definition 11.6.3. (Conservative Extension) An axiom or constant declaration is a
conservative extension of a theory iff the provability of any theorem in the language of
the original theory is unaffected.

In this case, we would declare an abstract type of messages, declare the three con-
stants M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥ (M↑ ,M↓ are subsets of the type of messages, ⊥ is an individual of
message type), and then define M.
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typedecl msg

consts
Mup :: msg set
Mdown :: msg set
Bottom :: msg

axioms disjoint: disjoint (Mup,Mdown,Bottom)

constdefs M :: msg set
M ≡ Mup ∪Mdown ∪ {Bottom}

This has many advantages. For example, subsequent definitions can refer to these
constants implicitly.

An abstract action, or just an action, is a triple (i,o1,o2) 6= (⊥,⊥,⊥) of
messages such that o1 ∈M↑∪⊥ and o2 ∈M↓∪⊥.

The mechanised version defines a predicate is-action (i,o1,o2) = . . ., where the
constants M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥ can appear on the RHS of the equality, without appearing on
the LHS. This style of definition is ubiquitous in mathematics: one establishes a con-
text of previous definitions, and makes new definitions which are implicitly dependent
on these previous definitions. This keeps definitions small, since terms on which a
definition depends are implicit rather than explicit. For example if we had to make
dependencies explicit we might define is-action M M↓ M↑ ⊥ (i,o1,o2) = . . ..

The disadvantages of this approach is that although the paper refers to a particular
set of constants M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥ the intention is that the results are applicable to any
protocol which can be modelled in this way. In effect, the constants M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥ are
parameters. Having obtained our main theorem

` main-theorem[M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥]

we wish to generalise over these parameters and obtain a theorem that we can reuse
for any M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥.

` ∀M M↑ M↓ ⊥.main-theorem
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If M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥ are constants, then it is not possible to perform this ∀I step, we
will be unable to obtain a general theorem, and we will be unable to reuse our results
for any particular choice of M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥.

The observations above also apply to axioms. For example, to capture the disjoint-
ness requirements on M↑ ,M↓ ,{⊥} we might assert an axiom

` disjoint (M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥)

But then our main theorem is dependent on this axiom. We might like to discharge
this axiom and obtain the following version of the main theorem

` disjoint (M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥)→ main-theorem

but of course discharging an axiom in this way is not possible in current HOL
implementations.

11.6.6.2 Internalisation

An alternative is to avoid constants altogether and work instead with parameters. In-
stead of constants M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥, we work instead with parameters M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥.
Definitions now become parameterised. For example, an action is defined by a predi-
cate resembling

is-action M M↓ M↑ ⊥ (i,o1,o2) = . . .

The actual mechanised definition is:

constdefs is-action :: ′msg msg-consts⇒ ′msg action⇒ bool
is-action mc io1o2 ≡

let (M-up, M-down, Bottom) = mc; M = M-up ∪M-down ∪ {Bottom} in
let (i,o1,o2) = io1o2 in
(i,o1,o2) 6= (Bottom,Bottom,Bottom)

∧ i ∈M ∧ o1 ∈ {Bottom} ∪M-up ∧ o2 ∈ {Bottom} ∪M-down

Here we have attempted to combine parameters by tupling, and avoid passing M
as an explicit parameter by simulating the definition of M via a let abbreviation in
the body of the definition. This is unsatisfactory for several reasons. Even though
we have combined parameters by tupling, as the mechanisation progresses we will
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accumulate even more of these parameters, terms stated in lemmas and proofs become
lengthy, readability suffers and the approach does not scale. Moreover, the untupling,
and inline abbreviation of M, will be repeated throughout the mechanisation, for all
definitions that depend on the parameters M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥:

constdefs
is-event :: ′msg msg-consts⇒ ′n tree⇒ ( ′n, ′msg) event⇒ bool
is-event mc t e ≡ (case e of Ev n i c o1 o2 C⇒
is-action mc (i,o1,o2)

∧ wformed t (n,c,C)

∧ (let (M-up, M-down, Bottom) = mc; M = M-up ∪M-down ∪ {Bottom} in
((i ∈M-up ∧ c ∈ ch-down t n)

∨ (i ∈M-down ∧ n 6= root t ∧ c = ch-up t n)

∨ (i = Bottom))))

This definition also illustrates how the parameters build up: we now have an addi-
tional parameter t for the tree network in which the event occurs. If the definition of M
changes, then we must make changes to every definition that depends on M. However,
the benefit is that M,M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥, which were previously constants, are now parame-
ters, which enables us to quantify over them at the end of the development and obtain
a general theorem.

The situation is much the same with axioms. Instead of axiomatically asserting the
disjointness of M↑ ,M↓ ,{⊥}, we prove theorems with an additional assumption. Our
theorems are then prefixed with an additional assumption

` disjoint (M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥)→ . . .

Just as we have a build up of parameters in definitions, so we have a build up of
assumptions in lemma statements. For example, our main theorem for forwarding pro-
tocols, and all preceding theorems, explicitly assume the disjointness of the message
sets.

lemma theorem3: [[

disjoint (Mup, Mdown, Bottom);
is-fin-rooted-tree t;
tbar = flatten t;
forwarding-tree-network (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (t,a);
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root-broadcasts (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (tbar,a);
KB = tree-network-kripke-structure (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (t,a);
KA = tree-network-kripke-structure (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (tbar,a)

]]

=⇒ ∃ R. is-simulation-relation R (Match (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) t tbar) KB KA

Again, stating these assumptions with every lemma fails to scale well.

11.6.6.3 Theory Interpretation

Ideally we want to have the best of both worlds: we would like to assume constants
fixed for part of our mechanisation, so that dependent definitions can refer to them
implicitly, but afterwards we want to take advantage of the fact that our development
was parametric on these constants, to obtain a general theorem which we can reuse
in different contexts. Similarly, we desire to declare axioms, and develop within the
context of these axioms, and later discharge each axiom as an additional assumption,
so that we obtain a general theorem. This was a motivation for our work on theory
interpretation, which we discuss further in Part II.

The practical impact of this is that we are free to develop our theories by declaring
constants and axioms, and later definitions can refer to earlier constants implicitly. At
the end of development, when we require a general theorem, we can use our theory
interpretation tools to abstract from this context. For example, the definition of the
simulation relation for forwarding and generating protocols depends on about 20 pa-
rameters, related by several axioms, but instead of referring to the parameters explicitly
in definitions and lemmas, we can refer to them implicitly, which serves to keep the
development manageable. As a concrete example from the case study, the following is
a fairly typical clause from the definition of the simulation relation, for the forwarding
and generating protocols.

constdefs clause22 :: e list⇒ ebar list⇒ bool
clause22 nh nhbar ≡
∀ r ∈ res t. ∀ n ∈ nes t ∩ set (parents t r). n 6= parent t r
−→ (let nbar = fg-nes t n in

let rbarn = fg-res ′ t n r in
let lhs = proj (M − (Mfil ∪Mgen))

(proj Mdown (channels-contents mc t nh (channels-nad t n r))) in
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let rhs = proj (M − (Mfil ∪Mgen))

(proj Mdown (channels-contents mc tbar nhbar (channels-nad tbar nbar rbarn))) in
Msubset lhs rhs)

Without going into detail, it is clear that many of the constants on the RHS, such
as the constants M,M↑ ,M↓ , . . . relating to messages, are real constants, so that they
do not have to appear on the LHS of the equality. This allows the definitions to be
kept reasonably short. The effect of this is that theory development is considerably
aided, since lemmas are substantially shorter to phrase. However, at the end of the
development, we are free to use our theory interpretation tools to abstract over these
constants and obtain a general theorem6.

However, there is still room for improvement. For example, the function channels-
nad takes an explicit tree parameter, variously t or tbar. This is because channels-nad
is a global definition. However, ideally the machine would automatically infer the tree
parameter based on the type of the nodes such as n and r, which form further arguments
to channels-nad. We discuss moving between global and local versions of a definition
in Chap. 4.

11.6.7 Insufficient Automation

A problem we faced developing our case study was the lack of good automation, at
least for the type of problems we were interested in: although fully automatic provers
are impressive, they are not well suited for interactive use. Our solution was to develop
our own automation, based on a simple term enumeration approach to instantiating
quantifiers, and an approach to equality based on completion. Our automation was
geared to solving problems in first order logic with equality, which was where the
majority of the problems we encountered lay. We needed almost no automation that
was wholly specific to the case study. We describe our automation further in Part III.

11.7 Analysis

In the previous section we described the main challenges of the case study. In this sec-
tion, we analyse other aspects of our mechanisation. We first describe the relationship

6Although we applied our theory interpretation tools to small examples, such as simple lemmas
concerning messages, we have not yet developed our tools to the stage where we could apply them to
the full development of the case study.
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between the paper and the mechanised proofs, then discuss several aspects of mecha-
nisation, such as the difference between tactic and human readable interfaces to proof
assistants. The issues we address are current and relevant in the field of mechanised
reasoning, so we feel our experiences contribute by lending weight to particular points
of view. For instance, as far as verification style proofs are concerned, we lean heav-
ily towards tactic proofs, and our reasons generally support preliminary comments by
Harrison in [Har96b].

11.7.1 Relationship Between Paper and Mechanised Proofs

In previous sections, we have described several iterations of the mechanisation of the
paper. Some of these iterations were more closely related to the paper than others.
Generally, the more experienced we were, the more willing we became to modify
definitions and lemmas, and indeed proofs, to make the mechanisation easier. We feel
that it is not good to constrain mechanisers to reproduce proofs that may not be suitable
for mechanisation. Indeed, if proofs are incorrect, it will be impossible for mechanisers
to reproduce them.

It is completely counterproductive to the enterprise of mechanizing mathe-
matics or computer science to insist that a formalization follow in a totally
literal way the informal presentation adopted in usual discourse. To quote
Gerard Huet, this is like shooting yourself in the foot before going on a
long walk. 7

This is not to say that theorem provers should not support traditional mathematical
proof style: the point is that mechanisers should also feel free to diverge from this style
if they so wish. During the case study there were several occasions where we modified
the proofs. In particular, the mechanised proofs do not correspond directly to the paper
version in the following areas.

• Redundant definitions were sometimes omitted.

• Definitions were added if they were found to be necessary and were not present
in the paper.

• Definitions in the paper were altered. This may occur, for example, if they were
found to be incorrect. For example, the paper deals frequently with a “null” mes-
sage, (⊥,⊥,⊥), indicating that for the corresponding null event, no messages are

7Frank Pfenning, POPLmark mailing list, http://lists.seas.upenn.edu/pipermail/poplmark/
2005-April/000060.html
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removed from, or added to, channels. The question arose as to whether the null
event should be treated as a proper event or as a metalevel indication that no
event occurs. The paper was relatively informal about this, sometimes treating it
one way, sometimes the other. Eventually it transpired that the results of the pa-
per depended on the null event being treated as a metalevel indication of the lack
of an event, rather than an actual event. Additionally, many minor changes were
made so that definitions conformed to the methodology we established during
our proofs.

• Many lemmas were introduced that were were either implicit or unrecognised in
the paper. For example, the paper does not state many nontrivial properties of
trees on which the proofs depend, whereas we must state these explicitly. As a
result, our tree library is substantial (c. 2500 lines), whereas the corresponding
section in the paper is small.

• Mechanising abstract results tends to be easier than mechanising more concrete
results. As such, we often stated definitions and results in greater generality than
they were stated in the paper. For instance, the definitions relating to simulation
relations are more general than those appearing in the paper, see Chap. 10.

• The presentation of the definitions in the paper does not follow the logical de-
pendencies. For example, trees are introduced much later in the paper than the
logical dependencies demand, since many of the previous definitions are implic-
itly dependent on a given tree, and this dependency must be made explicit during
mechanisation. When mechanising the material, we were forced to reorder the
various subsections.

• Case splits have been reordered to follow syntactic considerations.

Most of these modifications are seemingly unavoidable. Otherwise, we stuck closely
to the paper.

11.7.2 Tactic v. Isar

Our first few mechanisations were conducted in Isar [Wen99]. All later iterations were
conducted using tactics. We briefly explain why, and analyse the advantages of each
style.
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What is Isar? Isar is both a proof input language and a proof presentation lan-
guage. It aims to replicate the style of proof found in standard mathematical textbooks.
Isar was developed by Wenzel for his PhD [Wen99] and is a new interface to the Is-
abelle/HOL theorem prover. Although Wenzel’s PhD remains the primary source of
information about Isar, there are several tutorial introductions, such as [Nip03]. We
give an idea of Isar proof by including the following example, courtesy of Wenzel,
taken from the Isabelle distribution.

theorem KnasterTarski: mono f ==> EX a:: ′a set. f a = a
proof
let ?H = {u. f u <= u}
let ?a = Inter ?H

assume mono: mono f
show f ?a = ?a
proof −
{

fix x
assume H: x : ?H
hence ?a <= x by (rule Inter-lower)
with mono have f ?a <= f x ..
also from H have ... <= x ..
finally have f ?a <= x .
}

hence ge: f ?a <= ?a by (rule Inter-greatest)
{

also presume ... <= f ?a
finally (order-antisym) show ?thesis .
}

from mono ge have f (f ?a) <= f ?a ..
hence f ?a : ?H ..
thus ?a <= f ?a by (rule Inter-lower)

qed
qed

What are tactics? Tactics are the standard interface to HOL based provers. Rather
than constructing a proof directly using the basic and derived rules of the logical sys-
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tem, tactics allow to work backward from the goal. The tactic level presents a sequent
style view of a natural deduction based system, with proofs constructed by succes-
sively analysing the goal. Almost all interactive theorem provers incorporate some
notion of tactics, and they are a well understood notion in theorem proving, so we do
not describe them further.

The advantage of Isar over tactic based proofs is that they are readable, and that
the Isar interface is more familiar to mathematicians. This leads to a shorter learning
curve. Moreover, some proof styles found in the mathematical vernacular, such as
calculational style proofs (chains of equality reasoning), are directly supported by the
Isar interface, and can be hard to reproduce adequately with tactics. Furthermore,
unlike Isabelle’s tactic interface, Isar supports named assumptions, which can make
proofs much easier.

What are the disadvantages of Isar? Isar strongly encourages working forward from
assumptions, which is a disadvantage if one is interested in working backward from the
goal. Moreover, one is explicitly stating intermediate goals. These two factors combine
so that one is not letting the proof be determined primarily by the goal at hand, and one
is stating intermediate goals that may be unnecessarily strong (non-trivial use of Cut)
and motivated by semantic considerations rather than the syntactic considerations of
the goal one is trying to solve. Additionally, the act of explicitly stating intermediate
goals causes proofs to be more brittle than they might be. For example, changes in
goal statements can render intermediate goals unprovable, whilst the overall goal may
still be provable by effective automation. Moreover, if goals are syntactically lengthy,
this explicitness can cause much additional work, not to mention rework if the goals
change slightly. All these points were key reasons why we moved away from Isar
towards tactic style proof.

Tactic proofs have the main disadvantage that they are not readable. On the other
hand, they have significant advantages over Isar for verification style proofs in that one
is typically working backward from the goal rather than forward from the assumptions,
and does not have to spell out the intermediate goals. In the hands of an expert, we
would argue that tactic style proofs better support much of the process of proof.

A related consideration is the impact that use of Isar has on automation. By im-
posing a rigid skeleton on the proof, the range of automation is limited to filling in the
gaps. This may be beneficial if automation is usually not well behaved. However, with
effective automation, the need to construct this skeleton manually can impede proof
development. For example, having developed our own automation aimed at interactive
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proof we found that the loss of this automation when reverting to Isar style proofs was
considerable. Currently, goals involving first order and equality reasoning should be
proved automatically. However, if automation fails, people are prepared to spell out
the reasoning in Isar. For this reason, one finds, for example, that a large proportion
of the Isar scripts in the Isabelle distribution are concerned with essentially first or-
der reasoning. If this is theoretically unnecessary, it seems that Isar is used at least
partially because of the failure of automation to discover these first order arguments.
Another reason that Isar interacts badly with automation is that manually constructing
a skeleton encourages essential use of Cut. When attempting to automate Isar proofs
previously constructed by hand, one finds that automation is unable to discover the
skeleton, and a different proof, involving different lemmas, must be found. This can
involve significant additional work.

The observation that Isar, and related languages, may not be suitable for various
styles of theorem proving is made in [Har96b]. Here the author touches on several
aspects that might hinder the take up of Isar for verification style proofs. In particular,
the author draws attention to the fact that quoting large terms may make an initial
proof more arduous, and may affect the maintainability, since there may need to be
substantial editing of the proof script when terms change. Our experience strongly
supports this view. Extensive term quotation makes for lengthy proofs, which are
laborious to construct, negatively impact automation in some ways, and require much
work to maintain when statements of goals and definitions change.

We feel that Isar has many merits, especially when presenting proofs. However, for
constructing verification style proofs, we argue strongly for tactics. Cut free proofs,
which are more easily discovered, more automatable, and more maintainable than
proofs involving Cut, are easier to construct using tactics than Isar. Against this, for
abstract mathematical results, the first order structure is often not that involved, so that
the advantages of Isar style are more predominant. Even though tactic style is prefer-
able for verification style proofs, the presentation of such proofs is still better with Isar.
Thus, we feel that tactics are best for constructing a proof, and Isar is best for present-
ing this proof subsequently. Work is underway in the Isaplanner community [DF03],
and elsewhere, to reconstruct Isar scripts from tactic proofs, or proof terms: perhaps a
marriage of Isar and tactic style is appropriate. Against this, Isar scripts constructed by
hand contain features, such as comments, various very high level proof idioms, con-
structs intended purely for pedagogic purposes, and non-Cut free proof skeletons, that
are unlikely to be found in any Isar script produced automatically from a tactic script,
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so that perhaps these two proof styles are simply incompatible.

11.7.3 Isabelle v. HOL Light

Isabelle is an extremely good theorem prover. It was the first theorem prover we were
exposed to. It supports many good features and in many areas is exceptional. For a
considerable portion of our research, we believed that it was simply the best theorem
prover to work with. We still use it on an almost daily basis.

When we started the case study, our hope was that the mechanisation would be rel-
atively straightforward, and that we could avoid the programmatic interface. However,
as our experience grew, we uncovered several areas where we wanted greater control
over the functioning of Isabelle than normal users would wish. Particularly, the im-
plementation of our automation, see Part III, was the initial motivation to delve deeper
into Isabelle.

We looked at how difficult it would be to implement various automation procedures
in Isabelle, consulting with our colleague Lucas Dixon, a local Isabelle expert. Our
conclusion was that Isabelle is a complex system, and that development would be
arduous.

Concurrently, we were also examining other HOL implementations. Of these, HOL
Light was interesting for a number of reasons. HOL Light is a version of HOL rewritten
from scratch. John Harrison, the author of HOL Light, describes it as follows.

Compared with other HOL systems, HOL Light uses a much simpler log-
ical core and has little legacy code, giving the system a simple and unclut-
tered feel. Despite its simplicity, it offers theorem proving power compa-
rable to, and in some areas greater than, other versions of HOL, and has
been used for some significant industrial-scale verification applications.8

The code for HOL Light is extremely easy to comprehend, and the small size means
that it is ideally suited to prototyping modifications to a HOL implementation. For
example, there is only a single datatype used to represent terms, whereas Isabelle has
several.

Even though HOL Light is small and clean, we also found it to be a very complete
implementation of HOL. For example, many automated tactics, such as rewriting and
first order provers, are present. In the case of the first order prover, the performance
is often superior to that in Isabelle, especially when dealing with problems involving

8http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/users/jrh/hol-light/
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equality. Of course, many of the Isabelle features, such as Locales and Isar, are not
present. However, by this time we were no longer using Isar heavily, so that this was
not such a great loss. Moreover, we felt that the implementation of Locales was defi-
cient, so that we were not too upset about losing this feature either. These relatively
minor downsides to moving to HOL Light were more than offset by the large number
of upsides, which are all more or less a result of the small and clean codebase allow-
ing rapid prototyping of new features, coupled with good existing implementations of
many common automatic procedures.

11.7.4 Theory File Statistics and Organisation

This section gives a rough idea of some quantitative aspects of each iteration. In Table
11.1 we give the number of lines, the number of definitions, and the number of lemmas
for those iterations that we preserved in version control. At an early stage it was clear
that the Axiomatic Class iteration was deficient, so we did not preserve it. The Tactic
iteration was quickly subsumed by the Cut free iteration.

Iteration System Lines Definitions Lemmas
Percent
Complete

Initial
Isabelle/
HOL/Isar

2454 52 168 40

Axiomatic Class
Isabelle/
HOL/Isar

- - - -

Locale
Isabelle/
HOL/Isar

1129 20 97 50

Tactic Isabelle/HOL - - - -

Cut Free Isabelle/HOL 1560 35 116 100

Automatic HOL Light 875 12 13 20

Forwarding and
Generating

Isabelle/HOL 632+2824 25+47 62+194 40

Table 11.1: Mechanisation Statistics

These statistics are for the main files relating directly to the proofs for forwarding
protocols and for forwarding and generating protocols. They do not include figures
for the mechanised theory as described in Chap. 10, nor do they include figures for
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the support libraries, such as our mechanisations of LTL, trees and lemmas relating
to channel contents. Some of these support libraries are substantial and themselves
required several iterations to get right. For instance, we mechanised material relating
to trees 4 times, and our final version, whilst still incomplete, comprised over 2500
lines.

The statistics are intended to give some idea of the effort expended on each itera-
tion. In this regard they are roughly comparable. However, there is little correlation
between line counts and other factors, such as completeness.

These statistics bear out some of the points we have mentioned previously. Our Ini-
tial mechanisation was unnecessarily lengthy, and contained many unnecessary defini-
tions. The Axiomatic Class iteration was so unsuccessful that we did not record it. The
Locale iteration had addressed the failings of our initial mechanisation, but was still
incomplete. The Tactic iteration was not preserved because it soon became apparent
that we should aim for Cut free proofs, which would have marginally better figures but
much better qualities. The Cut Free iteration was in reality much tighter than the Lo-
cale iteration, but because it is complete, the figures for each category are higher. This
was also the iteration that we linked with the theoretical results concerning simulation
relations, which previously had been divorced from this material, and this also explains
why there are more lemmas than previously. The lines for the Automatic iteration are
not particularly relevant, since, for instance, they include proofs where we stepped the
automation through line by line to detect errors in the automation code. In reality, the
lemmas that we ported were all proved by one line invocations of our automation tac-
tic, see Part III for further statistics. We did not port the entire development to HOL
Light because this would not have yielded any further insights. We also note that the
Forwarding and Generating proofs are still incomplete and are largely a proof sketch,
omitting significant detail. The figures are presented as a pair x + y, where x refers to
those proof scripts that were imported from the proofs for forwarding protocols. Thus,
632 lines are shared between the proofs for forwarding protocols, and the proofs for
forwarding and generating protocols.

In Fig. 11.3 we show the dependencies between theory files for the forwarding
and generating proofs. The four theories on the left of the figure, concluding with the
theory titled “ProofOfTheorem1”, contain the development of state transition systems,
LTL, simulation relations, and the main theoretical results which form the background
theory for the paper. “ProofOfTheorem3” contains the verification of the simulation
relation for forwarding protocols. On the far right there are three support libraries,
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List Lemmas

TreeMessage

Event Multiset Lemmas

Channel Contents

Defns

Kripke

LTL SimulationRelation

ProofOfTheorem1

FurtherDefns

ProofOfTheorem4

ProofOfTheorem3

Figure 11.3: Theory File Organisation

dealing with lists, trees, and multisets. The main spine of the development consists of
theories dealing with messages, events, the contents of channels, and definitions that
are required for the proofs concerning forwarding and generating protocols, theory
“ProofOfTheorem4”. For this iteration, detailed statistics are given in Table 11.2.
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General Results on Simulation Relations
Filename Linecount
Kripke 54

LTL 142
SimulationRelation 1023
ProofOfTheorem1 779

Support Files
Filename Linecount

List Lemmas 254
Tree 2545

Multiset Lemmas 319

Mechanisation of Paper
Filename Linecount
Message 42

Event 55
Channel Contents 257

Defns 211
ProofOfTheorem3 928

FurtherDefns 135
ProofOfTheorem4 2685

Table 11.2: Statistics for Forwarding and Generating Iteration
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In Fig. 11.4 we give an indication of the time periods required for each iteration, for
those iterations that were recorded in CVS. CVS directories correspond to iterations as
follows.

• monjav = Initial

• monjav2 = Locale

• monjav4 = Cut Free

• xmonjav = Forwarding and Generating

A timeline for these mechanisations is given in Fig. 11.2. The Initial iteration
commenced around August 2002, but was transferred from a previous repository in
November 2002, which is why the CVS record starts from that point. Interestingly,
both the Initial and Locale iterations took of the order of 5 or 6 months each, whereas
one might expect the initial mechanisation to take longer than subsequent iterations.
Of course, as mentioned we do not have a record of the first few months of the Initial
iteration, so that the actual time for this development was probably 8 or 9 months.
However, the Locale iteration not only reproduces the Initial mechanisation, but seeks
to build on it substantially, and this also explains why the development time was still
substantial. The Cut Free iteration appears to have taken the same time as the previous
iterations, but this is misleading since the core of the proofs were established over a
very short time in January and February 2004. Modifications after that date are largely
located in the libraries and theory parts of the mechanisation. The Forwarding and
Generating iteration again shows a 6 month period of development. However, this is
concentrated solely on the verification of the simulation relation. Another interesting
feature of these timelines is that they tend to show a roughly linear increase in the size
of the development over time, at least while the theories are being actively developed.
This supports our feeling that, when we were happy with the main definitions, we were
able to make roughly constant progress with the rest of the mechanisation.

What conclusions can we draw from these statistics? Although these statistics are
too raw to give anything other than a very rough idea of the mechanisations, we can
draw some tentative conclusions.

• Constant progress: the CVS statistics show that the increase in the number of
lines was roughly constant for each iteration. We feel that it is reasonable to
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equate this with roughly constant progress during the mechanisation task. In-
tuitively one might expect that in related disciplines, such as programming,
progress would diminish as the codebase grows, and refactoring comes to dom-
inate the development process. Therefore it is a priori surprising that progress
remains constant. A possible explanation for this is as follows. The majority of
the effort involved in interactive theorem proving is taken up with proof. Proofs
are relatively uniform objects, and unlike programs they are not liable to contain
bugs, at least when employing the LCF methodology. Furthermore, very little
proof refactoring takes place once the proofs are in place. In this respect, theo-
rem proving is a cumulative process, at least on the microscale of an individual
case study. Another explanation is that logic itself provides mechanisms to keep
a development reasonable. For example, at a very small scale the use of existen-
tials allows abstraction from concrete terms, which serves to make proofs more
maintainable. Another example is that logic permits very rich combinations of
theories, through their interfaces. Roughly, the lemmas proved represent the in-
terfaces, whilst the proofs represent the implementation. Logic achieves a high
degree of modularity in part because the differences between different proofs of
the same statement are invisible. Because logic is so rich, lemmas can be safely
combined in many interesting ways.

• Unimportance of theorem proving features: the Initial iteration, where we made
extensive use of Isar, and the Axiomatic Class and Locale iterations, all made
extensive use of Isabelle’s features. However, it was the use of Cut free proofs
that had a significant impact on the mechanisation process. Although features
such as Locales and Axiomatic Classes may be beneficial in some areas, we feel
they are relatively unimportant compared to use of Cut free proof.

• Importance of methodology: we started to use Cut free proofs following serious
reflection on the mechanisation process. We also employed other proof theoreti-
cal results, such as Craig’s Interpolation Theorem, to structure our development.
These techniques constitute our methodology. The freedom of expression that
logic provides can make mechanisation daunting because one does not know
where to start, nor how to go about mechanising. By formalising techniques as
a methodology, one can begin to structure the process of mechanisation. We
believe our methodology was instrumental during the Cut Free iteration, and
when we came to tackle the Forwarding and Generating iteration. We discuss
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Definition

Lemma Proof

Figure 11.5: The 3 Aspects of Formalisation

our methodology further in Sect. 11.8.

11.8 Methodology

11.8.1 Introduction

Previous sections have discussed what we mechanised. We now discuss how we mech-
anised: we present the methodology we employed during the Cut Free and Forwarding
and Generating iterations. This methodology is not restricted solely to the mechanisa-
tion of the case study described in this chapter. We have also used this methodology in
several of our other mechanisations, see for example [RM05] [Rid04a].

What is a methodology? We use the term methodology to mean

. . . a codified set of recommended practices . . . 9

Our methodology is a methodology for conducting computer assisted mechanisa-
tions: we attempt to record common practices we use when mechanising, in the hope
that this knowledge may assist other mechanisers facing similar problems.

What is the process of mechanisation? In Fig. 11.5 we illustrate the process of
mechanisation. This diagram is not intended to be an exhaustive description of the
process of mechanisation, but serves to focus attention on the tangible end results, and

9Wikipedia entry on methodology, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methodology
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the relations between them. In the following sections, we discuss the methodology
behind the development of these results, for the particular case study we conducted.

The outline of the next sections is as follows. First we discuss the need for method-
ology, then we move on to discuss how we developed our methodology during the
course of our mechanisation. Occasionally, we use elementary results from proof the-
ory to justify our methodology, so we briefly state Gentzen’s Hauptsatz, or Cut elimi-
nation theorem, and Craig’s Interpolation Theorem. Much effort has been directed at
the process of proof, so we discuss proof search in FOL with equality. This discussion
is based on Gentzen’s observation that Cut can be eliminated. This in turn implies that
lemmas are unnecessary, at least as far as proof in FOL is concerned. Thus, a possible
methodology might be to work solely with Cut free proofs, i.e. proofs containing no
lemmas. However, the stipulation that proofs contain no lemmas at all seems rather
strong. We then soften this restriction by considering when it is reasonable to rein-
troduce Cut in an interactive proof. These issues are at the heart of our discussion of
basic use of lemmas in FOL. We then discuss the concept of lemma projection. This
is a technique used to factor lemmas through different subtheories. Our discussion of
lemmas is intended to be descriptive, not prescriptive, and we then acknowledge other
uses of lemmas. We then discuss definitions. At least for definitions of wellformed-
ness predicates, there is a notion parallel to that of lemma projection. We describe this
notion and illustrate it with examples drawn from the case study. Finally we evaluate
our methodology by describing its impact on our case study.

11.8.2 The Need for Methodology

Mechanisation can occasionally be easy. Given a piece of formal mathematics, defini-
tions can be mechanised, and lemmas stated, relatively easily. In our experience, if one
has a sufficiently formal proof, mechanisation of the proof is also straightforward. In
particular, many well known results of abstract mathematics are highly polished, and
already suitable for direct mechanisation.

However, mechanisation is usually hard. In verification style proofs, a sufficiently
formal, non-mechanised exposition is often not feasible. In this situation, making
definitions, stating lemmas, and proving lemmas are necessarily intertwined, as one
realises that a lemma could not possibly hold as stated, or that a definition should
be altered to make a lemma hold, and so on. The costly part of mechanisation is
not making definitions, stating lemmas, or proving, it is the discovering of suitable
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definitions, lemmas and proofs in the first place.
Developing a good methodology makes mechanisation easier. In the absence of a

silver bullet, many disciplines have instead adopted principles which have been found
to be generally useful. For example, the study of patterns in the context of computer
programming has led to the codification of much useful knowledge, allowing program-
ming techniques to be abstracted from their initial context, and reused elsewhere10.
Theorem proving is often difficult, and there does not appear to be any immediate
technical solution that would serve to alleviate the problems. Thus, the development
of a methodology is an obvious way to codify experience and hopefully reduce the
effort that mechanisation requires. In the theorem proving literature there is relatively
little discussion of methodology. Most tutorials, for example those included in the
Isabelle distribution [PNW03], are content to discuss very low level issues, such of
how to invoke various tactics. We feel that in the area of mechanisation, where the
effort is considerable with no technical solution seemingly forthcoming, the need for a
discussion of methodology is pressing.

11.8.3 Development

How did we develop our methodology? We started to develop our methodology based
on experience gained whilst mechanising our case study. Our case study was divided
into several iterations, and each iteration was designed to establish whether a particular
approach to mechanisation was appropriate. Thus, each iteration was an experiment to
establish the truth or falsity of a hypothesis of the form:

The best way to mechanise the material of our case study is . . .

For instance, initially we believed strongly that the Isar proof style was the best
style to employ. Later we came to consider tactics superior. Ultimately, we focused on
Cut free proofs, and our experience was that these proofs were the best, at least for our
case study. This example illustrates the iterative refinement of an initial hypothesis to
the point where we felt that the hypothesis was validated. In describing our method-
ology, we choose to focus on the finished methodology, rather than the intervening
iterations. Therefore, the following sections primarily describe our methodology for
working with Cut free proofs.

10Interestingly, an area where this has not occurred is the field of mathematics itself, where there have
been very few attempts to address the process of the making of mathematics. Notable exceptions are the
work of Lakatos [Lak76] and Polya [Pol57]. Dijkstra’s comments regarding guilds is relevant here, see
e.g. http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/EWD/transcriptions/EWD04xx/EWD480.html
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How did we come to focus on Cut free proofs? Although we were initially con-
cerned with aspects of mechanisation such as readability and proof presentation, the
effort involved in our first few mechanisations meant that we eventually jettisoned
other considerations and focused on reducing the time to construct any proof of the
desired theorems. Since we were interested in proof, we decided to study proof theory.
Perhaps the central result of proof theory is Gentzen’s Hauptsatz, or Cut elimination
theorem, which says that every proof in a certain system of FOL can be transformed
into a Cut free proof. Cut free proofs have many interesting properties. For exam-
ple, the subformula property states that every formula appearing in a Cut free proof
of a given sequent is a subformula of that sequent. These properties have profound
implications for the automation of proof. However, although Cut free proofs are a par-
ticularly interesting class of proofs, it is not clear whether they are likely objects of
mathematical practice.

Roughly speaking, a cut-free proof is a proof from which all formulas
which are too general have been banished. General formulas in a proof
carry the ideas of the proof: it is only because we have general formulas,
that we can have short and understandable proofs; when (in the Haupt-
satz) we eliminate all these general formulas, we increase the length and
obscurity of the proof: for that reason, cut-free proofs are unlikely ob-
jects for mathematical practice. Their interest lies somewhere else: these
proofs are very interesting to study, because their general properties are
very important. [Gir87]

This quote states that Cut free proofs are “unlikely objects for mathematical prac-
tice”. On the other hand, Cut corresponds in natural deduction systems to an intro-
duction rule immediately followed by an elimination rule. Such Cuts are viewed as
a detour, and elimination of Cut via normalisation produces a proof without such de-
tours.

A deduction in normal form proceeds from the assumptions of the de-
duction to the conclusion in a direct and rather perspicuous way without
detours. . . [Pra65]

Presumably we prefer proofs to be direct and avoid detours. If so, we should prefer
Cut free proofs. Given these apparently contradictory views of Cut, we decided to
investigate the following hypothesis:

Cut free proofs are a useful notion for mathematical practice.

In doing so, we are partially fulfilling the following outline of a system of study:
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[In proof theory] The focus has been on cut elimination and the related
normalization. However, I am confident that a systematic study of just
what rules can or cannot be eliminated, and at what cost, driven by the ex-
amination of actual mathematical proofs, will be quite interesting. [Fri03]

Our experience is that Cut free proofs are indeed a useful notion for mathematical
practice, and our methodology is therefore a methodology tailored to working with Cut
free proofs. Cut free proofs have many benefits. Particularly, Cut free proofs integrate
well with automation, so that in focusing on a methodology for discovering Cut free
proofs we are also focusing on a methodology for conducting proofs with mechanical
assistance.

11.8.4 The Role of Proof Theory

Our methodology is based on results in proof theory. Cut elimination, and the closely
related Craig’s Interpolation Theorem, are the main results we use. We briefly detail
each of these results.

11.8.4.1 Cut Elimination

Cut elimination is a collection of results that state that for many sequent formalisations
of FOL, Cut can be eliminated from a proof. In Fig. 11.6 we give a typical example of
such a formalisation, G3c. For this system one has the following theorem.

Theorem 11.8.1. Cut elimination holds for G3c.

Proof. See [ST96], p. 94, Thm. 4.1.5

This has several important consequences, such as the decidability of the proposi-
tional fragment, and the subformula property. This theorem underlies almost all ap-
proaches to theorem proving in FOL. For example, the famous resolution method is an
almost direct11 consequence of this theorem, see [Avr93].

11.8.4.2 Craig’s Interpolation Theorem

Cut elimination is a theorem concerning purity of methods: whereas the other rules
of the sequent calculus do not introduce formulae in the premises that are not already
present in the conclusion, this is not the case with the Cut rule. The fact that we can

11Direct, but certainly not trivial.
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Init
A,Γ ` ∆,A

Γ ` ∆,A A,Γ ` ∆
Cut

Γ ` ∆

⊥L
⊥,Γ ` ∆

>R
Γ ` ∆,>

A,B,Γ ` ∆
∧L

A∧B,Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,A Γ ` ∆,B
∧R

Γ ` ∆,A∧B

A,Γ ` ∆ B,Γ ` ∆
∨L

A∨B,Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,A,B
∨R

Γ ` ∆,A∨B

Γ ` ∆,A B,Γ ` ∆
→ L

A→ B,Γ ` ∆

A,Γ ` ∆,B
→ R

Γ ` ∆,A→ B

Γ ` ∆,A
¬L

¬A,Γ ` ∆

A,Γ ` ∆
¬R

Γ ` ∆,¬A

[t/x]A,∀x.A,Γ ` ∆
∀L

∀x.A,Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆, [a/x]A
∀R

Γ ` ∆,∀x.A

[a/x]A,Γ ` ∆
∃L

∃x.A,Γ ` ∆

Γ ` ∆,∃x.A, [t/x]A
∃R

Γ ` ∆,∃x.A

Figure 11.6: Schwichtenberg’s G3c [ST96]
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eliminate these Cuts means that the formulae involved in a Cut free proof of a goal are
already present in the goal.

Another result in the same vein is Craig’s Interpolation Theorem. A typical formu-
lation of this theorem, for G3c, is as follows.

Theorem 11.8.2. (Craig’s Interpolation Theorem) Assume that A ` B. Then one can
find a formula C such that A `C and C ` B and such that

• if p is a predicate letter occurring positively in C, then it occurs positively in A
and B

• if p is a predicate letter occurring negatively in C, then it occurs negatively in A
and B

Proof. See [Gir87], p. 209, Thm. 4.1.1.

Craig’s Interpolation Theorem is also a theorem concerning purity of methods. It
states that proofs of A ` B can be factored through a certain C, so that a proof of A ` B
is dependent on those (signed) formulae that are present in both A and B.

11.8.4.3 Natural Deduction v. Sequent Calculus

Cut elimination for the sequent calculus is paralleled by normalisation for natural de-
duction. Roughly speaking these are the same phenomenon, and this can be made
precise, at least for the intuitionistic fragment of FOL.

Natural deduction is an essentially intuitionistic calculus: the symmetry between
goals and assumptions is broken by permitting only one goal to be considered at a
time. The sequent calculus restores this symmetry by permitting multiple formulae on
the right hand side, and as such it can handle classical reasoning elegantly. So, for
example, ` (A→ B)∨A has a three step proof in a multiple conclusion sequent cal-
culus, whereas the corresponding proof for classical natural deduction is complicated
by the use of ¬¬c. Another example in this vein is the famous Drinker’s problem,
` ∃x.(Px→∀x.Px).

Natural deduction has many advantages over sequent calculus. Roughly, it is more
streamlined. The disadvantages are mainly connected to the inelegant handling of
classical reasoning. These issues are analysed further in [Gir87].

Should we prefer natural deduction or the sequent calculus as a formalism for proof
in FOL? In our experience, mathematics is mostly intuitionistic: it is rare that one finds
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classical reasoning used essentially. In this case, it makes sense to think in terms of
intuitionistic natural deduction. However, if we wish to deal with the rare instances
of classical reasoning we should use the sequent calculus. Since the results of the
following sections are stated as informal intuitions rather than formal theorems, we
feel free to use both systems, in both intuitionistic and classical variants, to illustrate
our points.

11.8.5 Proof Search in FOL with Equality

We now consider the process of proof, in the context of a result which is believed
to be true, but where no clear exposition of the proof exists. Such is often the case
when embarking on a mechanisation. The rules of FOL admit many possible choices
of which rule to apply, and so there are a correspondingly large number of possible
proofs. Ideally we wish to restrict the number of choices of which rule to apply, whilst
still allowing for a successful proof.

In terms of the propositional rules, one sees that the Cut rule is the major source of
choice, since it may be applied at any point in the proof, with any cut formula.

Γ ` ∆,A A,Γ ` ∆
Cut

Γ ` ∆
Cut elimination is a theorem that states that each instance of Cut can be eliminated

from a proof. Thus, every provable statement is provable without Cut, which entails
that when considering which rule to apply during proof search, we can omit the Cut
rule and restrict attention to the other rules.

On top of this, we should take advantage of any knowledge we have about safe and
unsafe rules. In particular, for many logical systems, one can prove inversion lemmas,
similar to those in Thm. 8.6.4.

One further observation is that quantifier instantiation typically occurs in sequences
of ∀L steps, with successive instantiations applied to formulae resulting from previous
instantiations. For example, suppose we face the following sequent:

∀xyz.P,Γ `C

Typically, we would instantiate x,y,z at the same time. This observation can be
formalised and exploited in automatic proof search, and is sometimes referred to as
“focusing”. See for example the work of Pfenning [Pfe99].
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The difficult part of FOL reasoning is to choose the instantiations of the quanti-
fiers. One possible choice is to base instantiation on term enumeration, which is the
approach we employed, see Part III. A more efficient approach is to employ unification
to select instantiations, but to combine this effectively with proof search one needs to
resort to unnatural systems of proof, such as the elegant resolution method. A limited
form of unification is matching. This can be useful when choosing instantiations, but
no complete methods of proof have yet been founded solely on matching. In reality,
mathematicians do not have difficulty instantiating (first order) quantifiers with appro-
priate terms, so quantifier instantiation is not a problem for interactive mechanised
proof, even if it is for fully automated proof. Thus, we favour fairly dumb instantiation
of quantifiers with obvious terms, at least as far as automation is concerned, and leave
clever instantiations to the user.

Let us also address equality reasoning. The key to FOL proof in the presence of
equality is again to restrict choice by determining a canonical representative for a given
equivalence class of terms modulo equality, and working solely with this representa-
tive. Current approaches to equality reasoning, such as via completion or paramodu-
lation, aim to construct a canonical rewrite system that reduces a term to its canonical
representative. However, the key is to have some method to reduce an arbitrary term
to its canonical representative, and requiring this method to resemble a rewrite system
is overly restrictive.

These observations are usually sufficient to handle FOL proof search in the pres-
ence of equality. Surprisingly, they are also extremely effective in many other richer
theories, where one might expect to have to resort to specialised techniques. These
techniques form the basis of our automation, which we discuss further in Part III.

11.8.6 Basic Use of Lemmas in FOL

What is a lemma? The standard answer is that a lemma is a use of Cut. However,
not all uses of Cut correspond naturally to the use of a lemma. For example, cutting
on A∧¬A in a multiple conclusion calculus such as G3c has the same effect on proof
length, give or take, as cutting on A, whereas lemmas are not of this form. This implies
that Cut is rather more than just use of a lemma. Nevertheless, in the following we
identify the use of a lemma with the use of Cut.

When should we use lemmas, that is, when should we use Cut? Cut elimination is
a process that, for many sequent systems for FOL, removes uses of Cut from a proof,
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yielding another proof that is Cut free. When searching for a proof in such systems,
we can restrict attention to Cut free proofs, i.e. we can dispense with the Cut rule.
Since we identify Cut with the invocation of a lemma, we have that for proof in FOL,
lemmas are unnecessary.

Does this mean that we can dispense with Cut altogether? Theoretically yes, but
practically it may be that Cut free proofs are too large to be found in any reasonable
amount of time. On the other hand, Cut free proofs, and the associated normal proofs
of natural deduction, are more direct than proofs involving Cut, so that one might
expect Cut free proofs to be shorter than non- Cut free proofs. We discuss this tension
in Sect. 11.8.3.

In the following sections, we give our own view of the situation, based on our
experience during the case study. If we wish to use Cut, two considerations arise.
When should we use Cut, and what should we take for the cut formula? These are the
questions we try to answer. As indicated above, the criteria we should use is whether
avoiding Cut makes the resulting proof significantly larger.

11.8.6.1 Propositional Cut

For propositional cut formulae, there is every reason to prefer a Cut free proof. In a
natural deduction setting, it is certainly strange to introduce a propositional connective
and then eliminate it, and this indirection is removed by normalisation.

C
A

D
B
∧I

A∧B
∧E

A

=⇒

C
A

This is mirrored in a sequent system. Moreover, we are usually employing inver-
sion rules, so that we typically eliminate the propositional cut formula anyway. For
example, instead of a cut on A∧B, we might as well cut on A and B in turn.
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C
Γ ` ∆,A

D
Γ ` ∆,B

∧R
Γ ` ∆,A∧B

E
A,B,Γ ` ∆

∧L
A∧B,Γ ` ∆

Cut
Γ ` ∆

⇓

C
Γ ` ∆,A

D
A,Γ ` ∆,B

E
B,A,Γ ` ∆

Cut
A,Γ ` ∆

Cut
Γ ` ∆

Similar transformations hold for the other propositional connectives. In this way,
propositional Cuts can be avoided, and use of Cut restricted to atomic formulae. These
formulae may, of course, contain terms. When using an automatic theorem prover,
atomic Cut can be used to inform the prover of an interesting or difficult instantiation
of a predicate P by cutting on [t/x]P. When conducting a proof interactively, one is
expecting to give this instantiation explicitly. Moreover, if our main goal Γ ` ∆ is
already provable, then it seems strange to cut on an atomic formula, since Cut results
in two subgoals rather than one, both of which could be proved by the proof of the
main goal. Therefore we reason that propositional Cut can be restricted to the case
of atomic predicates, and that even these should only be used to tip off an automatic
prover about an interesting or difficult instantiation of an atomic predicate.

Although this approach looks reasonable, it can sometimes cause the resulting
proof to be larger than it might be. Consider the following, where we establish a
subgoal C before attempting to prove the main goal by ∧R.

D1

Γ ` ∆,A,C

D2

Γ ` ∆,B,C
∧R

Γ ` ∆,A∧B,C

E1

C,Γ ` ∆,A

E2

C,Γ ` ∆,B
∧R

C,Γ ` ∆,A∧B
Cut

Γ ` ∆,A∧B

Classically one can use the main goal A∧B to help establish the subgoal C, and
this is what happens in the above. However, in most cases, we do not use the main goal
to establish the subgoal,that is, Γ ` ∆,C is already provable, by D say.
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D
Γ ` ∆,A∧B,C

E1

C,Γ ` ∆,A

E2

C,Γ ` ∆,B
∧R

C,Γ ` ∆,A∧B
Cut

Γ ` ∆,A∧B
If we were to delay establishing Γ ` ∆,C till after the ∧R step, we run the risk of

duplicating a possibly large subproof.

D
Γ ` ∆,A,C

E1

C,Γ ` ∆,A
Cut

Γ ` ∆,A

D
Γ ` ∆,B,C

E2

C,Γ ` ∆,B
Cut

Γ ` ∆,B
∧R

Γ ` ∆,A∧B
Thus, Cut can be usefully employed to combine instances of a subproof in different

branches into a single instance, by cutting on the statement proved by the subproofs,
before a branch in the proof caused by a propositional rule such as ∧R,∨L,→ L. This
use interacts badly with the inversion lemmas of course.

In summary, in interactive proofs we use propositional Cut only to pull duplicated
subproofs closer to the root of the tree. When using automation, the duplication of
subproofs does not render the proof that much more difficult to find, so that these uses
of Cut are really superfluous. Our proofs do not rely on the automation discovering
difficult quantifier instantiations so the use of propositional Cut on atomic formulae, in
order to help an automatic prover find a particular instantiation, does not appear.

What was the impact on the mechanisation process? It is relatively rare that we use
Cut to bring duplicated subproofs closer to the root, at least whilst discovering a proof.
It is more usual to employ Cut in this way after a proof has been established, and then
only to make the proofs shorter and more suited to presentation. Thus, whilst discov-
ering proofs we restrict ourselves, in the propositional case, to Cut free proofs. This
greatly reduces the effort involved in the proofs: rather than searching for a suitable
cut formula, we can concentrate solely on the propositional structure of the goal. The
only decisions we have to make are whether to apply a given safe or unsafe rule. This
greatly reduces the effort required. The effect in a multiple conclusion system is even
more pronounced: since all rules are safe we do not even have to track the dependen-
cies between safe and unsafe rules. The success of the Cut free iteration is largely due
to this restriction on the form of proofs we search for.

N.B. Having established a Cut free proof, we often reintroduced Cuts to avoid
duplicated subproofs, as described above. This process can be automated: we can
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instruct the machine to identify repeated instances of subproofs and pull them as close
to the root as possible. This reintroduces Cuts, but results in smaller proofs when
instances are combined. This automatic optimisation reduces proof size, and increases
proof readability. We discuss similar proof transformation techniques in Sect. 6.5.

11.8.6.2 Quantifier Cut

For quantifier cut formulae, Cut elimination can often make a proof substantially larger.
In this case, one should aim to avoid eliminating Cut.

For example, consider the following proof of ∀x.Px,∀x.Px→ Qx ` Qs∧Qt and its
normalised equivalent.

∀x.Px

Pa

∀x.Px→ Qx

Pa→Qa

Qa
∀I

∀x.Qx
∀E

Qs Qt

Qs∧Qt

⇓
∀x.Px

Ps

∀x.Px→ Qx

Ps→ Qs

Qs

∀x.Px

Pt

∀x.Px→Qx

Pt→ Qt

Qt

Qs∧Qt

The presentation of the non-normal proof is non-standard, since we have two con-
clusions for the ∀E step. The reason for this is that we wanted to emphasise the way
natural deduction allows the same proof tree fragment to be used multiple times, with
no cost. If we had chosen to present the proof in the usual style, the duplication of
the subproof during normalisation becomes less apparent. The reader familiar with
the Curry-Howard isomorphism will find the annotation of the proofs with proof terms
makes the situation clearer.

During normalisation the proof of ∀x.Px,∀x.Px→ Qx ` Qa for a parameter a has
been duplicated, with the parameter a substituted by s in one instance, and t in the other.
These subproofs are not a shared single instance, as is the case for the corresponding
fragment in the non-normalised proof, they are different proofs.
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For the sequent calculus, the following illustrates the corresponding case of an
essential Cut elimination on a top level ∀ quantified formula.

[a/x]D
Γ ` ∆, [a/x]A

∀R
Γ ` ∆,∀x.A

E
[t/x]A,∀x.A,Γ ` ∆

∀L
∀x.A,Γ ` ∆

Cut
Γ ` ∆

⇓
[a/x]D

[t/x]A,Γ ` ∆, [a/x]A
∀R

[t/x]A,Γ ` ∆,∀x.A

E
∀x.A, [t/x]A,Γ ` ∆

Cut
[t/x]A,Γ ` ∆

[t/x]D
Γ ` ∆, [t/x]A

Cut
Γ ` ∆

This highlights the deficiencies of Cut free proofs for mathematical practice. We
must prove Γ ` ∆, [t/x]A for a concrete term t, when in fact there is a parametric proof
of this sequent for a parameter a. Moreover, if E contains further instantiations of ∀x.A,
say with terms t ′, t ′′, . . ., these too will have to be eliminated using [t ′/x]D ,[t ′′/x]D , . . . .
This means that parts of the proof which should be expressed as a single parametric
subproof [a/x]D are instead present as overly concrete subproofs [t/x]D, [t ′/x]D, . . ..

Recall that we are interested in the effect of Cut elimination on the size of the
resulting proof. If we only instantiate the quantifier once, proving [t/x]D rather than
[a/x]D is no additional work, but is certainly ugly. If the quantifier is instantiated more
than once, then we probably wish to avoid this extra work. For this reason, cuts on a
quantified formula should be retained if the formula needs to be instantiated more than
once in a subproof.

In summary, we use quantifier Cut only to establish a lemma for an arbitrary pa-
rameter when a direct proof requires the lemma for one or more concrete terms. This
keeps the proof abstract, and avoids the possible duplication of the proof for each con-
crete term. This parallels the propositional case, where the use was again to avoid
duplication of a subproof, in that case when employing a branching propositional rule.

What was the impact on the mechanisation process? Whilst conducting a proof,
we pay particular attention to predicates on concrete terms, Pt. For example, if we
need to prove a goal Γ[t] ` Pt, we assess whether similar proofs will be needed for
other terms t ′, . . .. If we feel this is the case, we identify the abstract properties ∆[t]
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(st. ` Γ[t]→ ∆[t]) that are required for the proof, and then prove a general lemma of
the form ` ∀ a.∆[a]→ Pa. This lemma is then incorporated into subsequent proofs,
and the quantifier is instantiated on the terms t, t ′, . . ., which avoids reproducing similar
proofs for each of the individual terms.

N.B. Having established a proof of Pt for a concrete term t, we often reintroduced
Cuts to avoid duplicated subproofs, as described above: if a proof of Pt occurs as a
subproof for several terms t we can reintroduce a cut on ∀x.Px, and reuse this proof on
the individual terms. This process can be automated: we can instruct the machine to
identify subproofs that, although present for a concrete term t, can be made parametric
on a parameter a. This parameterised subproof can be proven as a lemma, and reused
for the concrete instance. This can greatly decrease the size of a proof. In this way Cut
free proofs may be optimised by reintroducing Cut. This has implications for many
areas, such as proof compression and proof presentation. We discuss similar proof
transformation techniques in Sect. 6.5.

11.8.6.3 Summary

We have outlined several ways in which Cut may be used in interactive proofs. The
primary use is to avoid repeated subproofs by pulling instances of a subproof towards
the root (propositional case) and to establish parametric proofs which may then be
instantiated with concrete terms (quantifier case). In addition, Cut may be used to
assist an automatic prover in finding a particular instantiation (propositional case).

For both the propositional case and the quantifier case, we discussed the impact
that restricting ourselves to Cut free proofs had on our mechanisation. Our experi-
ence is that by removing the temptation of Cut, the mechanisation process is rendered
straightforward, at least for FOL. We are free to concentrate on the difficult aspects of
mechanisation, such as the statement of induction hypotheses. However, we have not
removed the temptation of Cut altogether. If we feel that it is worth (re-)introducing
Cut because the resulting interactive proof is rendered much shorter, we do so. We
outlined the cases in which we feel this is appropriate. However, these steps are not
necessary, and when we come to apply our automation, it is the Cut free proofs that
are discovered.

We also noted that, given a Cut free proof, reintroducing Cuts can be automated,
and that this has several applications to proof optimisation and proof presentation.
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11.8.7 Lemma Projection

Lemma projection is a technique used to structure formal developments at the theory
level. It is inspired by Craig’s Interpolation Theorem, Thm. 11.8.2.

During large theory developments, one often works with a main theory and several
subtheories. Often the languages of the subtheories are disjoint, save for equality.
Craig’s Theorem implies that a result in the main theory can be factored through the
subtheories, so that only one lemma from each subtheory is required. Moreover, this
lemma will be in weakest form. We call these lemmas interface lemmas, because they
lie on the interface between the subtheory and the main theory.

For example, suppose we have two subtheories T1;T2, disjoint languages L1;L2,
axioms ` A1;` A2 and the language of our main theory T is L = L1∪L2, with axioms
` A1;` A2. If we wish to prove a theorem A ` C in our main theory, then by Thm.
11.8.2 we have C1 such that A1 `C1 and C1,A2 `C, and similarly for C2. So we have
C1,C2 such that A1 ` C1;A2 ` C2 and C1,C2 ` C. Moreover C1,C2 are the weakest
possible12. Then we say that C1 is the projection of C on T1, and similarly C2.

We often use Cut to explicitly identify these interface lemmas in the subtheories.
This helps to isolate dependencies between theories, making for a more modular de-
velopment. We also found that interface lemmas often have common features, which
can suggest generalisations which cover several interface lemmas at once. As a triv-
ial example, we may realise that we have two interface lemmas ` Ps;` Pt whereas
these lemmas hold universally. In this case, we can generalise these lemmas to a single
lemma ` ∀x.Px.

Lemma projection is essentially identical to definition projection, which we dis-
cuss, with examples, in Sect. 11.8.9.

11.8.8 Other Uses of Lemmas

There are many other reasons why we use lemmas. Some of these are necessary for
technical reasons, whereas others serve a social or pedagogic purpose. We discuss
some of these aspects.

If we venture outside FOL, and start to include higher order features such as in-
duction, Cut becomes largely irrelevant, because one is free to instantiate higher order
quantifiers with arbitrary formulae. However, these formulae are chosen in a way

12This is an observation concerning the proof of Craig’s Interpolation Theorem for the intuitionistic
fragment of natural deduction.
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that is not determined directly by the structure of the current goal, so that they share
some features with Cut. For example, in induction proofs, one often proves a lemma
that is essentially stronger than any lemmas that would arise directly from the goal.
Throughout the case study, we employ Cut primarily to mark instances of higher order
quantifier instantiation, i.e. we factor out inductive proofs as lemmas.

Lemmas are also used constantly when employing the axiomatic method. In Sect.
11.8.6.2 we discuss the use of Cut to establish a general theorem ` ∀x.Px instead of a
concrete instance ` Pt. Similarly, instead of proving a concrete theorem in a subtheory,
we use Cut to state a general form of that theorem, which we reuse subsequently. This
is the role of theory interpretation and abstraction, which we discuss further in Part II.
For example, during the course of a proof, we may need a result concerning a concrete
group. Rather than prove this directly, we may realise that the result holds for all
abstract groups of a particular form, and so we state and prove the abstract result. In
this way we ensure that our main proof is not dependent on contingent aspects of the
concrete group. This is a typical example of theory abstraction. In this way, the use of
Cut establishes a “logical firewall” between theories, increasing modularity.

Lemmas are also used for non-technical reasons, for example, to make a develop-
ment more readable. This may have no particular logical significance: often the reason
for stating a lemma is to draw attention to it, even if it is a trivial corollary of some
other lemma. The reasons for emphasising a lemma in this way can be diverse.

For example, other things being equal, results should be as general as possible, so
that they are most widely applicable. This encourages reuse. However, generality can
sometimes come at a cost: whereas a less general lemma may be shorter to state, and
expose less definitions in a subtheory, a truly general lemma may have many compli-
cated conditions attached. If these conditions expose more of the subtheory, then the
user must read more definitions in order to understand what the lemma says, compared
to the effort for the less general lemma.

An example from our case study is as follows. Our development of a theory of path
definition by path approximants, see Sect. 10.3.4, contains the following theorem.

lemma approx: ∀ n. f n 6= [] =⇒ ∃ g i. i (0::nat) = 0 ∧ (∀ n. i n < i (n+1)) ∧

(∀ n. take g (i n) (i (n+1) − i n) = f n)

We can relax the condition ∀n. f n 6= [] and allow an f that is infinitely often not
[]. We can then obtain a slightly more general theorem, since we have relaxed the
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condition on f .

lemma approx ′: ∀ n. ∃ m. f (n+m) 6= [] =⇒ ∃ g i. i (0::nat) = 0
∧ (∀ n. i n ≤ i (n+1))

∧ (∀ n. ∃ m. i n < i (n+m))

∧ (∀ n. take g (i n) (i (n+1) − i n) = f n)

However the theorem is more complicated to state, harder to understand, and harder
to use. On the other hand, there will be occasions when one needs this more general
result.

We see that sociological factors are present and must be addressed. We favour
small interfaces between theories, and are happy to state less general lemmas if they
may be stated succinctly. In this we seek to mirror the philosophy embodied in the
design of the Java libraries [Ste98]: we desire that the learning curve for our theories
be gradual, so that one can fruitfully utilise a theory without having an encyclopedic
knowledge of every definition and lemma contained in it. We do this by minimising
the syntactic complexity of the lemmas that define the theory interface. Ultimately, we
would also provide the more general lemmas, within the theory, so that if a user needs
this added generality, it is still available, but at the added cost that the theory must be
inspected in greater detail. We discuss this further in Chap. 10.

11.8.9 Definitions

What is a definition? In FOL with equality, a definition is an abbreviation of an often
met term. As such, it plays no logical role. However, the ability to abbreviate com-
plex terms by making a definition aids comprehension, and is essential to non-trivial
mathematical developments.

Definitions in HOL come in two flavours. One form of definition is for constants at
the types of individuals. For example, we may define the natural number square root
of a natural number, which is a definition of a function from the natural numbers to
the natural numbers. The other form of definition is for constants of type α0→ . . .→

αn→ bool. For example, we often define wellformedness subtyping predicates for a
type X , is X a b x = . . .. Let us call these definitions wellformedness predicates, even
though their use is more general than this. The key distinction we wish to make is
that individual definitions do not interact with proof search, whereas wellformedness
definitions do. Individual definitions in HOL are much like definitions in FOL. As
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with first order definitions, proof theory has almost nothing to say about individual
definitions. However, wellformedness definitions are similar in many ways to lemma
statements (use of Cut): they both identify interesting logical features that would not
arise naturally during Cut free proof.

Making a wellformedness definition is similar to using Cut. As such, proof theory
has several things to say about when such definitions should be made. We illustrate
these with examples drawn from our case study.

In our case study, there are many examples of wellformedness predicates. For ex-
ample, an event (n, i,c,o1,o2,C) consists of a node n in the (tree) network where the
event takes place, a message i received during the event, a channel c on which i is
received, a message o1 sent upwards and a message o2 sent through a set of chan-
nels C leading downwards from n towards the leaves of the tree. The wellformedness
predicate for this event is as follows.

constdefs
is-event ′ :: ′msg msg-consts⇒ ′n tree⇒ ( ′n, ′msg) event⇒ bool
is-event ′mc t e ≡ (case e of Ev n i c o1 o2 C⇒
let (M-up, M-down, Bottom) = mc in
let M = M-up ∪M-down ∪ {Bottom} in
((i,o1,o2) 6= (Bottom,Bottom,Bottom))

∧ i ∈ M
∧ o1 ∈ {Bottom} ∪M-up
∧ o2 ∈ {Bottom} ∪M-down
∧ n ∈ verts t
∧ (n = root t −→ c ∈ ch-down t n)

∧ (n 6= root t −→ c ∈ {ch-up t n} ∪ ch-down t n)

∧ C ⊆ ch-down t n
∧ ( (i ∈M-up ∧ c ∈ ch-down t n)

∨ (i ∈M-down ∧ n 6= root t ∧ c = ch-up t n)

∨ (i = Bottom)))

Such a definition is already quite complex and unwieldy. We desire to reduce the
size of this definition by making auxiliary definitions.

What definitions should we make? Looking at the type of is-event, we see that
argument mc is in the language of messages (M↑ ,M↓ ,⊥, which form mc, are all mes-
sages or sets of messages), t is in the language of trees, and e is in a union of these
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two languages (n,c,C are tree nodes, tree edges, or sets of tree edges, i,o1,o2 are
messages). Craig’s Interpolation Theorem suggests that we pay close attention to the
language of each clause in wellformedness definitions. We then find that some clauses
are expressed in the language of messages, some in the language of trees, and some
in the union of these two languages. We can then factor the clauses into auxiliary
definitions.

For example, the clauses relating solely to messages are combined in the following
auxiliary definition.

constdefs is-action :: ′msg msg-consts⇒ ′msg action⇒ bool
is-action mc io1o2 ≡

let (M-up, M-down, Bottom) = mc; M = M-up ∪M-down ∪ {Bottom} in
let (i,o1,o2) = io1o2 in
(i,o1,o2) 6= (Bottom,Bottom,Bottom)

∧ i ∈M ∧ o1 ∈ {Bottom} ∪M-up ∧ o2 ∈ {Bottom} ∪M-down

Likewise, the clauses relating solely to trees form the following auxiliary definition.

types ′n channel-tuple = ( ′n ∗ ′n channel ∗ ′n channel set)

constdefs wformed :: ′a tree⇒ ′a channel-tuple⇒ bool
wformed t ncC ≡ let (n,c,C) = ncC in
n ∈ verts t
∧ (n = root t −→ c ∈ ch-down t n)

∧ (n 6= root t −→ c ∈ {ch-up t n} ∪ ch-down t n)

∧ C ⊆ ch-down t n

And our original definition of is-event is now as follows.

constdefs
is-event :: ′msg msg-consts⇒ ′n tree⇒ ( ′n, ′msg) event⇒ bool
is-event mc t e ≡ (case e of Ev n i c o1 o2 C⇒
is-action mc (i,o1,o2)

∧ wformed t (n,c,C)

∧ (let (M-up, M-down, Bottom) = mc; M = M-up ∪M-down ∪ {Bottom} in
((i ∈M-up ∧ c ∈ ch-down t n)

∨ (i ∈M-down ∧ n 6= root t ∧ c = ch-up t n)
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∨ (i = Bottom))))

In this way, we see that the disjoint languages of subtheories enable us to break up
complex wellformedness predicates, and factor them through subtheories. Our experi-
ence is that for every wellformedness predicate, such as is-event, it is worth isolating
the clauses that can be expressed solely in the language of each subtheory, and making
these into separate definitions. In our case study, this enabled us to identify wformed as
a useful definition, even though it was not present in the paper. is-action was already
present in the paper, and we can see that, given the definition of is-event, it is a natu-
ral definition to make. Note that the definition of wformed would not arise naturally
when working in the theory of trees, rather, it is arises only as the projection of the
definition of is-event onto the tree theory. In this sense, it is an artificial definition from
a mathematical perspective, because within the theory of trees it does not embody a
particularly meaningful concept. However, from a proof theoretic perspective it is a
natural corollary to the original definition of is-event.

Why should we expect these auxiliary definitions to be useful? Recall our dis-
cussion lemma projection, Sect. 11.8.7, and Craig’s Interpolation Theorem, Sect.
11.8.4.2. Craig’s Interpolation Theorem implies that a typical lemma of the form

is-event (n, i,c,o1,o2,C) ` P (n, i,c,o1,o2,C)

can be factored into two sublemmas. One of the sublemmas will be of the form

wformed (n,c,C) ` Q (n,c,C)

where Q is expressed solely in the language of trees, so that the lemma is provable
solely in the language of trees. The other lemma will be of the form

is-action (i,o1,o2) ` R (i,o1,o2)

where R is expressed solely in the language of messages, so that the lemma is
provable solely in the language of messages. These sublemmas are the only results we
need from each subtheory to prove our main lemma, that is, we can now prove

Q (n,c,C),R (i,o1,o2) ` P (n, i,c,o1,o2,C)

Thus, attempting to prove the main lemma, we will inevitably be led to lemmas in
the subtheories. In effect, Q is the projection of P on the language of trees, whilst R is
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the projection of P on the language of messages.
Sometimes the conditions needed will be weaker than the auxiliary definition re-

quires. For instance, we may be able to prove

i ∈M∧o2 ∈M↓` R (i,o1,o2)

but making the auxiliary definition, and proving the lemma with this definition,
keeps conditions uniform.

We followed this approach throughout the later stages of our case study. We found
that making auxiliary definitions as described above has several benefits.

• Definitions are kept small and manageable.

• Definitions are modularised by factoring them through auxiliary definitions in
subtheories.

• Theorems naturally factor through lemmas in subtheories. These lemmas require
the auxiliary definitions (or facts implied by them) as conditions. These auxiliary
definitions help to keep the conditions of lemmas uniform.

• Auxiliary definitions, and related subtheory lemmas, interact well with Cut free
proof search. This is essentially due to the relationship between Cut elimination
and Craig’s Interpolation Theorem.

This approach parallels, at the level of definitions, the notion of lemma projection
at the level of theorems. We discuss lemma projection in Sect. 11.8.7.

We also use definitions to separate concerns, particularly between basic predicate
subtypes and more complex semantically motivated predicates. For example, whereas
we consider is-event a predicate subtype, we immediately introduce another well-
formedness predicate.

constdefs is-allowable-event :: ′msg msg-consts ⇒ ( ′n, ′msg) tree-network ⇒ ( ′n, ′msg) event
list⇒ ( ′n, ′msg) event⇒ bool
is-allowable-event mc tn nh e ≡
(let (M-up, M-down, Bottom) = mc; M = M-up ∪M-down ∪ {Bottom}; (t,a) = tn in
case e of Ev n i c o1 o2 C⇒ is-event mc t e
∧ e ∈ agent-events mc tn nh
∧ (i 6= Bottom −→ i :# channel-contents mc t nh c))
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We could fold is-event and is-allowable-event into one definition, but chose instead
to keep them separate. The reason is that the clauses in is-event, and hereditary clauses,
are all of a particularly simple form, and in typical contexts automation will establish
these clauses automatically. On the other hand, the additional clauses in is-allowable-
event are often extremely hard to establish. It is these complex clauses that represent
the real content of the mechanisation, whist the simple clauses primarily express sub-
typing properties. Technically, the difference between these clauses is that is-event and
related definitions are all first order, whereas the clauses in is-allowable-event involve
the notions of agent-events and channel-contents which are both higher order defini-
tions, i.e. they are defined inductively. Of course, in this case, we would have another
reason to separate the clauses in is-event from those in is-allowable-event, since is-
allowable-event must be expressed in the language of tree networks, whereas is-event
can be expressed solely in the language of messages and trees.

We have also tried to separate the specification of our definitions from the imple-
mentation of the definitions themselves. By specification, we mean the type of the
constants being defined. We try to imagine every possible implementation of a given
theory specification, not just the particular implementation we have in mind. This
can occasionally lead to definitions that appear unusual. For example, our theory of
simulation relations (see Chap. 10) includes the following.

constdefs matches :: ′a kripke-structure ⇒ ′b kripke-structure ⇒ ( ′a ⇒ ′b ⇒ bool) ⇒ ( ′a ∗
′a)⇒ ′b list⇒ bool
matches K L Match st us ≡ let (s,t) = st in
(2 ≤ length us)
∧ (∀ n < length us. (rev-nth us n, rev-nth us (n+1)) ∈ trans L)

∧ (∃ j. 0 < j ∧ j ≤ length us − 1
∧ (∀ i. i < j −→ Match s (rev-nth us i))
∧ (∀ i. j ≤ i ∧ i ≤ length us − 1 −→ Match t (rev-nth us i)))

Here, we have chosen to make K an explicit parameter of the definition, even
though it is not referred to on the RHS of the equality. The reason is that there is
an implicit dependency on K: matches is only used when (s, t) ∈ trans K. We could
make this an explicit condition in the definition of matches, but this tends to lead to
clumsy mechanisations, since presumably we should also include conditions guaran-
teeing the wellformedness of the other parameters as well. Such an approach fails to
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scale as wellformedness predicates accumulate. On the other hand, we have required
that us be a finite path fragment of L, whereas this requirement could have been made
elsewhere. The point is simply that we have made some decisions about our definitions
that may not be followed by all mechanisers, but we have attempted to keep the types
of the defined constants as general as possible, so that even if the definitions do not
correspond exactly with other approaches, the types at least will indicate explicitly all
dependencies that we have in mind. This aids readability, since the types can be read
as a specification of all implementations, not just our particular implementation. It also
aids maintenance, since definitions can be changed and modified without affecting the
typing. Hopefully it also aids reuse, since definitions can be altered, but the lemmas,
which describe how the definitions are tied together, typically remain unchanged.

11.8.10 Choosing the Material to Mechanise

The quickest way to reduce the amount of work needed for a mechanisation is to reduce
the amount of material that is mechanised. This can be achieved by asserting results
axiomatically, rather than developing them conservatively. Axiomatic assertion is al-
ready beneficial from the standpoint of modularity, since it creates a logical firewall
separating two theories. To ensure correctness, one has to provide an implementation
of the axiomatic theory. If it is desired to reduce the amount of work, we advocate
simply omitting this step.

When axiomatically asserting results, it is very easy to inadvertently introduce an
inconsistency. Thus, axiomatic assertion goes against one of the main motivations
for theorem proving in the first place, the guarantee of soundness. Against this, it is
very hard to carry out a large mechanisation whilst unwittingly making essential use
of such an inconsistency: if an inconsistency is later found, it is usually relatively easy
to patch up the error. For example, the Isabelle definition of a prime number was
found to be incorrect a long time after it was first stated: the original definition was
such that no number could be a prime. Even though a substantial theory of primality
was built upon this incorrect definition, when the definition was corrected, almost all
of the subsequent development went through unchanged. Furthermore, many areas
of a paper development are not in doubt, so that omitting these parts can serve to
focus attention on those that are contentious. Finally, if a complete mechanisation is
infeasible, whereas a partial mechanisation is feasible, then omitting uncontentious
material means that at least some of a paper proof can be verified.
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Good candidates for axiomatic assertion are theoretical results which are beyond
doubt, and libraries. Theoretical results are often stated precisely anyway, so that ax-
iomatically asserting mechanised equivalents is unlikely to introduce inconsistencies.
Libraries of results in informal mathematics also tend to be precisely stated. Although
the mechanisation of support libraries can often be a large task, the results in these
libraries are so well established that there is little interest in their mechanisation from
a soundness point of view, so that omitting their mechanisation can be a boon.

We developed our mechanisation conservatively. The results that were of real in-
terest, the verification of the simulation relations, accounted for roughly half of the
effort expended. The theoretical results we required, concerning simulation relations
and LTL, took up a large amount of time, as did the development of our tree library.
Omitting these would have halved our effort, cutting roughly 9 to 12 months off our
total development time. In particular, this would have allowed the results for the for-
warding and generating protocols to be completed. However, we also admit that the
reusable parts of our mechanisation are precisely the theoretical results and the library
developments, so that if one is interested in assisting the broader theorem proving com-
munity, it is perhaps as well to develop libraries and abstract theory in addition to the
specific results one is interested in.

In summary, at least as far as prototyping is concerned, we advocate focusing on
those areas of a proof which are in doubt, and axiomatically asserting any results that
seem relatively safe, such as well understood theoretical results and libraries. Such an
approach can dramatically reduce development time, at the cost of a small decrease
in confidence in the end result. These observations support a movement in the theo-
rem proving community away from full mechanisation towards partial mechanisation.
See, for example, the Pythagoras project13 of Luo, and the proof sketches of Wiedijk
[Wie04].

11.8.11 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the impact of the methodology we have outlined in previous
sections.

The methodology we have presented was developed gradually over the course of
several iterations. The Initial, Axiomatic Class, and Locale iterations aimed at employ-
ing technological features of Isabelle to alleviate the problems we encountered during

13http://www.cs.rhul.ac.uk/home/zhaohui/pythagoras.html
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mechanisation. Thus, the Initial mechanisation sought to use Isar to alleviate the prob-
lems of mechanisation, whilst the Axiomatic Class and Locale iterations employed the
synonymous features of Isabelle. This phase lasted approximately 18 months.

However, we realised that the main barrier to progress lay in the construction of
the proofs themselves. Although the various features of Isabelle served to ameliorate
the problems of the mechanisation in several areas (in particular the Locale iteration
served to keep definitions short by suppressing contextual parameter arguments), they
did not assist greatly with the process of proof.

For this reason, we focused on a methodology for constructing proofs. In doing
so we moved away from technological fixes based on features of a particular theorem
prover, towards approaches centred on the features of the proofs themselves.

The effect of focusing on Cut free proofs was dramatic. The Cut free iteration
contained complete proofs for the case of the forwarding protocols, which was a sub-
stantial improvement on previous iterations. Moreover it took an extremely short time
(the core proofs were established in the space of a few weeks).

We have included some excerpts from our proof scripts in Appendix C. We do not
expect the reader to be able to follow the details of the tactic proofs. However, one is
struck by their uniformity. Only a few tactics are used, viz. rule, intro as standard right
rules (∧R, ∀R, use of lemma by matching against the current conclusion), frule, elim,
drule as standard left rules (∧L, ∨L, ∀L, ∃L), assumption to close a branch, simp to
normalise a sequent, and occasional use of force to apply existing automation. There
are no uses of tactics, such as subgoal tac, that correspond to Cut. The proof script is
exactly the transcription of a Cut free proof search, interleaved with simplification.

Since there are no “clever” steps (Cut, or clever quantifier instantiations), the Cut
free proofs could form the foundation for the automation we developed in the subse-
quent Automatic iteration. We also conducted Cut free proofs for the Forwarding and
Generating iteration. Even though we had no other mechanisation of this material for
comparison, we believe that employing Cut free proofs for this iteration served to make
the mechanisation as straightforward as possible: the problems we encountered were
all essentially present in the proofs themselves, and not the result of poor choices we
made when constructing the proofs.

Thus, we believe that as well as being theoretically important, Cut free proofs are
practically important, and we have outlined how the notion of a Cut free proof can
inform a mechanisation. For example, the first order structure of a proof is almost
completely dictated by the requirements of Cut free proof, so that the mechaniser is
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left free to concentrate on the higher order features of the proof, which is generally
where the problems lie.

Although Cut free proofs are important, it is also worth knowing when Cut can
justifiably be used during an interactive proof. Based on the extent to which a proof
expands during Cut elimination, we informally surveyed when we felt it was reason-
able to reintroduce Cut. We feel this also had a great impact on our mechanisations.
Refusing to use Cut altogether can render interactive mechanisations much longer than
they would otherwise be. Thus, there are times when it is foolish to overly constrain
oneself by refusing to use Cut when developing an interactive proof.

Cut free proofs naturally integrate well with the automation we developed (and
indeed most other first order automation), since the automation is itself based on the
search for a Cut free proof. This claim is born out by the performance of our au-
tomation on the lemmas from the case study. We discuss these issues further in Part
III.

We employed Craig’s Interpolation Theorem to choose definitions and to state lem-
mas. We believe this was also a major success. The key point is to focus on the com-
bination of languages needed to express a given definition or lemma, and factor the
definition or lemma, by projecting it onto the individual languages. This enabled us
to feel confident that the definitions and lemmas we made were the right ones, to dis-
cover concepts (such as wformed, see Sect. 11.8.9) of which we had previously been
unaware, and to control the interfaces between theories.

We also advocate various other methodological approaches. In particular we em-
phasise paying close attention to the difference between first order and higher order
features of a mechanisation. Invariably we have found that statements of lemmas and
proofs which involve higher order features, such as induction, are the main barriers to
mechanisation.

11.9 Conclusion

In previous sections, we have presented details of the paper that formed the basis of our
case study, elaborated on the various stages of our mechanisation, stated the problems
we encountered and analysed several aspects of the mechanisation process. We also
presented some observations about the process of mechanisation in a methodology
section.

This work serves several purposes. Primarily we aim to present, at a reasonably
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abstract level, a series of mechanisations that we undertook as part of our case study.
Sect.s 11.3 and 11.4 describe the paper which formed the basis for the mechanisation,
and Sect. 11.5 describes the various iterations of the mechanisation process.

The other main aim of the previous sections is to illustrate problems that we met
during the case study, in order to motivate the other parts of this thesis. In Sect. 11.6
we outline these problems, and give examples which directly inspired the other parts.

What are the contributions of this chapter?

• We present a large and complex case study at a high level of abstraction.

• We describe a series of mechanisations of the case study material.

• We assess different approaches to mechanisation exemplified by each mechani-
sation iteration.

• We discuss mechanisation problems which we feel are current barriers to widespread
mechanisation.

• In particular, the two main problems we describe, problems of expressivity and
automation, serve to motivate the other parts of this thesis.

• We provide evidence and detail our own experience as regards the current dis-
cussion on the benefits of tactic (procedural) style v. Isar (or human-readable/
declarative) proof style.

• We describe the methodology behind our mechanisations. We feel that a discus-
sion of methodology is pressing, and hope our methodology may generate some
momentum in this direction.

• We describe various technical possibilities which we have either investigated or
which may serve as future work. For instance, we have indicated how proofs
may be optimised by automatically reintroducing Cut, and described how this
could be handled by transforming proof terms. We illustrated proof term trans-
formation, and in particular automatic proof term optimisation using higher or-
der rewriting, in Part II.

What related work is there? There are many other examples of large case stud-
ies. In Isabelle alone14, Paulson has mechanised [Pau03] the consistency of the axiom

14Results taken from a recent survey conducted on the Isabelle mailing list, see http://www.cl.cam.
ac.uk/users/lcp/archive/
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of choice, using Isabelle/ZF, in 12,355 lines, 1194 lemmas and c. 200 definitions.
Klein has mechanised [Kle05] a bytecode verifier, with one iteration taking c. 15,000
lines, 850 theorems and 135 definitions. Nipkow has mechanised [KN04] a Java-like
language Jinja in 21,334 lines, 1147 theorems and 184 definitions. Avigad has mecha-
nised [ADGR05] the prime number theorem, in 29,753 lines. Further afield, there are
many outstanding mechanisations that are even larger, such as the mechanisation of
the Four Colour Theorem in Coq by Gonthier [Gon05].

There also exist substantial mechanisations in the area of distributed algorithms.
In particular, the PhD [M9̈8] of Müller concerns a mechanisation of a formalism for
distributed algorithms, I/O Automata [Lyn96], in Isabelle/HOLCF, and is probably the
most closely related to our work.

How do these mechanisations compare to ours? The mechanisations that are closest
to ours, those of Klein, Nipkow and Müller, differ in some crucial respects: the authors
are constructing and mechanising their own proofs. As such, they both understand
the material completely, and have total freedom as to how to mechanise it. We have
already mentioned that this was not the case with the material we were mechanising.
These are crucial differences for another, sociological reason. Mechanisations are long,
effort intensive, and relatively unrewarding. Comprehension and control of the proof
are vital factors that sustain the mechaniser’s interest, and allow him or her to work
with the greatest effectiveness. Thus, a major difference is that we are mechanising
someone else’s proof, whereas typically mechanisers have the freedom to construct
their own proofs.

Müller’s work is closest to ours, yet even here there are substantial differences.
For instance, whereas Müller is committed to the HOLCF approach and to modelling
distributed algorithms as I/O automata, we prefer to keep our formalism within the
realm of HOL, and to avoid frameworks by keeping concepts abstract and flexible. For
example, whereas we consider infinite sequences as functions with domain N, the for-
malisation of sequences in HOLCF is as lazy lists, which we believe is considerably
more complex. Müller even includes a chapter dedicated to a discussion of the various
ways of formalising sequences. We believe that our formalisation is considerably sim-
pler than the alternatives. To justify this statement we point to the easy mechanisation
of proofs concerning forward and backward simulation relations, see Chap. 10, which
compare favourably with those in Müller’s dissertation [M9̈8].

Furthermore, our work is essentially different from these other mechanisations in
its aims. Rather than simply state definitions and construct proofs, we are trying to
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apply the methods and results of proof theory to the practical task of mechanisation,
with the aim of developing automation and a methodology. This constrains us in other
ways. For example, we do not just construct any proof of a given theorem, we construct
a canonical Cut free proof. Such proofs can then be rediscovered by automation. In
this way we are mechanising our case study in a way that might, at least in part, be
discovered automatically. Thus, our mechanisation is not only a mechanisation, but
aims considerably higher in many areas.

What possibilities are there for further work? Of course, there will always be
interesting case studies to mechanise. These case studies can be the initial impetus
to investigate technical improvements that can be made to theorem provers. We hope
that this chapter has demonstrated how interesting technical work can arise from the
problems one encounters during a case study. In particular, our work on proof terms
and theory interpretation, Part II, and our work on automation, Part III, arose directly
from the case study described here.

There are many improvements that can be made to current theorem provers. We
mentioned in several places the opportunity to examine proofs and optimise them in
various ways, for example, to improve readability when presenting the proofs. These
proof transformations are one way current theorem proving technology can be ex-
tended, but there are many other technical improvements one can make. For example,
in the other parts of this thesis we focused on expressivity and automation. Particu-
larly we feel that these are two areas that can be pushed further. For example, one
can extend the HOL logic with type quantification, thereby increasing the expressivity
of HOL implementations. An example that we discussed in this chapter is the need
for mechanical assistance to move smoothly between local (non-parameterised) and
global (parameterised) versions of definitions, in a way similar to the Coq sectioning
mechanism, see Part II for further discussion.

We are also passionately interested in studying the process of mechanisation itself.
In this, we see great scope for applying further results of proof theory. For example, a
particular problem in theorem provers is the automation of inductive proof: non-trivial
strengthening of induction hypotheses seems to be especially difficult. On the other
hand, several current approaches to the automation of induction, for example [Gow04],
proceed by progressively instantiating the induction hypothesis, which is initially an
unconstrained metavariable. In this way, a higher order variable is progressively re-
fined, much as a first order variable is refined using unification in first order resolution
proofs. Thus, it is at least plausible that there is an approach to the automation of
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higher order proof that parallels first order resolution. It would be interesting to see
what proof theory has to say in this area.

Finally, it has long been a goal of parts of the theorem proving community to pro-
vide a tool that is genuinely useful to the mathematical community. In terms of cost
benefit analysis, based on our experience with the case study, we believe that proof
is currently far too expensive to justify the benefits. We feel that in many situations,
mechanised proof is simply not worth the effort. On the other hand, precise expres-
sion of definitions and theorems costs relatively little, and can considerably enhance a
mathematical text. Moreover, there is plenty of scope for machine support in the form
of type checking, and dependency tracking. Thus, a useful tool may consist simply
of a HOL core, with automatic typechecking and dependency tracking, a reasonably
user-friendly front end (such as that provided by the new version of ProofGeneral
[WAL05]), integrated into a suitable LATEX environment.





Part V

Conclusion
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Chapter 12

Conclusion

In the previous parts of this thesis, we have described an implementation of theory
interpretation by proof term transformation, including a new proof term foundation for
HOL, and a novel form of automation suited for interactive use. This work sprang from
a case study, to mechanise a current paper in the field of distributed algorithms, which
we also described. We feel that these parts form a unified narrative: we attempted
a mechanisation, we discovered several problems, and we attempted to solve these
problems.

There are several things that could be done to take this work further. In particular

• Type quantification should be added to the HOL logic. This would increase the
expressiveness of HOL, and also permit an adequate implementation of theory
interpretation through internalisation. This in turn would provide the foundation
on which to build a module system for HOL. We are currently implementing
type quantification in HOL Light.

• Another benefit of type quantification is that our implementation of proof terms
could be made much more efficient. We feel that proof terms will play an in-
creasingly important role in the future, as proof mining, transformation and pre-
sentation become widespread.

• A robust, publically available implementation of our automation, based on a
multiple conclusion sequent calculus, with the alternative approach to equality
sketched in Sect. 8.9, would be desirable.

The case study was partly an investigation into whether current theorem provers
could provide assistance to the authors of mathematical papers. The desire to produce
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a tool that would provide assistance to authors is widely held in the theorem proving
community. There is also evidence [ABF+05] that other parts of the computer science
community would appreciate such a tool. Of course, there are many difficulties to be
overcome, but we feel that even a simple HOL implementation, integrated smoothly
with LATEX, would be popular and useful if it could be presented attractively.



Appendix A

State Transition Systems/ Kripke
Structures

We model transition systems as they appear in [CGP00]. Our underlying state space
is assumed to coincide with a type, and so the development is parameterised by a free
type, rather than explicitly exhibiting a set representing the underlying state space.
We do not have an explicit label set, detailing which atomic propositions hold at which
states, rather, we allow the states themselves to have structure, and atomic propositions
can examine this structure directly.

State transition systems consist of a set of start states, and a set of transitions. A
transition from one state to another is represented by a pair of states.

types ′a transition = ′a ∗ ′a

A state transition system is modelled by a pair. We adopt the term Kripke structure
from [CGP00] for state transition systems.

types ′s kripke-structure = ′s set ∗ ( ′s transition set)

And define the standard projections.

constdefs
starts :: ′s kripke-structure⇒ ′s set
starts x ≡ fst x

trans :: ′s kripke-structure⇒ ′s transition set
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trans x ≡ snd x

We require that the Kripke structure is non-trivial.

constdefs is-kripke-structure :: ′s kripke-structure⇒ bool
is-kripke-structure k ≡ starts k 6= {}

A path is represented by a function from the natural numbers to the underlying
state space.

types ′a path = nat⇒ ′a

If every pair of adjacent states in a path occurs in the set of transitions, the path is
a well-formed path fragment.

constdefs is-path-frag :: ′s transition set⇒ ′s path⇒ bool
is-path-frag trs path ≡ ∀ n. (path n, path (n+1)) ∈ trs

A bona-fide path will also have restrictions on the start state wrt. some Kripke
structure.

constdefs
is-path :: ′s kripke-structure⇒ ′s path⇒ bool
is-path k path ≡ (path 0 ∈ starts k ∧ is-path-frag (trans k) path)

paths :: ′s kripke-structure⇒ ′s path set
paths k ≡ {p. is-path k p}
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LTL

We need to talk about properties of paths. We could reason directly about the paths
in question. However, reasoning at such a low level can be arduous, and so we typ-
ically introduce a higher level logic, to assist us (perhaps by limiting the things we
can say, perhaps by capturing the symmetry and underlying rationale behind intuitive
arguments). LTL is a propositional temporal logic, capable of expressing simple prop-
erties about paths. It cannot express properties such as “given a set of transitions, from
state s, state t is reachable” (which are, however, expressible in CTL), but can express
a property such as “for path p, whenever we are in state s, eventually we reach state t”.
[CGP00] contains an overview of LTL, and largely guides our development.

We formalise the syntax of LTL formulae within the HOL logic. We thus con-
struct a deep embedding of LTL within HOL (where deep is taken to mean that the
syntax of the embedded logic is something that can be reasoned about in the enclosing
logic). LTL formulae are the least set containing simple state propositions (semanti-
cally identifying those sequences where the proposition holds of the initial member of
the sequence), and closed under the usual LTL connectives. The basic atomic proposi-
tions are identified with HOL predicates, i.e. we have a shallow embedding of atomic
propositions.

datatype ′a ltl-formula =

Init ( ′a⇒ bool)
| NOTltl ′a ltl-formula (¬ltl - [90] 90)

| ANDltl ′a ltl-formula ′a ltl-formula (- ∧ltl - [80,80] 80)

| X ′a ltl-formula
| U ′a ltl-formula ′a ltl-formula (- U - [70,70] 70)
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We can then easily define the atomic propositions by primitive structural recursion
over the syntax of an LTL formula.

consts AP :: ′a ltl-formula⇒ ( ′a⇒ bool) set
primrec
AP (Init p) = {p}
AP (¬ltl f ) = AP f
AP (f ∧ltl g) = AP f ∪ AP g
AP (X f ) = AP f
AP (f U g) = AP f ∪ AP g

This in turn allows us to express the LTL formulae constructed from a given set of
primitive atomic propositions.

constdefs ltl-formulae :: ( ′a⇒ bool) set⇒ ′a ltl-formula set
ltl-formulae aps ≡ {f . AP f ⊆ aps}

We then follow [CGP00] by defining the semantics of LTL satisfaction. Firstly, we
define what it means for an individual state to satisfy an atomic proposition.

constdefs state-satisfies :: ′a⇒ ( ′a⇒ bool)⇒ bool (- |=s - [70, 80] 70)

s |=s p ≡ (p s)

We then describe what it means for a path to satisfy an LTL formulae at a given
point n. For instance, a path p satisfies the LTL formula f U g at position n iff there
is some later point n + m where it satisfies g, and upto that point it satisfies f . The
explicit parameter n assists arithmetic reasoning.

consts satisfies-n :: ′s path⇒ nat⇒ ′s ltl-formula⇒ bool (-,- |= - [70,70,80] 70)

primrec
p,n |= (Init f ) = (p n) |=s f
p,n |= (¬ltl f ) = (¬(p,n |= f ))
p,n |= (f ∧ltl g) = (p,n |= f ∧ p,n |= g)

p,n |= (X f ) = p,(Suc n) |= f
p,n |= (f U g) = (∃ m. p,(n+m) |= g ∧ (∀ j < m. p,(n+j) |= f ))
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A path is said to satisfy an LTL formula if it satisfies it initially.

constdefs satisfies :: ′s path⇒ ′s ltl-formula⇒ bool (- |=0 -)
p |=0 f ≡ (p,0 |= f )

We note that we can define derived operators in the standard way.

constdefs
F :: ′s ltl-formula⇒ ′s ltl-formula
F f ≡ (Init (λ x. True)) U f

G :: ′s ltl-formula⇒ ′s ltl-formula
G f ≡ ¬ltl (F (¬ltl f ))

ORltl :: ′s ltl-formula⇒ ′s ltl-formula⇒ ′s ltl-formula (- ∨ltl - [80,80] 80)

f ∨ltl g ≡ ¬ltl (¬ltl f ∧ltl ¬ltl g)

IMPltl :: ′s ltl-formula⇒ ′s ltl-formula⇒ ′s ltl-formula ((-−→ltl-))
f −→ltl g ≡ ¬ltl f ∨ltl g

And that the satisfaction relation engendered by these definitions is as expected.

lemma F-def-2: (p,n |= F f ) = (∃ m. p,(n+m) |= f )

lemma G-def-2: (p,n |= G f ) = (∀ m. p,(n+m) |= f )

lemma ORltl-def-2: (p,n |= f1 ∨ltl f2) = ( (p,n |= f1) ∨ (p,n |= f2) )

lemma IMPltl-def-2: (p,n |= f1 −→ltl f2) = ( (p,n |= f1) −→ (p,n |= f2))

LTL formulae describe paths. Kripke structures give rise to paths. Finally, we lift
the notion of LTL satisfaction over Kripke structures, that is, we define what it means
for a Kripke structure to satisfy an LTL formula.

constdefs kripke-satisfies :: ′s kripke-structure⇒ ′s ltl-formula⇒ bool ((- |=k -) [70, 80] 70)

k |=k f ≡ ∀ p ∈ paths k. (p |=0 f )
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Finally, Lamport has argued [Lam83] that the specification of a concurrent system
should be invariant under stuttering. Use of the X time operator can lead to formulae
that are not invariant under stuttering. It is common to restrict LTL formulae so that
they do not use the X operator. All stuttering invariant LTL properties are expressible
without the X operator [PW97] so that this is the correct restriction to make.

consts Xfree :: ′a ltl-formula⇒ bool
primrec
Xfree (Init p) = True
Xfree (¬ltl f ) = Xfree f
Xfree (f ∧ltl g) = (Xfree f ∧ Xfree g)

Xfree (X f ) = False
Xfree (f U g) = (Xfree f ∧ Xfree g)

It is worth noting that we can have free variables in the atomic propositions, which
may be quantified at the HOL level. In the following, receiver is supposed to represent
a function that picks out, from the underlying state, the state of a given receiver. Thus,
we can express parameterised properties in a simple and effective way, even though
LTL itself is purely propositional.

lemma ∀ receiver. p,n |= (G (f −→ltl F (Init (λ s. receiver s 6= t))))
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Case Study Proof Script Excerpts

lemma theorem3-nes-Mup-3: [[

disjoint (Mup, Mdown, Bottom);
is-fin-rooted-tree (t:: ′a tree);
is-allowable-event (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (t,a) nh (Ev n i c o1 o2 C);
forwarding-tree-network (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (t,a);
(nh,nhbar) ∈ sim-reln-f (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) t;
n ∈ nes t; i ∈ Mup; c ∈ ch-down t n
]]

=⇒

proj Mup (channels-contents (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) t (Ev n i c o1 o2 C# nh) (channels t))
⊆m proj Mup (channels-contents (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (flatten t) (nhbar) (channels (flatten

t)))
apply(frule nes-verts)
apply(frule finite-ch-down, assumption+) apply(frule meta-iffD1[OF is-fin-rooted-tree-def ],

erule conjE)

apply(frule disjoint-Mup) apply(assumption) apply(elim conjE)

apply(frule root-nes-res) apply(elim conjE) apply(drule bspec, assumption) apply(clarify)
apply(frule-tac meta-iffD1[OF is-allowable-event-def ]) apply(simp add: Let-def ) apply(elim

conjE)

apply(frule singleton-Msubset)
apply(frule meta-iffD1[OF is-event-def ]) apply(simp add: Let-def ) apply(elim conjE)

apply(frule forwarding-tree-network-Mup) apply(assumption+) apply(elim conjE)

apply(simp add: sim-reln-f-def Let-def ) apply(elim conjE)

apply(rule Msubset-trans ′) apply(assumption)
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apply(erule disjE)

apply(simp add: channels-contents-def-2 multiset-ss multiset-simps proj-simps)
apply(rule)
apply(rule)
apply(simp add: proj-diff proj-simps diff-Msubset)

apply(simp add: eq-Msubset)
apply(rule multiset-eq-multiset-Msubset)
apply(rule arg-cong) back
apply(frule ch-up-channels) apply(assumption)

apply(frule nes-verts)
apply(frule ch-down-channels) apply(assumption)

apply(frule subsetD) apply(assumption+)

apply(frule-tac c = c and chs = channels t in channel-contents-channels-contents) ap-
ply(assumption+)

apply(simp add: channels-contents-def-2 del: if-splits)
apply(simp add: multiset-ss)
apply(frule singleton-Msubset) back
apply(simp add: Msubset-diff-union)

done

lemma theorem3-nes-Mup: [[

disjoint (Mup, Mdown, Bottom);
is-fin-rooted-tree t;
n ∈ nes t; i ∈ Mup; c ∈ ch-down t n;
is-allowable-event (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (t,a) nh (Ev n i c o1 o2 C);
forwarding-tree-network (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) (t,a);
(nh,nhbar) ∈ sim-reln-f (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) t
]]

=⇒ (Ev n i c o1 o2 C#nh,nhbar) ∈ sim-reln-f (Mup, Mdown, Bottom) t
apply(frule nes-verts)
apply(frule finite-ch-down, assumption+) apply(frule meta-iffD1[OF is-fin-rooted-tree-def ],

erule conjE)

apply(frule theorem3-nes-Mup-3) apply(assumption+)

apply(frule disjoint-Mup) apply(assumption) apply(elim conjE)

apply(frule root-nes-res) apply(elim conjE) apply(drule bspec, assumption) apply(clarify)
apply(frule forwarding-tree-network-Mup) apply(assumption+) apply(elim conjE)
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apply(simp add: sim-reln-f-def Let-def ) apply(elim conjE)+

apply(intro conjI)
apply(simp|succeed) apply(rule ballI) apply(rename-tac na) apply(drule-tac x=na in

bspec) apply(assumption) apply(force dest: tmp)

apply(simp|succeed) apply(frule meta-iffD1[OF is-allowable-event-def ], simp add: Let-def ,
elim conjE) apply(intro ballI) apply(rename-tac r)
apply(frule-tac n=r in finite-channels-nad-root) apply(force simp add: res-verts)
apply(simp add: proj-Mdown-unaffected)

done
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